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Foreword 

December, 197 I 
Dear Mr. Jay, 

I have been asked to write a foreword to your book on the history 
of the Frankfurt Institute of Social Research. Reading your interest
ing work does not permit me to refuse this request; however, the con
dition of my health limits me to the short letter form, which should 
now serve as a foreword. First, my thanks are due you for the care 
which. is demonstrated through all the chapters of your work .. Much 
will be preserved which would be forgotten without your description. 

The work to which the Institute devoted itself before its emigra
tion from Germany - one thinks of Friedrich Pollock's book The 
Experiments in Economic Planning in the Soviet Union, 1917-1927 or 
the subsequently published collective work, Authority and Family 
- meant something new in comparison to the then official educa
tional system. It meant the ability to pursue research for which a uni
versity stilI offered no opportunity. The enterprise succeeded only 
because, thanks to the support of Hermann Weil and the interven
tion of his son, Felix, a group of men, interested in social theo~y and 
from different scholarly backgrounds, came together with the belief 
that formulating the negative in the epoch of transition was more 
meaningful than academic careers. What united them was the criti
cal approach to existing society. 

Already near the end of the twenties, certainly by the beginning of 
the thirties, we were convinced of the probability of a National So
cialist victory, as well as of the fact that it could be met only through 
revolutionary actions. That it needed a world war we did not yet en
visage at that time. We thought of an uprising in our own country 
and because of that, Marxism won its decisive meaning for our 
thought. After our emigration to America via Geneva, the Marxist 
interpretation of social events remained, to be sur~, dominant, which 
did not mean in any way, however, that a dogmatic materialism had 
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become the decisive theme of our position. Reflecting on political 
systems taught us rather that it was necessary, as Adorno has ex
pressed it, "not to. think of claims to the Absolute as certain and yet, 
not to deduct anything from the appeal to the emphatic concept of . 
the truth." 

The appeal to an entirely other (einganz Anderes) than this world 
had primarily a social-philosophical impetus. It led finally to a more 
positive evaluation of certain metaphysical trends, because the em
pirical "whole is the untrue" (Adorno). The hope that earthly horror 
does not possess the last word is, to be sure, a non-scientific wish. 

Those who were once associated with the Institute, as far as they 
are still alive, will certainly be thankful to you for recognizing in 
your book a history of their own ideas. I feel obliged also in the 
name of the dead, such as Fred Pollock, Theodor W. Adorno, Wal
ter Benjamin, Franz Neumann, and Otto Kirchheimer, to express to 
you, dear Mr. Jay, acknowledgment and gratitude for your work. 

Cordially, 
MAX HORKHEIMER 

Montagnola, Switzerland 



Introduction 

It has become a commonplace in the modern world to regard the 
intellectual as estranged, maladjusted, and discontented. Far from 
being disturbed by this vision, however, we have become increas
ingly accustomed to seeing our intellectuals as outsiders, gadflies, 
marginal men, and the like. The word "alienation," indiscriminately 
used to signify the most banal of dyspepsias as well as the deepest of 
metaphysical fears, has become the chief cant phrase of our time. 
For even the most discerning of observers, reality and pose have be
come difficult to distinguish. To the horror of those who can genu
inely claim to have suffered from its effects, alienation has proved a 
highly profitable commodity in the cultural marketplace. Modernist 
art with its dissonances and torments, to take one example, has be
come the staple diet of an increasingly voracious army of culture 
consumers who know good investments when they see them. The 
avant~garde, if indeed the term can still be used, has become an hon
ored ornament of our cultural life, less to be feared than feted,. The 
philosophy of existentialism, to cite another case, which scarcely a 
generation ago seemed like a breath of fresh air, has now degener
ated into a set of easily manipulated cliches and sadly hollow ges
tures. This decline occurred, it should be noted, not because analytic 
philosophers expose,d the meaninglessness of its categories, but 
rather as a result of our culture's uncanny.ability to absorb and de
fuse even its most uncompromising opponents. And finally to men
tion a third example, it is all too evident in 1972, a few short years 
after the much ballyhooed birth of an alleged counterculture, that 
the new infant, if not strangled in the crib, has proved easily domes
ticated in the ways of its elders. Here too the mechanisms of 
absorption and cooptation have shown themselves to be enormously 
effective. 
, The result of all this is that intellectuals who take their critical 

function seriously have been presented with an increasingly rigorous 
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challenge to outdistance the culture's capacity to numb their protest. 
One response has been an ever more frantic flight into cultural ex
tremism, a desire to shock and provoke by going beyond what had 
previously been the limits of cultural tolerance. These limits, how
ever, have demonstrated an elasticity far greater than anticipated, as 
yesterday's obscenities are frequently transformed into today's bro
mides. With the insufficiency of a purely cultural solution in mind, 
many critical intellectuals have attempted to integrate their cultural 
protest with its political counterpart. Radical political movements, 
characteristically of the left, have continued to attract discontented 
intdlectuals in our own time, as they have done traditionally in years 
past. But this alliance has rarely proved an easy one, especially when 
the realities of left-wing movements in power have become too ugly 
to ignore. Consequently, the ebb and flow of radical intellectuals to 
and from various leftist allegiances has been one. of the constant 
themes of modern intellectual history. 

This oscillation stems as well from a more basic dilemma faced 
only by intellectuals of the left. The elitism of those who confine 
their extremism solely to the cultural sphere, rejecting its political 
correlate, does not necessarily engender any particular sense of guilt. 
For the radical intellectual whl) chooses political involvement, how
ever, the desire to maintain a critical distance presents a special 
problem. Remaining apart, not just from society as a whole but also 
from the movement on whose victory he counts, creates an acute 
tension that is never absent from the lives of serious leftist intellec
tuals. The endless self-criticism aimed at exorcising the remnants of 
elitism, which has characterized the New Left in recent years, bears 
witness to the persistence of this concern. At its worst, it produces a 
sentimental nostafgie de fa boue; at its best, it can lead to an earnest 
effort to reconcile theory and practice, which takes into account the 
possibilities for such a unity in an imperfect world. 

But what is often forgotten in the desire to purge the phrase "ac
tivist intellectual" of its oxymoronic connotations is that intellectuals 
are" already actors, although in a very special sense. The intellectual 
is always engaged in symbolic action, which involves the externaliza
tion of his thought in any number of ways. "Men of ideas" are note
worthy only when their ideas are communicated to others through 
one medium or another. The critical edge of intellectual life comes 
largely from the gap that exists between symbol and what for want of 
a better word can be called reality. Paradoxically, by attempting to 
transform themselves into the agency to bridge that gap, they risk 
forfeiting the critical perspective it provides. What usu~lly suffers is 
the quality of their work, which degenerates into propaganda. The 
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critical intellectual is in a sense less engage when he is self-con
sciously partisan than when he adheres to the standards of integrity 
set by his craft. As Yeats reminds us, "The intellect of man is forced 
to choose between / Perfection of the life or of the work." 1 When 
the radical intellectual too closely identifies with popular forces of 
change in an effort to leave his ivory tower behind, he jeopardizes 
achieving either perfection. Between the Scylla of unquestioning soli
darity and the Charybdis of willful independence, he must carve a 
middle way or else fail. Hbw precarious that middle path may be is 
one of the chief lessons to be learned from the radical intellectuals 
who have been chosen as the subjects of this study. 

The so-called Frankfurt School, composed of certain members of 
the Institut fUr Sozialforschung (Institute of Social Research),* can 
in fact be seen as presenting in quintessential form the dilemma of 
the left intellectual in our century. Few of their counterparts have 
been as sensitive to the absorbing power of both the dominant cul
ture and its ostensible opponents. Throughout the Institut's entire 
existence, and especially in the period from 1923 to 1950, the fear of 
cooptation and integration deeply troubled its members. Although 
the exigencies of history forced them into exile as part of the intellec
tual migration from Central Europe after 1933, they had been exiles 
in relation to the external world since the beginning of their collabo
ration. Far from being a source of regret, however, this status was 
accepted, even nurtured, as the sine qua 11011 of their in tellectual 
fertility. 

Bec'ause of their intransigent refusal to compromise their theoreti
cal integrity at the same time that they sought to ide'ntify a social 
agency to realize their ideas, the adherents of the Frankfurt School 
anticipated many of the same issues that were to agonize a later gen
eration of engaged intellectuals. Largely for this reason, the work 
they did in their early years together excited the imaginations of 
postwar New Leftists in Europe and, more recently, in America as 
well. Pirated editions of works long since out of print were circulated 
among an impatient German student movement, whose appetites 
had been whetted by the contact they had with the Institut after its 
return to Frankfurt in 1950. The clamor for republication of the es
says written in the Institut's house organ, the ZeitschriJt filr Soziaf-

* The German spelling of Institut will be used throughout the text to set it apart frpm any 
other institute, It will also be used as coterminous with the "Frankfurt School" in the period 
after 1933, What must be remembered, however, is that the notion ofa specific school did not 
develop until after the Institut was forced to leave Frankfurt (the term itself was not used until 
the Institut returned to Germany in 1950), As will be made clear in the opening chapter, the 
Weimar Institut was far too pluralist in its Marxism to allow the historian to identify its theo
retical perspective with that of the Frankfurt School as it emerged in later years.2 
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forschung (J oumal of Social Research), led in the 1960's to the appear
ance of such collections as Herbert Marcuse's Negations3 and Max 
Horkheimer's Kritische Theorie,4 to add to the already reissued selec
tions from the wrItings of other Institut members, such as Theodor 
W. Adorno, Leo Lowenthal, Walter Benjamin, and Franz Neu
mann.5 Although it is not my intention to comment extensively on 
the Institut's history after its return to Germany, it should be noted 
that much of the recent attention paid to it was aroused by the reap
pearance of-work done in the relative obscurity of its first quarter 
century. 

Why a history of that period has never before been attempted is 
not difficult to discern. The Frankfurt School's work covered so 
many diverse fields that a definitive analysis of each would require a 
team of scholars expert in everything from musicology to sinology. It 
would, in short, demand a Frankfurt Sc4001 all its own. The hazards 
awaiting the isolated historian are therefore obvious. They were cer
tainly a source of some hesitation on my part before I decided to em
bark on the project. However, when that decision was behind me 
and I began to immerse myself in the Institut's work, I discovered 
that the expertise I lacked in specific disciplines was compensated for 
by the very comprehensiveness of my approach. For I came to un
derstand that there was an essential coherence in the Frankfurt 

. School's thought, a coherence that affected almost all of its work in 
different areas. I soon learned that Erich Fromm's discussion of the 
sado-masochistic character and Leo Lowenthal's treatment of the 
Norwegian novelist Knut Hamsun illuminated one another, that 
Theodor W. Adorno's critique of Stravinsky and Max Horkheimer's 
repudiation of Scheler's philosophical anthropology were intimately 
related, that Herbert Marcuse's concept of one-dimensional society 
was predicated on Friedrich Pollock's model of state capitalism, and 
so on. I also discovered that even when conflicts over issues did de
velop, as they did, for example, between Fromm and Horkheimer or 
Pollock and Neumann, they were articulated with a common vocab
ulary and against a background of more or less shared assumptions. 
An overview of the Institut's development, despite the superficial
ity it might entail on certain questions, thus appeared a justifiable 
exercise. 

Moreover, the timing of such a project seemed to me crucial. Al
though certain of the Institut's members were no longer living
Franz Neumann, Walter Benjamin, Otto Kirchheimer, and Henryk 
Grossmann, to name the most important - many of the others were 
still alive, vigorous, and at the stage in their careers when a concern 
for the historical record was probable. In every case they responded 
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positively to my initial expression of interest in the Institut's history. 
How much help I received will be apparent in the acknowledgment 
section that follows. 

Despite the aid given me in reconstructing the Institut's past, how
ever, the results should in no way be construed as a "court history." 
In fact, the conflicting reports I frequently received of various inci
dents and the often differing estimations of each other's work offered 
by former Institut colleagues left me at times feeling like the observer 
at the Japanese play Rashomol1, not knowing which version to select 
as valid. My ultimate choices will not please all my informants, but I 
hope they will be satisfied with my attempts to cross-check as many 
controversial points as possible. In addition, my own estimate of the 
Institut's accomplishment ought not to be identified with those of its 
members. That I admire much of their work cannot be denied; that I 
have not refrained from criticism where I felt it warranted will, I 
hope, be equally clear. Remaining faithful to the critical spirit of the 
Frankfurt School seems much more of a tribute than an unquestion
ing acceptance of all it said or did. 

My only constraint has been dictated by discretion. My access to 
the extremely valuable Horkheimer-Lowenthal correspondence was. 
qualified by an understandable reluctance on the part of the corre
spondents to embarrass people who might still be alive. This type of 
control, which, to be sure, was exercised lonly infrequently, was the 
only disadvantage following from my writing about living men. It is 
rare for the historian to be able to address his questions so directly to 
the subjects of his study. By so doing; not only have I learned things 
which the documents could not reveal, but I have also been able to 
enter into the lives of the Institut's members and appreciate in a 
more immediate way the impact of their personal experiences as in
tellectuals in exile. Although the bulk of my text concerns the ideas 
of the Frankfurt School, I hope that some of those experiences and 
their relations to the ideas are apparent. For in many ways, both for 
good and for ill, they were the unique experiences of an extraordi
nary generation whose historical moment has now irrevocably 
passed. 
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The Creation of the Institut fur 
Sozialforschung and Its First 

Frankfurt Years 

One of the most far-reaching changes brought by the First World 
War, at least in terms of its impact on intellectuals, was the shifting 
of the socialist center of gravity eastward. The unexpected success of 
the Bolshevik Revolution - in contrast to the dramatic failure of its 
Central European imitators - created a serious dilemma for those 
who had previously been at the center of European Marxism, the 
left-wing intellectuals of Germany. In rough outline, the choices left 
to them were as follows: first, they might support the moderate so
cialists and their freshly created Weimar Repub!ic, thus eschewing 
revolution and scorning the Russian experiment; or second, they 
could accept Moscow's leadership, join the newly formed German 
Communist Party, and work to undermine Weimar's bourgeois com
promise. Although rendered more immediate by the war and rise of 
the moderate socialists to power, these alternatives in one form or 
another had been at the center of socialist controversies for decades. 
A third course of action, however, was almost entirely a product of 
the radical disruption of Marxist assumptions, a disruption brought 
about by the war and its aftermath. This last alternative was the 
searching reexamination of the very foundations of Marxist theory, 
with the dual hope of explaining past errors and preparing for future 
action. This began a process that inevitably led back to the dimly lit 
regions of Marx's philosophical past. 

. One of the crucial questions raised in the ensuing analysis was the 
relation of theory to practice, or more precisely, t6 what became a fa-
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miliar term in the Marxist lexicon, praxis. Loosely defined, praxis 
was used to designate a kind of self-creating action, which differed 
from the externa)ly motivated. behavior produced by forces outside 
man's control. Although originally seen as the opposite of contem
plative theoria when it was first used in Aristotle's Meraphysics, praxis 
in the Marxist usage was seen in dialectical relation to theory. In 
fact, one of the earmarks of praxis as opposed to mere action was its 
being informed by theoretical considenitions. The goal of revolution
ary activity was understood as the unifying of theory and praxis, 
which would be in direct contrast to the situation prevailing under 
capi talism. 

How problematical that goal in fact was became increasingly clear 
in the postwar years, when for the first time socialist governments 
were in power. The Soviet leadership saw its task in terms more of 
survival than of realizing socialist aims - not an unrealistic ap
praisal under the circumstances, but one scarcely designed to placate 
socialists like Rosa Luxemburg who would have preferred no revolu
tion at all to a betrayed one. Although from a very different perspec
tive, the socialist leadership in the Weimar Republic also understood 
its most imperative goal to be the survival of the new government 
rather than the implementation of socialism. The trade union con
sciousness, which, as Carl Schorske has shown,1 permeated its ranks 
well before the end of the Second Reich, meant the squandering of 
what opportunities there might have been to revolutionize German 
society. The split that divided the working class movement in Wei
mar between a bolshevized Communist Party (KPD) and a nonrevo
lutionary Socialist Party (SPD) was a sorry spectacle to those who 
still maintained the purity of Marxist theory. Some attempted a rap
prochementwith one faction or another. But as demonstrated by the 
story of Georg Lukacs, who was forced to repudiate his most imagi
native book, History and Class Consciollsness, shortly after its appear
ance in 1923, this often meant sacrificing intellectual integrity on the 
altar of party solidarity. 

When, however, personal inclinations led to a greater commitment 
to theory than to party, even when this meant suspending for a while 
the unifying of theory and praxis, the results in terms of theoretical 
innovation could be highly fruitful. It will be one of the central con
tentions of this work that the relative autonomy of the men who 
comprised the so-called Frankfurt School of the Institut fUr Sozial
forschung, although entailing certain disadvantages, was one of the 
primary reasons for the theoretical achievements produced by their 
collaboration. Although without much impact in Weimar, and with 
even less during the period of exile that followed, the Frankfurt 
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School was to become a major force in the revitalization of Western 
European Marxism in the postwar years. In addition, through the 
sudden popularity of Herbert Marcuse in the America of the late 
1960's, the Frankfurt School's Critical Theory (Kritische TlzeOl'ie) has 
also had a significant influence on the New Left in this country. 

From its very beginning, independence was understood as a neces
sary prerequisite for the task of theoretical innovation and unre
strained social research. Fortunately, the means to ensure such con
ditions were available. The idea of an institutional framework in 
which these goals might be pursued was conceived by Felix J. Weil 
in 1922.2 Weil was the only son of a German-born grain merchant, 
Hermann Weil, who had left Germany around 1890 for Argentina 
and made a sizable fortune exporting grains back to Europe. Born In 
1898 in Buenos Aires, Felix was sent in his ninth year to Frankfurt to 
attend the Goethe Gymnasium and, ultimately, the newly created 
university in that city. Except for an important year in Tiibingen in 
1918-1919, where he first became involved in left-wing causes at the 
university, Weil remained at Frankfurt until he took his doctorate 
magna cum laude in political science. His dissertation, on the practi
cal problems of implementing socialism,3 was published in a series of 
monographs edited by Karl Korsch, who had been one of the first to 
interest him in Marxism. Drawing upon his own considerable funds 
inherited from his mother, as well as his father's wealth, Wei I began 
to support a number of radical ventures in Germany. 

The first of these was the Erste Marxistische Arbeitswoche (First 
Marxist Work Week), which met in the summer of 1922 in Ilmenau, 
Thuringia. "Its purpose," according to Weil, was the "hope that the 
different trends in Marxism, if afforded an opportunity of talking it 
out together, could arrive at a 'true' or 'pure' Marxism." 4 Among the 
participants at the week-long session were Georg Lukacs, Karl 
Korsch, Richard Sorge, Friedrich Pollock, Karl August Wittfogel, 
Bela Fogarasi, Karl Schmiickle, Konstantin Zetkin (the younger of 
two sons of the well-known socialist leader Klara Zetkin), Hede 
Gumperz (then married to Julian Gumperz, an editor of the Com
munist Rate Fahne, later to Gerhart Eisler and then to Paul Mas
sing),5 and several wives, including Hedda Korsch, Rose Wittfogel, 
Christiane Sorge, and Kate Weil. Much of the time was devoted to a 
discussion of Korsch's yet unpublished manuscript, "Marxism and 
Philosophy." "The EMA," Weil wrote,6 "was entirely informal, com
posed only of intellectuals," and "had not the slightest factional in
tention or result." Expectations of a Zweite Marxistisclze Arbeits
woche (a Second Marxist Work Week) came to naught when a more 
ambitious alternative took its place. . 
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With the encouragement of several friends at the University of 
Frankfurt, Weil's idea of a more permanent institute, which he had 
conceived during the EMA, became increasingly clarified. One of 
these friends, Friedrich Pollock, had participated in the discussions 
in Ilmenau. Born in 1894 in Freiburg, the son of an assimilated Jew
ish businessman, Pollock had been trained for a commercial career 
before serving in the war. After its end, no longer interested in busi
ness, he became a student of economics and politics at the universi
ties of Munich, Freiburg, and Frankfurt. He was granted a doctorate 
in 1923 summa cum laude from the economics department at Frank
furt with a thesis on Marx's monetary theory. Before the war, in 
1911, Pollock had become friends with Max Horkheimer, who later 
was to emerge as the most important figure in the Institut's history, 
and who now lent his voice to Pollock's in supporting Weil's plan for 
an institute of social research. 

Horkheimer, Pollock's junior by nine months, was born in 1895 in 
Stuttgart. At the urging of his father, Moritz, a prominent Jewish 
manufacturer, he too had had commercial training before entering 
military service. Horkheimer accepted the advice of his father on 
such matters as extended visits to Brussels and London, which he 
took with Pollock in 1913-1914 to learn French and English. But at 
no time were his interests solely those of the aspiring businessman. 
There is clear evidence of this in the series of novels he wrote (but 
left unpublished) during this period in his life. After 1918 he sought 
more disciplined intellectual training at the same three universities 
attended by Pollock. Initially working in psychology under the direc
tion of the Gestaltist Adhemar Gelb, he was diverted into another 
field after news reached Frankfurt that a project comparable to the 
one in which he was eng<tged had recently been completed else
where. The new field was philosophy arid his new mentor Hans Cor
nelius. 

Although Cornelius never had any direct connection with the In
stitut, his influence on Horkheimer and his friends was considerable, 
which will become apparent when the elements of Critical Theory 
are discussed in the next chapter. In 1922 Horkheimer received his 
doctorate summa cum laude under Cornelius's direction with a thesis 
on Kant.? He was "habilita' 1" * three years later with another 

* I am grateful to Dr. Weil for providing a full explanation of this and related German terms 
(used below) in the academic hierarchical system, as it was around 1920: "A Privatdozent was 
the first step in the academic career. It corresponds to assistant professor in the U.S. To be
come one, a candidate, usually then serving, after his doctor's degree, as assistant to a full pro
fessor, to the dean of the department, or to a Seminar (study group), had to submit a new qual
ifying thesis, the Habilitationsschrift, sponsored by two full professors, and then defend it in a 
Disputation before the department consisting of all the full professors. (At Frankfurt University 
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critical discussion of Kant's work and gave his first lecture as Privat
dozent in May, 1925, on Kant and Hegel.8 

Horkheimer's relationship to Pollock was one of the cornerstones 
of the Institut, and it merits some comment here. An insight into it 
can be gleaned from a passage in Ludwig Marcuse's, autobiography. 
Marcuse, no relation to Herbert, was the drama critic for a Frank
furt newspaper in the mid-twenties when Cornelius brought his two 
young proteges to his office. They were "an attractive man, Max 
Horkheimer, overflowing with warmth, and his reserved, externally 
austere friend, Fritz Pollock; but one also saw in him a little of what 
was being guarded behind the reserve." 9 Among the qualities in Pol
lock to which Marcuse might have alluded was a self-effacing, un
questioning loyalty to Horkheimer, which marked their friendship 
for the sixty or so years of its duration until Pollock's death in the 
winter of 1970. With only brief interruptions, the two remained in 
close proximity for all of their adult lives. Pollock took the role of the 
pragmatic, prudent realist, often arranging the mundane details of 
their lives to allow Horkheimer the maximum time for his scholarly 
pursuits. As a child Horkheimer was highly protected, and during his 
mature years Pollock often served as buffer between him and a harsh 
world. Horkheimer, so one observer recalled,1O was often moody and 
temperamental. Pollock, in contrast, was steady, even obsessive. The 
complementarity of their personalities was one of the sources of the 
Institut's success. That Pollock's own scholarly career suffered to 
some extent was a price he seemed willing to pay. In the twenties, to 
be sure, this was a result that was difficult to foresee. 

In fact, both men, and probably Weil as well, might have expected 
successful careers in their respective fields. However, entrance into 
the highly rigid German university system would have necessitated 

there were five such departments: philosophy, law, economics and social sciences, medicine, 
and natural sciences.) If he passed, the department granted him his venia legendi, the 'permis
sion to lecture,' which, however, was limited to a particular field. The Privatdozent was not a 
civil servant (Beamter) nor did he receive a salary, only a share in the tuition fees for his course. 

"The next step on the ladder was the Ausserordentfiche Professor, the associate professor. He 
was a civil servant, with tenure and salary, and also received a share in the tuition fees. He 
could sponsor Doktoranden and participate in the exams, but had no vote in the departmental 
meetings, although he could speak at these meetings. 

"The Ordentfiche Professor, the full professor, had all the rights of the Ausserordentfiche, plus 
the vote in the meetings. But unlike the Ausserordentfiche he could lecture on any topic he 
wanted, even outside his field (for example, the holder of a chair for art history could lecture 
on aerodynamics, ifhe so wanted). He was, of course, a civil servant with tenure (and usually a 
large salary), a share in the tuition fees (usually a minimum guarantee) and he was entitled to 
the services of a university-paid assistant. The full professor's oath of office also conferred Ger
man citizenship upon him, if he was a foreigner, unless he previously filed a declination (thus 
Grunberg chose to remain an Austrian, and, much later, HorkheiIl)er preferred to remain an 
American)." (Letter of June 8, 1971) 
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confining their broad interests to one discipline. In addition, the type 
of radical scholarship they hoped to pursue found little favor with 
the established academic hierarchy. Even the non-Marxist but un
conventional Cornelius was very much of an outcast among his col
leagues. Accordingly, Weil's idea of an independently endowed insti
tute for social research seemed an excellent way to bypass the 
normal channels of university life. Such topics as the history of the 
labor movement and the origins of anti-Semitism, which were ne
glected in the standard curriculum of German higher education, 
could be studied with a thoroughness never attempted before. I I Her
mann Weil, Felix's father, was approached with the plan and agreed 
to an initial endowment providing a yearly income of 120,000 Marks 
(the equivalent of $30,000 after the inflation had ended). The value 
of this income has been estimated by Pollock as four times what it 
would be in 1970. It took approximately 200 Marks (or $50.00) a 
month to support an unmarried assistant at the Institut. In time the 
initial grant was supplemented by additional capital gifts from Weil 
and other sources. To my knowledge, however, there is no evidence 
to indicate any political contributors, although allegations to this 
effect were sometimes made by the Institut's detractors in later years. 
In any event, Hermann WeiI's gifts, though not enormous, did per
mit the creation and maintenance of an institution whose financial 
independence proved a great advantage throughout its subsequent 
history. 

Although independence, both financial and in tellectual, was the 
goal of the founders, they thought it prudent to seek some affiliation 
with the University of Frankfurt, itself only recently established in 
1914. The original idea of calling it the Institut fUr Marxismus (Insti
tute for Mar;J<.ism) was abandoned as too provocative, and a more 
Aesopian alternative was sought (not for the last time in the Frank
furt School's history). The suggestion of the Education Ministry to 
call it the Felix Weil Institute of Social Research was declined by 
Weil, who "wanted the Institut to become known, and perhaps fa
mous, due to its contributions to Marxism as a scientific discipline, 
not due to the founder's money." 12 It was decided to call it simply 
the Institut fUr Sozialforschung. Weil also refused to "habilitate" 
himself and become a Privaldozent, or to consider the possibility of 
further academic advancement leading to the directorship of the In
stitut, because "countless people would have been convinced that 1 
'bought' myself the 'venia legendi' or, later, the chair." 13 Holding a 
chair as a governmentally salaried full professor at the university 
was, in fact, a stipulation for the directorship of the Institut as 
spelled out in the agreement reached with the Ministry of Education. 
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Wei I proposed as candidate an economist from the Technische 
Hochschule in Aachen, Kurt Albert Gerlach. Weil himself retained 
control of the Gesellschaft fUr Sozialforschung (Society of Social Re
search), the Institut's financial and administrative body. 

Gerlach shared with the Institut's founders an aesthetic and politi
cal distaste for bourgeois society. He had cultivated the former 
through connections with the Stefan George circle and the latter 
through an acquaintanceship with the Fabians gained during several 
years of study in England. His political inclinations were firmly to 
the left. Many years later, Pollock would remember him as a non
party socialist,14 while the British historians F. W. Deakin and G. R. 
Storry in their study of Richard Sorge wrote: "It is probable that, 
like Sorge, he was at this time a member of the Communist Party." 15 
Whatever the precise nature of Gerlach's politics, when proposed by 
Weil, he was accepted by the economics and social science depart
ment as professor and by the Education Ministry as first head of the 
Institut. In early 1922, Gerlach wrote a "Memorandum on the Foun
dation of an Institute of Social Research" 16 in which he stressed the 
synoptic goals of the Institut. Shortly thereafter, it was announced 
that he would deliver a series of inaugural lectures on anarchism, so
cialism, and Marxism. But the lectures were never given, for in Octo
ber, 1922, Gerlach suddenly died of an .attack of diabetes, at the age 
of thirty-six. (He left his library of eight thousand volumes to Wei!, 
who passed it on to the Institut.) 

The search for a successor focused on an older man who would, 
serve as interim director until one of the younger founding members 
was old enough to acquire a chair at the university. The first possibil
ity was Gustav Mayer, the noted historian of socialism and the 
biographer of Engels~ But the negotiations foundered, as Mayer re
members it, on the demands made by Weil- whom he later dis
missed as an EdelkommziIlist (an aristocratic communist) - for total 
control over the Institut's intellectuallife. 17 If this was true, Weirs in
sistence was certainly short-lived, for the next candidate, who actu
ally got the position, asserted his own domination very quickly. 
Weil's influence on intellectual questions appears, in fact, never to 
have been very great. 

The final choice for Gerlach's replacement was Carl Grunberg, 
who was persuaded to leave his post as professor of law and political 
science at the University of Vienna to come to Frankfurt. 18 
Grunberg had been born in Focsani, Rumania, in 1861 of Jewish 
parents (he later converted to Catholicism to assume his chair in 
Vienna). He studied jurisprudence from 1881 to I 8~5 in the Austrian 
capital, where he subsequently combined a legal and an academic 
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career. In 1909 he became professor at Vienna and in the subsequent 
year began editing the Archiv fur die Geschichte des Sozialismlls llnd 
der Arbeiterbewegung (Archive for the HistOlY of Socialism and the 
Workers'Movement), popularly known as Griinbergs Archiv. 

Politically, Grunberg was an avowed Marxist, who has been called 
"the father of Austro-Marxism" by one observer. l9 This characteri
zation, however, has been disputed by the historian of that move
ment, who has written that it was true only "insofar as the represent
atives of Austro-Marxism were his students at the University of 
Vienna, but not in the sense that Grunberg himself can be counted 
among the Austro-Marxists, since his work had a primarily historical 
character and was not devoted to achieving a unity of theory and 
practice." 20 Grunberg's relative indifference to theoretical questions 
seems to have persisted after his coming to Frankfurt. Although his 
journal did contain an occasional theoretical article, such as Karl 
Korsch's important "Marxism and Philosophy" in 1923 and Georg 
Lukacs's critique of Moses Hess three years later,2l it was primarily 
devoted to historical and empirical studies usually grounded in a 
rather un dialectical, mechanistic Marxism in the Engels-Kautsky 
tradition. Weil's own theoretical interests were never very different, 
and Grunberg was certainly in agreement with the goal of an inter
disciplinary institute dedicated to a radical dissection of bourgeois 
society. So the problem of Gerlach's successor was satisfactorily re
solved by the time the Institut was ready to begin operations. 
Grunberg, it might be noted in passing, was the first avowed Marxist 
to hold a chair at a German university. 

The official creation of the Institut occurred on February 3, 1923, 
by a decree of the Education Ministry, following an agreement be
tween it and the Gesellschaft. fUr Sozialforschung. Accepting an invi
tation by Professor Drevermannof the Sencken1:>erg Museum of 
Natural Science to use its halls as a temporary home, the Institut im
mediately began to function, as Wei I remembers it, "among open 
moving boxes filled with books, on improvised desks made of 
boards, and under the skeletons of a giant w.hale, a diplodocus, and 
an ichthyosaurus." 22 

In March, 1923, construction of a building to house its operations 
at Victoria-Allee 17, near the corner of Bockenheimer Landstrasse 
on the university campus, was begun. Franz R6ckle, Weil's choice as 
architect, designed a spare, cube-shaped, five-story structure in the 
Neue Sachlichkeit (New Objectivity) style then becoming fashionable 
in avant-garde Weimar circles. In later years the irony of the In
stitut's being housed in a building whose architecture reflected the 
spirit of sober "objectivity" that Critical Theory so often mocked 23 
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was not lost on its members. Nevertheless, its thirty-six-seat reading 
room, sixteen small workrooms, four seminar rooms with a hundred 
places, and library with space for seventy-five thousand volumes 
served the young Institut well. 

On June 22, 1924, the Institut's freshly completed building was 
officially opened. Grunberg gave the dedicating address.24 At the 
outset of his remarks, he stressed the need for a research-oriented 
academy in opposition to the then current trend in German higher 
education towards teaching at the expense of scholarship. Although 
the Institut was to offer some instruction, it would try to avoid be
coming a training school for "mandarins" 25 prepared only to func
tion in the service of the status quo. In pointing to the tendency of 
German universities to become centers of specialized instruction 

o _ institutes for "mandarins" - Grunberg was putting his finger on 
a persistent problem in German history. More than a century before, 
Wilhelm von Humboldt had attempted to draw a line between "uni
versities" devoted to practical training and "academies" fostering 
pure research.26 Over the years, however, the critical "academy" had 
been clearly shunted aside by the adjustment-oriented university as 
the model for German higher education. The Institut from its incep
tion was dedicated to countering this trend. 

Grunberg continued his remarks by outlining the differences in 
administration thoat would distinguish the Institut from other re
cently created research societies. Rather than collegial in leadership, 
as in the case of the newly founded Cologne Research Institute of 
Social Sciences, directed by Christian Eckert, Leopold von Wiese, 
Max Scheler, and Hugo Lindemann. the Frankfurt Institut was to 
have a single director with "dictatorial" control. Although the inde
pendence of its members was assured, true direction would be exer
cised in the distribution of the Institut's resources and the focusing 
of its energies . .In subsequent years the dominance of Max Hork
heimer in the affairs of the Institut was unquestioned. Although in 
large measure attributable to the force of his personality and the 0 

range of his intellect, his power was also rooted in the structure of 
the Institut as it was originally conceived. 

Grunberg concluded his opening address by clearly stating his 
personal allegiance to Marxism as a scientific methodology. Just as 
liberalism, state socialism, and the historical school had institutional· 
homes elsewhere, so Marxism would be the ruling principle at the In
stitut. Grunberg'S conception of materialist analysis was straightfor
wqrd. It was, he argued, "eminently inductive; its results claimed no 
validity in time and space," but had "only relativ~, historically con
ditioned meaning." 27 True Marxism, he continued, was not dog-
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matic; it did not seek eternal laws. With this latter assertion, Critical 
Theory as it was later developed was in agreement. Grunberg's in
ductive epistemology, however, did not receive the approval of 
Horkheimer and the other younger members of the group. But in the 
first few years of the Institut's history Grunberg's approach pre
vailed. The Grunberg Archiv continued to stress the history of the 
labor movement while publishing an occasional theoretical work, 
such as Pollock's study of Werner Sombart and Horkheimer's article 
on Karl Mannheim.28 

The tone of the Grunberg years, a tone very different from that set 
after Horkheimer replaced him as director, was captured in a letter 
sent by a student at the Institut, Oscar H. Swede, to the American 
Marxist Max Eastman in 1927. The relative orthodoxy of the In
stitut's Marxism was frustrating to the young Swede, who com-

. plained of spending 

hours of exasperating argument in a Marxist Institute with a younger 
generation settling down to an orthodox religion and the worship of an 
iconographical literature, not to mention blackboards full of mathematical 
juggling with blocks of 1000 k + 400 w of Marx's divisions of capital's 
functions, and the like. God! The hours I've spent listening to the debate 
of seminaries and student circles on the Hegelian dialektik, with not a 
single voice to point out that the problems can no longer be solved (if they 
ever were) by means of straw splitting "philosophical" conceptions. Even 
the leader [Grunberg], faced with an audience of enthusiastic youth 
convinced that Relativity is a further installment of bourgeois ideology 
substituting fluctuating ideas for Newton's absolute materialism, that 
Freudism [sic] and Bergsonism are insidious attacks from the rear, and 
that the war can be waged with the sword in one hand and the "Geschishte 
der Historiko-materialismus" in the other ... is constantly being brought 
up against the inherent contradictions in a Marxian M[aterialist] l[nter
pretation] of H[istory] and being forced to devise defences against the 
logical conclusion that we may sit with our arms folded and wait for the 
millennium to blossom from the dung of the capitalist decay. The fact is 
that Ec[onomic] determinism cannot produce either fighting or creative 
forces, and there will be no communism if we have to rely for recruits on 
the sergeanty of cold, hunger, and low wages. 29 

Ultimately, Swede's impatience with the unimaginative Marxism of 
the Grunberg years was to be shared by the Institut's later leaders, 
who were to comprise the Frankfurt School; but during the twenties, 
little theoretical innovation occurred at what the students were to 
call the "Cafe Marx." 

Symptomatic of its position were the close ties it maintained with 
the Marx-Engels Institute in Moscow under the direction of David 
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Ryazanov.3o It photostated copies of unpublished manuscripts by 
Marx and Engels brought over weekly by courier from the SPD's 
Berlin headquarters and forwarded them to Moscow, where they. 
were included in the collected works, the famous MEGA (M arx-En
gels H iSlOl·isch-Krilische Gesanuausgabe).31 

At the same time, the Institut began to assemble a group of young 
assistants with a variety of backgrounds and interests. The least im
portant in terms of the Institut's later development, but one of the 
most fascinating individuals to be associated with it at any time, was 
Richard "Ika" Sorge. The remarkable story of his espionage for the 
Russians in the Far East prior to and during the Second World War 
i~ too well known to require recapitulation here. Independent Social
ist and then Communist after 1918, Sorge was also a doctoral stu
dent of Gerlach's at Aachen. He combined his academic activities 
with such work for the Party as illegal organizing of Ruhr mine 
workers. In 1921 he married Gerlach's divorced wife, Christiane, 
which surprisingly did not cost him the friendship of his professor. 
When Gerlach went to· Frankfurt the next year. Sorge followed. 
After the sudden death of the Institut's projected first director, Sorge 
remained with the group for a brief time, and was given the task of 
organizing the library. It was a job he did not relish, and when the 
Party told him to come to Moscow in 1924, his obedience was un
complicated by a reluctance to leave Frankfurt. In any case, his con
nection with the Institut, according to Deakin and Storry, "must 
have been nominal and a cover" 32 for his work for the Party. It was 
not until his public exposure as a spy in the 1940'S that the others 
learned of his remarkable undercover career.33 

Other assistants at the Institut, however, were openly involved 
with leftist politics, despite the official intention of the founding 
members to keep it free of any party affiliation. Karl August Witt
fogel, Franz Borkenau, and Julian Gumperz were all members of the 
Communist Party. Political activism as such was thus not in itself a 
reason for rejection by the group. It could, however, prove a hin
drance, as in the case of Karl Korsch, who had been justice minister 
in the Thuringian SPD-KPD Coalition government in 1923, and 
continued as a prominent left opposition figure in the KPD until 
1926. Wittfogel remembers Korsch's role in the Institut as central 
during its first years, but the other surviving members have all dis
agreed with his version of the facts. Korsch did participate in some 
of the Institut's seminars and wrote occasional reviews for its publi
cations before and after the emigration, but was never offered a full 
membership.34 The reasons were no doubt complex, but Korsch's 
stress on praxis, which was to lead him increasingly away from philo-
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sophical speculation in later years, certainly played a role. So too did 
the instability that the others saw in his character.35 

From time to time the question of Horkheimer's possible mem
bership in the KPD has been raised. But hard evidence to support 
this view seems unavailable, and there is much in his writings and ac
tions that makes his current denial of membership entirely plausible. 
During their studen t days together in Munich in 1919, Horkheimer 
and Pollock were non participatory witnesses of the short-lived revo
lutionary activities of the Bavarian literati. Although helping to hide 
left-wing victims of the white terror that followed, they did not them
selves join in the revolution, which they considered premature and 
inevitably doomed by the lack of objective conditions favoring true 
social change.36 Horkheimer's earliest political sympathies were with 
Rosa Luxemburg, especially because of her critique of Bolshevik 
centralismY After her murder in 1919, he never found another so
cialist leader to follow. 

In one of the very few concrete political analyses Horkheimer 
wrote during the pre-emigration period, "The Impotence of the Ger
man Working Class," published in 1934 in the collection of apho
risms and short essays known as Ddmmerung38 (the German word 
means both dawn and twilight), he expressed his reasons for skepti
cism concerning the various workers' parties. The existence of a split 
between an employed, integrated working-class elite and the masses 
of outraged, frustrated unemployed produced by capitalism in its 
current form, he argued, had led to a corresponding dichotomy be
tween a Social Democratic Party lacking in motivation and a Com
munist Party crippled by theoretical obtuseness. The SPD had too 
many "reasons"; the Communists, who often relied on co~rcion, too 
few. The prospects for reconciling the two positions, he concluded 
pessimistically, were contingent "in the last analysis on the course of -
economic processes. . . . In both parties, there exists a part of the 
strength on which the future of mankind depends." 39 At no time, 
therefore, whether under Grunberg or under Horkheimer, was the 
In.~titut to ally itself with a specific party or faction on the left. In 
193 I, one of its members characterized its relationship to the work
ing-class movement in these terms: 

It is a neutral institution at the university, which is accessible to everyone. 
Its significance lies in the fact that for the first time everything concerning 
the workers' movement in the most important countries of the world is 
gathered. Above all, sources (congress minutes, party programs, statutes, 
newspapers, and periodicals) ... Whoever in Western Europe wishes to 
write on the currents of the workers movement must come to us, for we are 
the only gathering point for it.40 
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When the Institut did accept members who were politically com
mitted, it was solely because of their nonpolitical work. The most im
portant of the activists in its ranks was Karl August Wittfogel.41 The 
son of a Lutheran schoolteacher, Wittfogel was born in the small 
Hanoverian town of Woltersdorf in 1896. Active in the German 
youth movement before the war, he became increasingly involved in 
radical politics by its end. In November, 1918, he joined the Inde
pendent Socialist party and two years later, its Communist successor. 
Throughout the Weimar period he directed much of his considerable 
energy into party work, although he was frequently in hot water in 
Moscow for the heterodoxy of his positions. 

At the same time as his participation in Communist politics deep
ened, Wittfogel managed to pursue a vigorous academic career. He 
studied at Leipzig, where he was influenced by Karl Lamprecht, at 
Berlin, and finally at Frankfurt, where Carl Grunberg agreed to di
rect his dissertation. He published studies of both bourgeois science 
and bourgeois society before turning to what was to become his 

. major concern in later years, Asiatic society.42 As early as 1922 Witt
fogel had been asked by Gerlach and Weil to join the Institut they 
were planning to open. It was not until three years later, however, 
that he accepted the offer, his wife, Rose Schlesinger, having already 
become one of the Institut's librarians. 

Although his new colleagues respected WittfogeI's contributions to 
the understanding of what Marx had called the Asiatic mode of pro
duction, there seems to have been little real integration of his work 
with their own. On theoretical issues he was considered naive by 
Horkheimer and the other younger members of the Institut who 
were challenging the traditional interpretation of Marxist theory. 
WittfogeI's approach was unapologetically positivistic, and the 
disdain was clearly mutual. Symbolic of this was the fact that he 
had to review one of his own books in 1932 under the pseudonym 
Carl Peterson, because no one else was interested in taking the 
assignment. 

In 1931, to be sure, his study Economy and Society in China was 
published under the Institut's auspices, but by then he had moved 
his permanent base of operations to Berlin. Here, among his many 
other pursuits, he contributed a series of articles on aesthetic theory 
to Die Linkskurve, which have been characterized as "the first effort 
in Germany to present the foundations and principles of a Marxist 
aesthetic." 43 Wittfogel, who in the twenties had written a number of 
plays performed by Piscator and others, developed a sophisticated, 
Hegelian aesthetic, which anticipated many of Lukacs's later posi
tions. It is a further mark of his isolation from his Institut colleagues 
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that it seems to have had no impact whatsoever on Lowenthal, 
Adorno, or Benjamin, the major aestheticians of the Frankfurt 
School. To Horkh~imer and his colleagues, Wittfogel appeared as a 
student of Chinese society whose analyses of what he later called 
"hydraulic society" or "Oriental despotism" they encouraged, but as 
little else. His activism they found somewhat of an embarrassment; 
he was no less scornful of their political neutrality. 

If Wittfogel cannot be characterized as a member of the lnstitut's 
inner circle, either before or after the emigration, the same can be 
said even more emphatically of Franz Borkenau. Born in 1900 in 
Vienna, Borkenau was active in the Communist Party and the Com
intern from 1921 until his disillusionment in 1929. How he became 
part of the Institut's milieu has proved difficult to ascertain, although 
it is probable that he was one of Grunberg's proteges. His political 
involvement seems to have been as intense as WittfogeI's and his 
scholarly activity somewhat constrained. Most of his time at the In
stitut was spent probing the ideological changes that accompanied 
the rise of capitalism. The result was a volume in the Institut's series 
of publications released after some delay in 1934 as The Transition 
from the Feudal to the Bourgeois World View. 44 Although now almost 
completely forgotten, it has invited favorable comparison with Lu
cien Goldmann's more recent The Hidden God. 45 Borkenau's major 
argument was that the emergence of an abstract, mechanical philos
ophy, best exemplified in the work of Descartes, was intimately con
nected to the rise of abstract labor in the capitalist system of manu
facturing. The connection was not to be understood as causal in one 
direction, but rather as a mutual reinforcement. Soon after, an article 
appeared in the Zeitsc/zrijt fiir SozialJorschullg critical of Borkenau's 
central thesis, the only public acknowledgment of his isolation from 
the others.46 

The author of the piece, Henryk Grossmann, although a figure in 
Institut affairs from 1926 until the 1940'S, can himself be scarcely de
scribed as a major force in its intellectual development. Closer in age 
and intellectual inclinations to Grunberg than to some of the 
younger members, Grossmann was born in 1881 in Cracow, then 
part of Austrian Galicia, of a well-to-do family of Jewish mine own
ers. Before the war he studied economics at Cracow and Vienna, at 
the latter with B6hm-Bawerk, and wrote among other things a his
torical study of Austria's trade policies in the eighteenth century.47 
After serving as an artillery officer in the early years of the war, he 
held several posts with the Austrian administration in Lublin until 
the collapse of the Hapsburg Empire in 19 18. Choosing to remain in 
the newly reconstituted Poland after the war, Grossmann was asked 
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to supervise the first statistical survey of its national wealth and was 
appointed chief of the first Polish census in 1921. In the following 
year he became professor of economics at Warsaw, a post he held 
until the Pilsudski government's dislike of his socialism persuaded 
him to leave in 1925. Grunberg, who had known him in prewar 
Vienna, then invited him to Frankfurt where an assistant professor
ship at the university and an assistantship at the Institut as aide to 
Grunberg were awaiting him. 

An enormously learned man with a prodigious knowledge of eco
nomic history, Grossmann is remembered by many who knew him48 

as the embodiment of the Central European academic: proper, me
ticulous, and gentlemanly. He had, however, absorbed his Marxism 
in the years when Engels's and Kautsky's monistic materialistic 
views prevailed. He remained firmly committed to this interpretation 
and thus largely unsympathetic to the dialectical, neo-Hegelian ma
terialism of the younger Institut members. 

One ought not, however, overemphasize Grossmann's insensitivity 
to Horkheimer's work. On July 18, 1937, for example, he wrote to 
Paul Mattick that: 

In the last number of the ZeitschriJt there appeared an especially successful 
essay of Horkheimer with a sharp, fundamental critique of new (logical) 
empiricism. Very worthy of being read, because in various socialist circles, 
Marxist materialism is confused with empiricism, because one shows sym
pathy for this empiricism as an allegedly antimetaphysical tendency.49 

Like· Wittfogel's and Borkenau's, Grossmann's politics were 
grounded in a relatively unreflective enthusiasm for the Soviet 
Union, but although he had been a member of the Polish Commu
nist Party, it seems unlikely that he ever became an actual member 
of its German counterpart after coming to Frankfurt. Unlike them, 
he did not experience a later disillusionment with communism, even 
during his decade or so of exile in America, when many others with 
similar backgrounds repudiated their past. 

Grossmann's quarrel with Borkenau in his ZeitschriJt article on 
Borkenau's book was over the timing of the transition from the 
feudal to the bourgeois ideology - he put it one hundred fifty years 
before Borkenau - and the importance of technology in effecting 
the change Leonardo rather than Descartes was his paradigmatic 
figure. Nonetheless, Grossmann never questioned the fundamental 
causal relationship between substructure and superstructure. In his 
article of 1935 in the ZeitschriJt, he thus continued to express his alle
giance to the orthodoxies of Marxism as he understood them; but 
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this was not totally without variation, as demonstrated by his stress 
on the technological impetus to change, in opposition to Borkenau's 
emphasis on capitalist forms of production. A much more important 
expression of his adherence to the tenets of orthodox Marxism can 
be found in the series of lectures he gave at the lnstitut in 1926-1927, 
which were collected in 1929 as The Law of Accumulation and Col
lapse in the Capitalist Systel11,50 the first volume of the Institut's 
Schrifte11. 

The question of capitalism's inevitable collapse from within had 
been the center of controversy in socialist circles, ever since Eduard 
Bernstein's articles in Die Nelle Zeit in the 1890's had raised empiri
cal objections to the prophecy of increasing proletarian pauperiza
tion. During the next three decades, Rosa Luxemburg, Heinrich 
Cunow, Otto Bauer, M. J. Tugan-Baranovski, Rudolf Hilferding, 
and others wrestled with the issue from a theoretical as well as an 
empirical vantage point. Fritz Sternberg'S Der Imperialisl11l1s, which 
modified in a more pessimistic direction the Luxemburg thesis that 
imperialism was only a delaying factor in capitalism's demise, was 
the last major contribution before Grossmann's. The Law of ACCllll1U
lation and Collapse begins with an excellent analysis of the previous 
literature on the question. Then, following an exposition of Marx's 
own views culled from his various writings, Grossmann attempted to 
build on Otto Bauer's mathematical models a deductive system to 
prove the correctness of Marx's predictions. The pauperization he 
pointed to was not that of the proletariat, but that of the capitalists, 
whose tendency to overaccumulation would produce an unavoidable 
decline in the profit rate over a certain fixed period of time. Although 
admitting countertendencies such as the more efficient use of capital, 
Grossmann confidently asserted that they might mitigate but not 
forestall the terminal crisis of the capitalist system. The full ramifica
tions of his argument, whose predictions have obviously failed to 
come true; need not detain us here.51 Let it be said, however, that the 
essentially quietistic implications of his thesis, similar to those of all 
Marxist interpretations that stress objective forces over subjective 
revolutionary praxis, were not lost on some of his contemporaries.52 

Pollock, the other leading economist in the Institut, was quick to 
challenge Grossmann on other grounds. Stressing the inadequacy of 
Marx's concept of productive labor because of its neglect of non
manual labor, Pollock pointed to the service industries,53 which were 
becoming increasingly important in the twentieth century. Surplus 
value might be extracted from workers in these industries as well as 
from those producing commodities, he argued, which would prolong 
the life of the system. Grossmann's stand continued basically un-
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changed, however, and he and Pollock remained at odds on eco
nomic questions until Grossmann left the Institut after the Second 
World War. Carefully read between the lines, Pollock's Experiments 
in Economic Planning in the Soviet Union (1917-1927),54 the second 
volume of the Institut's Schriften, gives further evidence of the dis
pute. 

Pollock was invited to the Soviet Union during its tenth anniver
sary celebrations by David Ryazanov, who had spent some time in 
Frankfurt in the early 1920'S and who continued his relationship by 
contributing an occasional article to the Grunberg Archiv. 55 In the 
Soviet Union, although admired for his scholarly work as director of 
the Marx-Engels Institute, R yazanov was regarded politically as a 
rather eccentric throwback to the days of pre-Bolshevik social de
mocracy. Despite his frequent criticism of party policy,56 he survived 
until Stalin sent him into exile with the Volga Germans a few years 
after Pollock's visit, a move that has been facetiously described as 
Stalin's only real "contribution" to Marxist scholarship. Through 
Ryazanov's friendship, Pollock was able to speak with members of 
the dwindling opposition within the Bolshevik Party during his trip, 
in addition to his actual field studies of Soviet planning. The impres
sions he brought back to Frankfurt after several months were thus 
not entirely favorable. His book carefully avoided commenting on 
the political consequences of the Revolution and the forced collectiv
izations of the 1920'S. On the central question he treated the tran
sition from a market to a planned economy - Pollock was less the 
enthusiastic supporter than the detached and prudent analyst unwill
ing to pass judgments prematurely. Here, too, he and Grossmann 
had cause for disagreement. 

Nevertheless, it would be wrong to characterize the general atti
tude of Institut members in 1927 towards the Soviet experiment as 
closer to Pollock's skepticism than to Grossmann's enthusiasm. Witt
fogel remained as firm as ever in his support, Borkenau had not yet 
reached his decision to repudiate the Party, and even Horkheimer re
tained an optimistic hope that humanist socialism might yet be real
ized in post-Lenin Russia. One of the aphorisms published in Diim
merung a few years later expresses Horkheimer's feelings during this 
period: 

He who has eyes for the meaningless injustice of the imperialist world, 
which in no way is to be explained by technical impotence, will regard the 
events in Russia as the progressive, painful attempt to overcome this injus
tice, or he will at least. question with a beating heart whether this attempt 
still persists. If appearances speak against if, he clings to the hope the way a 
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cancer victim does to the questionable news that a cure for cancer has prob
ably been found.57 

Heated sub rosa discussions of Pollock's findings did take place, 
but never broke into print. In fact, after his book was published in 
1929, the Institut maintained an almost complete official silence 
about events in the USSR, broken only by an occasional survey of 
recent literature by Rudolf Schlesinger, who had been one of 
Grunberg's students in the twenties.58 It was really not until a decade 
later, after the Moscow purge trials, that Horkheimer and the others, 
with the sole exception of the obdurate Grossmann, completely 
abandoned their hope for the Soviet Union. Even then, preoccupied 
with problems that will be discussed later, they never focused the at
tention of Critical Theory on the left-wing authoritarianism of Sta
lin's Russia. The lack of available data certainly was one reason, but 
one ought not to ignore the difficulties involved in a Marxist analy
sis, however heterodox, of communism's failures. 

After all this is said, however, it should also be stressed that Criti
cal Theory as it was articulated by certain members of the Institut 
contained important, implicit criticisms of the Soviet ideological jus
tification for its actions. Although most of the figures in the Institut's 
early history already mentioned Grunberg, Wei!, Sorge, Bork
enau, Wittfoge!, and Grossmann - were unconcerned with the reex
amination of the foundations of Marxism to which Horkheimer was 
becoming increasingly devoted, he was not entirely without allies. 
Pollock, although primarily interested in economics, had studied phi
losophy with Cornelius and shared his friend's rejection of orthodox 
Marxism. Increasingly caught up in the administrative affairs of the 
Institut after Grunberg suffered a stroke in late 1927, Pollock was 
nevertheless able to add his voice to Horkheimer's in the Institut's 
seminars. In the late 1920'S he was joined by two younger intellec
tuals who were to have an increasingly important influence in subse
quent years, Leo Lowenthal and Theodor Wiesengrund-Adorno 
(who was known solely by his mother's name, Adorno, after the emi
gration). 

Lowenthal, born the son of a Jewish doctor in 1900 in Frankfurt, 
served like the others in the war before embarking on an academic 
career. At Frankfurt, Heidelberg, and Giessen, he studied literature, 
history, philosophy, and sociology, receiving his doctorate in philos
ophy with a thesis on Franz von Baader at Frankfurt in 1923. At the 
university, he moved in the same radical student circles as Hork
heimer, Pollock, and Weil, who had been a friend in secondary 
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school. He had ties as well to the group of Jewish intellectuals sur
rounding the charismatic Rabbi Nehemiah A. Nobel,59 which in
cluded such figures as Martin Buber, Franz Rosenzweig, Siegfried 
Kracauer, and Ernst Simon. It was as a member of this latter group, 
which gave rise to the famed Freies Jiidisches Lehrhaus (Free Jewish 
House of Learning) in 1920, that Lowenthal came in contact again 
with a friend from his student days, Erich Fromm, who was later to 
join the Institut. Lowenthal's own entrance into Institut affairs oc
curred in 1926, although outside interests limited his involvement. 
He continued to teach in the Pruss ian secondary school system and 
served as artistic adviser to the Volksbiihne (People's Stage), a large 
left-wing and liberal organization. Throughout the late 1920'S he 
wrote critical articles on aesthetic and cultural matters for a number 
of journals, most prominently the Volksbiihne's, and continued to 
contribute historical pieces on the Jewish philosophy of religion to a 
variety of periodicals. In addition, he acquired editorial experience 
that proved useful when the ZeitschriJt filr SozialJorschung replaced 
Griillbergs Archiv as the Institut's organ. 

It was as a sociologist of literature and student of popular culture 
that Lowenthal contributed most to the Institut after he became a 
full-time member in 1930 (his official title was initially Hauptassistent 
~ first assistant - which only Grossmann shared). If it can be said 
that in the early years of its history the Institut concerned itself pri
marily with an analysis of bourgeois society's socio-economic sub
structure, in the years after 1930 its prime interest lay in its cultural 
superstructure. Indeed, as we shall see, the traditional Marxist for
mula regarding the relationship between the two was called into 
question by Critical Theory. Although contributing to the changed 
emphasis, Lowenthal was less responsible for the theoretical shift 
than the other impor.tant addition to the Institut's circle in the late 
twenties, Theodor Wiesengrund-Adorno. 

Next to Horkheimer, Adorno, as we shall henceforth refer to him, 
became the man most closely identified with the fortunes of the In
stitut, which he officially joined in 1938. In the pre-emigration .pe
riod, however, his energies, always enormous, were divided among a 
number of different projects, some of which kept him away from 
Frankfurt. Even after his departure from Europe, when the Institut 
became the dominant institutional framework within which he 
worked, Adorno did not confine himself to anyone discipline. Dur
ing his years in secondary school he had been befriended by Sieg
fried Kracauer, some fourteen years his elder.60 For over a year he 
regularly spent Saturday afternoons wit~ Kracauer studying Kant's 
Critique of Pure Reason, lessons he would recall as' far more valuable 
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than those he received in his formal university education. Kracauer's 
approach combined an interest in the ideas themselves with a keen 
sociology of knowledge. His distrust of closed systems and his stress 
on the particular as opposed to the universal made a significant im
pression on his young friend. So too did Kracauer's innovative ex
plorations of such cultural phenomena as the film, which combined 
philosophical and sociological insights in a way that had little prece
dent. In later years, both in Germany and in America after both men 
emigrated, their friendship remained firm. To anyone familiar with 
Kracauer's celebrated From Caligari to Hitler 61 the similarity be
tween his work and certain of Adorno's which will be described 
later, is strikingly obvious. 

However, the young Adorno was interested in more than intellec
tual pursuits. Like Horkheimer, he combined a rigorous philosophi
cal mind with a sensibility more aesthetic than scientific. Whereas 
Horkheimer's artistic inclinations led him towards literature and a 
series of unpublished novels, Adorno was more deeply drawn to 
music, a reflection of the highly musical environment in which he 
had been immersed from birth. The youngest of the Frankfurt 
School's luminaries, Adorno was born in 1903 in Frankfurt. His fa
ther was a.successful assimilated Jewish wine merchant, from whom 
he inherited a taste for the finer things in life, but little interest in 
commerce. His mother seems to have had a more profound effect on 
his ultimate interests. The daughter of a German singer and a 
French army officer (whose Corsican and originally Genoese ances
try accounts for the Italian name Adorno), she pursued a highly suc
cessful singing career until her marriage. Her unmarried sister, who 
lived in the Wiesengrund household, was a concert pianist of consid
erable accomplishment who played for the famous singer Adelina 
Patti. With their encouragement the young "Teddie" took up the 
piano and studied composition at an early age, under the tutelage of 
Bernhard Sekles. . 

Frankfurt, however, offered little beyond traditional musical train
ing, and Adorno was anxious to immerse himself in the more innova
tive music issuing at that time from Vienna. In the spring or summer 
of 1924 he met Alban Berg at the Frankfurt Festival of the Universal 
German Music Society and was captivated by three fragments from 
his yet unperformed opera, Wozzeck. 62 He immeaiately decided to 
follow Betg to Vienna and become his student. Delayed only by his 
university studies in Frankfurt, he arrived in the Austrian capital in 
January; 1925. The Vienna to which he moved was less the city of 
Otto Bauer and Karl Renner, Rudolf Hilferding and Max Adler (the 
milieu Grunberg had left to come to Frankfurt) than the apolitical 
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but culturally radical Vienna of Karl Kraus and the Schonberg cir
cle. Once there, Adorno persuaded Berg to take him on as a student 
of composition twice a week and got Eduard Steuermann to instruct 
him in piano technique. His own compositions seem to have been in
fluenced by Schonberg's experiments in atonality, but not by his 
later twelve-tone system.63 In addition to his training Adorno man
aged to write frequently for a number of avant-garde journals, in
cluding A nbruch, whose editorship he assumed in 1928, the year he 
moved back to Frankfurt. He remained at its helm until 1931, de
spite his renewed academic responsibilities. 

Adorno's three years in Vienna were much more than an interlude 
in his scholarly career. Arthur Koestler, who chanced to be in the' 
same pension with him after his arrival in 1925, remembered Adorno 
a:s "a shy, distraught and esoteric young man with a subtle charm I 
was too callow to discern." 64 To the equally intense but not as highly 
cultivated Koestler, Adorno presented a figure of magisterial conde
scension. Even his teacher Berg found Adorno's uncompromising in
tellectuality a bit disconcerting. As Adorno later admitted, "my own 
philosophical ballast fell for Berg at times under the category of what 
he called a fad .... I was certainly at that time brutishly serious and 
that could get on the nerves of a matur~ artist." 65 His three years in 
Vienna seem to have eradicated much of his shyness, but new con
fidence did not mean a significant lessening of his high seriousness or 
his allegiance to the most demanding of cultural forms. If anything, 
his frequent attendance at readings by Karl Kraus, that most unre
lenting upholder of cultural standards, and his participation in the 
arcane musical discussions of the Viennese avant-garde only rein
forced his predisposition in that direction. Never during the remain
der of his life would Adorno abandon his cultural elitism. 

In another way as well, the Vienna years were significant in his de
velopment. Many years later Adorno would admit that one of the at
tractions of the Schonberg circle had been its exclusive, coterie-like 
quality, which reminded him of the circle around Stefan George in 
Germany.66 One of his disappointments during his three years in 
Austria was the dissolution of the circle's unity, which followed after 
Schonberg's new wife isolated him from his disciples. If this had not 
happened, it can at least be conjectured, Adorno might not have 
chosen to return to Frankfurt. Once there, of course, the same 
cliquish qualities drew him into the orbit of Horkheimer and the 
younger members of the Institut. 

Adorno had known Horkheimer since 1922, when they were to
gether in a seminar on Husser! direc.ted by Ha:qs Cornelius. Both 
men also studied. under the Gestalt psychologist Gelb. In 1924 
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Adorno had written his doctorate for Cornelius on Husserl's phe
nomenology.67 When he returned from Vienna, however, Cornelius 
had retired and had been replaced in the chair of philosophy by Paul 
TilIich,68 after a short interlude during which Max Scheler had held 
the position. Tillich was a close friend of Horkheimer, Lowenthal, 
and Pollock, belonging with them to a regular discussion group that 
included Karl Mannheim, Kurt Riezler, Adolph Lowe, and Karl 
Mennicke. The Kranzchen, as it was called - an old-fashioned word 
which means both a small garland and an intimate gathering - was 
to continue in New York for several years, after most of its members 
were forced to emigrate. Adorno, when he returned to Frankfurt, 
was welcomed into its company. With Tillich's help he became a Pri
l'atdozent in 193 I, writing a study of Kierkegaard's. aesthetics as his 
H abilitat ionsschrift. 69 

By this time the Institut had undergone significant changes. 
Grunberg's health after his stroke in 1927 had not appreciably im
proved, and in 1929, in his sixty-ninth year, he decided to step down 
as director. He was to live on until 1940, but without any further role 
in Institut affairs. The three original members of the group were now 
old enough to be considered for a professorship at the university, the 
prerequisite for the directorship written into the Institut's charter. 
Pollock, who had served as interim head of the Institut in all but 
name before Grunberg came and after Grunberg's illness, was sat
isfied to remain occupied with administrative affairs. WeiL as noted 
earlier, had remained a Pril'atgelehrter (private scholar) without 
being "habilitated" as P/'il'atdozent or "bemfen" as professor.7o Al
though continuing to guide the Institut's financial affairs and occa
sionally contributing an article to Griinbergs Archil',7l his interests 
turned elsewhere. In 1929 he left the Institut to move to Berlin, 
where he worked with two publishing houses, the left-wing Malik 
Verlag and the more scholarly Soziologische V erlagsanstal t, as well 
as contributing to the radical Piscator Theater. In 1930 he sailed 
from Germany for Argentina to tend to the family business, of 
which, as the oldest of Hermann Weirs two children, he was made 
the primary owner after his father's death in 1927, a responsibility he 
very reluctantly assumed. In any event, from 1923 Weil had not been 
at the center of the Institut's creative work, drawn as he was more to 
practical than theoretical questions. In later years he would sporad
ically return to the Institut and faithfully continue to help it finan
cially, but he was never really a prime candidate for its leadership, 
nor did he intend to be. 

Horkheimer was therefore the clear choice to succeed Grunberg. 
Although he had not been a dominating presence at the Institut dur-
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ing its first few years, his star clearly rose during the interim director
ship of his friend Pollock. In 1929, with the support of Tillich and 
other members of the philosophy department, a new chair of "social 
philosophy" was established for Horkheimer, the first of its kind at a 
German university. Wei I had convinced the Education Ministry to 
convert Grunberg's chair in political science, which- his father had 
endowed, to its new purpose. As part of the bargain he promised to 
contribute to another chair in economics, which Adolph Lowe, a 
childhood friend of Horkheimer, left Kiel to fill. The Origins oj the 
Bourgeois Philosophy oj History,72 a study of Machiavelli, Hobbes, 
Vico, and other early bourgeois philosophers of history, served as 
Horkheimer's scholarly credentials for his new position. With the ac
cession of Horkheimer, then only thirty-five, to its directorship in 
July, 1930, the institut fUr Sozialforschung entered its period of 
greatest productivity, all the more impressive when seen in the con
text of the emigration and cultural disorientation that soon followed. 

In January of 193 I, Horkheimer was officially installed in his new 
post. At the opening ceremonies, he spoke on "The Current Condi
tion of Social Philosophy and the Task of an Institute of Social Re
search." 73 The differences between his approach and that of his 
predecessor were immediately apparent. Instead of simply labeling 
himself a good Marxist, Horkheimer turned to the history of social 
philosophy to put its current situation in perspective. Beginn\ng with 
the grounding of social theory in the individual, which had at first 
characterized classical German idealism, he traced its course through 
Hegel's sacrifice of the individual to the state and the subsequent 
breakdown of the faith in an objective totality, which Schopenhauer 
expressed. He then turned to more recent social theorists, like the 
neo-Kantians of the Marburg school and the advocates of social to
talism like Othmar Spann, all of whom, he argued, had attempted to 
overcome the sense of loss accompanying the breakdown of the clas
sical synthesis. Scheler, Hartmann, and Heidegger, he added, shared 
this yearning for a return to the comfort of meaningful unities. Social 
philosophy, as Horkheimer saw it, would not be a single Wissell
schajt (science) in search of immutable truth. Rather, it was to be un
derstood as a materialist theory enriched and supplemented by em
pirical work, in the same way that natural philosophy was 
dialectically related to individual scientific disciplines. The Institut 
would therefore continue to diversify its energies without losing sight 
of its interdisciplinary, synthetic goals. To this end Horkheimer sup
ported the retention of Grunberg'S noncollegial "dictatorship of the 
director." . 
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In concluding his remarks, Horkheimer outlined the first task of 
the Institut under his leadership: a study of workers' and employees' 
attitudes towards ~ variety of issues in Germany and the rest of de
veloped Europe. Its methods were to include the use of public statis
tics and questionnaires backed up by sociological, psychological, 
and economic interpretation of the data. To help collect materials, 
he announced, the Institut had accepted the offer of Albert Thomas, 
the director of the International Labor Organization, to establish a 
branch office of the Institut in Geneva. This proved to be the first of 
several such branches established outside Germany in the ensuing 
years. The decision to act on Thomas's offer was influenced by more 
than the desire to collect data, for the ominous political scene in 
Germany gave indications that exile might be a future necessity. Pol
lock was thus given the task of setting up a permanent office in Ge
neva; Kurt Mandelbaum, his assistant, went with him. Once the 
office was firmly established in 1931, the lion's share of the Institut's 
endowment was quietly transferred to a company in a neutral coun
try, HolIand. 

Other changes followed Horkheimer's elevation to the director
ship. With its guiding spirit incapacitated, Griinbergs Archiv ceased 
publication, twenty years and fifteen volumes after its initial appear
ance in 1910. The A rchiv had served as a vehicle for a variety of 
different viewpoints both within and outside the Institut, still reflect
ing in gart Grunberg's roots in the world of Austro-Marxism. The 
need for a journal more exclusively the voice of the Institut was felt 
to be pressing. Horkheimer, whose preference for conciseness was 
expressed in the large number of aphorisms he wrote during this pe
riod, disliked the mammoth tomes so characteristic of German 
scholarship. Although a third volume of the Institut's publications 
series, Wittfogel's Economy alld SocietJ' in China,74 appeared in 193 I, 
the emphasis was now shifted to the essay. It was through the essays 
that appeared in the Zeitschrijt /iir SozialJorschung, some almost 
monographic in length, that the Institut presented most of its work to 
the world in the next decade. Exhaustively evaluated and criticized 
by the other members of the Institut before they appeared, many ar
ticles were almost as much collective productions as individual 
works. The Zeitschrift, in Leo Lowenthal's words, was "less a forum 
for different viewpoints than a platform for the Institut's con
victions," 75 even though other authors continued to contribute occa
sional articles. Editorial decisions were ultimately Horkheimer's, al
though Lowenthal, drawing on his years of relevant experience, 
served as managing editor and was fully responsible for the extensive
review section. One of Lowenthal's first tasks was a trip by plane to 
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Leopold von Wiese, the doyen of German sociologists, to assure him 
that the ZeitschriJt would not compete with his own KaIner Vier
telsjahrshefte fiir Soziologie (Cologne Quarterly of Sociology). 

As Horkheimer explained in the foreword to the first issue,16 So
zia!jorschung was not the same as the sociology practiced by von 
Wiese and other more traditional German academicians. Following 
Gerlach and Grunberg, Horkheimer stressed the synoptic, interdisci
plinary nature of the lnstitut's work. He particularly stressed the role 
of social psychology in bridging the gap between individual and soci
ety. In the first article, which followed, "Observations on Science 
and Crisis," 77 he developed the connection between the current 
splintering of knowledge and the social conditions that helped pro
duce it. A global economic structure both monopolistic and an
archic, he argued, had promoted a confused state of knowledge. 
Only by overcoming the fetishistic grounding of scientific knowledge 
in pure consciousness, and by recognizing the concrete historical cir
cumstances that conditioned all thought, could the present crisis be 
surmounted. Science must not ignore its own social role, for only by 
becoming conscious of its function in the present critical situation 
could it contribute to the forces that would bring about the necessary 
changes. 

The contributions to the ZeitschriJt's first issue reflected the diver
sity of Sozia!jorschung. Grossmann wrote once again on Marx and 
the problem of the collapse of capitalism.18 Pollock discussed the De
pression and the possibilities for a planned economy within a capi
talist framework. 79 Lowenthal outlined the tasks of a sociology of lit
erature, "and Adorno did the same, in the first of two articles, for 
music.80 The remaining two essays dealt with the psychological di
mension of social research: one by Horkheimer himself on "History 
and Psychology," 81 the second by a new member of the lnstitut, 
Erich Fromm.82 (A full treatment of the Institut's integration ofpsy
choanalysis and its Hegelianized Marxism appears in Chapter 3.) 
Lowenthal, who had been a friend of Fromm's since 1918, intro
duced him as one of three psychoanalysts brought into the Institut's 
circle in the early thirties. The others were Karl Landauer, the direc
tor of the Frankfurt Psychoanalytic Institute, which was associated 
with the Institut, and Heinrich Meng. Landauer's contributions to 
the ZeitschriJt were restricted to the review section. (In the first issue 
he was in very good company: among the other reviewers were Alex
andre Koyre, Kurt Lewin, Karl Korsch, and Wilhelm Reich.) Meng, 
although more interested in mental hygiene than social psychology, 
helped organize seminars and contributed reviews on topics related 
to the Institut's interests. 
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With the introduction of psychoanalysis to the Institut, the 
Grunberg era was clearly over. In 1932 the publication of a Fest
schrift,83 collected on the occasion of Grunberg's seventieth birthday 
the previous year, gave further evidence of the transition. Pollock, 
Horkheimer, Wittfogel, and Grossmann all contributed articles, but 
most of the pieces were by older friends from Grunberg's Viennese 
days, such as Max Beer and Max Adler. The change this symbolized 
was given further impetus by the acceptance of a new member in late 
1932, Herbert Marcuse, who was to become one of the principalar
chitects of Critical Theory. 

Marcuse was born in 1898 in Berlin, into a family of prosperous 
assimilated Jews, like most of the others. After completing his mili
tary service in the war, he briefly became involved in politics in a 
Soldiers' Council in Berlin. In 1919 he quit the Social Democratic 
Party, which he had joined two years earlier, in protest against its be
trayal of the proletariat. After the subsequent failure of the German 
revolution, he left politics altogether to study philosophy at Berlin 
and Freiburg, receiving his doctorate fit the latter university in 1923 
with a dissertation on the Kiinstierroman (novels in which artists 
played key roles). For the next six years he tried his hand at book 
selling and publishing in Berlin. In 1929 he returned to Freiburg, 
where he studied with Husserl and Heidegger, both of whom had a 
considerable impact on his thought. During this period Marcuse 
broke into print with a number of articles in Maximilian Beck's Phi
losophische HeJte and Rudolf Hilferding's Die GesellschaJt. His first 
book, Hegel's Ontology and the Foundation of a Theol)' of Historic
ity,84 appeared in 1932, bearing the marks of his mentor Heidegger, 
for whom it had been prepared as a Habilitationsschrift. Before Hei
degger could accept Marcuse as an assistant. however, theiF-relations 
became strained; the· political differences between the Marxist
oriented student and the increasingly right-wing teacher were doubt
less part of the cause. Without a prospect for a job at Freiburg, Mar
cuse left that city in 1932. The Kurator of the University of Frank
furt, Kurt Riezler, having been asked by Husserl to intercede for 
Marcuse, recommended him to Horkheimer. 

In the second issue of the Zeitschrift Adorno reviewed Hegel'S On
tology and found its movement away from Heidegger promising. 
Marcuse, he wrote, was tending away from" 'The Meaning of Being' 
to an openness to being-in-the-world (Seienden), from fundamental 
ontology to philosophy of history, from historicity (Geschichtlichkeit) 
to history." 85 Although Adorno felt that there was some ground still 
to be covered before Marcuse cast off Heidegger's thrall entirely, the 
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chance for a successful integration of his approach to philosophy 
with that of the Institut seemed favorable. Horkheimer concurred, 
and so in 1933 Marcuse was added to those in the Institut who were 
committed to a dialectical rather than a mechanical understanding. 
of Marxism. He was immediately assigned to the Geneva office. 

With the Nazi assumption of power on January 30. 1933, the fu
ture of an avowedly Marxist organization, staffed almost exclusively 
by men of Jewish descent -at least by Nazi standards was obvi
ously bleak. Horkheimer had spent most of 1932 in Geneva, where 
he was ill with diphtheria. Shortly before Hitler came to power he re
turned to Frankfurt, moving "iith his wife from their home in the 
suburb of Kronberg to a hotel near the Frankfurt railroad station. 
During February, the last month of the winter semester, he sus
pended his lectures on logic to speak on the question of freedom, 
which was indeed becoming more questionable with each passing 
day. In March he slipped across the border to Switzerland, just as 
the Institut was being closed down for "tendencies hostile to the 
state." The greater part of the Institut library in the building on the 
Victoria-Allee, then numbering over sixty thousand volumes, was 
seized by the government; the transfer of the endowment two years 
earlier prevented a similar confiscation -t)f the Institut's financial re
sources. On April 13 Horkheimer had the honor of being among the 
first faculty members to be formally dismissed from Frankfurt, along 
with Paul Tillich, Karl Mannheim, and Hugo Sinzheimer.86 

By then all of the Institut's official staff had left Frankfurt. The 
one exception was Wittfogel, who returned to Germany from Switz
erland and was thrown into a concentration camp in March because 
of his political activities. His second wife, Olga Lang (originally Olga 
Joffe), herself later to become an expert on Chinese affairs and an as
sistant at the Institut, worked to secure his release, as did such 
friends as R. H. Tawney in England and Karl Haushofer in Ger
many. Wittfogel's freedom was finally granted in November. 1933, 
and he was permitted to emigrate to England. Shortly thereafter, he 
joined the others in America. Aoorno, whose politics were not as 
controversial as Wittfogel's, maintained a residence in Germany, al
though he spent most of the next four years in England, studying at 
Merton College, Oxford. Grossmann found refuge in Paris for three 
years and went to England for one more, rather unhappy, year in 
1937, before finally coming to the United States. Lowenthal re
mained in Frankfurt only until March 2, when he followed Marcuse, 
Horkheimer, and other Institut figures to Geneva, the last to depart 
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before the Institut was closed. Pollock was in effect already in exile 
when the Nazis came to power, although he was unaware that it was 
to last for almost two decades and extend to two continents. 

In February of 1933 the Geneva branch was incorporated with a 
twenty-one member board 87 as the administrative center of the In
stitut. In recognition of its European character it took the name of 
the Societe Internationale de Recherches Sociales (International So
ciety of Social Research), with Horkheimer and Pollock as its two 
"presidents"; Lowenthal, Fromm, and Sternheim were named their 
successors the following year.88 Not only was the "Frankfurt School" 
now Swiss, but also French and English, as offers of help from 
friends in Paris and London led to the founding of small branches in 
those cities in 1933: Celestin BougIe, a former student of Durkheim 
and director of the Ecole Normale Superieure's Centre deDocumen
tation since 1920, suggested to Horkheimer that some space might be 
found for the Institut in his offices on the Rue d'Ulm. Although a 
Proudhonist politically (he was an adherent of the Radical Socialist 
Party) and thus not sympathetic to the Marxist cast of the Institut's 
work, BougIe was willing to forget politics in considering the Insti
tut's plight. Maurice Halbwachs, another prominent Durkheimian 
at the University of Strasbourg, and Georges Scelle, who taught law in 
Paris when not in the Hague as French advocate at the International 
Court, joined BougIe as cosponsors of the move. Further support 
came from Henri Bergson, who had been impressed with the Insti
tut's work. In London .a similar proposal was made by Alexander 
Farquharson, the editor of the Sociological Review, who was able to 
provide a few rooms in Le Play House. Sidney Webb, R. H. Tawney, 
Morris Ginsberg, and Harold Laski all added their voices to Far
quharson's, and a small office was established that lasted until lack 
of funds forced its closing in 1936. 

In the meantime, the Zeitschrijt's Leipzig publisher, C. L. Hirsch
feld, informed Horkheimer that it could no longer risk continuing 
publication. BougIe suggested as a replacement the Librairie Felix 
Alcan in Paris. This proved acceptable, and a connection was begun 
that lasted until 1940, when the Nazis once again acquired the power 
to intimidate a publisher of the Zeitschrijt. 

With the first issue of the Zeitschrijt to appear in Paris in Septem
ber, 1933, the Institut's initial German period was conclusively over. 
In the brief decade since its founding, it had gathered together a 
group of young intellectuals with diverse talents willing to coordinate 
them in the service of social research as the Institut conceived it. The 
firs! Frankf~rt years were dominated by Grunberg's views, as de
scnbed earlIer, but under his direction the Institut gained structural 
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solidarity and a foothold in Weimar's intellectual life. Although con
centrating on research, it helped train students of the caliber of Paul 
Baran,89 who in 1930 worked on a projected second volume of Pol
lock's study of the Soviet economy. Hans Gerth, Gladys Meyer, and 
Josef Dunner were other students during the pre-emigration years 
who later made an impact on American social science. (Dunner, it 
might be noted in passing, wrote a roman a cleJin 1937, entitled IJ I 
Forget Thee . .. , in which lnstitut figures appear under pseudo
nyms.) 90 In addition, all lnstitut members participated actively in 
the discussions about the future of socialism, which attracted such 
Frankfurt luminaries as Hendrik de Man and Paul Ti1lich. The inde
pendence provided by Hermann Weil's generosity allowed the lnsti
tut to remain unencumbered by political or academic obligations, 
even after his death in 1927. It also guaranteed the continuation of 
its identity in exile, at a time when other German refugee scholars 
were put through the strain of reestablishing themselves in an alien 
world without financial backing. An additional $ I 00,000 contributed 
by Felix Weil, after he rejoined the lnstitut in New York in 1935, 
helped keep it financially secure through the thirties. 

The sense of a shared fate and common purpose that strikes the 
observer as one of the lnstitut's chief characteristics - especially 
after Horkheimer became director - was transferable to the lnsti
tut's new homes partly because of its financial good fortune. It had 
been the intent of the founding"members to create a community of 
scholars whose solidarity would serve as a microcosmic foretaste of 
the brotherly society of the future. The ZeitschriJt, as mentioned ear
lier, helped cement the sense of group identity; and the common ex
perience of forced exile and regrouping abroad added considerably 
to this feeling. Within the lnstitut itself, a still smaller group had co
alesced around Horkheimer, consisting of Pollock, Lowenthal, 
Adorno, Marcuse, and Fromm. It is really their work, rooted in the 
central tradition of European philosophy, open to contemporary em
pirical techniques, and addressed to current social questions, that 
formed the core of the lnstitut's achievement. 

If one seeks a common thread running through individual biogra
phies of the inner circle, the one that immediately comes to mind is 
their birth into families of middle or upper-middle class Jews (in 
Adorno's case, only one parent was Jewish). Although this is not the 
place to launch a full-scale discussion of the Jewish radical in the 
Weimar. Republic, a few observations ought to be made. As noted 
earlier, one of the arguments employed by Felix Weil and Pollock to 
persuade the elder Weil to endow the Institut had been the need to 
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study anti-Semitism in Germany. It was not, however, until the 
1940'S that this task was actually begun. If one were to characterize 
the Institut's ge.neral attitude towards the "Jewish question," it 
would have to be seen as similar to that expressed by another radical 
Jew almost a century before, Karl Marx. In both cases the religious 
or ethnic issue was clearly subordinated to the social. In Dammerullg, 
Horkheimer attacked Jewish capitalists who were against anti-Semi
tism simply because it posed an economic threat. "The readiness to 
sacrifice life and property for belief," he wrote, "is left behind with 
the material basis of the ghetto. With the bourgeois Jew, the hier
archy of goods is neither Jewish nor Christian, but bourgeois .... 
The Jewish revolutionary, like the 'aryan,' risks his own life for the 
freedom of mankind." 91 Further evidence of their de-emphasis of 
strictly Jewish as opposed to social oppression was their indifference 
to Zionism as a solution to the plight of the Jews.92 

In fact, the members of the Institut were anxious to deny any sig
nificance at all to their ethnic roots, a position that has not been 
eroded with time in most of their cases. Weil, for example, in his ex
tensive correspondence with this author, has heatedly rejected any 
suggestion that Jewishness - defined religiously, ethnically, or cul
turally - had any influence whatsoever on the selection of Institut 
members or the development of their ideas. He has also insisted that 
the assimilation of Jews in Weimar had gone so far that "discrimina
tion against Jews had retreated completely to the 'social club 
level: "93 with the result that the Institut's neglect of the "Jewish 
question" was justified by its practical disappearance. That the Insti
tut was founded one year after the foreign minister of Germany, 
Walter Rathenau, was assassinated largely because of his ethnic 
roots seems to have had no personal impact on the "assimilated" 
Jews connected with the Institut. Wittfogel, one of its gentile mem
bers, has confirmed this general blindness, arguing that he was one 
of the few exceptions who recognized the precariousness of the Jews' 
position, even of those who were most assimilated.94 What strikes the 
current observer is the intensity with which many of the Institut's 
members denied, and in some cases still deny, any meaning at all to 
their Jewish identities. Assimilated German Jews, as has often been 
noted, were surprised by the ease with which German society ac
cepted the anti-Semitic measures of the Nazis. Self-delusions on this 
score persisted in some cases as late as the war. Even so hardheaded 

. a realist as Franz Neumann could write in Behemoth that "the Ger
man people are the least anti-Semitic of all." 95 His appraisal of the 
situation seems to have been supported by almost all of his Institur 
colleagues. 
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In the face of this vehement rejection of the meaningfulness of 
Jewishness in their backgrounds. one can only look for indirect ways 
in which it might have played a role. Certainly the overt impact of 
Judaism as a system of belief seems to have been negligible. The two 
possible exceptions to this were Leo Lowenthal and Erich Fromm, 
both of whom had been active in the group comprising the Frankfurt 
Lehrhaus. Lowenthal had been one of the contributors to the Fest
schrift dedicated to Rabbi Nobel in 1921, writing on the demonic in 
religion.96 He continued to find his way into the pages of such publi
cations as the Frankfitrter lsraelilisches Cemeindeblall as late as 1930, 

although by then he had left his truly religious period behind. Still, 
one would be hard pressed at any time to find echoes of Lowenthal's 
interest in Judaism in the work he did for the Institut. Fromm, on the 
other hand, has often been characterized as retaining secular ver
sions of Jewish themes in his work, even after he left Orthodoxy in 
the mid-twenties.97 Frequent comparisons have been made between 
his work and other members of the Lehrhaus group. particularly 
Martin Buber. What these similarities were will be made clearer in 
Chapter 3. Only Lowenthal and Fromm (along with Walter Benja
min, who was to write for the Zeitschrift in later years) ever evinced 
any real interest in Jewish theological issues. To the others Judaism 
was a closed book. 

If the manifest intellectual content of Judaism played no role in 
the thinking of most of the Institut's members, one has to turn to 
more broadly sociological or cultural explanations. In his recent 
study of the predominantly Jewish left-wing literati who wrote for 
the Berlin journal Die Wellbiihne. Istvan Deak has had to ask similar 
questions to those that arise in a study of the Frankfurt School. He 
has correctly noted that the high percentage of Jews on Weimar's left 
- the WelTMihne circle was much larger than the Institut's, but the 
same correlation still held - was no mere coincidence. It was due, 
he wrote, "to a specific development: their recognition of the fact 
that business, artistic, or scientific careers do not help solve the Jew
ish problem, and that Weimar Germany had to undergo dire trans
formation if German anti-Semitism was to end." 98 However, the 
members of the Frankfurt School deny ever having had such a rec
ognition. "All of us," Pollock has written, "up to the last years before 
Hitler, had no feeling of insecurity originating from our ethnic de
scent. Unless we were ready to undergo baptism, certain positions in. 
public service and business were closed to us, but that never both
ered us. And under the Weimar republic many of these barriers had 
been moved away.~' 99 Their radicalism is thus difficult to attribute to 
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a conscious awareness of socialism as the only solution to a keenly 
felt sense of ethnic oppression. 

And yet, for ~ll their claims to total assimilation and assertions 
about the lack of discrimination in Weimar, one cannot avoid a 
sense of their protesting too much. If in fact Weimar was an environ
ment in which anti-Semitism was on the wane, which itself seems 
questionable, it must be remembered that the Institut's members all 
grew up before the First World War in a very different Germany. 
Even the most assimilated Jews in Wilhelmian Germany must have 
felt somewhat apart from their gentile counterparts, and coming to 
maturity in this atmosphere must surely have left its mark. The sense 
of role-playing that the Jew eager to forget his origins must have ex
perienced could only have left a residue of bitterness, which might 
easily feed a radical critique of the society as a whole. This is not to 
say that the Institut's program can be solely, or even predominantly, 
attributed to its m'embers' ethnic roots, but merely to argue that to 
ignore them entirely is to lose sight of one contributing factor. 

Once in America, it might be noted parenthetically, the Institut's 
members became more sensitive to the Jewish question. Adorno, for 
example, was asked by Pollock to drop the Wiesengrund from his 
name, because there were too many Jewish-sounding names on the' 
Institut's roster. 1OO Paul Massing, one of the few gentiles in their 
midst, has said that his non-Jewishness was a slight but still sig
nificant factor in keeping him apart from his colleagues. 101 Assimi
lation was paradoxically more difficult in America than it had been 
in pre-Nazi Germany, at least so many Institut members felt. 

Besides the sociological explanation of the effect of their origins, 
there is a cultural one as well. Jiirgen Habermas has recently argued 
that a striking resemblance exists between certain strains in the Jew
ish cultural tradition and in that of German Idealism, whose roots 
have often been seen in Protestant Pietism. 102 One important simi
larity, which is especially crucial for an understanding of Critical 
Theory, is the old cabalistic idea that spee'ch rather than pictures was 
the only way to approach God. The distance between Hebrew, the 
sacred language, and the profane speech of the Diaspora made its 
impact on Jews who were distrustful of the current universe of dis
course. This, so Habermas has argued, parallels the idealist critique 
of empirical reality, which reached its height in Hegelian dialectics. 
Although one cannot draw a very exact line from the Frankfurt 
School's Jewish antecedents to its dialectical theory, perhaps some 
predisposition did exist. The same might be argued for its ready ac
ceptance of psychoanalysis, which proved especially congenial to as
similated Jewish intellectuals. (This is not to say, of course, that 
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Freudianism was a "Jewish psychology," as the Nazis did, but 
merely to suggest a possible filiation.) 

One other important factor must be mentioned. Within the Ger
man Jewish community itself, there often raged a struggle between 
fathers and sons over the content of Judaism and the future of the 
Jewish people. Sometimes this was resolved in peculiar ways. In her 
essay on Walter Benjamin, whose conflict with his father was partic
ularly keen, Hannah Arendt has written: "As a rule these conflicts 
were resoived by the sons' laying claim to being geniuses, or, in the 
case of numerous Communists from well-to-do homes, to being de
voted to the welfare of mankind - in any case, to aspiring to things 
higher than making money - and the fathers were more than willing 
to grant that this was a valid excuse for not making a living." 103 As 
in so many other ways, Benjamin was himself an exception to the 
rule, as his father refused to support him, but the others were not. 
Hermann Weil may have been a successful Argentine grain mer
chant interested more in profits than in revolution, but he was willing 
to support his son's radicalism with considerable generosity. Nor do 
Horkheimer's relations with his parents seem to have permanently 
suffered after the iriitial friction produced by his decision not to fol
low his father into manufacturing. 104 The one real period of estrange
ment that did occur between them followed Horkheimer's falling in 
love with his father's gentile secretary, eight years his elder. He mar
ried her in March, 1926, at about the same time that he began teach
ing at the university. As Pollock remembered it, "the frictions bE::"; 
tween Horkheimer and his parents were quite temporary .... After 
a few years of estrangement, there was complete reconciliation and 
Maidon Horkheimer was accepted with sincerest cordiality." 105 It 
was apparently much harder for his parents to get used to tne idea 
that Horkheimer was marrying a gentile than that he was becoming 
a revolutionary. 

In fact, one might argue that the strong ethical, tone of Critical 
Theory was a product of the incorporation of the values likely to be 
espoused in a close-knit Jewish home. In any case, there is little to 
suggest that the Institut's members carried their rejection of the com
mercial mentality of their parents into outright personal rebellion. 
Despite the fervent expressions of solidarity with the proletariat that 
appeared throughout their work in the pre-emigration period, at no 
time did a member of the Institut affect the life-style of the working 
class. 'l 

Nowhere are their revolutionary sentiments so clearly articulated 
as in the work of "Heinrich Regius," the name Horkheimer bor
rowed from a seventeenth-century natural philosopher to put on the 
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title page of the aphorisms he published in Zurich in the first year of 
exile. Yet it is in one of the pieces in Diimmenmg. "A Fable of Con
sistency," that h.e implicitly justifies the combination of radical be
liefs and a bourgeois standard ·of living. In the fable, two poor poets 
are invited to accept a considerable stipend by a tyrannical king who 
values their work. One is disturbed by the taint on the money. "You 
are inconsistent," the other answers. "If you so believe. you must 
continue to go hungry. He who feels one with the poor. must live like 
them." 106 Agreeing, the first poet rejects the king's offer and pro
ceeds to starve. Shortly thereafter. the other becomes the court poet. 
Horkheimer finishes his "fairy tale" by cautioning: "Both drew the 
consequences, and both consequences favored the tyrant. With the 
general moral prescription of consistency, there seems one condi
tion: it is friendlier to tyrants than to poor poets." 107 And so. the In
stitut's members may have been relentless in their hostility towards 
the capitalist system, but they never abandoned the life~style of the 
haute bourgeOisie. It would be easy to term this behavior elitist or 
"mandarin" - to give Grunberg's word a slightly different meaning 
- as some of the group's detractors have done. But it seems unlikely 
that the rejuvenation of Marxist theory to which they so heavily con
tributed would have been materially advanced by a decision to wear 
cloth caps. 

It is, however, at least arguable that Critical Theory would have 
been enriched if the members of the Institut had been more inti
mately involved in practical politics. The example of Lukacs, to be 
sure, suggests that there were pitfalls involved in too close an attach
ment to one faction or another. But on the other side of the ledger is 
the case of the Italian Marxist, Antonio Gramsci, whose political ex
perience before his imprisonment by Mussolini in 1926 always 
served to give his theorizing a concrete quality, which the Frankfurt 
School's work sometimes lacked. In one sense the Institut's period of 
exile can be said to have begun before its actual expulsion by the 
Nazis. After the failure of the German revolution, its members, at 
least those around Horkheimer, were alienated from all political fac
tions on the left. The SPD was treated with the scorn its craven ca
pitulation before the status quo deserved - in fact, one might argue 
that the SPD's betrayal of the working class colored the Frankfurt 
School's subsequent distrust of all "moderate" solutions. The KPD 
was equally anathema, for its transparent dependence on Moscow 
and its theoretical bankruptcy. And the pathetic attempts of such 
left-wing intellectuals as Kurt Hiller and Carl von Ossietzky to tran
scend the differences between the two parties, or to offer a viable al
ternative, were rejected for the pipe dreams they quickly proved to 
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be. The result was that the Frankfurt School chose the purity of its 
theory over the affiliation that a concrete attempt to realize it would 
have required. That this entailed disadvantages as well as advantages 
shall be seen in subsequent chapters. 

The prudent transfer of the Institut's endowment to Holland in 
1931 allowed the continuation of its work without much interrup
tion. The first year in Geneva was a period of readjustment, but not 
stagnation. The project on the attitudes of workers and employees 
was not curtailed seriously. Andries Sternheim, a Dutch socialist 
who had ties to the labor movement, was recommended by someone 
in Albert Thomas's office to Horkheimer as a prospective member. 
In Geneva he was admitted as an assistant, and after Pollock's de
parture for the United States, he became the branch's director. Al
though of great help in collecting materials for the project, he con
tributed little to the theoretical work of the Institut, aside from a few 
contributions to the study of leisure in modern society. !Os 

Hampered occasionally by the problems of adjustment to a new 
publisher, the ZeitschriJt continued to appear regularly. New names 
were added to the roster of previous contributors. George Rusche 
wrote on the relationship between the labor market and criminal 
punishment,109 anticipating a book he later published with Otto 
Kirchheimer's help under the auspices of the Institut. Kurt Mandel
baum (often under the names Kurt or Erich Baumann) and Gerhard 
Meyer added articles on economics to those written by Pollock and 
Grossmann. IIO Periodic contributions came from the Paris branch, 
which attracted such able assistants as Raymond Aron and Georges 
Friedmann. Paul Ludwig Landsberg, a philosop.her for whom the In
stitut had high hopes that were later dashed by his murder by the 
Nazis, w~ote on race ideology and pseudo-science. 111 American is
sues were dealt with by Julian Gumperz in a series of articles. ll2 The 
"Inte:rnational" in the Institut's new title was thus clearly evident in 
the pages of the ZeitschriJt. . 

It soon came to mean much more as the Institut began to look 
elsewhere for a new home. While appreciating its usefulness, Hork
heimer and the others never considered the Geneva branch a perma
nent center of the Institut's affairs. In May, 1933, Grossmann had 
expressed an anxiety they all shared, when he wrote to Paul Mattick 
in America that "fascism also makes great progress in Switzerland 
and new dangers threaten our Institut there as well." 113 Pollock 
made a trip to London in February, 1934, to appraise the possibility 
of establishing the Institut in England; but int.ensive negotiations 
with Sir William Beveridge, director of the London School of Eco-
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nomics, and Farquharson and his colleagues at the Institute of So
ciology convinced him of its unlikelihood. The limited opportunities 
in England for th,e refugee scholars who began to stream out of Ger
many in 1933 have been frequently noted. 114 Of those associated with 
the Institut, only Borkenau elected to make London his permanent 
home in exile. He was able to obtain a position teaching interna
tional politics in the adult education section of the University of 
London. A few years l~ter he took time out to visit Spain during the 
Civil War, which confirmed his already strong dislike for commu
nism and produced one of the classic studies of the war, The Spanish 
Cockpit. I IS By then, his connections with the Institut, except for one 
last essay in the Studien iiber A Zilorilat und Familie (Studies on Au
thority and Family) in 1936,116 had been severed. 

In Paris, where the academic establishment was even more impen
etrable than in England, the prospects seemed equally limited. Paul 
Honigsheim, who fled from Cologne and became head of the In
stitut's Paris branch, has described the cold reception that normally 
greeted emigres to France: 

The typical French intellectual, who wanted security and a predictable fu
ture for himself and his family, found his way of life threatened by those 
damn German intellectuals, who did not spend their time drinking aperitifs 
with their friends but worked twice as hard as the Frenchman. They worked 
for the sake of God or, if they were not religious believers, for work's sake, 
which for a true German scholar is almost the same. Accordingly. in con
trast to the sympathetic attitude in the United States. the French did not 
welcome the appointment of German scholars in their midst. Thus it took 
courage to work openly on behalf of German refugees. l17 

Bougie, Halbwachs, and their colleagues, Honigsheim stresses, had 
that courage, but they were in a small minority; as a result, France 
was ruled out as a possible new home for the Institut's headquarters. 

Despite the Institut's Marxist image, at no time was the thought of 
going eastward to ,Stalin's Russia seriously entertained, even by 
Grossmann, who made a short and unsuccessful journey to Moscow 
in the mid-thirties, or by Wittfogel. The only serious possibility left 
was America. Julian Gumperz was sent there in 1933 to explore the 
situation. Gumperz had been a student of Pollock's since 1929 and at 
one time a Communist Party member, although he later gave it all 
up, became a stockbroker, and wrote an anti-communist book in the 
forties;118 he was born in America and thus was fluent in English. He 
returned from his trip with a favorable report, assuring Horkheimer 
and the others that the Institut's endowment, which still brought in 
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about $30,000 a year, would be sufficient to guarantee survival in a 
country still mired in economic depression. 

Over the years, the Institut had made several contacts with promi
nent figures in the American academic world, such as Charles Beard, 
Robert MacIver, Wesley Mitchell, Reinhold Niebuhr, and Robert 
Lynd, all of whom were at Columbia University. Thus when Hork
heimer made his first trip to the United States in May, 1934, he was 
able to gain access to Columbia's patriarchal president, Nicholas 
Murray Butler. Much to his surprise, Butler offered the Institut 
affiliation with the university and a home in one of its buildings, at 
429 West I 17th Street. Horkheimer, fearing he had misunderstood 
Butler because of his limited command of English, wrote a four-page 
letter asking him to confirm and clarify his offer. Butler's response 
was a laconic "You have understood me perfectly!" 119 And so the 
International Institute for Social Research, as revolutionary and 
Marxist as it had appeared in Frankfurt in the twenties, came to set
tle in the center of the capitalist world, New York City. Marcuse 
came in July, Lowenthal in August, Pollock in September, and Witt
fogel soon after. Fromm had been in the United States since 1932, 
when he came in response to an invitation to lecture by the Chicago 
Institute of Psychoanalysis. These men were among the first to arrive 
of that wave of Central European refugee intellectuals who so en
riched American cultural life in the decades that followed. 12o 

The transition was by no means without its difficulties. Still, in 
comparison with the members of Alvin Johnson's "university in 
exile" at the New School for Social Research, who had few or no 
financial resources to make their resettlement easy, the Institut's 
members were fortunate. In fact, the tensions that developed be
tween the two refugee groups, although due in' part to ideological 
differences,l2l were also clearly exacerbated by their contrasting 
financial situations. It should be added, however, that in later years 
the Institut maintained a strong sense of responsibility to less well
off refugees. When problems did exist for Institut members, they 
were those of language and cultural adjustment, which plague any 
immigrant, but not of finances. The most difficult intellectual adjust
ment, as we shall see later, involved coordinating the philosophically 
grounded social research practiced by the Institut with the rigorous 
antispeculative bias of American social science. The use of American 
empirical techniques tha,t its members learned in exile was an impor
tant lesson brought back to Germany after the war, but these skills 
had not been acquired without considerable hesitancy. 

In general, the Institut was not especially eager to jettison its past 
and become fully American. This reluctance can be gauged by the 
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decision to continue using Felix Alcan as publisher even after 
leaving Europe. By resisting the entreaties of its new American col
leagues to publish in America, the Institut felt that it could more eas
ily retain German as the language of the Zeilschrifi. Although arti
cles occasionally appeared in English and French and summaries in 
those languages followed each German essay, the journal remained 

,essentially German until the war. It was in fact the only periodical of 
its kind published in the language that Hitler was doing so much to 
debase. As such, the Zeilschrifi was seen by Horkheimer and the oth
ers as a vital contribution to the preservation of the humanist tradi
tion in German culture, which was threatened with extirpation. In
deed, one of the key elements in the Institut's self-image was this 
sense of being the last outpost of a waning culture. Keenly aware of 
the relation language bears to thought. its members were thus con
vinced that only by continuing to write in their native tongue could 
they resist the identification of Nazism with everything German. Al
though most of the German-speaking world had no way of obtaining 
copies, the Institut was willing to sacrifice an immediate audience for 
a future one, which indeed did materialize after the defeat of Hitler. 
The one regrettable by-product of this decision was the partial isola
tion from the American academic community that it unavoidably 
entailed. Although the Institut began giving lectures in the Extension 
Division at Columbia in 1936. and gradually developed a series of 
seminars on various topics. 122 its focus remained primarily on theory 
and research. Together once again in the security of its new home on 
Morningside Heights - of the inner circle. only Adorno remained 
abroad for several years more - the Institut was thus able to resume 
without much difficulty the work it had ~tarted in Europe. 

Although sobered by the triumph of fascism in Germany. Hork
heimer and the others were still somewhat optimistic about the fu
ture. "The twilight of capitalism." wrote "Heinrich Regius" in 1934. 
"need not initiate the night of humanity. which, to be sure. seems to 
threaten today." 123 An intensification of their explorations of the cri
sis of capitalism, the collapse of traditional liberalism. the rising au
thoritarian threat. and other. related topics seemed the best contribu
tion they could make to the defeat of Nazism. As always. their work 
was grounded in a social philosophy whose articulation was the 
prime occupation of Horkheimer. Marcuse. and to a lesser extent. 
Adorno. during the 1930's. It was here that their reworking of tradi
tional Marxism became crucial. It is thus to the genesis and develop
ment of Critical Theory that we now must turn. 



II 

The Genesis of Critical Theory 
Viewed from the heights of reason, all life looks 

like some malignant disease and the world like a 
madhouse. 

-GOETHE 

I mistrust all systematizers and I avoid them. The 
will to a system is a lack of integrity. 

-NIETZSCHE 

At the very heart of Critical Theory was an aversion to closed phil
osophical systems. To present it as such would therefore distort its 
essentially open-ended, probing, unfinished quality. It was no acci
dent that Horkheimer chose to articulate his ideas in essays and aph
orisms rather than in the cumbersome tomes so characteristic of 
German philosophy. Although Adorno and Marcuse were less reluc
tant to speak through completed books, they too resisted the tempta- . 
tion to make those books into positive, systematic philosophical 
statements. Instead, Critical Theory, as its name implies, was ex
pressed through a series of critiques of other thinkers and philosophi
cal traditions. Its development was thus through dialogue, its genesis 
as dialectical as the method it purported to apply to social phenom
ena. Only by confronting it in its own terms, as a gadfly of other sys
terris, can it be fully understood. What this chapter will attempt to 
do, therefore, is to present Critical Theory as it was fi.fst generated in 
the 1930's, through contrapuntal interaction both with other schools 
of thought and with a changing social reality. 

To trace the origins of Critical Theory to their true source would 
require an extensive analysis of the intellectual ferment of the 1840's, 
perhaps the most extraordinary decade in nineteenth-century Ger
man intellectual history.1 It was then that Hegel's successors first ap
plied his philosophical insights to the social and political phenomena 
of Germany, which was setting out on a course of rapid moderniza
tion. The so-called Left Hegelians were of course soori eclipsed by 
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the most talented of their number, Karl Marx. And in time, the phil
osophical cast of their thinking, shared by the young Marx himself, 
was superseded by a more "scientific," at times positivistic approach 
to social reality, by Marxists and non-Marxists alike.2 By the late 
nineteenth century, social theory in general had ceased being "criti
cal" and "negative" in the sense to be explained below. 

The recovery of the Hegelian roots of Marx's thought by Marxists 
themselves was delayed until after World War I for reasons first 
spelled out by Karl Korsch in the pages of Griinbergs Archiv in 
1923.3 Only then were serious epistemological and methodological 
questions asked about the Marxist theory of society, which, despite 
(or perhaps because of) its scientific pretensions, had degenerated 
into a kind of metaphysics not unlike that which Marx himself had 
set out to dismantle. Ironically, a new understanding of Marx's debt 
to Hegel, that most metaphysical of thinkers, served to undermine 
the different kind of metaphysics that had entered "Vuigar Marx
ism" through the back door of scientism. Hegel's stress on conscious
ness as constitutive of the world challenged the passive materialism 
of the Second International's theorists. Here non-Marxist thinkers 
like Croce and Dilthey had laid the groundwork, by reviving philo
sophical interest in Hegel before the war. During the same period, 
Sorel's stress on spontaneity and subjectivity also played a role in 
undermining the mechanistic materialism of the orthodox adherents 
of the Second Internationa1.4 Within the Marxist camp, Georg Lu
kacs's History and Class Consciousness and Karl Korsch's Marxism 
and Philosophy were the most influential stimulants in the early 
1920'S to the recovery of the philosophical dimension in Marxism.s 

Much of what they argued was confirmed a decade later, with the 
revelations produced by the circulation of Marx's long-neglected 
Paris manuscripts. When, for one reason or another, their efforts 
faltered, the task of reinvigorating M!lrxist theory was taken up pri
marily by the young thinkers at the Institut fUr Sozialforschung. 

On one level, then, it can be argued that the Frankfurt School was 
returning to the concerns of the Left Hegelians of the 1840's. Like 
that first generation of critical theorists, its members were interested 
in the integration of philosophy and social analysis. They likewise 
were concerned with the dialectical method devised by Hegel and 
sought, like their predecessors, to turn it in a materialist direction. 
And finally, like many of the Left Hegelians, they were particularly 
interested in exploring the possibilities of transforming the social 
order through human praxis. 

The intervening century, however, had brought enormous 
changes, which made the conditions of their theorizing vastly dif-
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ferent. Whereas the Left Hegelians were the immediate successors of 
the classical German idealists, the Frankfurt School was separated 
from Kant and Hegel by Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, Dilthey, Berg
son, Weber, Husserl, and many others, not to mention the systemati
zation of Marxism itself. As a result, Critical Theory had to reassert 
itself against a score of competitors who had driven Hegel from the 
field. And, of course, it could not avoid being influenced by certain 
of their ideas. But still more important, vital changes in social, eco
nomic, and political conditions between the two periods had unmis
takable repercussions on the revived Critical Theory. Indeed, ac
cording to its own premises this was inevitable. The Left Hegelians 
wrote in a Germany just beginning to feel the effects of capitalist 
modernization. By the time of the Frankfurt School, Western capi
talism, with Germany as one of its leading representatives, had en
tered a qualitatively new stage, dominated by growing monopolies 
and increasing governmental intervention in the economy. The only 
real examples of socialism available to the Left Hegelians had been a 
few isolated utopian communities. The Frankfurt School, on the 
other hand, had the ambiguous success of the Soviet Union to pon
der. Finally, and perhaps most crucially, the first critical theorists 
had lived at a time when a new "negative" (that is, revolutionary) 
force in society - the proletariat - was stirring, a force that could 
be seen as the agent that would fulfill their philosophy. By the 1930's, 
however, signs of the proletariat's integration into society were be
coming increasingly apparent; this was especially evident to the 
members of the Institut after their emigration to America. Thus, it 
might be said of the first generation of critical theorists in the 1840'S 
that theirs was I:).n "immanent" critique of society based on the exis
tence of a real historical "subject." By the time of its renaissance in 
the twentieth century, Critical Theory was being increasingly forced 
into a position of "transcendence" by the withering away of the rev
olu tionary working class. 

In the 1920'S, however, the signs were still unclear. Lukacs himself 
stressed the function of the working class as the "subject-object" of 
history before deciding that it was really the party that represented 
the true interests of the workers. As the passage cited from Diim
merung in Chapter I indicates, Horkheimer believed that the Ger
man proletariat, although badly split, was not entirely moribund. 
The younger members of the Institut could share the belief of its 
older, more orthodox leadership that socialism might still be a real 
possibility in the advanced countries of Western Europe. This was 
clearly reflected in the consistent hortatory tone .of most of the In
stitut's work in the pre-emigration period. 
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After the Institut's resettlement at Columbia University, however, 
this tone underwent a subtle shift in a pessimistic direction. Articles 
in the ZeitschriJt scrupulously avoided using words like "Marxism" 
or "communism," ·substituting "dialectical materialism:' or "the ma
terialist theory of society" instead. Careful editing prevented empha
sizing the revolutionary implications of their thought. In the In
stitut's American bibliography6 the title of Grossmann's book was 
shortened to The Law of Accumulation in Capitalist Society without 
any reference to the "law of collapse," which· had appeared in the 
original. These changes were doubtless due in part to the sensitive 
situation in which the Institut's members found themselves at Co
lumbia. They were also a reflection of their fundamental aversion to 
the type of Marxism that the Institut equated with the orthodoxy of 
the Soviet camp. But in addition they expressed a growing loss of 
that basic confidence, which Marxists had traditionally felt, in the 
revolutionary potential of the proletariat. 

In their attempt to achieve a new perspective that might make the 
new situation intelligible, in a framework that was still fundamen- . 
tally Marxist, the members of the Frankfurt School were fortunate in 
having had philosophical training outside the Marxist tradition. Like 
other twentieth-century contributors to the revitalizatiOn of Marxism 
- Lukacs, Gramsci, Bloch, Sartre, Merleau-Ponty - they were in
fluenced at an early stage in their careers by more subjectivist, even 
idealist philosophies. Horkheimer, who set the tone for all of the In
stitut's work, had been interested in Schopenhauer and Kant before 
becoming fascinated with Hegel and Marx. Hisexpression of interest 
in Schopenhauer in the 1960'S,7 contrary to what is often assumed, 
was thus a return to an early love, rather than an apostasy from a 
life-long Hegelianized Marxism. In fact the first book in philosophy 
Horkheimer actually read was Schopenhauer~s Aphorisms on the Wis
dom of Life,8 which Pollock gave him when they were studying 
French together in Brussels before the war. Both he and Lowenthal 
were members of the Schopenhauer Gesellschaft at Frankfurt in 
their student days. Horkheimer was also very much interested in 
Kant at that time; his first published work was an analysis of Kant's 
Critique of Judgment, written for his Habilitation under Hans Cornel
ius in 1925.9 

If Horkheimer can be said to have had a true mentor, it was Hans 
Cornelius. As Pollock, who also studied under Cornelius, remembers 
it, his "influence on Horkheimer can hardly be overestimated." 10 

This seems to have been true more from a personal than a theoretical 
point of view. Although difficult to classify, Cornelius's philosophical 
perspective was antidogmatic, opposed to Kantian idealism, and 
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insistent on the importance of experience. His initial writings showed 
the influence of Avenarius and Mach, but in his later work he moved 
away from their empiriocriticism and closer to a kind of phenome
nology.11 When Horkheimer became his student, Cornelius was at 
the height of his career, a "passionate teacher ... in many ways the 
opposite of the current image of a German university professor, and 
in strong opposition to most of his colleagues." 12 

Although the young Horkheimer seems to have absorbed his 
teacher's critical stance, little of the substance of Cornelius's philoso
phy remained with him, especially after his interest was aroused by 
readings in Hegel and Marx. What does appear to have made an im
pact were Cornelius's humanistic cultural concerns. Born in 1863 in 
Munich into a family of composers, painters, and actors, Cornelius 
continued to pursue aesthetic interests throughout his life. Talented 
both as a sculptor and a painter, he made frequent trips to Italy, 
where he became expert in both classical and Renaissance art. In 
1908 he published a study of The £lementGl)' Laws of Pictorial Art,'3 
and during the war he ran art schools in Munich. 

Horkheimer was also certainly attracted by Cornelius's progres
sive political tendencies. Cornelius was an avowed. internationalist 
and had been an opponent of the German war effort. Although no 
Marxist, he was considered an outspoken radical by the more con
servative members of the Frankfurt faculty. What also doubtless 
made its impact on Horkheimer was his cultural pessimism, which he 
combined with his progressive politics. As Pollock recalls, "Cornel-· 
ius never hesitated to confess openly his convictions and his despair 
about present-day civilization." 14 A sample of the almost apocalyp
tic tone he adopted, which was of course shared by many in Wei
mar's early days, can be found in the autobiographical sketch he 
wrote in 1 923: 

Men have unlearned the ability to recognize the Godly in themselves and in 
things: nature and art, family and state have only interest for them as sensa
tions.Therefore their lives flow meaninglessly by, and their shared culture is 
inwardly empty and will collapse because it is worthy of collapse. The new 
religion, however, which mankind needs, will first emerge from the ruins of 
this cuI ture. 15 

The young Horkheimer was less eager to embrace so Spenglerian a 
prognosis, but in time Cornelius's appraisal of the situation increas
ingly became his own. In the twenties, however, he was still caught 
up by the revolutionary potential of the working class. Accordingly, 
his analysis of The Critique of Judgment showed little evidence of res-
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ignation or despair; instead, it demonstrated his convIctIOn that 
praxis could overcome the contradictions of the social order, while at 
the same time leading to a cultural renewal. From Kant, however, he 
took certain convictions that he would never abandon. 

Horkheimer's reading of Kant helped increase his sensitivity to the 
importance of indiv'iduality, as a value never to be submerged en
tirely under the demands of the totality. It also heightened his appre
ciation of the active elements in cognition, which prevented his ac
ceptance of the copy theory of perception advocated by more 
orthodox Marxists. What it did not do, however, was to convince 
him of the inevitability of those dualisms - phenomena and 
noumena, pure and practical reason, for example - that Kant had 
posited as insurmountable. In concluding his study, Horkheimer 
made it clear that although these antagonisms had not yet been over
come, he saw no necessary reason why they could not be. Kant's 
fundamental duality between will and knowledge, practical and pure 
reason, could and must be reconciled. 16 In so arguing, Horkheimer 
demonstrated the influence of Hegel's critique of Kant on his own. 
Like Hegel, he saw cognitive knowledge and normative imperatives, 
the "is" and the "ought," as ultimately inseparable. 

Because of this and other similarities with Hegel on such questions 
as the nature of reason, the importance of dialectics, and the exis
tence of a substantive logic, it is tempting to characterize Critical 
Theory as no more than a Hegelianized Marxism. 17 And yet, on sev
eral fundamental issues, Horkheimer always maintained a certain 
distance from Hegel. Most basic was his rejection of Hegel's meta
physical intentions and his claim to absolute truth. "I do not know," 
he wrote in Diimmerung, "how far metaphysicians are correct; per
haps somewhere there is a particularly compelling metaphysical sys
tem or fragment. But I do know that metaphysicians are usually im
pressed only to the smallest degree by what men suffer." 18 

Moreover, a system that tolerated every opposing view as part of the 
"total truth'~ had inevitably quietistic implications. 19 An all-embrac
ing system like Hegel's might well serve as a theodicy justifying the 
status quo. In fact, to the extent that Marxism had been ossified into 
a system claiming the key to truth, it too had fallen victim to the 
same malady, The true object of Marxism, Horkheimer argued,zo 
was not the uncovering of immutable truths, but the fostering of so
cial change. 

Elsewhere, Horkheimer outlined his other objections to Hegel's 
metaphysics.21 His strongest criticism was reserved for perhaps the 
fundamental tenet of Hegel's thought: the assumption that all 
knowledge is self-knowledge of the infinite subject - in other words, 
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that an identity exists between subject and object, mind and matter, 
based on the ultimate primacy of the absolute subject. "Spirit," 
Horkheimer wrote, "may not recognize itself either in nature or in 
history, because even if the spirit is not a questionable abstraction, it 
would not be identical with reality." 22 In fact, there is no "thought" 
as such, only the specific thought of concrete men rooted in their 
socio-economic conditions. Nor is there "being" as such, but rather a 
"manifold of beings in the world." 23 

In repudiating identity theory, Horkheimer was also impliCitly 
criticizing its reappearance in Lukacs's History and Class Conscious
ness. To Lukacs, the proletariat functioned both as the subject and 
the·object of history, thus fulfilling the classical German idealist goal 
of uniting freedom as an objective reality and as something pro
duced by man himself. In later years Lukacs was himself to detect 
the metaphysical premise underlying his assumption of an identical 
subject-object in history: "The proletariat seen as the identical sub
ject-object of the real history of mankind is no materialist consum
mation that overcomes the constructions of idealism. It is rather an 
attempt to out-Hegel Hegel, it is an edifice boldly erected above 
every possible reality and thus attempts objectively to surpass the 
Master himself." 24 These words were written in I 967 for a new edi
tion of a work whose arguments Lukacs had long ago seen fit to re
pudiate. His reasons for that self-criticism have been the source of 
considerable speculation and no less an amount of criticism. Yet, in 
pointing to the metaphysical core at the center of his argument, he 
was doing no more than repeating what Horkheimer had said about 
identity theory almost four decades before. 

To Horkheimer, all absolutes, all identity theories were suspect. 
Even the ideal" of absolute justice contained in religion, he was later 
to argue,25 has a chimerical quality. The image of complete justice 
"can never be realized in history because even when a better society 
replaces the present disorder and is developed, past misery would 
not be made good and the suffering of surrounding nature not tran
scended." 26 As a result, philosophy as he understood it always ex
presses an unavoidable note of sadness, but without succumbing to 
resignation. 

Yet although Horkheimer attacked Hegel's identity theory, he felt 
that nineteenth-century criticism of a similar nature had been carried 
too far. In r.ejecting the ontological claims Hegel had made for his 
philosophy of Absolute Spirit, the positivists had robbed the intellect 
of any right to judge what was actual as true or false. * Their overly 

* Throughout its history, "positivism" was used by the Frankfurt School in a loose way to 
include those philosophical currents which were nominalist, phenomenalist (that is, anti-essen-
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empirical bias led to the apotheosis of facts in a way that was equally 
one-sided. From the first, Horkheimer consistently rejected the Hob
son's choice of metaphysical systematizing or aI}tinomian empiri
cism. Instead, he argued for the possibility of a dialectical social sci
ence that would avoid an identity theory and yet preserve the right 
of the observer to go beyond the givens of his experience. It was in 
large measure this refusal to succumb to the temptations of either al
ternative that gave Critical Theory its cutting edge. 

Horkheimer's hostility to metaphysics was partly a reaction to the 
sclerosis of Marxism produced by its transformation into a body of 
received truths. But beyond this, it reflected the influence of his 
readings in non-Hegelian and non-Marxist philosophy. Schopen
hauer's extreme skepticism about the possibility of reconciling rea
son with the world of will certainly had its effect. More important 
still was the impact of three late nineteenth-century thinkers, Nie
tzsche, Dilthey, and Bergson, all of whom had emphasized the rela
tion of thought to human life. 

To Horkheimer,27 the Lebensphilosophie (philosophy of life) they 
helped create had expressed a legitimate protest against the growing 
rigidity of abstract rationalism, and the concomitant standardization 
of individual existence that characterized life' under advanced capi
talism. It had pointed an accusing finger at the gap between the 
promises of bourgeois ideology and the reality of everyday life in 
bourgeois society. The development of the philosophy of life, he ar
gued, corresponded to a fundamental change in capitalism itself. The 
earlier optimistic belief of certain classical idealists in the unity of 
reason and reality had corresponded to the individual entrepreneur's 
acceptance of harmony between his own activities and the function
ing of the economy as a whole. The erosion of that conviction corre
sponded to the growth of monopoly capitalism in the late nineteenth 
century, in which the individual's role was more overwhelmed by the 
totality than harmonized with it.2s Lebensphilosophie was basically a 
cry of outrage against this change. Because of this critical element, 
Horkheimer was careful to distinguish the "irrationalism" 29 of the 
philosophers of life from that of their twentieth-century vulgarizers. 

In the 1930'S, he argued, attacks on reason were designed to recon
cile men to the irrationality of the prevailing order.3D The so-called 
tragic outlook on life was really a veiled justification for the accept
ance of unnecessary misery. Leben and Dienst (service) had come to 
be synonymous. What was once critical had now become ideologi-

tialist), empirical, and wedded to the so-called scientific method. Many of their opponents who 
were grouped under this rubric protested the term's applicability, as for example Karl Popper. 
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cal. This was also true of the attack on science, which, in the hands 
of the first generation of Lebensphilosophen, had been a justified cor:.. 
rective to the pretensions of scientism, but which by the 1930's had 
degenerated into an indiscriminate attack on the validity of scientific 
thought as such. "The philosophic dismissal of science," he wrote in 
1937, "is a comfort in private life, in society a lie." 31 

In seeing the irrationalism of the thirties basically as an ideology 
of passivity,32 Horkheimer neglected its dynamic and destructive 
sides, which the Nazis were able to exploit. This was a blind spot in 
his analysis. But in another way he enriched the discussion of its his
torical development. In distinguishing between different types of ir
rationalism, Horkheimer broke with the tradition of hostility towards 
Lebensphilosophie maintained by almost all Marxist thinkers, includ
ing the later Lukacs.33 In addition to approving of its antisystematic 
impulse, Horkheimer gave qualified praise to the emphasis on the in
dividual in the work of both Dilthey and Nietzsche. Like them, he 
believed in the importance of individual psychology for an under
standing of history.34 While their work in this area was less subtle 
than the psychoanalysis he hoped to integrate with Critical Theory, 
he considered it far more useful than the bankrupt utilitarianism that 
informed liberalism and orthodox Marxism. 

What became clear, however, in Horkheimer's discussion of Dil
they's rnethodology35 was his rejection of a purely psychological ap
proach to historical explanation. Dilthey's notion of a Verstehende 
Geisteswissensclzajt (a social science based on its own methods or un
derstanding and reexperiencing, rather than on those of the natural 
sciences) did, to be sure, contain a recognition of the meaningfulness 
of historical structures, which Horkheimer could share. What he re
jected was the assumption that this meaning could be intuitively 
grasped by the historian reexperiencing his subject matter in his own 
mind. Underlying this notion, he argued, was a Hegelian-like belief 
in the identity of subject and object. The data of the inner life were 
not enough to mirror the significant structure of the past, because 
that past had not always been made consciously by mer? Indeed, it 
was generally made "behind the backs and against the wills" of indi
viduals, as Marx had pointed out. That this need not always be the 
case was another matter. In fact, Vico was one of Horkheimer's early 
intellectual heroes;36 and it was Vi co who had first argued that men 
might understand history better than nature because men made his
tory, whereas God made nature. This, however, was a goal, not a re
ality. If anything, Horkheimer noted pessimistically, the trend in 
modern life was away from the con~cious determination of historical 
events rather than towards it. History, therefore, could not simply be 
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"understood," as he claimed Dilthey had hoped, but had to be "ex
plained" instead. Horkheimer did, however, hold out some hope for 
the attainment of ·the social conditions that would make Dilthey's 
methodological vision viable. 

Horkheimer's admiration for Nietzsche was equally mixed. In 
1935 he argued that Nietzsche was a genuine bourgeois philosopher, 
as demonstrated by his overemphasis on individualism and his blind
ness to social questions.37 Still, Horkheimer was quick to defend 
Nietzsche against those who sought to reconcile him with the irra
tionalists of the 1930's. In a long review of Karl Jaspers's study of 
Nietzsche38 he castigated the author for trying to "domesticate" 
Nietzsche for volkisch (populist nationalist) and religious consump
tion. What he valued most in Nietzsche's work was its uncompromis
ingly critical quality. On the question of certain knowledge, for ex
ample, he applauded Nietzsche's statement that a "great truth wants 
to be criticized, not idolized." 39 

Horkheimer also was impressed by Nietzsche's critique of the 
masochistic quality of traditional Western morality. He had been the 
first to note, Horkheimer approvingly commented,40 how misery 
could be transformed into a social norm, as in the case of asceticism, 
and how that norm had permeated Western culture through the 
"slave morality" of Christian ethics.41 When it came to the more 
questionable aspects of Nietzsche's thought, Horkheimer tended to 
mitigate their inadequacies. The naive glorification of the "super
man" he explained away by calling it the price of isolation. Nie
tzsche's hostility to the goal of a classless society he excused on the 
grounds that its only champions in Nietzsche's day were the Social 
Democrats, whose mentality was as pedestrian and uninspired as 
Nietzsche had claimed. In fact, Horkheimer argued, Nietzsche had 
been perceptive in refusing to romanticize the working classes, who 
were even in his time beginning to be diverted from their revolution
ary role by the developing mass culture. Where Nietzsche had failed, 
however, was in his ahistorical belief that democratization inevitably 
meant the dilution of true culture. He was also deficient in misunder
standing the historical nature of labor, w1,ich he absolutized as im
mutable in order to justify his elitist con"clusions. In short, Hork
heimer contended that Nietzsche, who had done so much to reveal 
the historical roots of bourgeois morality, had himself fallen prey to 
ahistorical thinking. 

Towards the third great exponent of Lebensplzilosophie and one of 
the Institut's actual sponsors in Paris, Henri Bergson, Horkheimer 
was· someY/hat more critica1.42 Although recognizing the trenchant 
arguments in Bergson's critique of abstract rationalism, he ques-
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tioned the metaphysical yearnings he detected at its root. Bergson's 
faith in intuition as the means to discover the universal life force he 
dismissed as an ideology. "Intuition," he wrote, "from which Berg
son hopes to find salvation in history as in cognition, has a unified 
object: life, energy, duration, creative development. In reality, how~ 
ever, mankind is split, and an intuition that seeks to penetrate 
through contradictions loses what is historically decisive from its 
sight." 43 Horkheimer's hostility to the unmediated use of intuition as 
a means to break through to an underlying level of reality, it might 
be added, was also extended to the similar efforts of phenomenolo
gists such as Scheler and Husserl. 

In an article devoted primarily to Bergson's metaphysics of time, 
which Bergson himself called "a serious deepening of my works" and 
"philosophically very penetrating," 44 Horkheimer supported Berg
son's distinction between "experienced" time and the abstract time 
of the natural scientists. But, he quickly added in qualification, Berg
son had been mistaken in trying to write a metaphysics of tempo
rality. In so doing he had been led to an idea of time as duree (dura
tion), which was almost as abstract and empty as that of the natural 
sciences. To see reality as an uninterruptible flow was to ignore the 
reality of suffering, aging, and death. It was to absolutize the present 
and thus unwittingly repeat the mistakes of the positivists. True ex
perience, Horkheimer argued, resisted such homogenization. The 
task of the historian was to preserve the memory of suffering and to 
foster the demand for qualitative historical change. 

In all of Horkheimer's writings on the Lebensphilosophen, three 
major criticisms were repeatedly made. By examining these in some 
detail, we can better understand the foundations of Critical Theory. 
First, although the philosophers of life had been correct in trying to 
rescue the individual from the threats of modern society, they had 
gone too far in emphasizing subjectivity and inwardness. In doing so, 
they had minimized the importance of action in the historical world. 
Second, with an occasional exception such as Nietzsche's critique of 
asceticism, they tended to neglect the material dimension of reality. 
Third and perhaps most important, in criticizing the degeneration of 
bourgeois rationalism into its abstract and formal aspects, they 
sometimes overstated their case and seemed to be rejecting reason it
self. This ultimately led to the outright mindless irrationalism of their 
twentieth-century vulgarizers. 

As might be expected, Horkheimer's interest in the question of 
bourgeois individualism led him back to a consideration of Kant and 
the origins of Innerlichkeit (inwardness).45 Among the dualistic ele-
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ments in Kant's philosophy, he noted,46 was the gap between duty 
and interest. Individual morality, discovered by practical reason, was 
internalized and di~orced from public ethics. H~re Hegel's Sittlich
keit (ethics), with its emphasis on bridging the public-private opposi
tion, was superior to Kant's Moralitiit (morality). Despite this, 
Kant's view was closer to a correct reflection of conditions in the 
early nineteenth century; for to assume that a harmony could exist at 
that time between personal morality and public ethics; or between 
self-interest and a universal moral code, was to ignore the real irra
tionality of the external order. Where Kant had been wrong, how
ever, was in considering these contradictions immutable. Byabsolu
tizing the distinction between the individual and society, he had 
made a natural condition out of what was merely historically valid. 
thereby unwittingly affirming the status quo. This was also a failing 
of the Lebensphilosophell. In later years, however, Horkheimer and 
the other members of the Frankfurt School came to believe that the 
real danger lay not with those who overemphasized subjectivity and 
individuality, but rather with those who sought to eliminate them en
tirely under the banner of a false totalism. This fear would go ~o far 
that Adorno could write, in a frequently quoted phrase from Minima 
Moralia, that "the whole is the untrue." 47 But in the 1930's 
Horkheimer and his colleagues were stillconcerned with the overem
phasis on individuality, which they detected in bourgeois thinkers 
from Kant to the philosophers of life. 

Horkheimer also questioned the moral imperative that Kant had 
postulated. Although agreeing that a moral impulse apart from 
egoistic self-interest did in fact exist, he argued that its expression 
had changed since Kant's time. Whereas in the early nineteenth cen
tury it had manifested itself as duty, it now appeared as either pity or 
political concern. Pity, Horkheimer argued, was produced by the 
recognition that man had ceased being a free subject and was re
duced instead to an object of forces beyond his contro1.48 This Kant 
had not experienced himself, because his time provided greater indi
vidual freedom, at least for the entrepreneur. Political action as the 
expression of morality was also spurned by Kant, who overempha
sized the importance of the individual conscience and tended to reify 
the status quo. In the twentieth century, however, politics had be
come the proper realm of moral action because, for the first time in 
history, "mankind's means have grown great enough to present the 
realization [of justice] as an immediate historical task. The struggle 
for its fulfillment characterizes our epoch of transition." 49 Both early 
bourgeois thinkers like Kant and later ones like the Lebensphiloso-
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phen had failed to appreciat~ the necessity for political praxis to real-
ize their moral visions. . 

Horkheimer's second major objection to Nietische, Dilthey, and. 
Bergson was, as noted above, that they were really hidden idealists. 
In contrast, Horkheimer proposed a materialist theory of society, but 
one that was very clearly distinguished from the putative materialism 
of orthodox Marxism. In one of his most important essays in the 
Zeitschrift, "Materialism and Metaphysics," 50 he set out to rescue 
materialism from those who saw it simply as an antonym of spiri
tualism and a denial of non mate rial existence. True materialism, he 
argued, did not mean a new type of monistic metaphysics based on 
the ontological primacy of matter. Here nineteenth-century mechan
ical materialists like Vogt and Haeckel had been wrong; as Were 
Marxists who made a fetish of the supposedly "objective" material 
world. Equally erroneous was the assumption of the eternal primacy 
of the economic substructure of society. Both substructure and su
perstructure interacted at all times, although itwas true that under 
capitalism the economic base had a crucial role in this process. What 
had to be understood, however, was that this condition was only his
torical and would change with time. In fact, it was one of the charac
teristics of twentieth-century society that politics was beginning to 
assert an autonomy beyond anything Marx had predicted. Both Len
inist and fascist practice demonstrated the change. 

Horkheimer also disliked the tendency of vulgar Marxists to ele~ . 
vate materialism to a theory of knowledge, which claimed absolute 
certainty' the way idealism had in the past. In fact, to argue that a 
materialist epistemology could exhaustively explain reality was to 
encourage the urge to dominate the world, which Fichtean idealism 
had most vividly displayed. This was borne out by the fact that rri.o~ 
nistic materialism as far back as Hobbes had led to a manipulative,· 
dominating attitude towards nature.51 The theme of man's domina
tion of nature, it might be added parenthetically, was to become a 
central concern of the Frankfurt School in subsequent years. 

Despite the impossibility of attaining absolute knowledge, Hork
heimer held that materialism must not succumb to relativistic resig
nation. In fact, the monistic materialist epistemology of vulgar 
Marxism had been too passive. Echoing Marx's critique of Feuer
bath almost a century before,52 Horkheimer stressed the active ele
ment in cognition, which idealism had correctly affirmed. The 
objects of perception, he argued, are themselves the produ~t of man's· 
actions, although the relationship tends to be masked by reification. 
Indeed, nature itself has a historical element, in (he dual ·sense that 
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man conceives of it differently at different times and that he actively 
works to change it. True materialism, Horkheimer contended, is thus 
dialectical, involving an ongoing process of interaction between sub
ject and object. Here Horkheimer returned once again to the Hegel
ian roots of Marxism, which had been obscured in the intervening 
century. Like Marx, but unlike many self-proclaimed Marxists, he 
refused to make a fetish of dialectics as an objective process outside 
man's control. Nor did he see it as a methodological construct im
posed like a Weberian ideal type, or a social scientific model, on a 
chaotic, manifold reality. Dialectics probed the "force-field," to use 
an expression of Adorno's,53 between consciousness and being, sub
ject and object. It did not, indeed could not, pretend to have discov
ered ontological first principles. It rejected the extremes of nomi
nalism and realism and remained willing to operate in a perpetual 
state- of suspended judgment. 

Hence the crucial importance of rn.ediation (Vermittlung) for a cor
rect theory of society. No facet of social reality could be understood 
by the observer as final or complete in itself. There were no social 
"facts," as the positivists believed, which were the substratum of a 
social theory. Instead, there was a constant interplay of particular 
and universal, of "moment" * and totality. As Lukacs had written in 
History and Class Consciousness: 

To leave empirical reality behind can only mean that the objects of the em
pirical world are to be understood as objects of a totality, i.e., as the aspects 
of a total social situation caught up in the process of historical change. Thus 
the category of mediation is a lever with which to overcome the mere imme
diacy of the empirical world, and as such it is not something (subjective) 
foisted onto the objects from outside, it is no value-judgment or "ought" 
opposed to their "is." It is rather the manifestation of their authentic objective 
structure. 54 

Moreover, the relationship between the totality and its moments 
was reciprocal. Vulgar Marxists had been mistaken in seeking a re
ductionist derivation of superstructural, cultural phenomena from 
their substructural, socio-economic base. Culture, Horkheimer and 
his colleagues argued, was never epiphenomenal, although it was 
never fully autonomous. Its relationship to the material substructure 
of society was multidimensional. All culturai phenomena must be 
seen as mediated through the social totality, not merely as the reflec
tion of class interests. This meant that they also expressed the con-

• Dos Moment in Ge~an means a phase or aspect of a cumulative dialectical process. It 
should not be confused With Der Moment, which means a moment in time in the English sense. 
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tradictions of the whole, including those forces that negated the sta
tus quo. Nothing, or at least almost nothing, was solely ideological.55 

In so arguing, it might be added, Horkheimer was closer to Marx 
himself than the self-styled Marxists who claimed to be orthodox. 
When discussing the bourgeois state, for example, Marx had not in
terpreted it solely as the "executive committee of the ruling class," 
but also as an adumbration, albeit distorted, of the reconciliation of 
social contradictions that the triumph of the proletariat was to bring 
about.56 Engels, likewise, when discussing Realism in literature, had 
shown an appreciation for the progressive elements in ostensibly 
reactionary writers like Balzac, because of their ability to portray the 
concrete totality with all its contradictions. The Institut's extensive 
work on aesthetic and cultural matters was rooted in the same as
sumption. 

In stressing the totality, Horkheimer correspondingly criticized 
other social theorists for concentrating on one facet of reality to the 
exclusion of the others. This led to one of the methodological falla
cies the Frankfurt School most frequently attacked: fetishization. 
More orthodox Marxists within the Institut, such as the economist 
Henryk Grossmann, were always criticized for their overemphasis on 
the material substructure of society. The composition of the Institut, 
with its deliberate diversification of fields, reflected the importance 
Critical Theory placed on the totality of dialectical mediations, 
which had to be grasped in the process of analyzing society. 

Horkheimer's stress on dialectics also extended to his understand
ing of logic. Although rejecting the extravagant ontological claims 
Hegel had made for his logical categories, he agreed with the need 
for a substantive, rather than merely formal, logic. In Diimmerung 
Horkheimer wrote: "Logic is not independent of content. In face of 
the reality that what is inexpensive for the favored part of humanity 
remains unattainable for the others, nonpartisan logic would be as 
nonpartisan as a book of laws that is the same for all." 57 Formalism, 
characteristic of bourgeois law (the ideal of the Rechtsstaat, which 
meant judicial universality without relating the law to its political or
igins), bourgeois morality (the categorical imperative), and bourgeois 
logic, had once been progressive, but it now served only to perpet
uate the status quo. True logic, as well as true rationalism, must go 
beyond form to inclu<;ie substantive elements as well. 

Yet precisely what these elements were was difficult to say. Sub
stantive logic was easier to demand than explain. The agnosticism in 
Horkheimer's notion of materialism also extended to his views on 
the possibility of a philosophical ant!tropology. He dismissed the 
efforts of Max Scheler, to discover a constant human nature as no 
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more than a desperate search for absolute meaning in a relativist 
world. 58 The yearning of phenomenologists for the security of eternal 
essences was a souJ;ce of self-delusion, a point Adorno and Marcuse 
were to echo in tl;1eir respective critiques of Husserl and Scheler.59 

Accordingly, Critical Theory denied the necessity, or even the pos
sibility, of formulating a definitive description of "socialist man." 
This distaste for anthropological speculation has beeri attributed by-_ 
some commentators to the residual influence of scientific sociaiism.60 

If "scientific" is understood solely as the antonym of "utopian" so
cialism, this is true. But in view of the Frankfurt School's hostility to
wards- the reduction of philosophy to science, it seems only a partial 
explanation. Another possible factor, which Horkheimer himself was 
to stress in later years,61 was the subterranean influence of a religious 
theme on the materialism of the Frankfurt School. It would be an 
error, in fact, to treat its members as dogmatic atheists. In almost all 
of Horkheimer's discussions of religion, he took a dialectical posi
tion.62 In Diimmerung, to take one example, he argued that religion 
ought not to be uriderstood- solely as false consciousness, because it 
helped preserve a hope for future justice, which bourgeois atheism 
denied.63 Thus, his more recent claim, that the traditional Jewish 
prohibition on naming or describing God and paradise was repro
duced in Critical Theory's refusal to give substance to its utopian vi
sion, can be given some credence. As Jiirgen Habermas has noted, 
German idealist philosophy's reluctance to flesh out its notions of . 
utopia was very similar to the cabalistic stress on words rather than 
images.64 Adorno's decision- to choose music, the most nonrepresen
tational of aesthetic modes, as the primary medium through which 
he explored bourgeois culture and sought signs of its-negation indi
cates the continued power of this prohibition. Of the major figures 
connected with the Institut, only Marcuse attempted to articulate a 
positive anthropology at any time in his career.65 Whether or not the 
Jewish taboo was actually causal or merely a post facto rationaliza
tion is difficult to establish with certainty. Whatever the reason, Crit-

_ ical Theory consistently resisted the temptation to describe "the 
realm of freedom" from the vantage point of the "realm of neces
sity." 

And yet, even in Horkheimer's work there appeared a kind of neg
ative anthropology, an implicit but still powerful presence. Although 
to some extent rooted in Freud, its primary origins could be found in 
the work of Marx. In discussing Feuerbach's attempt to construct an 
explicit picture of human nature, Marx had attacked its atemporal, 
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abstract, antihistorical premises. Th'e only constant, he argued, was 
man's ability to create himself anew. "Anthropogenesis," to use a 
later commentator's term,66 was the only human nature Marx al
lowed. Here Horkheimer was in agreement; the good society was 
one in which man was free to act as a subject rather than be acted 
upon as a contingent predicate. 

When Marx seemed to go further in defining the categories of 
human self-production in the Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts, 
Horkheimer drew back. The central position of labor in Marx's work 
and his concomitant stress on the problem of alienated labor in capi
talist society played a relatively minor role in Horkheimer's writings. 
In Dammerung he wrote: "To make labor into a transcendent cate
gory of human activity is an ascetic ideology .... Because socialists 
hold to this general concept, they make themselves into carriers of 
capitalist propaganda." 67 

The same was true of Walter Benjamin and Theodor Adorno. To 
Benjamin, the vulgar Marxist stress on labor "recognizes only the 
progress in the mastery of nature, not the retrogression of society; it 
already displays the technocratic features later encountered in Fas
cism .... The new conception of labor amounts to the exploitation 
of nature, which with naive complacency is contra~ted with the ex
ploitation of the proletariat. Compared with this positivistic con
ception, Fourier'S fantasies, which have so often been ridiculed, 
prove to be surprisingly sound." 68 Adorno, when I spoke with him in 
Franl<furt in March, 1969, said. that Marx wanted to turn the whole 
world into a giant workhouse. 

Horkheimer's antagonism to the fetishization of labor expressed 
another dimension of his materialism: the demand for human, sen
sual happiness. In one of his most trenchant essays, "Egoism and the 
Movement for Emancipation," 69 he discussed the hostility to per
sonal gratification inherent in bourgeois culture. Despite the utilitari
anism of a Bentham or a Mandeville, the characteristic ideology of 
the early bourgeois era was Kantian.70 Seeing no unity between indi
vidual interest and public morality, Kant had posited an inevitable 
distinction between happiness arid duty. Although he gave a certain 
weight to both, by the time capitalism had become sufficiently ad
vanced, the precedence of duty to the totality over personal gratifica
tion had grown to such an extent that the latter was almost com
pletely neglected. To compensate for the repression of genuine 
individual happiness, mass diversions had been devised to defuse 
discontent.71 Muc.h of the Institut's later work on the "culture indus
try" was designed to show how effective these palliatives were. 

But even allegedly revolutionary movements,' Horkheimercon-
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tended, had perpetuated the characteristic bourgeois hostility to hap
piness.72 The fourteenth-century Romans under Cola di Rienzi, and 
the Florentines in the time of Savonarola, were two clear examples of 
revolutionary movements that ended by opposing individual happi
ness in the name of some higher good. Even more strikingly, the 
French Revolution and especia]ly the Terror illustrated this theme. 
Robespierre, like Rienzi and Savonarola, confused love for the peo
ple with ruthless repression of them. The equality brought by the 
Revolution, Horkheimer noted, was. the negative leveling produced 
by the guillotine, an equality of degradation rather than dignity. In 
the twentieth century a similar phenomenon had appeared in fas
cism. The Fuhrer or Duce expressed in the extreme the typical bour
geois combination of romantic sentimentality and utter ru~hlessness. 
The ideology of duty and service to the totality at the cost of individ
ual happiness attained its ultimate expression in fascist rhetoric. The 
revolutionary pretensions of the fascists were no more than a fraud 
designed to perpetuate the domination of the ruling classes. 

In contrast to the bourgeois ethic of self-abnegation, Horkheimer 
upheld the dignity of egoism. During the Enlightenment, Helvetius 
and de Sade had expressed a protest, however distorted, against as
ceticism in the name of a higher morality. Even more forcefully, 
Nietzsche had exposed the connection between self-denial and re
sentment that is implicit in most of Western culture. Where Hork
heimer differed from them was in his stress on the social component 
in human happiness. His egoistic individual, unlike the utilitarians' 
or even Nietzsche's, always realized his greatest gratification through 
communal interaction. In fact, Horkheimer constantly challenged 
the reification of individual and society as polar opposites, just as he 
denied the mutual exclusivity of subject and object in philosophy. 

The Institut'sstress on personal happiness as an integral element 
in its materialism was further developed by Marcuse in an article he 
wrote for the ZeitschriJt in 1938, "On Hedonism." 73 In contrast to 
Hegel, who "fought against eudaemonism in the interest of historical 
progress," 74 Marcuse defended hedonistic philosophies for preserv
ing a "moment" of truth in their stress on happiness. Where they tra
ditionally went wrong, however, was in their unquestioning accept
ance of the competitive individual as the model of highest personal 
development. "The apologetic aspect of hedonism," Marcuse wrote, 
is to be found "in hedonism's abstract conceptiQn of the subjective 
side of happiness, in its inabilfty to distinguish between true and 
false wants and interests and true and false enjoyments." 75 In up
holding the notion of higher and lower pleasures, Marcuse was closer 
to the Epicurean type of hedonism than to the Cyrenaic, both of 
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which he treated at length in the essay. (He was also in the company 
of an unlikely ally in the person of John Stuart Mill, who had made a 
similar distinction in his Utilitarianism.) As he explained, "Pleasure 
in the abasement of another as well as self-abasement under a 
stronger will, pleasure in the manifold surrogates for sexuality, in· 
meaningless sacrifices, in the heroism of war are false pleasures, be
cause the drives and needs that fulfill themselves in them make men 
less free, blinder, and more wretched than they have to be." 76 

But, as might be expected, Marcuse denounced the ahistorical be
lief that the higher forms of happiness could be achieved under 
present conditions. In fact, so he argued, hedonism's restriction of 
happiness to consumption and leisure to the exclusion of productive 
labor expressed a valid judgment about a society in which labor re
mained alienated. What was invalid, however, was the assumption 
that this society was eternal. How historical change would come 
about was of course difficult to predict, because "it appears that indi
viduals raised to be integrated into the antagonistic labor process 
cannot be judges of their own happiness." 77 Consciousness was 
therefore incapable of changing itself; the impetus had to come from 
the outside: 

Insofar as unfreedom is already present in wants and not just in their grati
fication, they must be the first to be liberated - not through an act of edu
cation or of the moral renewal of man but through an economic and politi
cal process encompassing the disposal over the means of production by the 
community, the reorientation of the productive process toward the needs 
and wants of the whole society, the shortening of the working day, and the 
active participation of the individuals in the administration of the whole.78 

Here Marcuse seemed to come perilously close to the stress on objec
tive social development, which more orthodox Marxists had main
tained, but which the Institut had attacked by emphasizing the sub
jective element in praxis. In fact, to digress momentarily, the key 
problem of how change might occur in a society that controlled the 
consciousness of its members remained a troubling element in much 
of Marcuse's later work, especially One-Dimensional Man. 79 

Whatever the means to achieve true happiness might be, it could 
only be reached when freedom was also universally attained. "The 
reality of happiness," Marcuse wrote, "is the reality of freedom as 
the self-determination of liberated humanity in its common struggle 
with nature." And since freedom was synonymous with the realiza
tion of rationality, "in their completed form both, h,appiness and rea
son, coincide." 80 What i'vlarcuse was advocating here was that con-
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vergence of particular and general interests usually known as 
"positive freedom." 8J Individual happiness was one moment in the 
totality of positive .. freedom; reason was the other. 

The Frankfurt School's stress on reason was one of the salient 
characteristics of its work.82· Here its debt. to Hegel was most clearly 
demonstrated. Horkheimer's third major objection to Lebensphiloso
phie, it will be recalled, was that its overreaction to the deterioration 
of rationality had led to the rejection of reason as such. As Hork
heimer would repeat over and over again during his career, rational
ity was at the root of any progressive social theory. What he meant 
by reason, however, was never easy to grasp for an audience un
schooled in the traditions of classical German philosophy. Implicitly, 
Horkheimer referred more often than not to the idealists' distinction 
between Verstand (understanding) and Vernunft (reason). By Ver
stand, Kant and Hegel had meant a lower faculty of the mind, which 
structured the phenomenal world according to common sense. To 
the understanding, the world consisted of finite en ti ties iden tical only 
with themselves and totally opposed to all other things. It thus failed 
to penetrate immediacy to grasp the dialectical relations beneath the 
surface. Verlllll1ft, on the other hand, signified a faculty that went 
beyond mere appearances to this· deeper reality. Although Kant 
differed from Hegel in rejecting the possibility of reconciling the 
world of phenomena with the transcendent, noumenal sphere of 
"things-in-themselves," he shared Hegel's belief in the superiority of 
Vermmft over Verstand. Of all the Institut's members, Marcuse was 
perhaps most drawn to the classical notion of reason. In 1937, he at
tempted to define it and turn it in a materialist direction in the fol
lowing way: 

Reason is the fundamental category of philosophical thought, the only one 
by means of which it has bound itself to human destiny. Philosophy wanted 
to discover the ultimate and most general grounds of Being. Under the 
name of reason it conceived the idea of an authentic Being in which allsig
nificant antitheses (of subject and object, essence and appearance, thought 
and being) were reconciled. Connected with this idea was the conviction 
that what exists is not immediately and already rational but must rather be 
brought to reason .... As the given world was bound up with rational 
thought and, indeed, ontologically dependent on it, all that contradicted 
reason or was 110t ·rational was posited as something that had to be over
come. Reason was established as a critical tribunal.s3 

Here Marcuse seemed to be arguing for an identity theory, which 
contrasted sharply with the Frankfurt School's general stress on non-
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identity. In fact, in Marcuse's writings the aversion to identity was 
far fainter than in Horkheimer's or Adorno's.84 Still, in their work as 
well, the sanctity of reason and the reconciliation it implied always 
appeared as a utopian ideal. Jews, after all, may be prohibited from 
naming or describing God, but they do not deny his existence. In all 
of the Institut's writings, the standard was a society made rational, in 
the sense that German philosophy had traditionally defined that 
term. Reason, as the passage above indicates, was the "critical tribu
nal" on which Critical Theory was primarily based. The irrationality 
of the current society was always challenged by the "negative" possi
bility of a truly rational alternative. 

If Horkheimer was reluctant to affirm the complete identity of 
subject and object, he was more certain in rejecting their strict dual
istic opposition, which Descartes had bequeathed to modern 
thought.85 Implicit in the Cartesian legacy, he argued, was the reduc
tion of reason to its subjective dimension. This was the first step in 
driving rationality away from the world and into contemplative in
wardness. It led to an eternal separation of essence and appearance, 
which fostered the noncritical acceptance of the status qUO.86 As a re
sult, rationality increasingly came to be identified with the common 
sense of Verstand instead of the more ambitiously synthetic Vernunjt. 
In fact, the late nineteenth-century irrationalists' attack on reason 
had been aimed primarily at its reduction to the analytical, formal, 
divisive Verstand. This was a criticism Horkheimer could share, al
though he did not reject analytical rationality out of hand. "Without 
definite.ness and the order of concepts, without Verstand," he wrote, 
"there is no thought, and no dialectic." 87 Even Hegel's dialectical 
logic, which Critical Theory embraced, did not simply negate formal 
logic. The Hegelian Gujheben meant preservation as well as tran
scendence and cancellation. What Horkheimer did reject was the 
complete identification of reason and logic with the limited power of 
Verstand. 

Throughout its history, the Institut carried on a spirited defense of 
reason on two fronts. In addition to the attack by the irrationalists, 
which by the twentieth century had degenerated into outright ob
scurantist mindlessness, another and perhaps more serious threat 
was posed from a different quarter. With the breakdown of the He
gelian synthesis in the second half of the nineteenth century, a new 
stress on empirically derived social science had developed alongside 
the increasing domination of natura] science over men's lives. Posi
tivism denied the validity of the traditional idea of reason as Ver
nunjt, which it dismissed as empty metaphysics. At the time of the 
Frankfurt School the most significant proponents of this point of 
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view were the Logical Positivists of the Vienna Circle, who were 
forced to emigrate to the United States at about the same time.88 In 
America their iI11pact was far greater than the Institut's because of 
the congruence of their ideas with the basic traditions of American 
philosophy. In later years Horkheimer took pains to establish the 
similarities between such native schools as pragmatism and Logical 
Posi tivism. 89 

His first major broadside against Logical Positivism came in 1937 
in the Zeitschrift.90 Once again his sensitivity to the changing func
tions of a school of thought in different historical contexts was evi
dent. Originally, he argued, empiricism as practiced by Locke and 
Hume contained a dynamic, even critical, element, in its insistence 
on the individual's perception as the source of knowledg~. The En
lightenment empiricists had used their observations to undermine 
the prevailing social order. Contemporary Logical Positivism, on the 
other hand, had lost this subversive quality, because of its belief that 
knowledge, although initially derived from perception, was really 
concerned with judgments about that perception contained in so
called "protocol sentences." 91 By restricting reality to that which 
could be' expressed in such sentences, the unspeakable was excluded 
from the philosopher's domain., But even more fundamentally, the 
general empiricist stress on perception ignored the active element in 
all cognition. Positivism of all kinds was ultimately the abdication of 
reftection.92 The result was the absolutizing of "facts" and the reifica
tion of the existing order.93 

In addition to his distaste for their fetishism of facts, Horkheimer 
fl,lrther objected to the Logical Positivists' reliance on formal logic to 
the exclusion of a substantive alten.ative. To see logic as an ana
logue of mathematics, he held, was to reduce it to a series of tautol
ogies with no real meaning in the historical world. To believe that all 
true knowledge aspired to the condition of scientific, mathematical 
conceptualization was a surrender to a metaphysics as bad as the one 
the positivists had set out to refute.94 

What was perhaps worst of all in Horkheimer's eyes was the posi
tivists' pretension to have disentangled facts from values. Here he 
detected a falling away from the original Enlightenment use of em
piricism as a partisan weapon against the mystifications of supersti
tion and tradition. A society, he argued,95 might itself be "possessed" 
and thus produce "facts" that were themselves "insane." Because it 
had no way to evaluate this possibility, modern empiricism capitu
lated before the authority of the status quo, despite its, intentions. 
The members of the Vienna Circle might be progressive in their poli-' 
tics, but this was in no way related to their philosophy. Their surren-
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der to the mystique of the prevailing reality, however, was not arbi
trary; rather it was an expression of the contingency of existence in a 
society that administered and manipulated men's lives. As man must 
reestablish his ability t6 control his own destiny, so must reason be 
restored to its proper place as the arbiter of ends, not merely means. 
Vernunft must regain the field from which it had been driven by the 
triumph of Verstand. 

What made Horkheimer's stress on reason so problematical was 
his equally strong antimetaphysical bias. Reality had to be judged by 
the "tribunal of reason," but reason was not to be taken as a tran
scendent ideal, .existing outside history. Truth, Horkheimer and his 
colleagues always insisted; was not immutable. And yet, to deny the 
absoluteness of truth was not to succumb to relativism, epistemologi
cal, ethical, or otherwise. The dichotomy of absolutism and relativ
ism was in fact a false one. Each period of time has its own truth, 
Horkheimer argued,96 although there is none above time. What is 
true is whatever fosters social change in the direction of a rational 
society. This of course once again raised the question of what was 
meant by reason, which Critical Theory never attempted to define 
explicitly. Dialectics was superb at attacking other systems' preten
sions to truth, but when it came to articulating the ground of its own 
assumptions and values, it fared less well. Like its implicit reliance 
on a negative anthropology, Critical Theory had a basically insub
stantial concept of reason and truth, rooted in social conditions and 
yet outside them, connected with praxis yet keeping its distance from 
it. If Critical Theory can be said to have had a theory of truth, it ap
peared in its immanent critique of bourgeois society, which com
pared the pretensions. of bourgeois ideology with the reality of its so
cial conditions. Truth was not outside the society, but contained in 
its own claims. Men had an emancipatory interest in actualizing the 
ideology. 

In rejecting all claims' to absolute truth, Critical Theory had to 
face many of the problems that the sociology of knowledge was 
trying to solve at the same time. Yet Horkheimer and the others were 
never willing to go as far as Karl Mannheim, who coincidentally 
shared office space at the Institut before 1933, in "unmasking" 
Marxism as just one more ideology among others. By claiming that 
all knowledge was rooted in its social context (Seinsgebunden), 
Mannheim seemed to be undermining the basic Marxist distinction 
between true and false consciousness, to which Critical Theory ad
hered. As Marcuse was to write, Critical Theory "is interested in the 
truth content of philosophical concepts and problems. The enterprise 
of the sociology of knowledge, to the contrary, is occupied only with 
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the untruths, not the truths, of previous philosophies." 97 Yet curi
ously, when Horkheimer wrote his critique of Mannheim in the pre
emigration years,98 he chose to attack him primarily for the abso
lutist rather than" relativist implications of his sociology of knowl
edge. Especially unfortunate in this respect, he argued, was 
Mannheim's "relation ism," which attempted to salvage objective 
truth by arguing that all partial truths were perspectives on the 
whole. By assuming that such a total truth existed in the synthesis of 
different viewpoints, Mannheim was following a simplified Gestaltist 
concept of knowledge.99 Underlying it all was a quasi-Hegelian, har
monistic belief that one could reconcile all perspectives, a belief 
whose implications for social change were quietistic. Unlike Marx, 
who had sought social transformation rather than "truth, Mannheim 
had covertly returned to a metaphysical quest for pure knowledge. lOo 

Moreover, Horkheimer charged, Mannheim's concept of the 
"Being" that determined consciousness was highly undialectical. To 
Horkheimer, there was always feedback and mediation between base 
and superstructure. lOl Mannheim, in contrast, had reverted to a kind 
of dualism of subject and object, which hypostatized both. There was 
no "objective" reality that individual consciousnesses partially 
reflected. To argue that there was was to ignore the part played by 
praxis in creating the world. 

Praxis and reason were in fact the two poles of Critical Theory, as 
they had been for the Left Hegelians a century before. The interplay 
and tension between them contributed greatly to the Theory's dialec
tical suggestiveness, although the primacy of reason was never in 
doubt. As Marcuse wrote in Reason and Revolution, speaking for the 
entire Frankfurt School, "Theory will preserve the truth even if revo
lutionary practice deviates from its proper path. Practice follows the 
truth, not vice versa." 102 Still, the importance of self-determined ac
tivity, of "anthropogenesis," was constantly emphasized in the In
stitut's earlier writings. Here the influence of Lebensphilosophie on 
Horkheimer and his c lleagues was crucial, although they always un
derstood true praxis as a collective endeavor. The stress on praxis ac
corded well with the Frankfurt School's rejection of Hegel's identity 
theory. In the spaces created by the irreducible mediations between 
subject and object, particular and universal, human freedom might 
be sustained. In fact, what alarmed the Frankfurt School so much in 
later years was the progressive liquidation of these very areas of 
human spontaneity in Western society. 

The other antipode of Critical Theory, the utopian reconciliation 
of subject and object, essence and appearance, particular and univer-
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sal, had very different connotations. VernunJt implied an objective 
reason that was not constituted solely by the subjective acts of indi
vidual men. Although transformed from a philosophical ideal into a 
social one, it still bore traces of its metaphysical origins. Vulgar 
Marxism had allowed these tendencies to reemerge in the monistic 
materialism that the Institut never tired of attacking. And yet, as we 
have seen, even in Critical Theory there were an implicit negative 
metaphysics and negative anthropology - negative in the sense of 
refusing to define itself in any fixed way, thus adhering to Nietzsche's 
dictum that a "great truth wants to be criticized, not idolized." 

As thinkers in the tradition of "positive freedom" that included 
Plato, Rousseau, Hegel, and Marx, they were caught in the basic di
lemma that dogged the tradition from its inception. As Hannah 
Arendt has pointed out,103 the notion of positive freedom contained 
an inherent conflict, symbolized by the tension between the Greek 
political experience and the subsequent attempts of Greek philoso
phers to make sense of it. From the former came the identification of 
freedom with human acts and human speech - in short, with praxis. 
From the latter came its equation with that authentic being which 
was reason. Attem'pts at an integration have been made ever since. 
The subtlety and richness of the Institut's effort mark it as one of the 
most fruitful, even though it too ultimately met with failure. 

Before passing on to the methodological implications of Critical 
Theory, the contributions of other Institut members to its formula
tion should be made clear. Although Lowenthal and Pollock were 
concerned primarily with other matters, both intellectual and institu
tional, they still actively participated in the discussions of the articles 
submitted for publication in the ZeitschriJt. More influential, how
ever, were Adorno and Marcuse, both of whom wrote extensively on 
theoretical issues under their own names. By examining their work 
individually, we can perhaps further clarify the Institut's philosophi
cal stance. We will do so, however, without commenting on the va
lidity of their analyses of other thinkers; the object.is to illuminate 
Critical Theory, rather than to outline an alternative interpretation. 

Insofar as his Institut contributions were concerned, Adorno was 
occupied in the 1930'S almost entirely with the sociology of music. 
Outside of the ZeitschriJt, however, he published one long philosoph
ical study and worked at great length on another. I04 In both, his 
closeness to Horkheimer's position was manifestly revealed. Al
though the two men did not write collaboratively until the 1940'S, 
there was a remarkable similarity in their views ~rom the first. Evi-
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dence of this exists in a letter Adorno wrote to Lowenthal from Lon
don in 1934, discussing his response to the recently published Diim
merung: 

I have read the book several times with the utmost precision and have an 
extraordinary impression of it. I already knew most of the pieces; nonethe
less, in this form everything appears entirely different; above all, a certain 
broadness of presentation, which earlier had annoyed me in single apho
risms, now seems obvious as a means of expression - exactly appropriate 
to the agonizing development of the capitalist total situation whose horrors 
exist so essentially in the precision of the mechanism of mediation .... As 
far as my position is concerned, I believe I can almost completely identify 
with it- so completely that it is difficult for me to point to differences. As 
new and especially essential to me, I would like to mention the interpreta
tion of the problem of personal contingency against the thesis of radical jus
tice, and in general, the critique of static anthropology in all the pieces. 
Something to discuss would perhaps be the general relation to the Enlight
enment. IOS 

Here perhaps for the first time Adorno hinted at that more sweeping 
critique of the Enlightenment which he and Horkheimer together 
would carry out many years later. 

Adorno's earliest major philosophical critique was Kierkegaard: 
Construction of the Aesthetic, written in 1929-1930 and submitted as 
a Habilitationsschrift for Paul Tillich in 1931. Its date of publication 
ironically fell on the day Hitler took power in 1933. Siegfried Kra
cauer, with whom Adorno had studied Kant, was the recipient of its 
dedication; the impact of another close friend, Walter Benjamin, was 
also evident in Adorno's arguments. Both Benjamin and Tillich were 
ainong the .book's favorable reviewers.l06 Kierkegaard was, however, 
not a critical or popular success. While partly due to its unapologeti
cally abstruse style and demandingly complex analysis, its minimal 
effect was also produced by what Adorno was later to call its being 
"overshadowed from the beginning by political evil." 107 

Whatever its difficulties"- all of Adorno's work was uncompro
misingly exacting for even the most sophisticated reader - the book 
did contain many of the themes that were to be characteristic of Crit
ical Theory. The choice of a subject through which Adorno hoped to 
explore these issues was not surprising in the light of his own artistic 
inclinations. From the beginning of the book, however, he made it 
clear that by aesthetics he meant more than simply a theory of art; 
the word signified to him, as to Hegel, a certain type of relation be
tween subject and object. Kierkegaard had also understood it in a 
specifically philosophical way. In Either/Or, he had defined the aes-
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thetic sphere as "that through which man immediately is what he is; 
the ethical is that through which he becomes what he becomes." 108 

But as Adorno noted in his first of many criticisms of Kierkegaard, 
"the ethical subsequently withdrew behind his teaching of paradox
religion. In view of the 'leap' of faith, the aesthetic was deprecatingly 
transformed from a stage in the dialectical process, namely that of 
the nondecisive, into simple creature-like (kreatiirliche) immedi
acy." 109 To Adorno, immediacy, that is, the search for primary 
truths, was anathema. Like Horkheimer's, his thought was always 
rooted in a kind of cosmic irony, a refusal to rest somewhere and say 
finally, Here is where truth lies. Both men rejected Hegel's basic 
premise of the identity of subject and object. 

Ostensibly, Kierkegaard had rejected it as well. Yet to Adorno, 
Kierkegaard's renowned celebration of subjectivity unwittingly con
tained an identity theory. "The intention of his philosophy," Adorno 
wrote, "does not aim towards the determination of subjectivity but 
of ontology; and subjectivity appears not as its content but as its 
stage (Schauplatz)." 110 Behind all his talk of the concrete, existential 
individual, there lurked a covert yearning for transcendent truth; 
"Hegel is turned inward: what for him is world history, for Kierke
gaard is the individual man." 111 

Moreover, the ontology posited by Kierkegaard was that of hell, 
not heaven; despair rather than hope was at the center of his vision. 
The withdrawal into inwardness that Kierkegaard advocated was 
really a retreat into a mythical, demonic repetition that denied 
historical change. "Inwardness," Adorno wrote, "is the historical 
prison of prehistorical humanity." 112 By rejecting the historical 
world, Kierkegaard had become an accomplice _of the reification he 
so often denoupced; -his dialectics were without a material object 
and were thus a return to the idealism he claimed to have left behind. 
By denying real history, he had withdrawn into a pure anthropology 
based on "historicity (Geschichtlichtkeit): the abstract possibility of 
existence in time." 1\3 Related to this was his concept of Gleichzeitig
keit,114 time without change, which was the correlate of the absolu
tized self. Here Adorno was making a criticism similar to that leveled 
by Horkheimer a few years later against Bergson's idea of duree, as 
discussed above. 

Along with his analysis of the philosophical implications of in
wardness, Adorno included a sociological probe of what he referred 
to as the bourgeois interieur in Kierkegaard's time. Subjective in
wardness, he argued, was not unrelated to the position of rentier who 
was outside the production process, a position held by Kierkegaard 
himself. In this role-he shared the typical petit-bourgeois sense of im-
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potence, which he carried to an extreme by ascetically rejecting the 
natural self in its entirety: "His moral rigor was derived from the ab
solute claim of the isolated person. He criticized all eudaemonism as 
contingent in contrast with the objectless self." ll5 It was thus no ac
cident that sacrifice was at the center of his theology; the absolutely 
spiritual man ended by annihilating his natural self: "Kierkegaard's 
spiritualism is above all hostility to nature." 116 Here and elsewhere 
in his book Adorno expressed a desire to overcome man's hostility to 
nature, a theme that would play an increasing role in the Institut's 
later work. 

Although he wrote an occasional article on Kierkegaard in later 
years, IJ7 Kierkegaard: Construction of the Aesthetic was really Ador
no's Abschied (farewell) 118 to the Danish philosopher. In 1934 he left 
the Continent for England, where he studied at Merton College, Ox
ford. Except for occasional trips back to Germany, he remained in 
England for the next three and a half years. While continuing his in
terest in music and producing articles for the ZeitschriJt on related 
topics, he found the time to begin a long study of Edmund Husserl, 
in whose work he had been interested since his doctoral dissertation 
in 1924. By the time it appeared in 1956, its tone was scarcely less 
critical than that of his earlier treatment of Kierkegaard. In this 
work, too, many of the ideas that Horkheimer and Marcuse were 
simultaneously developing can be found. Although certain sections 
of the work - the third chapter and the introduction - were not 
written until the fifties, an examination of Towards a Metacritique of 
Epistemology does give some insight into Critical Theoris attitude 
towards phenomenology in the thirties. 

In his first book, Adorno had singled out Husserl as someone who 
shared Kierkegaard's stress on the self.119 Accordingly, he now con
centrated on the epistemological aspects of Husserl's work, espe
cially those contained in his early Logical Investigations, which was 
published in three volumes in 1900, 1901, and 1913. He applauded 
Husserl's desire to go beyond psychologism as an explanation of 
cognition, but when Husserl spoke of a transcendent subject, 
Adorno sensed a desire to annihilate the contingent individual. In 
the same spirit as Kierkegaard, Husserl betrayed a fundamental 
yearning for ontological certainty. In attacking his "reductive" 
method, which sought eternal essences through a phenomenological 
exploration of consciousness, Adorno, like Horkheimer, argued for 
the importance of mediation (Vermittlung). 

Husserl's search for first principles revealed an inherent identity 
theory, despite his anti-idealistic pretensions. The need for absolute 
intellectual certainty, Adorno argued, was likely to be a reflex of per-
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sonal insecurity: "freedom is never given, always th!"eatened ..... ' 
The absolutely certain as such is always unfreedom .... It is a mis
taken conclusion that what endures is truer than what passes." 120 A 
true epistemology must end the fetish of knowledge as such, which, 
as Nietzsche demonstrated, leads to abstract systematizing. The 
truth was not what was "left over" 121 when a reduction of subject to 
object, or vice versa, took place. It resided instead in the "force' 
field" 122 between subject and object. Absolute realism and absolute 
nominalism, both of which could be found in Husserl's work, led to 
equally fallacious reifications. As Adorno wrote in another article on 
Husserl, "whoever tries to reduce the world to either the factual or 
the essence comes in some way or other into the position of Miinch
hausen, who tried to drag himself out of the swamp by his own pig
tails." 123 

By seeking the immutable, Husserl implicitly accepted the reality 
of the current "administered world." 124 Husserl, Adorno wrote, was 
"the most static thinker of his period." 125 It was not enough to look 
for the permanent within the transient, or the archaic- within the 
present. A true dialectics, Adorno argued, was "the attempt to see 
the new in the old instead of simply the old in the new." 126 Although 
H usserl had tried to puncture the reified world by means of his re
ductive method based on intuition (Wesensschau), he had failed. 
Adorno admitted that intuition was a legitimate part of experience, 
but ought not to be elevated into an absolute method of cognition. 
In doing just that, Husserl had expressed an unconscious rejection of 
the "real world," which was "ego-alien" to him.127 Being could no 
more be divorced entirely from the facts of perception than it could 
be equated with them. 

From Husserl's epistemology Adorno went on to criticize his 
mathematical realism and logical "absolutism." The triumph of 
mathematical thinking in the West, Adorno argued, contained a 
mythical element. The fetish of numbers had led to a repudiation of 
nonidentity and a kind of hermetic idealism. Similarly, the reliance 
on formal logic as a mental absolute contained _ mythical traces. 
These modes of thought were also not without social significance. 
The reification of logic, Adorno asserted, "refers back to the com
modity form whose identity exists in the 'equivalence' of exchange 
value." 128 Instead of formal logic, which perpetuated the false dual
ism of form and content, Adorno suggested a more dynamic alterna
tive that referred back to Hegel. "Logic," he wrote, "is not Being, but 
a process that cannot be simply reduced to the pole of 'subjectivity' 
or 'objectivity.' The self-criticism of logic has as its result dialectics . 
. . . There is no logic without sentences, no sentences without the 
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synthetic mental function." 129 Formal logic with its laws of contra
diction and identity was a kind of repressive taboo that ultimately 
led to the domination of nature. 130 Adorno also strongly objected to 
a mimetic theory- of perception, and he found it even in Busserl's 
phenomenology, despite its stress on intentionality. The locus of 
truth, when correctly understood, he contended, "becomes the mu
tual dependency, the production through one another (sich dur
cheinander Produzieren) of subject and object, and it should no lon
ger be thought of as static agreement - as 'intention.''' 131 By 
whatever means, Busserl's attempt to· uncover the essential truth, he 
argued, was in vain: "Only in the repudiation of every such illusion, 
in the idea of imageless truth, is the lost mimesis preserved and tran
scended (aufgehoben), not in the preservation of its [the truth's] rudi
ments." 132 

Busserl's tendency to reify the given, Adorno argued, was related 
to advanced bourgeois society's destruction of Erfahrung (expe
rience) and its replacement by administered, lifeless concepts. The 
disappearance of true experience, which Benjamin had also stressed 
as a characteristic of modern life,133 corresponded to the growing 
helplessness of modern man. To Adorno, phenomenology thus rep
resented the last futile effort of bourgeois thought to rescue itself 
from impotence. "With phenomenology," he wrote, "bourgeois 
thought reached its end in dissociated, fragmented statements set 
against one another, and resigned itself to the simple reproduction of 
that which is." 134 In doing so, it turned against action in the world: 
"The denigration of praxis to a simple special case of intentionality is 
the grossest consequence of its reified premises." 135 But worst of all, 
the assumption of absolute identity and immediacy could well lead 
to the political domination of an absolute ideology. There was, 
Adorno suggested, a subterranean connection between phenomenol
ogy and fascism - both were expressions of the terminal crisis of 
bourgeois society.136 

Among the members of the Frankfurt School Adorno perhaps 
most consistently expressed abhorrence of ontology and identity 
theory. At the same time, he also rejected naive positivism as a non
reflective metaphysics of its own, contrasting it with a dialectics that 
neither denied nor fully accepted the phenomenal world as the 
ground of truth. Against those who stressed an abstract individ
ualism, he pointed to the social component through which subjectiv
ity was inevitably mediated. Be just as strongly resisted the tempta
tion to acquiesce in the dissolution of the contingent individual into 
a totality, whether of Volk or class. Even Walter Benjamin, the 
friend from whom he learned so much, was not immune to criticism 
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on this score. In an essay he wrote after Benjamin's tragic suicide in 
1940, Adorno complained: 

His target is not an allegedly overinflated subjectivism but rather the notion 
of a subjective dimension itself. Between myth and reconciliation, the poles 
of his philosophy, the subject evaporates. Before his Medusan glance, man 
turns into the stage on which an objective process unfolds. For this reason 
Benjamin's philosophy is no less a source of terror than a promise of hap pi
ness. 137 

In his persistent stress on nonidentity and contingency, Adorno de
veloped a philosophy that was as "atonal" as the music he had ab
sorbed from Schonberg.138 

It would be difficult to say the same for the third of the Institut's 
major theoreticians, Herbert Marcuse. Despite the consistent em
phasis on negativity in his work and the pessimism often attributed 
to it,139 Marcuse's writing always contained an implicit faith in the 
possible realization of Vernunft in the social world. Late nineteenth
century Lebensphilosophie seems to have influenced him less than it 
did Horkheimer. As Jiirgen Habermas has noted,140 Marcuse was far 
more receptive to twentieth-century philosophy than were the In
stitut's other. philosophical thinkers. His experiences with Husserl 
and Heidegger stayed with him, although their influence was much 
diminished during his years with the Institut. In addition, his style of 
philosophizing was always more discursive than Horkheimer's'or 
Adorno's, possibly because he did not share. their active aesthetic in
terests. But his style was perhaps also a reflection of his belief that 
writing in a systematic, nonaphoristic, linear way was an effective 
way of analyzing and representing reality. Marcuse never stressed 
the bilder/os (imageless) intangibility of the utopian "other" as had 
the other major figures in the Frankfurt School. 

Without suggesting that Marcuse remained the same thinker he 
had been before 1932, it is still useful to examine his pre-Institut 
writings for an understanding of his contribution to Critical Theory, 
as well as his later work, which has sometimes been seen as a return 
to his Heideggerian period. 141 While Marcuse was at Freiburg, his 
thinking was heavily imbued with phenomenological categories. At 
the same time, he was firmly committed to Marxism, although with
out any specific party affiliation. His efforts to combine the two 
seemingly irreconcilable systems anticipated similar attempts made 
by Merleau-Ponty and Sartre after the war. In the first article he 
published, "Contributions to a Phenomenology" of Historical Ma-
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terialism,"142 all of Heidegger's special vocabulary-Sorge (care), 
Geschichtlichkeit (historicity), Entschlossenheit (decisiveness), Dasein 
(being-in-the-world), and so on - was on display. To Marcuse, 
Being and Time, Heidegger's recently published masterwork, was 
"the moment at which bourgeois philosophy dissolves itself from 
within and opens the way to a new 'concrete' science." 143 This was 
so, Marcuse argued, for three reasons: First, Heidegger had shown 
the ontological importance of history and the historical world as a 
Mitwelt, a world of human interaction. Secondly, by demonstrating 
that man has a profound concern (Sorge) about his true status in the 
world, Heidegger had correctly raised the question of what consti
tutes "authentic being." And finally, by arguing that man can 
achieve authentic being by acting decisively in the world (through" 
Entschlossenheit), Heidegger had taken bourgeois philosophy as far 
as it could go - to the necessity of praxis. 144 

It was at this point that Marcuse thought Heidegger had faltered 
and that Marxism became relevant. The social environment of Being 
and Time was too abstract, and Heidegger's concept of historicity too 
general, to account for real historical conditions that constrain 
human action. Marxism answered Heidegger's question about the 
possibility of authentic being by pointing to the "radical deed." This 
was" Marxism's "basic situation," 145 its moment of self-revelation 
and self-creation. But what Marx had recognized and Heidegger ig
nored was the division of society into classes. At the present histori
cal moment, only one class was truly capable of engaging in radical 
action, of becoming the real historical subject: "The historical deed 
is only possible today as the deed of the proletariat, because [the pro
letariat] has the only being-in-the-world (Dasein) with whose exist
ence the deed is necessarily given." 146 Only because of its key role in 
the production process does the proletariat have the potential to per
form radical acts. Only through revolution can the historical world 
be changed, and the possibility of universalizing authentic being 
beyond the working class be realized. 

If, however, Heidegger must be complemented by Marx, so too 
should Marxism become phenomenological. Dialectics, Marcuse 
wrote, "must further investigate whether or not the given exhausts it
self as such, or "contains a meaning that is, to be sure, extra-histori
cal, but inherent in all historicity." 147 Marxism must also abandon 
its traditional belief that the ideological superstructure was a reflec
tion of the socio-economic substructure. "The old"question, what has 
objective priority, what 'was first there,' spirit or matter, conscious
ness or being, cannot be decided by dialectical phenomenology and 
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is already meaningless as it is posed." 148 Nor must a dialectical phe
nomenology try to investigate nature as it does history. Here Engels 
had been wrong. Natural being was different from historical being; 
mathematical, nondialectical physics was valid in its own sphere. 
"Nature," Marcuse wrote, "has a history, but is not history. Being
there (Dasein) is history." 149 Elsewhere, in an article on dialectics, he 
wrote: "The boundary between historicity and non-historicity ... is 
an ontological boundary." 150 This, it should be added, was a point 
Lukacs made in Histol), and Class Consciousness, as Marcuse ac
knowledged; it demonstrated the distance of their thinking from the 
more "scientific" Marxism of Engels and the orthodox Marxists of 
the Second International. 

This contrast also revealed Marcuse's debt to Dilthey, who had 
made a similar distinction in his own work. The statement made ear
lier that Marcuse was less influenced than Horkheimer by late nine
teenth-century Lebensphilosophie should be understood in the sense 
that Marcuse was less responsive to its attack on traditional meta
physics. What appealed to Marcuse in Dilthey was precisely Dil
they's merging of history and ontology. In an article titled "The 
Problem of Historical Reality," 151 written in 1931, Marcuse praised 
Dilthey for freeing the Geisteswissenschajien (cultural sciences) from 
the methodology of the Natllrwissensc/zajien (natural sciences) and 
for restoring their philosophical foundation. Dilthey's concept of 
Leben (life) as the basis of historical reality was insightful, Marcuse. 
argued, because of its stress on meaning rather than causality. Since 
men make their own history, it is unified by the values they have in-. 
jected into it. Absent from the article were the criticis!J1s that 
Horkheimer later leveled at Dilthey concerning his implicit idealism 
and identity theory, for at this time in his career Marcuse approved 
of the ontological premise of Dilthey's concept of history. 

This was demonstrated·even more clearly in what Marcuse had in
tended as his Habilitationsschrijt, Hegel's Ontology and the Founda
tion of a Theory of H istoricity.152 Heidegger's influence, which he ac
knowledged at the very beginning of the work, was pervasive. The 
contrast between this study and his later treatment of the same sub
ject in Reason and Revolution is striking. 153 Here Marcuse accepted 
the identity of subject and object that was at the center of Hegel's 
thinking. Being, he interpreted Hegel as saying, is a negative unity, a 
oneness that persists through all movement and separation. Thus, 
history is the arena in which being reveals itself. To Marcuse, Hegel's 
view of history was an anticipation of Heidegger's Geschichtlichkeit 
and Dilthey's Leben. In fact, the second half of t~e study attempted 
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to read Leben back into Hegel as the fundamental ontological cate
gory of his early writings, including the Phenomenology of the Spirit 
and the Logic. 

At the end of his discussion, Marcuse treated the relationship be
tween Dilthey's stress on the Geisteswissenschaften and Hegel's no
tion of Geist. "Precisely as historical and in its historicity, the inner 
unity and totality of life is a unity and totality of knowledge," he 
wrote, "and the action of historical life is essentially determined 
through this knowledge. PreCisely as historical and in its historicity, 
life becomes spirit. And so Dilthey wrote the sentence through which 
he most profoundly expressed his closeness to Hegel's intentions: 
'Spirit is an historical essence.' " 154 Thus the possibility of a satisfac
tory historical methodology was rooted in the unity of knowledge 

. and life. Cognition wa$ based on the ultimate identity of subject and 
object. . 

What set Hegel's Ontology apart from Reason and Revolution, 
which was written after Marcuse had been at the Institut for several 
years, was its basic indifference to the critical elements in Hegelian 
philosophy. Marcuse's stress on unity and identity led to a kind of 
theodicy, which he did not attempt to reconcile with the Marxism he 
displayed in his other writings. The concept of negation, which was 
to play such a crucial role in the second Hegel book, was treated in 
the first as only a moment in the historical differentiation of being. 
Moreover, because the underlying unity of being was understood to 
persist throughout time, negation was made to appear as almost an 
illusion. Nowhere in the book was Hegel treated as having preceded 
Marx in assailing the irrationality of the existing order. Nowhere was 
the nonidentity of the actual and the rational stressed, as it would be 
in Reason and Revolution. Nowhere was the importance of mediation 
in cognition recognized, a recognition that marked Adorno's later 
treatment of Husserl. 

If the early Marcuse, like the Lukacs of History and Class Con
sciousness, adhered to an identity theory that Horkheimer and 
Adorno were attacking, he likewise accepted the possibility of a phil
osophical anthropology, which they spurned. In addition to his ap
proval of Heidegger's idea of "authentic being," which had anthro
pological overtones, he expressed considerable excitement over the 
newly recovered Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts of Marx. In 
a piece he contributed to Rudolph Hilferding's Die Gesellschaft in 
1932,155 he argued that it would be a mistake to interpret the philo
sophical concerns of Marx's early manuscripts as having been :'over
come" in the mature writings. The communist revolution, he pointed 
out, promises more than merely a change in economic relations; it 
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more ambitiously enVISIOns a transformation of man's basic exis
tence through a realization of his essence. Through revolution, man· 
realizes his potential nature in history, which can be understood as 
the "true natural history of man." 156 

In the article, Marcuse expressed an ambiguous view. of man's re
lation to nature. At one point in his argument157 he claimed that 
Marx had sought the unity of man and nature - the very goal that 
Adorno and Horkheimer were later to emphasize in opposition to 
Marx. But at the same time, what they disliked in Marx's view of na
ture, Marcuse himself expressed elsewhere in his article: "All 'na
ture' (in the widest sense of extrahuman being) is the medium of 
human life, the life-means [Lebensmittel, which also means food] of 
men .... Man cannot simply be· subservient to or come to terms 
with the objective world, he must appropriate it, to make it his 
own." 158 Clearly implied here was the domination of nature rather 
than reconciliation with it. 

This seeming contradiction is perhaps explained by Marcuse's 
agreement with Marx that labor (Arbeit) was man's means of real
izing his essence. Labor, Marcuse contended, was man's nature; it 
was an ontological category, as Marx and Hegel had both under
stood, although the former was more perceptive in extending it 
beyond mental labor. 159 Man, Marcuse asserted, must objectify him
self; he must become an-sich as well as jur-sich, object as well as sub
jed. The horror of capitalism was produced by the type of objecti
fication . it fostered. Here Marcuse agreed with the analysis of 
alienated labor in the Ec.onomic and Philosophic Manuscripts, to 
which Horkheimer and Adorno rarely referred in their writings. Un
alienated labor, he suggested, implied working with others, not 
against them. Only through social activity might man's "species 
being" (Gattungswesen) })e realized. Capitalism, because it prevented 
this, was a "catastrophe of human essence" demanding a "total 
revolution." 160 

Significantly, Marcuse's belief in the ontological centrality oflabor 
remained a constant factor in his work after 1933. In Reason and 
Revolution he sought to read Marx's notion oflabor back into Hegel: 
"the concept of labor is not peripheral in Hegel's system, but is the 
central notion through which he conceives. the development of soci
ety." 161 In focusing on Arbeit as the basic category of human self-re
alization, Marcuse necessarily de-emphasized an alternative means 
of self-production that can be found in Hegel's writings, especially 
his early ones. Jiirgen Habermas has recently pointed to the equal 
importance of this second mode of self-produ,ction, "symbolically 
mediated interaction," that is, language and expressive gestures.162 
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To Marcuse, however, Hegel believed that "language ... makes it 
possible for an individual to take a position against his fellows and to 
assert his needs and desires against those of the other individuals. 
The resulting antagonisms are integrated through the process of 
labor, which also becomes the decisive force of the development of 
culture." 163 By tracing the contradictions of society back to a spe
cific type oflabor, Marcuse was able to talk of an "essential" change, 
which would be produced by the overcoming of alienated labor (or 
the abolition of labor entirely in favor of play, as he was to argue in 
later works).I64 Because Horkheimer and Adorno were less sure 
about the ontological significance of labor, they were not as willing 
to predict an "integration of antagonisms based on overcoming the! 
alienation of labor," which implied a kind of identity theory. As al
ways, they were reluctant to make positive speculations about 
human nature. 

Once Marcuse joined the Institut, the influence of Horkheimer on 
his work became pronounced. He abandoned Heidegger's vocabu
lary, as the impact of phenomenology on his thinking began to re
cede. Descending somewhat from the level of philosophical abstrac
tion, he began to deal with more concrete social and historical 
issues.165 He ceased to use Marxism as a positive philosophy an
swering Heidegger's question about "authentic being" and began 
employing it more as a critical, dialectical methodology useful in ex
plaining history, not historicity. Even so, Marcuse never engaged in 
the type of empirical work that the Institut strove to combine with its 
theorizing. Of all the figures in the Frankfurt School he remained 
most exclusively concerned with theoretical issues; his ZeitschriJt ar
ticle;s in the 1930's, for example, included analyses of hedonism, 
which has been discussed above, the concept of essence, and the re
lation between philosophy and Critical Theory. 

In discussing the function of the concept of essence in various 
philosophical systems, Marcuse followed Horkheimer in situating 
each doctrine in its historical setting: 

According to the view characteristic of the dawning bourgeois era, the criti- . 
cal autonomy of rational subjectivity is to establish and justify the ultimate 
essential truths on which all theoretical and practical truth depends. The es
sence of man and of things is contained in the freedom of the thinking indi
vidual, the ego cogito. At the close of this era, knowledge of essence has pri
marily the function of binding the critical freedom of the individual to 
pregiven, unconditionally valid necessities. l66 
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Husserl's phenomenology, Marcuse argued, was an attempt to rescue 
bourgeois theory, an attempt that had failed. Scheler, on the other 
hand, espoused an essentialism that was covertly an ideology of au
thoritarianism. Materialist theory in contrast "takes up the concept 
of essence where philosophy last treated it as a dialectical concept 
- in Hegel's Logic." 167 It must relate the concept to dynamic, 
human praxis, as Marx had done. Here, the old Heideggerian Mar
cuse was clearly gone. In "The Concept of Essence" he wrote: 

Since Dilthey, the various trends of Lebensphilosophie and existentialism 
have concerned themselves with the concrete 'historicity' of theory .... All 
such efforts had to fail, because they were linked (at first unconsciously, 
then consciously) to the very interests and aims whose theory they opposed. 
They did not attack the presuppositions of bourgeois philosophy's abstract
ness: the actual unfreedom and powerlessness of the individual in an an
archic production process. 168 

In his essay "Philosophy and Critical Theory," Marcuse clarified 
the reasons why bourgeois philosophy had been so hermetically iso
lated: "The philosopher can only participate in social struggles inso
far as he is not a professional philosopher. This 'division of labor,' 
too, results from the modern separation of the mental from the mate
rial means of production, and philosophy cannot overcome it. The 
abstract character of philosophical work in the past and present is 
rooted in the social conditions of existence." 169 Critical Theory, he 
argued, is therefore less ambitious than traditional philosophy. It 
does not think itself capable of giving permanent answers to the age
old questions about man's condition. Instead, it "means to show 
only the specifi~ social conditions at the root of philosophy'.s inabil
ity to pose the problem in a more comprehensive way, and to indi
cate that any other solution [lies] beyond that philosophy's bounda
ries. The untruth inherent in all transcendental treatment of the 
problem thus comes into philosophy 'from the outside'; hence it can 
be overcome only outside philosophy." 170 

If Critical Theory was not like philosophy, though preserving 
many of its insights, neither was it the equivalent of a science, as vul
gar Marxists had assumed. "Scientific objectivity as such," Marcuse 
contended, "is never a sufficient guarantee of truth, especially in a 
situation where the truth speaks as strongly against the facts and is 
as well hidden behind them as today. Scientific predictability does 
not coincide with the futuristic mode in which the truth exists." 171 

Instead, Critical Theory must contain a strongly imaginative, even 
utopian strain, which transcends the present 1imi~s of reality: "With-
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out fantasy, all philosophical knowledge remains in the grip of the 
present or the past and severed from thf~ future, which is the only 
'link between philosophy and the real history of mankind." 172 The 
stress on fantasy, especially as embodied in great works of art, and 
the concern with praxis were thus the two cardinal expressions of 
Critical Theory's refusal to eternalize the present and shut off the 
possibility of a. transformed future. Here Marcuse, Horkheimer, 
Adorno, and the other members of the Institut's inner circle were in 
complete agreement. In time this was to change, but during the thir
ties, perhaps the most fruitful decade of the Institut's history, the in
tegration of rational theory, aesthetic imagination, and human ac
tion seemed at least a hope, however uncertain and fragile. 

The survival of that hope, can be read between the lines' of the 
, work that occupied Marcuse during his last active years with the In

stitut, Reason and Revolution. 173 Written in large measure to rescue 
Hegel from his association in American minds with Nazism - the 
burden of his argument was that Hegel's political theory, including 
his controversial emphasis on the state, was inherently rationalist, 
whereas the Nazis were irrationalists in the tradition of organicist ro
manticism - it also served as the first extensive introduction of Crit
ical Theory to an English-speaking audience. 174 As noted earlier, 
Reason and Revolution dem.onstrated the distance Marcuse had trav
eled in the decade since his break with Heidegger; so much so that in 
most crucial respects, the book agreed with the principles articulated 
in Horkheimer's ZeitschriJt essays. 

Marcuse, like Horkheimer, was eager to establish the critical, neg
ative thrust of Hegel's rationa:lism. As he was to do with Freud much 
later, he was anxious to reverse Hegel's conservative image. He was 
likewise concerned with the ways in which this radical element had 
been eliminated in the work of Hegel's positivist successors. In ex
tended critiques of Comte, Stahl, and von Stein, Marcuse sought to 
expose their conservative political implications, as Horkheimer had 
done with their twentieth-century positivist descendants. Marcuse 
also focused on the connections between Marx and Hegel, continu
ing his earlier analysis of the unity of Marx's early and later work. 
The Hegelian elements in Marx's thought were not a source of em
barrassment to Marcuse as they had been to more "scientific" Marx
ists, because in his reading, Hegel was already a progressive thinker. 
"The conception underlying [Hegel's] entire system," he wrote, was 
that "the given social order, based upon the system of abstract and 
quantitative labor and upon the integration of wants through the ex
change of commodities, was incapable of asserting and establishing a 
rational community." 175 Even more centrally, as we have seen, Mar-
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cuse saw Marx's stress on labor anticipated in Hegel's Own work, a 
point on which he and the Institut members were at variance. 

On the other hand, Marcuse was now in full agreement with 
Horkheimer that the ontological impulse of Hegel's thought, which 
he had looked on with favor during his Heideggerian period, had 
been surpassed by Marx's more historical approach: 

The totality in which the Marxian theory moves is other than that of He
gel's philosophy, and this difference indicates the decisive difference be
tween Hegel's and Marx's dialectics. For Hegel, the totality was the totality 
of reason, a closed ontological system, finally identical with the rational sys
tem of history .... Marx, on the other hand, detached dialectic from this 
ontological base. In his work, the negativity of reality becomes a historical 
condition which cannot be hypostatized as a metaphysical state of affairs. 176 

Marcuse also shared Horkheimer's and Adorno's rejection of the as
sumption that socialism was a necessary outgrowth of capitalism. 
Like them, he sounded a note of skepticism about the connection be
tween human ~mancipation and the progress of technology and in
strumental rationalism. 177 

Along with this attitude went an acknowledgment of the necessity 
of voluntarism and praxis. Still, like the other members of the Frank
furt School, Marcuse felt that the senior partner in the relationship 
between theory and practice was clearly the former: "Theory will 
preserve the truth even if revolutionary practice deviates from its 
proper path. Practice follows the truth, not vice versa." 178 Even in 
his later years, when unlike Horkheimer and Adorno he was to look 
favorably on aGtivist protest, at no time did Marcuse abandon this 
faith in the primacy of correct theory. 

In these ways and others, Reason and Revolution was clearly a 
product of the Frankfurt Schqol. In certain respects, however, Mar
cuse did reveal a degree of independence from Horkheimer's in
fluence. The difference in their attitude towards the centrality of 
labor meant that Marcuse hesitated to implicate Marx in his critique 
of instrumental rationality, in the way that Horkheimer, Adorno, 
and more recent members of the Frankfurt School were to dO. 179 He 
was also kinder to Marx's successors than they were. Only Bern
stein's brand of revisionism came in for criticism; Plekhanov and 
Lenin were praised for trying to preserve the "critical import of the 
Marxian doctrine," 180 and Kautsky and the Second International 
were practically ignored. Moreover, Reason and Revolution contained 
no distinction between Engels's "historical materialism" and the dia
lectical materialism at the root of Critical Theory. Finally, Marcuse 
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was not as concerned with the conformist, theodicy-like elements in 
Hegel's identity theory as Horkheimer had been in several of his 
early essays, a lack Qf concern perhaps related to his relative indif
ference to the theological premises of Hegel's thought, which several 
of his critics were quick to note. lSI 

On the whole, however, Reason and Revolution was a fitting vale
dictory for Marcuse, whose association with the Institut was to 
lessen in the forties as his involvement with governmental service 
grew. Working with the OSS and the State Department was not pre
cisely what the FrankfurtSchool had meant when it advocated revo
lutionary praxis, a point that its detractors on the left were to make 
in subsequent years. Still, like other members of the Institut who 
worked with the government during the war, Marcuse was faithful to 
the observation that the unity of theory and practice was only a uto
pian hope. In the light of the existing alternatives, aiding the war 
effort against Hitler while maintaining the purity of one's theoretical 
commitment can scarcely be called a dishonorable compromise. 
(Later, of course, continuing to work for the American government 
became increasingly problematical, but Marcuse remained until the 
Korean War.) The role of the intellectual, the Institut came to be
lieve with growing certainty, was to continue thinking what was be
coming ever more unthinkable in the modern world. 

If the separation of mental and physical labor could not be over
come by a philosopher's fiat, at least there was useful theoretical 
work to be done to help bring about the day when the unification of 
the two might occur (or perhaps to explain why it would not). Al
though its ultimate relevance to political action was never to be de
nied, Critical Theory now had to devote itself solely to an examina
tion of social and cultural reality. As a method of social research, 
however, it would have to be very different from its traditional coun
terpart. These points were made by Horkheimer in 1937 in one of the 
most significant of his articles in the Zeitschrijt, "Traditional and 
Critical Theory." IS2 The objective of traditional theory, he asserted, 
had always been the formulation of general, internally consistent 
principles describing the world. This had been true whether they 
were generated deductively, as in Cartesian theory, inductively, as in 
the work of John Stuart Mill, or phenomenologically, as in Husserl's 
philosophy. Even Anglo-Saxon science with its stress on empiricism 
and verification sought general propositions to test. The goal of tra
ditional research had been pure knowledge, rather than action. If it 
pointed in the direction of activity, as in the case of Baconian sci
ence, its goal was technological mastery of the world, which was very 
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different from praxis. At all times, traditional theory maintained a 
strict separation of thought and action. 

Critical Theory differed on several counts. First of all, it refused to 
fetishize knowledge as something apart from and superior to action. 
In addition, it recognized that disinterested scientific research was 
impossible in a society in which men were themselves not yet auton
omous; the researcher, Horkheimer argued, was always part of the 
social object he was attempting to study. And because the society he 
investigated was still not the creation of free, rational human choice, 
the scientist could not avoid partaking of that heteronomy. His 
perception was necessarily mediated through social categories 
above which he could not rise. In a remark that answered Marshall 
McLuhan thirty years before McLuhan's recent popularity, Hork
heimer wrote, "Let the sentence that tools are extensions of men's 
organs be turned around, so that organs are also extensions of men's 
tools," 183 an injunction addressed even to the "objective" social sci
entist, whether positivist or intuitive. Related to this argument was 
Horkheimer's objection to Dilthey's methodology of the cultural sci
ences mentioned above. The historian could not reexperience in his 
mind that which had never been made by fully autonomous, con
scious action. 

In discussing the possibility of prediction, Horkheimer used the 
same argument. Only when society was· more rational would it be 
possible for the social scientist to foretell the future. Vico's insight 
into the ability of man to understand his history because he made it 
had yet to be realized, because men do not make their history in the 
current era. The chances for scientific prediction were thus deter
mined as much socially as methodologically.184 

In the present society, then, it would be a mistake to see intellec
tuals as freischwebende (free-floating), to use the term Mannheim had 
taken from Alfred Weber and popularized. The ideal of a "free
floating" intellectual above the fray was a formalistic illusion, which 
should be discarded. At the same time, it would be equally erroneous 
to see the intellectual as entirely verwurzelt, rooted in his culture or 
class, as had volkisch and vulgar Marxist thinkers. ISS Both extremes 
misconstrued subjectivity as either totally autonomous or totally 
contingent. Although definitely a part of his society, the researcher 
was not incapable of rising above it at times. In fact, it was his duty 
to reveal those negative forces and tendencies in society that pointed 
to a different reality. In short, to maintain the formalistic dualism of 
facts and values, which traditional theories of the Weberian kind so 
strongly emphasized, was to act in the service of the status quO. 186 

The researcher's values necessarily influenced his work; indeed they . 
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should consciously do so. Kno.wledge and interest were ultimately 
inseparable. 

In addition to objecting to the goal of pure knowledge, which in
formed traditional theory, Horkheimer also rejected the ideal of gen
eral principles and verifying or falsifying examples. The general 
truths Critical Theory dealt with could not be verified or falsified by 
reference to the present order, simply because they implied the possi
bility of a different one. 187 There must always be a dynamic moment 
in verification, one that pointed to the "negative" elements latent in 
the current reality. Social research must always contain a historical 
component, not in the rigid sense of judging events in the context of 
"objective" historical forces, but rather seeing them in the light of 
historical possibilities. Dialectical social research was receptive to in
sights generated from man's prescientific experience; as mentioned 
earlier, it recognized the validity of the aesthetic imagination, of 
fantasy, as a repository of genuine human aspirations. All valid ex
perience for the social theorist, itheld, ought not to be reduced to the 
controlled observation of the laboratory. 

While always keeping the totality of present contradictions and fu
ture possibilities in mind, Critical Theory refused to become too gen
eral and abstract. It often attempted to grasp the whole as it was em
bodied in concrete particulars. Not unlike Leibniz, it saw universals 
present in specific historical phenomena, which were like monads, at 
once universal and particular. At times its method seemed to empha
size analogy more than cause and effect in the traditional sense. Ben
jamin's remark that "the eternal is more like lace trimmings on a 
dress than like an idea," 188 stripped of its theological underpinnings, 
might have served as a model for Critical Theory, if not for its practi
tioners' equally strong insistence on the necessity of conceptual ex
planation. Characteristic of much of the Institut's writing, and Ador
no's in particular, was a sometimes dazzling, sometimes bewildering 
juxtaposition of highly abstract statements with seemingly trivial ob
servations. This is perhaps explained by the fact that unlike tradi
tional theory, which equated "concrete" with "particular" and "ab
stract" with "universal," Critical Theory followed Hegel, for whom, 
as George Kline wrote, "'concrete' means 'many-sided, adequately 
related, complexly mediated' ... while 'abstract' means 'one-sided, 
inadequately related, relatively unmediated.' " 189 By an examination 
of different concrete phenomena from all the different fields mas
tered by the Institut's members, it was hoped that mutually fruitful 
insights could be gained that would help illuminate the whole. 

Underlying everything, however, was the goal of social change. In 
relating research to praxis, the Institut was careful to distinguish its 
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approach from that of the pragmatists. This Horkheimer and 
Adorno made clear in several critiques of the strongly entrenched 
pragmatist tradition that the Institut encountered in America.I90 

Their antipathy towards pragmatism remained strong throughout 
the rest of their stay in this country. As late as December 21, 1945, 
Horkheimer could write to Lowenthal: 

You can see from my quotes that I have read not a few of these native prod
ucts and I have now the feeling to be an expert in it. The whole thing 
belongs definitely into the period before the First World War and is some
how on the line of empiriocriticism, but much less cultivated than our old 
Cornelius. 

Both pragmatism and positivism, he wrote in a subsequent letter, 
"share the identification of philosophy and scientism." 191 Although 
the pragmatists were correct in relating truth to human activity, their 
understanding of the relationship was too simple, too undialectical: 

The epistemological teaching that truth is life-enhancing, or rather that all 
'profitable' thought must also be true, contains a harmonistic deception, if 
this epistemology does not belong to a totality containing tendencies really 
leading to a better, life-enhancing condition. Separated from a definite 
theory of the entire society, every epistemology remains formal and ab
stract.192 

Pragmatism ignored the fact that some theories contradict the 
present reality and work against it, yet are not "false." The implica
tions of pragmatism were thus more conformist than critical, despite 
its pretensions; like positivism, it lacked a means of going beyond 
the existing "facts." In making this critique, Horkheimer was per.;. 
forming a valuable service, in that Marxism had been incorrectly re
duced to a variant of pragmatism by Sidney Hook and others in the 
thirties. Yet, as Lowenthal and Habermas were iater to note, he 
missed the dialectical potential in certain strains of the pragmatic 
tradition. 193 

Dialectical materialism, Horkheimer argued, also had a theory of 
verification based on practical, historical testing: "Truth is a moment 
in correct praxis; he who identifies it with success leaps over history 
and becomes an apologist for the dominant reality." 194 "Correct 
praxis" is the key phrase here, indicating onee again the. importance 
in the Institut's thinking of theory as a guide to action, as well as a 
certain circularity in its reasoning. In the desire to unify theory and 
praxis, however, the distance that still necessarily separates· them, 
Horkheimer warned; should not be hastily forgohen. This gap was 
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most clearly shown in the relationship between philosophy and the 
proletariat. To Marx and Engels, the working class was to be the sole 
catalyst of the new.order. "The head of this emancipation is philoso
phy, its heart is the proletariat. Philosophy cannot be made a reality 
without the abolition of the proletariat,· the proletariat cannot be 
abolished without ·philosophy being made a reality." So Marx wrote 
in his Introduction to Hegel's Philosophy of Right. But in the twentieth 
century, Horkheimer argued, material conditions were such that the 
working classes in advanced industrial societies were no longer auto
matically suited for this role. The intellectual who slavishly echoed 
whatever the 'proletariat seemed to desire was thus abdicating his 
own true function, which was persistently to stress possibilities tran
scending the present order. In fact, tension between intellectuals and 
workers was currently necessary in order to combat the proletariat's 
conformist tendencies. 195 Thus, Critical Theory did not see itself sim
ply as the expression of the consciousness of one class, which indi
cated its distance from more orthodox Marxists like Lukacs, who 
consistently stressed class consciousness, even when "imputed" from 
afar. Instead, it was willing to ally itself with all "progressive" forces 
willing "to tell the truth." 196 

If the verification of Critical TheOIY could only come through its 
relation to "correct praxis," what could this mean when the only 
class that Marxism declared fit for revolutionary action proved inca
pable of fulfilling its historical role? In the 1930's the Institut had not 
fully confronted this problem, although doubts were beginning to 
appear. "Today," Marcuse wrote in 1934, "the fate of the labor 
movement, in which the heritage of this philosophy [critical idealism] 
was preserved, is clouded with uncertainty." 197 As we shall see, the 
uncertainty continued to grow, except for one dramatic moment dur
ing the war when Horkheimer returned temporarily to the optimism 
of his Diimmerung aphorisms. 198 

In the meantime, the Institut began to direct most of its attention 
towards an effort to understand the disappearance of "negative," 
critical forces in the world. In effect, this meant a turning away from 
material (in the sense of economic) concerns, although in the work of 
Pollock, Grossmann, and others they were not entirely neglected. In
stead, the Institut focused its energies on what traditional Marxists 
had relegated to a secondary position, the cultural superstructure of 
modern society. This meant concentrating primarily on two prob
lems: the structure and development of authority, and the emergence 
and proliferation of mass culture. But before such analyses could be 
satisfactorily completed, a gap in the classical Marxist model of sub-
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structure and superstructure had to be filled. The missing link was 
psychological, and the theory the Institut chose to supply it was 
Freud's. How the unlikely integration of Marxism and psychoanaly
sis was brought about is the subject of the next chapter. 



III 

The Integration of Psychoanalysis 
In psychoanalysis nothing is true except the exag

gerations. 
- THEODOR W. ADORNO 

If fear. and destructiveness are the major emo
tional sources of fascism, eros belongs mainly to de
mocracy. 

- the authors of The Authoritarian 
Personality 

In the 1970'S it is difficult to appreciate the audacity of the first 
theorists who proposed the unnatural marriage of Freud and Marx. 
With the recent resurgence of interest in Wilhelm Reich and the 
widespread impact of Marcuse's Eros and Civilization, the notion 
that both men were speaking to similar questions, if from v.ery 
different- vantage points, has gained credence among many on the 
left. A generation ago, however, the absurdity of such an idea was 
rarely disputed on either side of the Atlantic. Although Trotsky had 
been sympathetic to psychoanalysis, his voice was no longer heard in 
orthodox Communist circles after 1923, when a taboo descended on 
Freud and his followers and Pavlovian behaviorism became the new 
orthodoxy. Within the psychoanalytic movement itself, Siegfried 
Bernfeld, Otto Fenichel, and Paul Federn had expressed interest in 
the integration of the two systems, but with little success. l Reich, its 
most vociferous proponent in the late twenties and thirties, met with 
general ridicule;2 and by the mid-thirties he had been unceremoni
ously drummed out of both the Communist Party and the psychoan
alytic movement. Conservatives and radicals alike agreed that 
Freud's basic pessimism about the possibilities for social change 
were incompatible with the revolutionary hopes of a true Marxist. As 
late as 1959 PhilipRieff could write: "For Marx, the past is pregnant 
with the future, with the proletariat as the midwife of history. For 
Freud, the future is pregnant with the past, a burden of which only 
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the physician, and luck, can deliver us .... Revolution could only 
repeat the prototypal rebellion against the father, and in every case, 
like it, be doomed to failure." 3 

The Institut fur Sozialforschung's attempt to introduce psycho
analysIs into its neo-Marxist Critical Theory was thus a bold and un
conventional step. It was also a mark of the Institut's desire to leave 
the traditional Marxist straitjacket behind. In fact, one of the basic 
divisions between the Grunberg-Grossmann generation of Institut 
members and their successors, led by Horkheimer, was the contrast 
in their respective attitudes towards psychology. And in later years, 
as we shall see, Franz Neumann's general indifference towards psy
chology was one of the factors preventing his being fully accepted by 
the Institut's inner circle. When Neumann did finally become inter
ested in Freud, it was near the end of his life, too late to achieve a 
successful integration of the two traditions.4 

In contrast, Horkheimer's interest in Freud had extended back 
into the 1920'S. His concern was partly stimulated by Leo Lowen
thal, who was actually analyzed by Frieda Fromm-Reichmann in the 
mid-twenties. In addition, the relationship between psychology and 
socialism was a topic often discussed in the Frankfurt of those years. 
A figure of some importance in left-wing university circles after 1929 

was the Belgian socialist Hendrik de Man, whose On the Psychology 
of Marxism (1927)5 attempted to replace economic determinism with 
a more sl!bjectively grounded activism. De Man attacked the utilitar
Ian, interest-oriented psychology he attributed to Marx, stressing in
stead the irrational roots of radical action. It was rumored at the 
time that de Man was brought to the Frankfurt faculty as a professor 
of social psychology to provide a counterweight to the Institut's 
more orthodox Marxism.6 Whatever the reason, his coming did not 
win Horkheimer and the others over to an irrationalist position, 
which was clearly incompatible with Critical Theory; de Man's later 
flirtation with fascism would seem to confirm their distrust. What 
they did share with him, however, was a desire to go beyond the in
strumental utilitarianism that permeated vulgar Marxism. 

As early as 1927, Adorno, with Horkheimer's encouragement, 
wrote a lengthy paper in which he related psychoanalysis to Cornel
ius's transcendental phenomenology.? Among the parallels between 
them that he noted were their shared stress on the connected, sym
bolically linked structure of the unconscious and their common at
tempt to start with contemporary experiences to reach those in the 
past.8 In the following year, Horkheimer, who had been personally 
interested in analysis for some time, decided to .undergo it himself, 
selecting as his psychiatrist Karl Landauer, who had been a student 
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of Freud. After a year, the one problem that seriously bothered 
Horkheimer, an inability to lecture without a prepared text,9 was re
solved and the analysis, which was really more an educational than a 
therapeutic exercise, ended. Landauer, however, was persuaded to 
form the Frankfurt Psychoanalytic Institute as a branch of the 
Southwest German Psychoanalytic Study Group, itself a recent crea
tion in Heidelberg. lO Opened on February 16, 1929, the Frankfurt 
Psychoanalytic Institute became the first avowedly Freudian organi
zation to be tied, even indirectly, to a German university. It also 
maintained a loose connection with Horkheimer and his colleagues, 
who had been instrumental in securing university approval for the 
new "guest institute," as it was called. Freud himself wrote two let
ters to Horkheimer to express his gratitude. II 

Joining Landauer as permanent members were Heinrich Meng, 
Erich Fromm, and Fromm's wife, Frieda Fromm-Reichmann.12 In 
the first few months of the Psychoanalytic Institute's existence, pub
lic lectures were delivered by such luminaries of the movement as 
Hanns Sachs, Siegfried Bernfeld, Anna Freud, and Paul Federn. 
Georg Groddeck was also a frequent visitor. Of the four permanent 
members, Fromm, who had been Lowenthal's friend for over a dec
ade, and who was introduced by him to the Institut, soon established 
himself as its most important figure. Only he rejoined the Institut fUr 

. Sozialforschung after its emigration to America, where he soon es
tablished himself as one of the most prominent of the so-called Neo
Freudian revisionists. His wife also came to America, but had little 
to do with the Institut. Landauer went to Amsterdam instead, where 
he unwisely resisted until it was too late the entreaties of his former 
colleagues to leave Europe; he died in Belsen during the war. Meng 
was more fortunate, leaving Frankfurt for Basel, where he estab
lished himself as an expert on mental hygiene. It was thus primarily 
through Fromm's work that the Institut first attempted to reconcile 
Freud and Marx. 

Born in Frankfurt in 1900, Fromm was brought up in an intensely 
religious milieu. During his adolescence he became strongly attrac
ted to the messianic strains in Jewish thought. "More than anything 
else," he was later to write, "I was moved by the prophetic writings, 
by Isaiah, Amos, Hosea; not so much by their warnings and their 
announcement of disaster, but by their promise of the 'end of days.' 
. . . The vision of universal peace and harmony between nations 
touched me deeply when I was twelve and thirteen years old." 13 In 
his early twenties, Fromm, along with Lowenthal, joined the circle 
around Rabbi Nobel. He was also instrumental in the formation of 
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the celebrated Freies Jiidisches Lehrhaus, with Georg Salzberger and 
Franz Rosenzweig. Although Fromm lost the outward trappings of 
his orthodoxy in 1926 after he was analyzed for the first time in Mu
nich, what might be called an attitude of religiosity remained with 
him in all his later work. 

What he absorbed from his Jewish antecedents was; however, very 
different from that apparently taken by Horkheimer and Adorno 
from theirs. Instead of stressing the nonrepresentational quality of 
truth and the impossibility of defining the essential man, Fromm 
affirmed the notion of a philosophical anthropology. Like Martin 
Buber and others in the Lehrhaus circle, he understood man's nature 
as something created through relatedness to the world and interac
tion with others. This was to appear most vividly in his later works 
after his departure from the Institut, but at all times Fromm affirmed 
the reality of a human nature. It was, however, not a fixed concept 
like the Roman natura, but rather an idea of man's potential nature, 
similar to the Greek physis. Accordingly, Fromm always put great 
emphasis on the anthropological implications of Marx's Economic 
and Philosophic Manuscripts. 14 Here he was closer to Marcuse, at 
least before Marcuse's entry into Institut affairs, than to Horkheimer 
and Adorno. Of those associated with the Frankfurt School, Fromm 
most often employed Marx's notion of alienation, especially in his 
post-Institut work. 15 In attempting to ground his vision of a per
fected man in man's essential nature, Fromm sought glimpses of that 
nature in the work of such thinkers as Spinozal6 and Dewey. And in 
the 1940'S he attempted to go beyond psychology, to an ethical sys
tem also based on human nature. Behind the humanistic veneer of 
his ethics, which were most completely expressed in Man for H il11self 
(1947), there lurked a naturalism that some critics found difficult to 
sustain. 17 • 

By the forties, Fromm had left not only the Institut behind, but his 
orthodox Freudianism as well. This did not, of course, mean that he 
had abandoned all aspects of his earlier position. "I have never left 
Freudianism," he was later to write, 

unless one identifies Freud with his libido theory .... I consider the basic 
achievement of Freud to be his concept of the unconscious, its manifesta
tions in neurosis, dreams, etc., resistance, and his dynamic concept of char
acter. These concepts have remained for me of basic importance in all my 
work, and to say that because I gave up the libido theory I gave up Freud
ianism is a very drastic statement only possible from the standpoint of or
thodox Freudianism. At any rate, I never gave up psychoanalysis. I have 
never wanted to form a school of my own. I was removed by the Interna-
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tional Psychoanalytic Association from membership in this Association to 
which I had belonged, and I am still [1971] a member of the Washington 
Psychoanalytic Association, which is Freudian. I have always criticized the 
Freudian orthodoxy and the bureaucratic methods of the Freudian interna
tional organization, but my whole theoretical work is based on what I con
sider Freud's most important findings, with the exception of the metapsy
chology.18 

To other observers, however, the jettisoning of the libido theory and 
other crucial elements in Freud's original thought, such as the Oedi
pus complex, meant that Fromm had moved far enough away from 
the essential elements in orthodox theory to justify calling him a 
thoroughgoing revisionist. Fromm's distinction between Freud's 
clinical findings and his metapsychology - by which he meant not 
only Freud's admittedly controversial speculations about instincts of 
life and death, but also his more widely accepted theory of the libido 
- did not satisfy those who saw a more intimate connection be
tween the two, including his Institut colleagues. 

Although Fromm never entirely ceased his efforts to merge psy
choanalysis and Marxism, his later attempts relied less on certain as
pects of Freud's work and increasingly on psychological insigh ts that 
Marx himself had anticipated. 19 When he came to write his intellec
tual autobiography in 1962, he considered Marx a far more impor
tant figure in his own development.' "That Marx is a figure of world 
historical significance," he wrote, "with whom Freud cannot even be 
compared in this respect hardly needs to be said." 20 The prophetic 
notion of universal peace that he had learned in his youth led him to 
appreciate the similar note struck by Marx and to turn away from 
the less affirmative implications of Freud's thought, although he re
mained faithful to many Freudian concepts. 

Thirty years earlier,' however, when Fromm came to the Institut, 
his attitude towards Freud was very different. After his studies at the 
universities of Heidelberg, Frankfurt, and Munich, he obtained psy
choanalytic training at the Berlin Psychoanalytic Institute. Here he 
was analyzed by Hanns Sachs and received instruction f:rom such 
prominent Freudians as Theodor Reik. ~n 1926 he began to practice 
clinically himself, although like Sachs and many of the early analysts 
he was never medically trained as a doctor. The contact he began to 
have with actual patients was always, so Fromm claimed, aninvalu
able stimulus to his speculative work, one that the other members of 
the Institut lacked.21 Shortly after, his first articles· began to appear in 
orthodox psychoanalytic journals, such as the ZeitschriJt fur psy
choanalytische Piidagogik, edited by A. J. Storfer, and Freud's own 
house organ, Imago. 
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Although his topics often reflected his religious background (for 
example, a study of the Sabbath),22 Fromm also displayed an early 
interest in the development of a social psychology. An article he 
wrote for Psychoanalytische Bewegung in 193 I, "Psychoanalysis and 
Politics," caused considerable controversy iIi analytic circles. Even 
more indicative of his desire to enrich his Freudianism with Marxist 
insights was his first extensive study, The Development of the Dogma 
of Christ,23 which was stimulated by Theodor Reik's treatment of the 
same problem. Where Reik had gone wrong, Fromm argued, was in 
homogenizing the early Christians as a single group with a uniform 
psychic reality. In doing so, Reik was not unlike theologians such as 
Harnack: "[Reik] overlooks the fact that the psychological subject 
here is not a man and is not even a group possessing a relatively 
unified and unchanging psychic structure, but, rather, is made up of 
different groups with different social and psychic interests." 24 To 
Fromm, the basic change in Christian dogma - from the first-cen
tury Adoptionist idea of a man becoming God to the fourth-century 
Homoousian notion of God becoming man - was a product of so
cial change. Only the earlier formulation expressed the rebellious 
hostility of the first Christians towards authority, the authority of the 
father. The doctrinal change corresponded to the acceptance of 
God's authority and. a redirection of resentment inwardly, onto the 
Christians themselves. "The cause for the development," Fromm ar
gued, "lies in the change in the socio-economic situation or in the 
retrogression of the economic forces and their social consequences. 
The ideo!ogists of the dominant classes strengthened and accelerated 
this development by suggesting sY!l1.bolic satisfactions to the masses, 
guiding their aggression into socially harmless channels." 25 

In arguing for a sensitivity to the differences between specific so
cial groups, rather than a blanket attribution of ideological doctrines 
to universal psychic needs, Fromm was asserting in psychological 
terms what Horkheimer and Marcuse, after his break with Hei
degger, were saying about the abstract notion of "historicity." Where 
he introduced a specifically Freudian component was in his use of 
psychoanalytic mechanisms as the mediating concepts betwen indi
vidual and·:society for example, in talking about hostility to au
thorityin .terms of Oedipal resentment of the father. This was in fact 
the use the Institut later made of many of Freud's c:oncepts. In the 
first issue of the ZeitschriJt Borkenau was selected to write a review 
of Th~ Development of the Dogma of Christ, which he approvingly 
called the first concrete example of the integration of Freud and 
Marx. 

In that same issue, Fromm attempted to spell out the baSIC ground 
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rules for a social psychology.26He began by criticizing the notion 
tha:t psychology applied only to the individual, singling out the early 
work of Wilhelm Reich for espousing this view,21 Although attacking 
. the idea of a group or mass soul, Fromm felt that individuals were 
never entirely isolated from their social situation. The real task was 
to supplement and enrich the basic Marxist framework, which he ac
cepted as a given. Marxism, he argued, had incorrectly been charged 
with having a simplistic psychology of acquisitiveness; here he 
pointed an accusing finger at Bertrand Russell and Hendrik de Man 
for wrongly seeing economic self-interest as the basis of Marx's view 
of man. In fact, he argued, Marx's psychological premises were few 
- fewer than Fromm was later to assert himself. Man to Marx has 
certain basic drives (hunger, love, and so forth), which seek gratifica
tion; acquisitiveness was merely a product of specific social condi
tions. Marxism was, however, in need of additional psychological in
sights, which such Marxists as Kautsky and Bernstein, with their 
naive, idealistic belief in inborn moral instincts, had failed to pro
vide.2~ Psychoanalysis could provide the missing link between ideo
logical superstructure and socio-economic base. In short, it could 
flesh out materialism's notion of man's essential nature.29 

Fromm, however, had a very definite idea of what constituted the 
most fruitful aspects of psychoanalysis for a social psychology. At 
the very beginning of his article,30 he made clear his rejection of 
Freud's life and death instinct theory, which he dismissed as an inju
dicious mixture of biology and psychology. Instead, Fromm adhered 
to the earlier Freudian dichotomy of erotic and self-preservation 
drives. Because the former were capable of being displaced, subli
mated, and satisfied in fantasies (for example, sadism could be 
gratified in a number of socially acceptable ways), while the latter 
could not (only bread could relieve hunger), sexuality was more 
adaptable to social condiiions.31 The task of an analytical social psy
chology was to understand unconsciously motivated behavior in 
terms of the effect of the socio-economic substructure on basic psy
chic drives. Childhood experiences, Fromm argued, were especially 
important, because the family was the agent of society. (Fromm's 
stress on the family remained with him throughout his career, al
though he was later to modify the orthodox Freudian stress on child
hood by arguing that "the analyst must not get stuck in the study of 
childhood experiences, but turn his attention to the unconscious 
processes as they exist now." 32 But in the early thirties, he was still 
close enough to orthodox psychoanalysis to focus on children's 
formative years.) 

Each society, he continued, has its own libidinal structure, a com-
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bination of basic human drives and social factors. A social psychol
ogy must examine how this libidinal structure acts as the cement of a 
society and how it affects political authority. Here, it should be 
added, Fromm was speaking from practical experience. The project 
to examine workers' authority patterns, which had been announced 
in Horkheimer's inaugural lecture, was under way, with Fromm di
recting most of the empirical work. Presupposed in this study, as he 
explained in the article, was a rejection of the bourgeois norms that 
most psychologists erroneously absolutized. The prevalent tendency 
to universalize the experience of the present society, he argued, was 
most clearly shown in the extension of the Oedipus complex· to all 
human development, when in fact it was restricted to "patriarchal" 
societies alone.33 A valid social psychology must recognize that when 
the socio-economic base of a society changed, so did the social func
tion of its libidinal structure. When the rate of change between the 
two varied, Fromm argued at the end of the article, an explosive situ
ation might well be created. This was a point that he was to develop 
at some length in his next major work, Escape from Freedom, a dec
ade later. 

To give substance to the generalizations of his first ZeitschriJt 
essay, Fromm turned his attention next to the problem of character 
typology.34 Here again, his basic orientation remained Freudian. For 
the most part he accepted the psychoanalytic notion of character as 
the sublimation or reaction formation of fundamental libidinal 
drives. Building on the ideas of Karl Abraham and Ernest Jones, he 
began by outlining the oral, anal, and genital character types. Of the 
three, Fromm expressed a preference for the genital character, which 
he associated with independence, freedom, and friendliness.35 He 
hinted at the hostility towards nongenital character types that 
marked all his later work and set him apart from Marcuse, who had 
very different ideas about pregenital "polymorphous perversity." 36 
Here, it should be noted, Fromm was closer to Wilhelm Reich, 
whose own work on character typology was being done at the same 
time.3? He also agreed with Reich on the liberating effect of nonre
pressed genital sexuality, although never seeing it as sufficient in it
self. In later years, however, Fromm's reservations about Reich's 
views were strengthened; for the Nazis, he came to believe, demon
strated that sexual freedom does not necessarily entail political free
dom.38 

Having established the importance of the basic libidinal roots of 
character types, Fromm then proceeded to emphasize once again the 
influence ofsocialfactors as mediated through the family. As an ex
ample he used the impact of excessively repressive sexual mores, 
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which might prevent the development of a healthy genital sexuality, 
thus fostering pregenital character types. On the whole, however, he 
adhered to a fairly orthodox Freudianism: "Since the character traits 
are rooted in the libidinal structure, they also show relative stabil
ity." 39 In concluding the essay, Fromm focused on the relationship 
between the "capitalist spirit'.' and anality. Using arguments that 
have since become commonplace, but that were novel at th.e time, he 
related bourgeois rationality, possessiveness, and puritanism to anal 
repression and orderliness.40 These traits, he argued, have lasted into 
the twentieth century, most prominently in petit-bourgeois circles 
and even in certain proletarian ones, because of a lag between ideol
ogy (in .the broad sense, which included character types) and socio
economic change. The relation between the two was one to which 
Fromm returned in his later study of the Reformation, in escape 
from Freedom. By then, however, his attitude towards anality and 
Freud's libido theory in general had undergone a very marked trans
formation. Although the clinical description of the an ill type was un
changed in the later work, Fromm's interpretation was significantly 
altered. 

The change was due almost exclusively to his clinical observations, 
as mentioned earlier. But there was an intellectual source as well, 
which helped him to articulate· his new perspective. In the mid
twenties, Fromm first encountered. the work of the nineteenth-cen
tury Swiss anthropological theorist Johann Jacob Bachofen. Bacho
fen's studies of matriarchal culture, which first appeared in the 
1860'S, had suffered a relative eclipse in the two decades after his 
death in 1887. The anthropological speculations of Freud, for exam
ple, were primarily derived from Sir James Frazer's studies of totem
ism. Before the decline in interest, however, Bachofen and other 
theorists of matriarchy, such as Lewis Morgan, were very influential 
in socialist circles; Engels'sThe Origin of the Family (1884) and Be
bel's The Woman and Socialism (1883), for example, were both heav
ily indebted to them. 

In the 1920'S, matriarchal theory aroused renewed excitement in 
several different quarters. Antimodernist critics of bourgeois society 
on the right, such as Alfred Baumler and Ludwig Klages, were at
tracted to it for its romantic, naturalistic, anti-intellectual implica
tions. Several of Stefan George's former disciples, repudiating his 
misogyny, left the· George circle in search of the eternal feminine. 
This was, as E. M. Butler has pointed out,41 an almost exact repeti
tion of the French St.-Simortians' quest for the "Mystic Mother'; al
most seventy years before. In more orthodox anthropological circles, 
in England, Bronislaw Malinowski's studies of matriarchal culture in 
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Sex and Repression in Savage Society (I 92 7) were used to undermine 
the universality of Freud's Oedipus complex. Simultaneously, Robert 
Briffault's The Mothers: A Study of the Origins of Sentiments and In
stitutions (1927) aroused considerable interest. 

In psychoanalytic circles, matriarchal theory was also being given 
new consideration. Wilhelm Reich was among the first to do so. By 
1933 he was able to write in The Mass Psychology of Fascism that ma
triarchy was the only genuine family type of "natural society." 42 

Fromm was also one of the most active advocates of matriarchal 
theory. In 1932 he introduced Briffault to the German public in a 
long review of The Mothers in the ZeitschriJt, which followed ari arti
cle in English by Briffault himself entitled "Family Sentiments." 43 

Fromm was especially taken with Briffault's idea that all love and al
truistic feelings were ultimately derived from the maternal love ne
cessitated by the extended period of human pregnancy and postnatal 
care. Love was thus not dependent on sexuality, as Freud had sup
posed. In fact, sex was more often tied to hatred and destruction. 
Fromm also praised Briffault's sensitivity to social factors. Masculin
ity and femininity were not reflections of "essential" sexual differen
ces, as the romantics had thought. They were derived instead from 
differences in life functions, which were in part socially determined. 
Thus, monogamy was economically fostered by the tending of herds, 
which necessitated movement and the hegemony of the male shep
herd. Briffault, Fromm concluded, had gone beyond mere ethnologi
cal concerns to enter the tradition of historical materialism itself, as 
evidenced by his article in the ZeitschriJt on the importance of eco
nomic factors for the development of the family. 

In the next issue of the ZeitschriJt Fromm dealt directly with 
Bachofen himself.44 He began by carefully delineating the different 
elements in matriarchal theory that appealed to tight- and left-wing 
critics of bourgeois society. Bachofen's own confused nostalgia for 
the past struck a respondent chord on the right. So too did his ro
manticized view of nature, to which man should submit himself as an 
infant to its mother.45 Like the romantics, but unlike Briffault, he ab
solutized the spiritual differences between man and woman (which, 
Fromm admitted, did express a legitimate protest against the En
lightenment's "liberation" of women to the status of bourgeois men). 
Baumler, Klages, and the other volkisch theorists reacted only to 
Bachofen's naturalistic metaphysics, turning it in the direction of 
mystical Schwiirmerei (gushing rapture). What they ignored were his 
psychosocial insights. 

These, on the other hand, were the source of his appeal to the left. 
Matriarchal society stressed human solidarity and happiness. Its 
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dominant values were love and compassion, not fear and subordina
tion. Both private property and repressive sexuality were absent from 
its social ethic. J;>atriarchal society, as Engels and Bebel had inter
preted it, was related to class society: both stressed duty and author
ity over love and gratification. Understood in a certain way, Bacho
fen's philosophy of history ·was similar to Hegel's. The advent of 
patriarchal society corresponded to the break between spirit and na
ture, the victory of Rome over the Orient. 

To Fromm, as might be expected, the socialist 'reading ofBacho
fen was more congenial. The importance of studying matriarchal so
cieties, he argued, was not for their historical interest - indeed, their 
actual existence in the past was not demonstrable - but for the vi
sion they offered of an alternative reality. Like Malinowski, Fromm 
used matriarchal theory to deny the universality of the Oedipus com
plex. The strength of this complex in patriarchal societies, he as
serted, was partly a result of the son's role as inheritor of the father's 
property and his position as provider for the father in his old age. 
This meant that the early education of the son was directed less to
wards "happiness than towards economic usefulness. The love be
tween father and son might well develop into hatred because of the 
son's fears of failure. The contingency of the love thus produced 
might well Jead to a loss of spiritual security and the reinforcement 
of duty as the focus of existence. 

Maternal love, on the other hand, was unconditional and less re
sponsive to social pressures. In contemporary society, however, the 
strength of the real mother had eroded. No longer was she seen as 
the protectress, but rather as someone in need of protection herself. 
This, Fromm argued, was' also true of maternal substitutes, such as 
the country or Volk. 46 Original motherly trust and warmth had been 
replaced by paternal gpilt, anal repression, and authoritarian moral
ity. The advent of Protestantism had increased the sway of the fa
ther, as the security of medieval Catholicism with its womb-like 
church and cult of the Virgin Mother receded in effectiveness.47 The 
psychic foundations of capitalism were clearly patriarchal, although 
paradoxically capitalism had created the conditions for a return to a 
truly matriarchal culture. This was so because of the abundance of 
goods and services it provided, which might allow a less achieve
ment-oriented reality principle. Socialism, Fromm concluded, must 
preserve the promise of this return. 

With Fromm's growing interest in Bachofen came a lessening of 
his enthusiasm for orthodox Freudianism. In 1935 he spelled out the 
sources of his disillusionment in the Zeitschrift.48 Freud, he argued, 
was a prisoner of his bourgeois morality and patriarchal values. The 
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emphasis in psychoanalysis on childhood experiences, he went on, 
served to divert attention from the person of the analyst himself. In a 
case where the analyst uncritically shared the values of the society, 
and where the patient's desires and needs were contrary to those val
ues, he tended to arouse the patient's resistance. Theoretically, of 
course, analysts were supposed to be value-neutral and tolerant of 
their patient's morals; but in fact, Fromm argued, the ideal of toler~ 
ance historically had had two faces. 

Fromm's discussion of tolerance49 is worth examining in some de
tail, because it expressed an attitude shared by other Institut mem
bers, which was later to be repeated in one of Marcuse's most con
troversial and influential essays.50 Initially, Fromm wrote, the 
bourgeois struggle for toleration was directed against social op
pression. But when the middle class became socially dominant, toler
ance was transformed into a mask for moral laissez-faire. In reality, 
it was never extended to protect serious threats to the prevailing 
order. As epitomized in Kant's work, it was applied to thought and 
speech rather than action. Bourgeois toleration was always self-con
tradictory: it was consciously relativistic and neutral, but subcon
sciously designed to preserve the status quo. Psychoanalysis, Fromm 
suggested, shared the t~o-faced character of this type of tolerance; 
the facade of neutrality was often a cover for what Fromm expressly 
called the doctor's implicit sadism.51 

Fromm did not, however, take the next step, which Marcuse was 
later to do. ("Liberating tolerance," Marcuse wrote in 1965, "would 
mean intolerance against movements from the Right, and toleration 
of movements from the Left.") 52 Instead, he concentrated on expos
ing other facets of Freud's patriarchalism. The goal of orthodox psy
choanalysis, he argued, was the ability to work, procreate, and enjoy. 
Freud, however, had stressed the first two over the third, seeing an ir
reconcilable contradiction between civilization and gratification. His 
attitude towards political radicals who wanted to construct a society 
in which gratification was more fully possible was unremittingly hos
tile. All they were doing, Freud thought, was acting out their Oedipal 
aggressions towards their fathers. 53 In fact, neurosis had been 
defined by Freud in terms of the inability to accept bourgeois norms. 
Further evidence of Freud's inability to transcend his background 
was his insistence on monetary payment for all therapy. And finally, 
Fromm argued that in his own person Freud was a classical patri
archal type, authoritarian to both students and patients.54 

As superior alternatives to Freud, Fromm suggested Georg Grod
deck and Sandor Ferenczi. What made them better was their thera
peutic innovation of having the analyst face the patient in a one-to-
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one, more egalitarian relationship. Fromm's abandonment of the 
Oedipus complex meant that the role of transference was greatly 
minimized in the. technique he now favored. Groddeckand Ferenczi 
were also less rigid on the question of payment, which they some
times waived. In contrast to Freud's patricentric, authoritarian, inhu
mane "tolerance," they offered a therapy. that went beyond the 
short-sighted- goal of adjustment to the moral inhumanities of con
temporary society. Fromm expressed great regret over the loss to 
psychoanalysis caused by Ferenczi's early death. In later years he 
sought to rescue his reputation from the distortions of Ernest Jones, 
who had described Ferenczi as having become psychotic at the end 
of his life.55 Fromm and his wife also remained friends with Grod
deck, despite Groddeck's political naivete - at one time he hoped to 
get Hitler, whose anti-Semitism he doubted, to sponsor some of his 
work, only to be disappointed when Hitler came to power.56 

At the same time as Fromm's disillusionment with Freud grew, so 
did his estrangement from the other members of the Institut. After 
contributing a psychological analysis of authority to the Studien iiber 
Autoritiit und Familie, a joint research project by the Institut staff 
published in 1936, Fromm wrote only one more article for the Zeit
schrijt, a study of the feeling of ,impotency in modern society.57 In 
1939 his connection with the Institut was severed, and he devoted 
himself more extensively to clinical work, increasingly pursuing the 
non-Freudian train of his thought. Two years later, Escape from 
Freedom, perhaps his most widely read book, was published. As an 
explanation of the authoritarianism America was about to fight in 
the war, it received considerable attention and in time became a 
classic in its field. Because of the treatment it has received else
where,58 it will be discussed here only for the evidence it provides of 
Fromm's development away from Freud and the Institut. 

As in his earlier Zeitschrijt articles, Fromm began by accusing 
Freud of cultural narrowness: "The field of human relations in 
Freud's sense is similar to the market -It is an exchange of satisfac
tion of biologically given needs, in which the relationship to the 
other individual is always a means to an end but never an end in it
self." 59 More strongly than ever, he denounced Freud's pessimism 
and his notion of the death instinct. Here he equated the death in
stinct with the need to destroy, an interpretation that Marcuse was 
later to challenge. By so understanding it, Fromm was able to write: 
"If Freud's assumptions were correct, we would have to assume that 
the amount of destructiveness either against others or oneself is more 
or less constant. But what we observe is to the contrary. Not only 
does the weight of destructiveness among individuals in our culture 
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vary a great deal, but also destructiveness is of unequal weight 
among different social groups." 60 

Fromm also continued his denigration of Freud's libido theory, 
while retaining his clinical descriptions. In doing so, he explicitly re
pudiated the interpretative part of his own work in The Dogma of 
Christ61 and the libido-oriented character typology he had champi
oned in 1932 in the Zeitschrift.62 His discussion of sado-masochism, 
one of the central concepts of his theory of irrational authority, 
sought to purge the concept of any erotic elements. In fact, in his 
next work, Man for Himself, he developed his own typology along 
very different lines.63 For the first time in print he acknowledged the 
similarities between his own thinking and that of Karen Horney and 
Harry Stack Sullivan,64 who were revising Freud in a parallel direc
tion. Once again he pointed to the influence of social factors based 
on the inescapable imperatives of the self-preservation drives. In an 
appendix he elaborated the concept of "social character" suggested 
in his earlier works, a concept that he would come to consider his 
"most important contribution ... to the field of social psychol
ogy." 65 "The social character," he wrote, "comprises only a selection 
of traits, the essential nucleus of the character structure of most mem
bers of a group which has developed as the result of the basic experiences 
and mode of life common to that group [Fromm;s italics]." 66 

In all this, Fromm was on familiar ground, which he had covered 
in one way or another in his earlier articles. What was new in Escape 
from Freedom, however, was a more general interest in what might be 
called man's "existential" condition. To Fromm, "the main theme of 
this book" was "that man, the more he gains freedom in the sense of 
emerging from the onginal oneness with man and nature and the 
more he becomes an 'individual,' has no choice but to unite himself 
with the world in the spontaneity of love and productive work, or 
else to seek a kind of security by such ties with the world as destroy 
his freedom and the integrity of his individual self." 67 The notion of 
alienation, which Fromm had found so suggestive in Marx's early 
writings, was clearly at the root of his new approach. Isolation and 
relatedness were now the two poles of his thinking. Neurosis came 
increasingly to be defined in terms of certain types of interpersonal 
relations; sadism and masochism, for example, ceased being sexually 
derived phenomena and became instead strivings that "tend to help 
the individual to escape his unbearable feelings of aloneness and 
powerlessness." 68 Their real aim was "symbiosis" 69 with others, 
which meant the loss of self-integrity and individuality through the 
dissolution of the self into the other. . 

In Escape from Freedom Fromm distinguished between the iso-
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lated atomization of a negative "freedom from" and the "spontane
ous activity of the total, integrated personality," 70 of the positive 
"freedom to." Altpough taking pain& to mention the socio-economic 
change that would be necessary to end the alienation of "freedom 
from" and achieve positive "freedom to," he did not lay great stress 
on the difficulties of this transformation. Increasingly, he came to see 
the problem of change in optimistic, even moralistic, terms. If there 
were no inborn drive to destroy, then the dream of the Hebrew 
prophets, that "vision of universal p~ace and harmony between na
tions" that had moved the young Fromm so deeply, might be 
achieved. In his subsequent writings Fromm emphasized the integra
tion of ethics and psychology. In Man for Himselfhe went so far as 
to say: "Every neurosis represents a moral problem. The failure to 
achieve maturity and integration of the whole personality is a moral 
problem." 71 And in later years. he came to appreciate the spiritual 
teachings of the East, especially the masters of Zen Buddhism,72 as 
well as the West. 

To be fair to Fromm, however, it should be acknowledged that 
this was a change in emphasis in his thinking and not ·an absolute 
transformation of his position. Reacting to the charge that he had 
become a Pollyanna, Fromm angrily replied: "I have always upheld 
the same point that man's capacity for freedom, for love, etc. de
pends almost.entirely on the given socio-economic conditions, and 
that only exceptionally can one find, as I pointed out in The Art of 
Loving, that there is love in a society whose prindple is the very op
posite." 73 It is difficult, however, to read his later works without 
coming to the conclusion that in comparison with Horkheimer and 
the other members of the Institut's inner circle, who were abandon
ing their tentative hopes of the twenties and thirties, Fromm was de
fending a more optimistic position. 

Horkheimer and the others had been in general agreement with 
Fromm's initial contributions to the Zeitschrift, even agreeing with 
his first criticisms of Freud. In fact, Fromm remembers that Karen 
Horney and Horkheimer were on friendly terms during their first few 
years as emigres in .New York.74 Moreover, the Institut had em
braced Fromm's hopes for the merger of psychoanalysis and Marx
ism. In an article entitled "History and Psychology" in the first issue 
of the Institut's new journal, Horkheimer had argued for the urgency 
of a psychological supplement to Marxist theory. The motivations of 
men in contemporary society, he contended, must be understood as 
both "ideological," in Marx's sense, and psychological. The more so
ciety becomes rational, to be sure, the less both these conceptual ap-
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pro aches will be needed to make sense of social reality. But for the 
present psychological explanation is needed to understand the 
staying power of social forms after their objective necessity had 
passed. This must be an individual psychology, Borkheimer agreed 
with Fromm. No mass soul or group consciousness really exists, al
though social factors do influence the formation of individual psy
ches: "Not only the content, but also the strength of the eruptions of 
the psychic apparatus is economically conditioned." 75 

During the first years of emigration Borkheimer shared Fromm's 
distaste for the death instinct. As late as 1936, in "Egoism and the 
Movement for Emancipation," 76 he attacked the resignation it im
plied. Freud's earlier work, Horkheimer argued, was more dialec
tical, his later, more biological and positivistic; his belief in a de
structive drive was like the medieval attribution of evil to a mythical 
devil. By missing the historical component in oppression, Freud had 
absolutized the status quo and become resigned to the necessity of a 
permanent elite to keep the destructive masses down. 

By the late thirties, however, Fromm and the other Institut mem
bers began to go along separate paths. The patriarchal-matriarchal 
distinction Fromm so h~avily stressed was never fully accepted by 
the others. Only Walter 'Benjamin, who had never met Fromm and 
was not really a member of the Institut's inner circle, expressed great 
interest in Bachofen's work.?7 The others were wary of Fromm's dis
missal of Freud as a representative of patriarchal thinking. In 
looking back at the break, Fromm remembers it in terms of 
Horkheimer's having discovered a "more revolutionary Freud." 78 
Because he spoke of sexuality, Horkheimer thought Freud was more 
ora real materialist than Fromm. Lowenthal, on the other hand, re
members the split as having been produced by Fromm's changed ap
proach, symbolized by the two different parts of Escape from Free
dom, the social and the "existential." 79 In addition, it is likely that 
personal differences also played a role. From his writings alone it 
seems evident that Fromm's sensibility was less ironic than that of 
the other members of the inner circle, his approach to life less col
ored by the aesthetic nuances shared by both Borkheimer and 
Adorno. Adorno's full entry into Institut affairs at about the, time 
Fromm was leaving signified a crucial shift in the tone of the Frank
furt School's work. 

Whatever the cause of Fromm'$ departure, his work became 
anathema to his former colleagues in the 1940'S. After his break, the 
Institut did not spend much time in its publications discussing the 
theoretical problems of psychoanalysis. In an, article in 193980 

Horkheimer compared Freud favorably to Dilthey, but without any 
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extensive explanation of the reasons for his preference. Although 
psychoanalytic categories were used in much of the Institut's work 
during and after the war, it appears that Horkheimer and the others 
were less than anxious to publicize their involvement with Freudian 
theory. In October, 1942, Lowenthal was approached by the eminent 
ego-psychologist Ernst Kris, who asked him about the Institut's atti
tude towards Freud. Lowenthal wrote to Horkheimer for advice on 
how to reply. Horkheimer, who by that time had moved to Califor
nia, wrote back in an extremely illuminating way. His answer is 
worth quoting at some length: 

I think you should be simply positive. We really are deeply indebted to 
Freud and his first collaborators. His thought is one of the Bildungsmachte 
[foundation stones] without which our own philosophy would not be what it 
is. I have anew realized his grandeur during the last weeks. You will remem
ber that many people say his original method was particularly adequate to 
the Viennese sophisticated middle class. This is, of course, totally untrue as 
a generality, but there is a grain of salt in it which does not do any harm to 
Freud's work. The greater a work, the more it is rooted in the concrete his
torical situation. But if you take a close look at this connection between 
liberalistic Vienna and Freud's original method, you become aware of how 
great a thinker he was. With the decline of middle-class family life, his 
theory reached that new stage as expressed in "Jenseits des Lustprinzips" 
and the following writings. That turn of his philosophy proves that he, in his 
particular work, realized the changes pointed out in the chapter of the arti
cle on Reason [probably part of Horkheimer's "Reason and Self-preserva
tion"] devoted to the decline of the family and the individual. Psychology 
without libido is in a way no psychology and Freud was great enough to get 
away from psychology in its own framework. Psychology in its proper sense 
is always psychology of the individual. Where this is needed, we have to 
refer orthodoxically to freud's earlier writ!ngs. The set of concepts con
nected with the Todestrieb [the death instinct] are anthropological catego
ries (in the German sense of the word). Even where we do not agree with 
Freud's interpretation and use of them, we find their objective intention is 
deeply right and that they betray Freud's great flair for the situation. His 
development has led him to conclusions not so far from those of the other 
great thinker of the same period, Bergson. Freud objectively absented him
self from psychoanalysis, ;whereas Fromm and Horney get back to com
monsense psychology and even psychologize culture and society.s, 

Expressed in this letter were several fundamental differences of 
opinion with Fromm. First, Horkheimer denied the accusc:ttion that 
the bourgeois elements admittedly pr~sent in Freud's thinking were 
unequivocally unfortunate. As he had argued in "Traditional and 
Critical Theory," 82 no thinker can escape his social origins entirely. 
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"The greater the work, the more it is rooted in the concrete historical 
situation," he wrote Lowenthal. Thus, Freud's notion of the death 
instinct had an "objective intention" that was "deeply right," not be
cause it corresponded to a biological universal, but because it ex
pressed the depth and severity of modern man's destructive urges. 
Second, Freud's putative blindness to the role of the' family as agent 
of society, which Fromm so strongly stressed and which played a 
part in the Institut's early work on authority, was .really a reflection 
of his sensitivity to the decline of the family in modern life. This was 
a change that Horkheimer was to discuss at some length in his subse
quent work. And finally, Freud had realized that psychology was 
necessarily the study of. the individual. Thus the libido, which im
plied a stratum of human existence stubbornly out of reach of total 
social control, was an indispensable concept. It was thus a mistake to 
sociologize the individual. By the same token, the revisionists were 
wrong in trying to "psychologize culture and society." Underlying 
Horkheimer's refusal to collapse psychology into sociology or vice 
versa was that stress on nonidentity so central to Critical Theory. 
Not until contradictions were socially resolved could they be method
ologically reconciled, a critical point to which Adorno was to return 
much later in a discussion of "Sociology and Psychology." 83 

It was in fact Adorno who first spelled out in public the Institut's 
differences with its revisionist former member. On April 26, 1946, he 
delivered a paper in Los Angeles entitled "Social Science and Socio
logical Tendencies in Psychoanalysis." 84 It is interesting both for 
what it says about the Frankfurt School's attraction to Freud and as 
an anticipation of Marcuse's more widely known castigation of re
visionism in Eros and Civilization. Adorno addr.essed himself specif
ically to Karen Horney's New Ways in Psychoanalysis and Fromm's 
"The Social Limitations of Psychoanalytic Therapy," which had ap
peared in the ZeitschriJt eleven years before. Written directly after 
the war, the paper revealed a bitterness of tone very different from 
that of the Institut's work in the past. 

Adorno began by examining the revisionists' attack on Freud's in
stinct theory. Instinctivism, he argued, can mean either a mechanical 
division of the human soul into fixed instincts or a flexible deduction 
of the psyche from pleasure and self-preservation strivings, with al
most infinite variations. Freud's was the latter. The revisionists were 
thus i:q.correct in accusing him of being mechanistic, when in fact it 
was their hypostatization of-character types that really deserved that 
epithet. For all their stress on historical influences, they were less at
tuned than Freud to the "inner history" of the lib,ido. By overstress
ing the importance of the ego, they ignored its genetic interaction 
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with the id: "Concretely, the denunciation of Freud's so-called in
stinctivism amounts to the denial that culture, by enforcing restric
tions on libidinal. and particulqrly on destructive drives, is instru
mental in bringing about repressions, guilt feelings, and need for 
self-punishment." 85 

Furthermore, by minimizing the role of childhood experiences 
(Erlebnisse, which were not the same as Erfahrungen), * especially the 
traumas that so strongly affect personality development, the re
visionists had constructed a totalistic theory of character. Freud's sen
sitivity to the importance of traumatic shocks in forming the modern 
disjointed personality had been lost in the revisionists' work.86 "The 
stress on totality," Adorno wrote, "as against the unique, fragmen
tary impulses, always implies the harmonistic belief in what might be 
called the unity of the personality, [a unity that] is never realized in 
our society. It is one of the greatest merits of Freud that he has de
bunked the myth of this unity." 87 To categorize character types the 
way Fromm had done was to accept the existence of integrated char
acters, which was no more than "an ideological cloak for the psycho
logical status quo of each individual." 88 

More generally, the revisionists' vaunted sociological "correction" 
of Freud really amounted to little more than the smoothing over of 
social contradictions. By removing the biological roots of psycho
analysis, they had transformed it into a kind of Geisteswissenschaft 
and a means of social hygiene. Their desexualization was part of a 
denial of the conflict between essence and appearance, of the chasm 
between true gratification and the pseudohappiness of contemporary 
civilization. Fromm, Adorno argued, was very wrong to deny the 
sexual basis of sadism just when the Nazis were displaying it so bla
tantly. The implications of the revisionists' work, despite their dis
claimers, were ultimately conformist; this was especially demon
strated in their increasing moralism. There was no excuse for 
absolutizing moral norms, Adorno pointed out angrily, when they 
had been suspect eve.r since Nietzsche's critique of their psychologi
cal roots. 

The revisionists, he continued, were also naive in their explana
tions of the sources of social disorder. To claim as they did that com
petitiveness was a. major cause of conflict in bourgeois society was 
fatuous, especially in face of the acknowledgment in Escape from 
Freedom that the spontaneous individual had all but vanished. In 

• Erfahrungen implied a type of integrated experienc:e, which included a sense of the past 
and expectations of the future - in other words, experience mediated through cultural aware
ness. The distinction between Erlebnisse and Erfahrungen played an important role in the In
stitut's work on mass culture, as we shall see in Chapter 6. 
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fact, "competition itself never was the law according to which mid
dle-class society operated." 89 The true bond of bourgeois society 
had always been the threat of bodily violence, which Freud more 
clearly perceived: "In the age of the concentration camp, castration 
is more characteristic of social reality than competitiveness." 90 

Freud, Adorno argued, belonged to the Hobbesian traditlon ofbour
geois theorists, whose pessimistic absolutization of the evil in human 
nature reflected the prevailing reality much better than the affirma
tive optimism of the revisionists. Freud was not unlike Schopenhauer 
in identifying civilization with fixation and repetition. The revision
ists were once again too sanguine in thinking that true change could 
explode the repetitive continuum of Western civilization. 

Finally, Adorno objected to the stress on love in the revisionists' 
work. Fromm had attacked Freud for his authoritarian lack of 
warmth, but true revolutionaries are often called hard and cold. So
cial antagonisms cannot be wished away; they must be consum
mated, which inevitably means suffering for someone: "It may well 
be that our soc!ety has developed itself to an extreme where the real
ity of love can actually be expressed only by the hatred of the ex
istent, whereas any direct evidence of love serves only at confirming 
the very same conditions which breed hatred." 91 Adorno finished 
the article with a phrase reminiscent of Walter Benjamin's often 
quoted remark from his study of Goethe's Elective Affinities, "It is 
only for the sake of the hopeless that we are given hope." 92 "I sus
pect," Adorno wrote, "that Freud's contempt for men is nothing but 
an expression of such hopeless love which may be the only expres
sion of hope still permitted to us." 93 

This then was the Institut's attitude towards Freud and Fromm in 
the 1940'S. It was no accident that increased pessimism about the 
possibility of revolution went hand in hand with an intensified ap
preciation of Freud's relevance. In a society in which social contra
dictions seemed unbridgeable and yet paradoxically were becoming 
more obscured, the antinomies of Freud's thought appeared as a 
necessary bulwark against the harmonistic illusions of the revision
ists. And not only Freud's thought, but its most extreme and outra
geous aspects were the most useful. In Minima Moralia Adorno ex
pressed this when he wrote in one of his most celebrated phrases, "in 
psychoanalysis nothing is true except the exaggerations." 94 .. 

In much of the Institut's work during the forties - The Authoritar
ian Personality, Dialektik der Aujkliirung (Dialectic of the Enlighten
ment), Lowenthal's Prophets of Deceit -:- Freud's sobering influence 
was clearly evident. After the Institut's return to Germany, this in
fluence continued to play a meaningful role in both its theoretical 
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and its empirical work.95 In 1956 the Institut expressed its apprecia
tion to Freud on the anniversary of his hundredth birthday with a 
special volume in. its new series of Frankfurter Beitriige zur Soziologie 
(Frankfurt Contributions to Sociology). 96 It was, however, left to the 
member of the Institut's inner circle who had had the least to do with 
the psychological speculations of the American period to attempt 
once again to reconcile Freud and Marx in an optimistic direction. 
In Eros and Civilization, Herbert Marcuse sought to rescue that "rev
olutionary Freud" whom Fromm had dismissed as a myth and 
whom Horkheimer and Adorno had turned into a prophet of gloom. 
Although it falls outside the chronological framework of this study, 
Eros and Civilization is a continuation of Critical Theory's earlier in
terest in Freud, and as such deserves a brief excursus at this point in 
our narrative. 

2 

Unlike the other core members of the Institut, Marcuse did not ac
quire a serious interest in psychoanalysis until he came to America. 
The early Marcuse was perhaps too much of a rationalist to find any
thing of great appeal in the murky world of the unconscious. Stress
ing as he did the potential reconciliation of subject and object, in a 
way that Horkheimer and Adorno with their emphasis on noniden
tity never did, Marcuse was interested less in individual psychology 
than in the social totality. In the contribution he made to the In
stitut's early study ofauthority,97 he avoided acknowledging the role 
of the family as agent of society, which Fromm had so strongly ad
vocated aI).d the others had not yet questioned. 

And yet, as Paul Robinson has argued,98 there were subtle adum
brations of his later interest in Freud in much of the work he did in 
the thirties. For example, in granting the validity of the hedonistic 
moment in the dialectical totality of reason and happiness, Marcuse 
had protested against the ascetic tendencies of idealism. In general, 
sexual repression had peen included in his critique of exploitation, 
which gave it political significance beyond its merely psychological 
dimension. Furthermore, Marcuse had criticized the bourgeois ideol
ogy of love, which raised duty and fidelity above pleasure. He also 
had attacked the idealist's notion of "personality" 99 in a way antici
pating Adorno's later denunciation of the revisionists' idea of char
acter. As early as 1937 he had pointed to the sensual, corporeal ele
ment in true happiness, seeing in the most extreme reification of the 
body an "anticipatory memory" 100 of genuine joy. And finally, Mar
cuse had recognized the relation between repressed sexuality and 
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aggression, which was to play such a crucial role in Eros and Civiliza
tion, in his article on hedonism. 101 

It was not, however, until the disturbing implications of the Span
ish Civil War and the Moscow purge trials that Marcuse began to 
read Freud seriously.102 A growing dissatisfaction with Marxism, 
even in its Hegelianized form, led him as it had Horkheimer and 
Adorno to examine the psychological obstacles in the path of mean
ingfulsocial change. Whereas in their cases it strengthened a deep.en
ing pessimism and helped foster a retreat from political activism, in 
his,· it led to a reaffirmation of the utopian dimension of his radi
calism. When, after a long period of incubation, Eros and Civilization 
appeared in 1955, it went far beyond the earlier efforts of Critical 
Theory to merge Freud and Marx. Unlike Horkheimer and Adorno, 
who used Freud's insights into the profound contradictions of mod
ern man to support their arguments about nonidentity, Marcuse 
found in Freud, and the later, metapsychological Freud to boot, a 
prophet of identity and reconciliation. Unlike Fromm, who had basi
cally abandoned the or·thodox Freud as an enemy of a new reality 
principle, Matcuse tried to uncover those elements in psychoanalysis 
that did in fact look beyond the present system. 

It would be beyond the scope of this excursus to deal exhaustively 
with Eros and Civilization, a book of great complexity and richness, 
but certain observations about its relation to the Institut's previous 
work can still be made. The first section of it to appear - published 
separately in Dissent in the summer of 1955 - was an attack on the 
revisionists. Here Marcuse picked up the thread where Adorno had 
put it down a decade earlier. He began by acknowledging Wilhelm 
Reich's work as a precedent for his own, but quickly pointed to its 
inadequacies. To Marcuse, Reich's inability to distinguish between 
different types of repression prevented him from seeing the "histori
cal dynamic of the sex instincts and of their fusion with the destruc
tive impulses." 103 As a result, Reich was led to a simplistic advocacy 
of sexual liberation as an end in itself, which finally degenerated into 
the primitive delusions of his later years. 

After curtly dismissing lung and the psychoanalytic "right wing," 
Marcuse turned to the neo-Freudians. He opened his discussion of 
their work with praise for the insights of Fromm's early ZeitschriJt 
articles. Marcuse expressed agreement with Fromm's opposition to 
patriarchal society (he used "patricentric-acquisitive," Fromm's later 
term for the same phenomenon), comparing it to his own attack on. 
the "performance principle." This he defined as the specific reality 
principle of the current society under whose rule ."society is stratified 
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according to the competitive economic performances of its mem
bers." 104 But by the time of Fromm's departure from the Institut, 
Marcuse argued, the critical edge of his earlier work had been lost. 
The crucial change came with that increasing devotion to clinical 
'practice that Fromm had so frequently singled out for commenda
tion. In lobbying for the type of happiness-oriented therapy devel
oped by Ferenczi and Groddeck, Fromm had succumbed to the ide
ology that true happiness could be achieved in this society. But, 
Marcuse asserted, "in a repressive society, individual happiness and 
productive development are in contradiction to society; if they are 
defined as values to be realized within this society, they become 
themselves repressive." 105 

What Marcuse was saying about psychoanalytic theory and ther
apy was very similar to what he and the other members of the Insti
tut had so often said about theory and praxis. At this stage in West
ern civilization the two could not be entirely reconciled, although 
they were not fully independent of one another. To collapse theory 
completely into praxis (or therapy) was to lose its negative, critical 
quality. By assimilating speculative imagination into therapeutic 
practice the revisionists were very much like the pragmatists and 
positivists so disliked by Critical Theory; they were doing what He
gel's successors had done to him, as Marcuse had described in the 
second part of Reason and Revolution. They carried out the assimi
lation on two fronts. First, they discarded Freud's most daring and 
suggestive hypotheses: the death instinct, the primal horde, and the 
killing of the primal father. The archaic heritage that the revisionists 
mocked was meaningful, Marcuse was to write in his main text, for 
its "symbolic value. The. archaic events that the hypothesis stipulates 
may forever be beyond the realm of anthropological verification; the 
alleged consequences of these events are historical facts. . . . If the 
hypothesis defies common sense, it claims, in its defiance, a truth 
which common sense has been trained to forget." 106 And second, as 
Adorno had argued in 1946, the revisionists flattened out the con
flicts between individual and society, and between instinctual desires 
and consciousness. In thus returning to pre-Freudian consciousness 
psychology, they became conformists despite t~emselves. 

Marcuse also repeated Adorno's attack on the revisionists' notion 
of an integrated personality. In contemporary society, he argued, the 
possibility of genuine individualism was practically nil: "The indi
vidual situations are the derivatives of the general fate, and, as Freud 
has shown, it is the latter which contains the clue to the fate of the 
individual." 107 Related to this was the inadequacy of the revisionists' 
moralism: "Freud destroys the illusions of idealistic ethics: the 'per-
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sonality' is but a 'broken' individual who has internalized and suc
cessfully utilized repression and aggression." 108 

With great vehemence, Marcuse attacked the revisionists' mutila
tion of Freud's instinct theory. Its inner direction, he argued, was 
originally from consciousness to the unconscious, from the adult per
sonality to childhood experiences, from ego to id, and from individ
ual to genus. In stressing the libido, Freud had developed a material
istic concept of gratification that was opposed to the spiritual and 
ultimately repressive ideas of the revisionists. In returning to the sex
ual roots of Freud's theory, Marcuse had once again to consider the 
Oedipus complex, which Fromm had castigated from his earliest 
days with the Institut. In the text of Eros and Civilization Marcuse 
mentioned the Oedipus complex infrequently and without according 
it much importance. 109 But in the Dissent article, which served as his 
epilogue, his attitude was very different. Fromm's attempt to "trans
late it from the sphere of sex into that of interpersonal relations" 110 

was a reversal of the criti~al thrust of Freud's thought. To Freud, the 
Oedipal wish was not merely a protest against separation from the 
child's mother and the painful, alienated freedom it signified to 
Fromm. It also expressed a profound craving for sexual gratification, 
for freedom from want, for the mother as woman, not merely as pro
tectress. In fact, Marcuse argued, "it is first the 'sexual craving' for 
the mother-woman that threatens the psychical basis of civilization; 
it is the 'sexual craving' that makes the Oedipus conflict the prot07 

type of the instipctual conflicts between the individual and his soci
ety." III To ignore the libidinal roots of the Oedipus complex, 
whether it was universal or merely a symbolic expression of this soci
ety's deepest problem, was to smooth over the fundamental antago
nisms to which it referred. 

But even more basic to Marcuse's argument was his protest 
against the revisionists' rejection of the other instinct of Freud's 
metapsychological period, Thanatos, the death instinct. It was here 
that Marcuse went beyond Adorno and Horkheimer as well, and 
once again sought a utopian integration of Freud and Marx. They 
had understood the death instinct as a symbolic representation of 
Freud's sensitivity to the depth of destructive impulses in moqern so
ciety. Marcuse accepted this interpretation, poin,ting to the persist
ence and even intensification of destructive activity which accompa
nied civilization and which the revisionists tended to minimize. 
Freud's death instinct captured the ambiguous nature of modern 
man far more perceptively than the revisionists' implicit faith in 
progress. 

But Marcuse did not end his argument in pessimism as had 
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Adorno and Horkheimer. The death instinct, as he understood it, did 
not mean an innate urge to aggression, as it had so often been 
seen. \12 Freud "did not assume that we live in order to destroy; the 
destruction instin'ct operates either against the life instincts or in 
their service; moreover, the objective of the death instinct is not de
struction per se but the elimination of the need for destruction." 113 
In the text Of Eros and Civilization Marcuse elaborated on his under
standing ofihe true nature of Thanatos. The real aim of the death in
stinct was not aggression but the end of the tension that was life. It 
was grounded in the so-called Nirvana principle,114 which expressed 
a yearning for the tranquility of inorganic nature. In this desire, it 
was surprisingly similar to the life instinct: both sought gratification 
and the end of desire itself. If the goal of the death instinct was the 
reduction of tension, then it would cease to be very powerful once 
the tension of life was reduced. This was the crucial assumption that 
allowed Marcuse to turn the seemingly pessimistic conclusions of the 
later Freud in a utopian direction. As he argued, summarizing this 
point, "if the instinct's basic objective isnot the termination oflife 
but of pain - the absence of tension - then paradoxically, in terms 
of the instinct, the conflict between life and death is the more re
duced, the closer life approximates the state of gratification. Pleasure 
principle and Nirvana principle then converge." \15 In so reason
ing, most orthodox adherents of Freud would agree, Marcuse was 
as much a revisionist as Fromm or Horney, albeit in a different 
direction. 

Thus Marcuse attempted to historicize Thanatos in the best tradi
tion of Critical Theory. Death need not have dominion if life were 
liberated through the nonrepressive re-eroticization of man's rela
tions to man and nature. This would require, Marcuse argued, a 
breakdown of the sexual tyranny of the genitals,and a return to the 
"polymorphous perversity" 116 of the child. Here he distinctly went 
beyond both Freud and Reich, not to mention all three of his former 
colleagues at the Institut. Only if the entire body were re-eroticized, 
he argued, could alienated labor, which was grounded in the reifica
tion of the non genital areas of the body, be overcome. A changed so
ciety, no longer based on the repressive and antiquated "perform
ance principle," would end historically rooted "surplus repression," 
thus freeing the individual from his tension-producing alienated 
labor. Aestheticized play would replace toil; the Nirvana principle 
and the destruction its inhibition aroused would cease to dominate 
man's life. Resulting would be the "pacification of existence," 117 the 
psychological correlate of the identity theory, which, as discussed in 
the last chapter, was at the root of Marcuse's philosophy. 
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As was to be expected, Marcuse's bold attempt to read Freud as a 
revolutionary utopian did not sit well with his former colleagues. lJS 

Adorno and Horkheimer maintained a tactful silence, but Fromm 
attempted a rebuttal in subsequent issues of Dissent. lJ9 His line of at
tack took place on two levels. First, he tried to show that Marcuse 
had misunderstood Freud and that he lacked any practical expe
rience with psychoanalysis. As he had argued earlier, Fromm 
claimed that Freud was far more a prisoner of nineteenth-century 
bourgeois nondialectical materialism than a protester against it. He 
also sought to discredit Marcuse's understanding of the revisionists, 
rejecting his tendency to lump them all together without distin
guishing the basic differences among them. Fromm claimed, for ex
ample, that his own notion of the "productive character" was much 
more of a challenge to the current society than Marcuse allowed. He 
further chided Marcuse for being undialectical in his insistence that 
absolutely no integrated personalities could be produced under 
present conditions. 

The second level of. Fromm's rebuttal was more fundamental. 
Here he tried to restore the unavoidable conflict between sexual 
gratification and civilization, which Freud himself had so frequently 
stressed. It was nonsense, Fromm suggested, to think that certain 
sexual perversions included in Marcuse's advocacy of "polymor
phous perversity" could be reconciled with any real civilization. Sad
ism and coprophilia, to name two, were sick under any circum
stances .. The goal of complete and immediate gratification that 
Marcuse sought would make the individual into a system of easily 
manipulated desires and stimulations, as in Aldous Huxley's Brave 
New World. 120 Love, as apart from sexuality, was not simply ideologi
cal, as Marcuse (and Adorno) had suggested, although admittedly its 
appearance in contemporary society was rare. The negative implica
tions of Marcuse's thinking led to nothing more than nihilistic rejec
tion of the world. 

As is often the case with intellectual controversies between former 
friends and colleagues, the debate went through yet another series of 
rebuttals and counh::rrebuttals.l2l And as frequently happens, minor 
points of difference assumed greater importance than the larger 
areas of agreement. Marcuse accepted Fromm's charge that he was a 
nihilist, arguing that the nihilism of the "Great ·Refusal" 122 was per
haps the only true. humanism allowed in the present world. This 
brought him once again nearer to Horkheimer and Adorno. But the 
basic thrust of Eros and Civilization was clearly in an ultimately af
firmative direction. Marcuse's interpretation ofth.e Nirvana principle 
was really not that far from the sentiment Fromm had expressed . 
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years before in Escape from Freedom when he wrote: "The drive for 
life and the drive for destruction are not mutually independent fac
tors but are in 8: reversed interdependence. The more the drive 
towards life is thwarted, the stronger is the drive towards destruc
tion; the more life is realized, the less is the strength of destructive
ness. DestructiVeness is the outcome of un lived life." 123 Marcuse, to be 
sure, believed that the two instincts could be ultimately reduced to 
one, whereas Fromm remained a more cautious dualist. Yet in 
Fromm's dualism the death instinct or the need to destroy was un
derstood solely as a product of the frustration of the life instinct. 
Later, in The Heart of Man, Fromm would formulate his position in 
the following way: 

This duality . . . is not one of two biologically inherent instincts, relatively 
constant and always battling with each. other until the final victory of the 
death instinct, but it is one between the primary and most fundamental 
tendency of life - to persevere in life - and its cOIltradiction, which comes 
into being when man fails in this goal. 124 

Thus, despite both men's insistence that their positions were miles 
apart, they seemed to converge on at least the one question of the 
strength and durability of an instinct to die. Marcuse's most utopian 
book ended on a note of yea-saying tempered only by an argument 
Horkheimer had made several decades earlier, concerning the im
possibility of redeeming the suffering of those who had died be
fore. l25 Aside from this, it expressed a sanguine confidence far re
moved from the dark ironies of the other masters of Critical Theory. 



IV 

The Institut's First Studies of Authority 
The family in crisis produces the attitudes which 

predispose men for blind submission. 
- MAX HORKHEIMER 

While the Institut enjoyed the benefits of Nicholas Murray But
ler's generosity after 1934, its heart still remained in Europe for sev
eral years more. This was demonstrated in a variety of ways. Al
though returning to Germany was obviously impossible after the 
Nazi take-over, the rest of the Continent was still accessible until the 
war. Personal and professional ties drew most of the Institut's mem
bers back for occasional visits. The most frequent traveler was Pol
lock, who made several trips to attend to Institut affairs. The Geneva 
office, which ,he had directed until coming to New York, remained 
open, first under the administrative leadership of Andries Sternheim 
and then after his'return to Holland, under Juliette Favez. The Lon
don branch, directed by Jay Rumney, survived only until 1936, but 
its Parisian counterpart, headed by, Paul Honigsheim and Hans 
Klaus Brill, lasted until the war. One of its chief functions was to act 
as liaisori betwe~n the central office in New York and the Librairie 
Felix A1can, which continued to publish the Zeitschrift. Paris was 
also important as a way-station for Institut members who were reluc
tant to leave Europe. Grossmann spent a year there and another in 
London before coming to New York in 1937. Otto Kirchheimer, a 
student of politics and law whose contribution to the Institut's work 
will be discussed in the next chapter, was affiliated with, the Paris 

, office for three years after 1934. Gerhard Meyer, the economist, was 
there from 1933 to 1935; Hans Mayer, the Marxist literary critic, for 
.several years after 1934. Adorno, although spending most of his time 
in England during the mid-thirties, often took vacations in Paris, 
where he was 'able to see an old friend he had introduced to the Insti
tut, Walter Benjamin. Benjamin, as we shall see, had chosen Paris 
both as the site of his exile and as the controllin,g metaphor of his 
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work. In the six years he spent there, he developed an attachment to 
the city that proved fatal in the end. 

In addition to its continued personal and institutional links with 
Europe, the Institut refused to alter its original notion of the audi
ence for whom it was writing. As mentioned in the first chapter, Ger
man remained the Zeitschrift's major language until the war. As late 
as 1940 Horkheimer was able to chide other refugees for their rapid 
Americanization: "That the German intellectuals don't need long to 
change to a foreign language as soon as their own bars them from a 
sizeable readership, comes from the fact that language already serves 
them more in the struggle for existence than as an expression of 
truth." I Because of the Institut's financial ,independence, Horkhei
mer and his ,colleagues could remain above the "struggle for exis
tence" forced on many of the other emigres. But Horkheimer's desire 
to keep the Institut self-consciously German was also rooted in a se
rious appreciation of the need to maintain a link with Germany's hu:" 
manist past, a link that might help in the future reconstruction of a 
post-Nazi German culture. To this end, the Institut's members re
mained impervious to the entreaties of their new colleagues at Co
lumbia to integrate their work into the American social-scientific 
mainstream. 

On occasion, of course, the Zeitschrift's pages were opened to dis
tinguished American scholars, including Margaret Mead, Charles 
Beard, and Harold LasswelI.2 In general, however, the Zeitschrift re
mained a forum for the Institut's own ideas and the findings of much 
of its empirical work. When new figures appeared, they were usually 
fellow refugees to whom the Institut had extended a helping hand. In 
at least one case, that of Ferdinand Tonnies,3 this was done to aid a 
distinguished scholar in trouble at the end of a long career. But on 
the whole the Institut followed a policy that was expressed in one of 
its mimeographed histories in 1938. Ironic in ,the light of subsequent 
events, the statement reads: "It may be said that the Institute has no 
'outstanding names' on its staff. The reason for this lies in the belief 
of the Institute that famous German scholars would easily find posi
tions in American institutions. The case of the younger German ref
ugees is quite different. The Institute has been chiefly concerned with 
them." 4 Although the Institut's funds were less extensive than some 
of its disgruntled petitioners imagined, support was extended to 
some two hundred emigres. Although a full list has not yet been 
made public, such names 'as Fritz Sternberg, Hans Mayer, Paul 
Lazarsfeld, Fritz Karsen, Gerhard Meyer, and A. R. L. Gurland. 
would be on it. In the ten years after 1934, approximately $200,000 
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was distributed among II6 doctoral candidates and I4 postdoctoral 
students.s According to Pollock,6 the methodological or political 
inclinations of the recipients played no real part in determining the 
award. The only firm criterion was fervent anti-Nazism. Even 
positivists like Edgar Zilsel were given support without any attempt 
being made to coerce them to the Institut's way of thinking. 

This is not to say that the Institut indiscriminately accepted the 
work of people with whom its members disagreed. Ludwig Marcuse, 
for example, was commissioned in 1938 to write a piece on Father 
Jahn, the early nineteenth-century romantic sponsor of gymnastic 
societies. The results of his work were unsatisfactory, so he remem
bered in his autobiography, for ideological reasons: 

[Horkheimer] was a Hegelian and militant sociologist, believing in the 
objective spiri~, and had expected a study from me which would have 
worked on Jahn as an illustration of the Left Hegelian science of society. I; 
on the other hand, belonged at an early age to the diverse opposition: the 
early Romantics, Stirner, Schopenhauer, Kierkegaard, and Nietzsche .... I 
had a warm inclination towards Pollock and Horkheimer, a high respect for 
their ZeitschriJt and their collective volume, Authority and Family, which 
their Institut had published - and was sad not to be able to work with 
them.? 

Other refugees such as Henry Pachter8 have a more bitter recollec
tion of the Institut's process of selecting those it would support, 
claiming that promises were made that were broken. This the Institut 
resolutely denies, as it does the accusations made in recent years 
about the influence allegedly exercised on one beneficiary of a sti
pend, Walter Benjamin.9 The validity of these latter allegations will 
be treated in a subsequent chapter. 

Along with the Institut's continued institutional and personal ties 
to Europe, its reluctance to publish in English, and its concern for 
other refugee scholars went a strong desire to preserve its own iden
tity apart from the academic structure of Columbia, as it had main
tained its independence in Frankfurt. After 1936 the Institut did give 
courses in the Extension Division and sponsored guest lectures by 
European scholars such as Harold Laski, Morris Ginsberg, and 
Celestin BougIe, which were open to the university community. Still, 
off in its own building on I 17th Street provided by Columbia, the In
stitut was able to pursue its own work without any pressure from the 
department with which it was most naturally associated, sociology. 
This meant that although it maintained friendly ties with Columbia's 
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sociologists, it did not become seriously embroiled in the controversy 
between the partisans of Robert MacIver and those of Robert Lynd, 
which split the department in the late thirties. l !} In fact, after the war, 
when concrete proposals were made to integrate the Institut into the 
sociology department or Paul Lazarsfeld's newly constituted Bureau 
of Applied Social Research, they were politely declined. As Hork
heimer wrote to Lowenthal in 1942, "Scientific institutions here exer
cise a constant pressure on their junior members which. cannot be 
compared in the least with the freedom which has reigned in our In
stitute .... People don't want to understand that there can be a 
group of scholars working under a director not responsible to big 
business or to mass-culture publicity." 11 

Most importantly, of course, the Institut's European outlook was 
demonstrated in its work. As to be expected, Critical Theory was ap
plied to the most pressing problem of the time, the rise of fascism in 
Europe. As Henry Pachter has pointed out,12 many emigres without 
prior political interests or training were compelled by events to study 
the new totalitarianism. Psychologists like Ernst Kris examined Nazi 
propaganda, philosophers like Ernst Cassirer and Hamiah Arendt 
probed the myth of the state and the origins of totalitarianism, and 
novelists like Thomas Mann wrote allegories of Germany's disinte
gration. Here the Institut was uniquely equipped to make an impor
tant contribution. Well before the forced emigration, it had turned 
its attention to problems of authority. Critical Theory was developed 
partly in response to the failure of traditional Marxism to explain the 
reluctance of the proletariat to fulfill its historical role. One of the. 
primary reasons for Horkheimer's early interest in psychoanalysis 
had been the help it might give in accounting for the psychological 
"cement" of society. Accordingly, when he assumed the reins of the 
Institut in 1930, one of the first tasks he announced was an empirical 
study of the mentality of workers in the Weimar Republic. 13 

Although never actually completed to Horkheimer's satisfaction 
this was the first real effort to apply Critical Theory to a concrete, 
empirically verifiable problem. Erich Fromm was the projeds 
director; in later years, Anna Hartock, Herta Herzog, Paul Lazarsfeld, 
and Ernst Schachtel all contributed to the attempt to complete the 
study. Approximately three thousand questionnaires were distributed 
to workers, asking their views on such issues as the education of 
children, the rationalization of industry, the possibility of avoiding a 
new war, and the locus of real power in the state. Adolf Levenstein 
had been the first to use an interpretive questionnaire in 1912,14 but 
Fromm's psychoanalytic training allowed him to develop a more 
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sophisticated characterology based on the modified Freudian types 
he developed in the Zeitschrift.IS 

Perhaps the key innovation of the study was the way in which the 
questionnaire itself was conducted. The answers were taken down 
verbatim by the interviewers and then analyzed, the way a psychoan
alyst listens to the associations. of a patient. Certain key words or re
current patterns of expression were interpreted as clues to the under
lying psychological reality beneath the manifest content of the 
answers. This technique, it might be noted in passing, was very 
different from that employed in the Institut's collaborative project, 
The Authoritarian Personality, as we shall see when examining that 
work in Chapter 7. Fromm himself, however, was to turn back to it 
many years later in the analysis of Social Character in a Mexican Vil
lage,16 which he and Michael Maccoby conducted in the late fifties 
and early sixties. 

In general, the interviews disclosed a wide discrepancy between 
avowed beliefs and personality traits. Approximately 10 percent of 
the 586 respondents exhibited what was called an "authoritarian" 
character, a personality syndrome the Institut was to spend much of 
its subsequent time and energy exploring. Another 15 percent ex
pressed a psychological commitment to antiauthoritarian goals and 
were thus deemed likely to live up to the revolutionary rhetoric of the 
left, if circumstances demanded it. The vast majority, however, were 
highly ambivalent. As a result, the Institut concluded that the 
German working class would be far less resistant to a right -wing 
seizure of power than its militant ideology would suggest. 

Despite the prescience of its conclusions - the German working 
class was, in fact, to accept Nazism without any real resistance - the 
study was never actually published by the Institut. As late as 1939 
plans were still afoot to have it appear as The German Workers under 
the Weimar Republic,17 but with Fromm's departure from the Institut 
went a major reason for its publication. In later years, Pollock sug
gested that it was never published because too many of the question
naires were lost in the flight from Germany.IS Fromm, however, dis
puted this claim and argued that Horkheimer and he differed over 
the value of the work, a quarrel that, in fact, contributed to their 
break. 19 Some of the project's findings were, however, worked into 
subsequent studies of authontarianism, such as Escape from Free
dom.20 And the questionnaire it had developed was incorporated into 
the next major Institut project, the Studien fiber Autoritat und Familie 
(Studies on Authority and Family). 

Before embarking on a. discussion of this mammoth work, the fruit 
of Horkheimer's first five years as director, certain of the theoretical 
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presuppositions of the Institut on the question of authority should be 
made clear. First, Critical Theory's holistic, syncretic outlook pre
vented it from developing a theory. of specifically political authority. 
To do so would have implied a fetishization of politics as something 
apart from the social totality. "A general definition of authority," 
Horkheimer wrote, "would be necessarily extremely empty, like all 
conceptual definitions which attempt to define single moments of so
ciallife in a way which encompasses all 'of history .... General con
cepts, which form the basis of social theory, can only be understood 
in their correct meaning in connection with the other general and 
specific concepts of theory, that is, as moments of a specific theoreti
cal structure." 21 

Reflecting its roots in Marxism, Critical Theory tended to see poli
tics as more epiphenomenal than the socio-economic substructure. 
Although the Frankfurt School had already begun to question the 
derivative nature of culture assumed by mechanistic Marxists, it was 
slower to do the same for politics. Even with the introduction of po
litical scientists such as Franz Neumann and Otto Kirchheimer into 
the Institut, there was little impetus for the development of an auton
omous theory of politics. In fact, only after they left the Institut did 
Neumann and Kirchheimer develop a sensitivity to the "primacy of 
politics" in the twentieth century.22 Until then, they shared an under
estimation of the political sphere with the other Institut members, 
which had been a hallmark of almost all nineteenth-century thought 
from Marx to the classical economists.23 Only in the late thirties, 
when Pollock developed a notion of "state capitalism" that stressed 
the role of governmental control, did the Institut begin to investigate 
the political component in political economy. On the whole, how
ever, as Marcuse was later to write, "If there was one matter about 
which the author of these essays [Negations] and his friends were not 
uncertain, it was the understanding that the fl:!-scist state was fascist 
society, and that totalitarian violence and totalitarian reason came 
from the structure of existing society, which was in the act of over
coming its liberal past and incorporating its historical negation." 24 
Because the Institut saw "society" 25 as the fundamental reality, it 
perceived no need to develop a discrete theory of political authority 
or obligation. When in fact it did examine such theories, as in the 
case of Marcuse's analysis of Carl Schmitt,26 it did so largely to un
mask their ideological character. One of the ironies of the Institut's 
slowness to acknowledge the' new primacy of politics was that at this 
very time, the orthodoxy in the Soviet Union itself had shifted in that 
direction, stressing political voluntarism rather than objective condi-
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tions. Stalin, who was responsible for the theoretical change, was 
merely ratifying the reality of Soviet practice.27 

Critical Theory did, however, have an implicit theory of political 
authority, which was ultimately grounded in its philosophical as
sumptions. As discussed in Chapter 2, the Hegelian notion of the 
identity of subject and object, particular and universal, essence and 
appearance played a key role in the genesis of Critical Theory. Rea
son, the guiding principle of the Institut's thinking, meant essentially 
the synthesis of these opposites, the reconciliation of social as well as 
political antagonisms. In Marcuse's work, identity theory played a 
greater role than in Horkheimer's. Aqorno was at the other end of 
the spectrum from Marcuse, but still within a Hegelian framework 
based on the utopian reconciliation of contradictions. Translated 
into political terms, this meant the classical notion of "positive free
dom," combining an end to political alienation with adherence to 
universally valid rational laws. "The democratic state," Horkheimer 
wrote in 1942, "should be like the idea of the Greek polis without 
slaves." 28 Accordingly, the alternative idea of "negative freedom," 
most often identified with Christian and liberal theorists, was anath
ema to the Institut. Freedom, as Fromm argued in Escape from Free
dom,29 meant "freedom to," not merely "freedom from." And in 
Marcuse's words, "We know that freedom is an eminently political 
concept. Real freedom for individual existence (and not merely in the 
liberalist sense) is possible only in a specifically structured polis, a 
'rationally' organized society." 30 

There was therefore a type of political authority that might be 
called legitimate: the authority of reason. It might be noted in pass
ing that insofar as Fromm agreed with this notion, John Schaar's cri
tique of his work, entitled Escape from Authority, is misnamed. In an 
ideal political system, the individual would obey his government be
cause it would truly represent his interests. In fact, the distinction be
tween governed and government would tend to disappear, thereby 
realizing Marx's withering away of the state as an external apparatus 
to coerce men. The perfect democracy, or isonomy, which Rousseau 
among others had espoused, would thus be realized when men fol
lowed their own reason. In his more utopian moments Horkheimer 
went so far as to question all political power. The question of what 
one should do with power, he wrote during the war, "presupposes 
the condition which is supposed to disappear: the power of 4isposi
tion over alienated labor." 31 

In the interim, however, he and the other Institut members were 
careful to warn against the premature dissolution of political author-
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ity. More than once they attacked the anarchists for their impa
tience.32 Until a true social transformation occurred, they stressed 
the necessity of rational authority similar to that exercised by an ed
ucator over his pupils. This, however, had been more a possibility 
during the liberal era than in the present.33 In the current age of mo
nopoly capitalism,-both the free entrepreneur and the autonomous 
political subject were threatened with liquidation. Thus, the vaunted 
pluralism of the liberal democracies of the West had degenerated 
into little more than an ideology. "True pluralism," Horkheimer 
wrote, "belongs to the concept of a future society." 34 Increasingly, 
the political authority that dominated modern man was becoming ir
rational. 

In so arguing, it should be noted, the Institut had taken a position 
very different from that assumed by Max Weber, whose idea of the 
rationalization of authority came to dominate much American social 
scientific thinking at about the same time. In Economy and Society 35 

Weber had developed his well-known tripartite typology of impera
tive coordination (or legitimate authority): charismatic, traditional, 
and rational-legal. In general, he saw the ascendancy of rational
legal authority as the secular trend of Western civilization. By ratio
nalization, however, Weber meant something very different from 
what the Institut did. Briefly, to Weber, rational-legal authority sig
nified obedience to an abstract, consistent system of rules established 
by agreement or imposition and implemented by a bureaucratic 
staff. Obligation was to laws, not men. The bureaucracy was com
posed of officials chosen by regular procedures on the basis of ad
ministrative competence. Calculability, efficiency, and impersonality 
were the basic characteristics of this pattern of authority. 

The Frankfurt School did not deny the trend towards bureaucratic 
rationality and legal formalism (although writing during the era of 
rising fascism, they could appreciate, as W eb~r could not, the fragil
ity of the latter). What they did find inadequate was the reduction of 
rationality to its formal, instrumental side. More Hegelian than 
Weber, who was schooled in neo-Kantianism, they argued for a sub
stantive rationalism involving ends as welI as means. Although 
Weber had recognized the distinction between formal and substan
tive rationality,36 he did not feel, as the Institut did, that socialism 
would resolve the conflict between them. If anything,_ so Weber 
thought, socialism would tighten the screws on the "iron cage" of ra
tionalization. Moreover, by pointing to the frequent incursion of 
charisma into even the most rationalized systems of authority, 
Weber demonstrated his sensitivity to the dangers of that" combina-
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tion of rationalized means and irrational ends which was so charac
teristic of fascism. 

The Frankfurt School could be in agreement with this latter obser
vation but not. with the former. Where Weber also failed in their eyes 
was in hypostatizing the distinction between ends and means, a false 
dichotomy that was further reflected in his belief in the possibility of 
a "value-free" social science. In addition, the Institut rejected We
ber's contention that capitalism was the highest form of socio-eco
nomic rationality. As Marxists, they repudiated the notion that an 
unplanned economy without socialized means of production could 
be anything but irrational. Accordingly, political authority in a capi
talist society could not be rational in the substantive sense of recon
ciling particular and general interests.37 

In fact, it was their belief that capitalism in its advanced, monopo
listic stage actually decreased the rationality of political authority. 
The formal, legal rationality that Weber had describcd corresponded 
more closely to conditions during the liberal phase of bourgeois soci
ety, which were characterized by belief in the Rechtsstaat (constitu
tional state). As capitalism had evolved in a monopolistic direction, 
liberal political and legal institutions were increasingly replaced by 
totalitarian ones. Those that remained were little more than the fa
cade for new types of irrational authority. Rationality was itself se
verely threatened. "The fascist order," Horkheimer wrote during the 
war, "is the reason in which reason reveals itself as irrational." 38 

However, the transformation from liberalism to totalitarianism 
was more organic than liberal theorists acknowledged. As Marcuse 
wrote in his first essay in the Zeitschrift: "The turn from the liberalist 
to the total-authoritarian state occurs within the framework of a sin
gle social order. With regard to the unity of this econOinic base, we 
can say it is liberalism that 'produces' the total-authoritarian state 
out of itself, as its own consummation at a more advanced stage of 
development." 39 In short,fascism was intimately related to capital
ism itself. In one of his most frequently quoted phrases, Horkheimer 
wrote in 1939, "he who does not wish to speak of capitalism should 
also be silent about fascism." 40 As we shall see, however, when we 
discuss Franz Neumann's Behemoth, the Institut was never fully in 
agreement about what this relation really was. 

Marcuse's article "The Struggle against Liberalism in the Totali
tarian View of the State" is worth examining in detail because of the 
number of points he makes that were subsequently developed in 
other works by the Institut. The essay is also a model of dialectical 
thinking, treating totalitarianism as both a reaction to and a continu-
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ation of certain trends in liberalism. Originally, Marcuse argued, the 
totalitarian world view began as a response to the regimenting ra
tionalization ofli~e and the desiccating intellectualization of thought 
in the nineteenth century. The "anemia" of bourgeois existence was 
countered by an ideology of heroic vitalism. The arid, brittle quality 
of nineteenth-century philosophy, both materialist and idealist, pro
duced its corrective in Leqensphilosophie.· But by the twentieth cen
tury the valid insights of Dilthey and Nietzsche had degenerated into 
a mindless irrationalism, whose function, as Horkheimer often 
noted,41 was as a justification for the status quo. Similarly, Marcuse 
argued, the traditional liberal emphasis on inwardness, its "privatiza
tionof reason," 42 and the reduction of freedom to its "negative" di
mension gave rise to a universalistic reaction, in which the totality 
- in Germany, the Volk - was made superior to the individual. 
The facade of a classless society, the ideological VolksgemeinschaJt, 
was thus erected on the foundation of continued class rule by the 
capitalists. 

Both a reaction to liberalism and a continuation of one of its as
sumptions was the totalitarian apotheosis of nature. Liberal econom
ics, Marcuse pointed out, had always been based on the premise of 
"natural laws." "Here," he wrote, "in the center of the liberalist sys
tem, society is interpreted through its reduction to 'nature' in its har
monizing function: as the evasive justification of a contradictory so
cial order." 43 What was new in totalitarianism, however, was the 
combination of naturalism with irrationalism. Nature had been ele
vated in viilkisch thought to a mythic status; the Volk was trans
formed into the central natural reality. Nature, with all its brutality 
and incomprehensibility, was transformed into the "great antagonist 
of history," 44 absolutizing the irrationalities of the present order. 
One of its results was tbe ethic of self-sacrifice and ascetic denial 
characteristic of heroic realIsm. 

In attempting to justify this perverse condition, totalitarian theory, 
as demonstrated in the work of Carl Schmitt, could offer only one 
solution: "That there is a state of affairs that through its very exis
tence and presence is exempt from all justification, i.e., an 'existen
tial,' 'ontological' state of affairs-justification by mere existence."45 
Marcuse's trenchant discussion of political existentialism gave evi
dence of the distance he had traveled since joining the Institut in 
1932 . He now argued that Heidegger's position before Being and 
Time was "philosophy's furthest advance" 46 in regaining the con
crete subject denied by abstract rationalism from Descartes to Hus
serlo What followed, however, was a reaction in which abstract 
anthropology replaced concrete history in order to justify the natu-
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ralistic ideology of heroic realism. Marcuse then quoted from Hei
degger's notorious pro-Nazi inaugural speech of 1933, "The Self-As
sertion of the German University," to show how far existentialism 
had joined forces with irrational naturalism in glorifying earth and 
blood as the true forces of history. 

The more self-consciously political variation of existentialism, as 
exemplified by Schmitt, was even more sinister to Marcuse. By re
ducing politics to existential relationships unencumbered by ethical 
norms, Schmitt and his ilk had carried the notion of sovereignty to 
its extreme. "Sovereign," Schmitt had written, "is he who decides on 
the state of emergency." 47 Sovereignty was thus rooted in the right 
to make decisions, which was granted to the state. The individual, 
who had been rescued by earlier Lebensphilosophie, was now made 
subservient to the state. "With the realization of the total-authoritar
ian state," Matcuse wrote, "existentialism abolishes itself-rather 
it undergoes abolition." 48 What began philosophically as a pro
test thus ended politically in capitulation to the dominant forces of 
society. 

There was in all of this one small consolation: "In consciously po
liticizing the concept of existence, and deprivatizing and deinternal
izing the liberalist, idealist conception of man, the totalitarian view 
of the state represents progress - progress that leads beyond the 
basis of the totalitarian state, propelling the theory beyond the social 
order that it affirms." 49 Still, Marcuse stressed, it ought to be recog
n.ized that the ideological reconciliation of interests in the volkisch 
state should not be confused with the real reconciliation promised by 
Marx. As Horkheimer was to write during the war, the fascist Ver
staallichung (nationalization) was the opposite of the Marxist Ver-
gesellschaftlichung (socialization).50 It was also a betrayal of the He
gelian notion of the state as the reconciliation of ·contradictions. In 
fact, Marcuse argued, anticipating his more extensive discussion in 
Reason and Revolution, the Nazis and Hegel were fundamentally in
compatible, despite the popular assumption to the contrary. Critical 
idealism and existentialism were in reality polar opposites. 

In any event, the clearest implication of Marcuse's essay, and one 
that was shared by other Institut members,51 was that liberalism 
along with the economic base that had sustained it was irretrievably 
dead. The future held only the totalitarian authoritarianism of the 
right or the liberating collectivism of the left. That a third possibility, 
what Marcuse was later to call "one-dimensional" society, would 
emerge from the polarization of the thirties was only dimly perceived 
by the Institut in the years before the war. Nor did the Frankfurt 
School allow for the possibility of a retention of certain elements of 
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liberal society in the post-market economy world. By stressing the 
continuities between liberalism and fascism, which, to be sure, had 
been ignored by those who saw the latter as a right-wing, reactionary 
movement instead of the middle-class extremism it was,52 they 
tended to minimize the very real differences that separated them. To 
see the irrationalism of fascist ideology as little more than an 
affirmation of the status quo was to miss those elements of that status 
quo - the formal legal safeguards, civil liberties, and so on - which 
were challenged by that abandonment of rationality. Fascism and 
liberalism may have been "within the framework of a single social 
order," but the framework proved large enough to encompass very 
different political and legal systems. 

With these assumptions about the nature of political authority in 
mind, the Studien fiber Autorillit und Familie can now be discussed. 
Although, as Horkheimer made clear in his introduction,53 the prob
lem of authority and the family was not at the center of a theory of 
society,. it still deserved serious study because of the family's crucial 
role in mediating between material substructure and ideological 
superstructure. In fact, it is not surprising that the Institut's neo
Hegelian Marxism should have led it to an examination of familial 
relations. For Hegel, the family had been the central ethical institu
tion on which the community was ultimately based.54 Marx, of 
course, had had a very different evaluation of the family as it con
cretely appeared in the society he examined. The bourgeois family, 
he had argued in The Communist Manifesto, was a monument of de
humanized alienation. Unlike Hegel, he felt that a civil society fos
tering egoistic, exchange-value dominated motivations had invaded 
the family and distorted its "ethical" side. The reality of the bour
geois family, Marx argued, was its commodity nature; that of the 
proletarian family was its dissolution through external exploitation. 
The Institut's own approach, as we shall see, mediated between these 
two perspectives, although tending increasingly towards Marx's 
more pessimistic one. It also combined the genetic concerns charac
teristic of most nineteenth-century students of the family, such as Le 
Play, Maine, and Bachofen, with the interest in the current function 
of the family displayed by their twentieth-century successors.55 

The Studien was the product of five years of work carried out by 
the combined Institut staff, with the exception of Grossmann and 
Adorno (who did not become an official member until after its com
pletion). In its dedication, it remembered the Institut's major bene
factor, Felix Weil, who had helped persuade his father to endow the 
Institut in the early twenties. It was the first real fruit of the plan an-
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nounced at Horkheimer's inauguration as professor at Frankfurt to 
enrich its theoretical perspective with empirical investigations. Al
though all the information used, with one or two exceptions, was 
gathered in Europe under the direction of Andries Sternheim, the 
Studien acknowledged the influence of an· American forerunner, 
Robert Lynd's Middletown, published in 1929. Horkheimer edited 
the first part, which consisted of theoretical essays; Fromm the sec
ond, devoted to empirical studies; and Lowenthal the third, com
posed of separate investigations of various related problems. These 
were followed by extensive bibliographical essays and abstracts in 
English and French. 

Appropriately, in view of the Institut's adherence to the primacy 
of theory, the initial section of the Studien was given over to three 
long speculative essays by Horkheimer, Fromm, and Marcuse. A 
fourth, prepared by Pollock on the economics of authority relations, 
was not finished in time because of his administrative duties. 
Horkheimer set the tone for the entire volume in his "General Sec
tion." He began by establishing the rationale for so closely examin
ing the cultural side of modern society. Although not rejecting the 
Marxist stress on the centrality of the material substructure, he ar
gued for the reciprocal interaction that inevitably existed between it 
and the superstructure. Using as examples Chinese ancestor worship 
and the Indian caste system, he explored the "cultural lag" 56 that 
often obtains after the original socio-economic cause has disap
peared. Ideas and behavioral patterns may have lost their objective 
- that i~, material- justification, but still persist because men are 
subjectively and emotionally committed to them. Only with this un
derstood could the suptleties of authority relations be adequately ap
preciated. 

The second section of Horkheimer's essay dealt with the historical 
development of authority in the bourgeois world. Here he expatiated 
on many of the ideas treated elsewhere in the Institut's work. Hork
heimer laid special emphasis on the disparity between the bourgeois 
ideology of antiauthoritarianism and the increasing submission of 
the individual to the reified authority of an irrational socio-economic 
order. He was careful, however, to argue against the total antiau
thoritarianism of Bakunin and other anarchists who misunderstood 
the material preconditions necessary for true freedom. Only when 
general and particular interests were reconciled would the formal
istic opposition of authority and reason hypostatized by the an
archists be finally overcome. "Anarchism," Horkheimer wrote, "and 
authoritarian statism both belong to the same cultural epoch." 57 

With this as a background, Horkheimer turned to the function of 
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the family in the process of socialization. Here he drew a distinction 
between the family in the era of bourgeois liberalism and its contem
porary counterpart. In the former, the father enjoyed the authority 
that accompanied his objective role as economic provider, in addi
tion to his other sources of authority, such as physical superiority 
over his children. To this extent, he was both the natural and the ra
tional head of his household. With the undermining of his objective 
social power in the late capitalist era, however, his authority had be
come increasingly ideological and irrational. The working class fam
ily was particularly susceptible to this crucial change because of its 
precarious economic condition. With the decline of the father's au
thority went a transfer of his "metaphysical" aura to social institu
tions outside the family. These institutions now enjoyed the immu
nity from criticism that the early bourgeois father had to some extent 
earned. Misfortune was thus blamed on personal inadequacy or nat
ural causes rather than on social ones. Acceptance of impotence as 
inevitable, rather than active self-assertion, was the result.58 

This part of Horkheimer's analysis was in the same spirit as 
Marx's critique of the bourgeois family, although it was enriched by 
a more developed psychological understanding of interpersonal rela
tions. However, Horkheimer diq not entirely reject Hegel's alterna
tive notion of the family as a preserve of ethical resistance against so
cial dehumanization. Where he criticized Hegel was for his 
shortsighted hypostatization of the opposition between family and 
civil society. Antigone's relationship to her brother, which Hegel in
terpreted as a symbol of the inevitable. antagonism between family 
and society, was to Horkheimer a foretaste of the rational society of 
the future.59 He did, however, agree with Marx's observation that the 
"negative," critical thrust of familial life and conjugal love had been 
seriously eroded in bourgeois society more than Hegel had grasped. 
In the twentieth century this trend was even more pronounced. For 
example, simply to oppose a matriarchal principle in Bachofen's 
sense to the current patriarchal society would be to ignore the subtle 
transformation of the woman's role in modern life. As Strindberg 
and Ibsen had illustrated in their plays, so Horkheimer argued, the 
emancipation of women in bourgeois society proved less ofa libera
tion than once assumed. Women in most cases had adapted to the 
system and become a conservative force through their total depen
dence on their husbands. In fact, children learned to obey the pre
vailing order at their mother's knee, despite the potential for an alter
native social system implicit in the traditional matriarchal ethic of 
warmth, acceptance, and love. 

In short, Horkheimer recognized a dialectical relationship between 
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family and society, at once reinforcing and contradictory, but with 
the negative element on the decline. Thus the essay ended on a pessi
mistic note: "The education of authoritarian characters ... does 
not belong to transient appearances, but to a relatively lasting condi
tion .... The dialectical totality of generality, particularity, and in
dividuality proves now to be the unity of mutually reinforcing 
forces." 60 The major implication of his essay, and that of the Studien 
as a whole, was the transformation of the family's role in the process 
of socialization. Because of the decline of the "negative," counterso
cial function of the family, individuals were more directly socialized 
by other institutions in the society. As we shall see when examining 
the Institut's discussion of mass culture, these alternative agents of 
socialization were instrumental in creating a type of "authoritarian 
personality" more subtle and resistant to change than any in pre
modern societies. The crisis of the family was to be a topic appearing 
again and again in subsequent work by Institut memLers and others, 
such as the psychologist Alexander Mitscherlich,61 who were in
fluenced by them. 

The second essay, in the theoretical section of the - Studien, 
Fromm's "Social Psychological Section," also had considerable reso
nance in future Institut work. In the mid-thirties, as explained in 
Chapter 3, Fromm's attitude towards orthodox psychoanalysis was 
very much in flux. As a consequence, his essay expressed a certain 
ambivalence towards Freud. It began with the acknowledgment that 
Freud's theory of mass psychology and the superego was the best 
'starting point for a general psychological analysis of authority. Hav
ing said this, however, Fromm quickly pointed to the shortcomings 
he saw in psychoanalytic theory. Freud, he argued, sometimes as
signed the reality principle to the rational ego, sometimes to the su
perego, whereas in a healthy society it ought to' belong only to the 
former. Freud was also too simplistic in his notion of identification 
as the primary source of the superego, although identification was a 
useful analytical too1.62 He was especially wrong, Fromm continued, 
in basing the child's identification with his father solely on the Oedi
pus complex and fear of castration. There were other specifically 
socio-economic factors, he argued, which also affected the authority 
relationship. 

In fact, the progress of society itself was a major influence on the 
relative strength of the ego and superego in repressing the socially 
dangerous impulses of the id. With the development of the produc
tive powers of mankind, human control of nature, both within and 
outside man, had grown. This meant the increase of man's capacity 
to create a rational society ruled by his ego,rather than by his tradi-
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tionally formed superego. Freud, however, had neglected the active 
side of ego development and overstressed its adaptive quality.63 With 
a strengthened ego, Fromm continued, freedom from irrational anxi
ety would be maximized and authority derived from the superego 
lessened. If, on the other hand, social conditions were out of phase 
with the productive powers, the development of a strong ego would 
be hindered, leading to a regression to irrational authority rooted in 
the superego. As Ferenczi had demonstrated, the loss of ego in hyp
notic situations led to an authority relation between therapist and 
patient that was clearly irrational. 

Fromm, however, was not completely satisfied with the loss of ego 
as an explanation of the ardor with which some people embraced au
thority. Nor was he willing to accept an innate drive for subordina
tion, such as that postulated by McDougall or Vierkandt.64 Instead, 
he attempted to integrate his historical causation with psychosexual 
concepts derived largely from Freud. Anticipating his later argument 
in Escape from Freedom, he offered the sado-masochistic character 
as the ~ore of the authoritarian personality. In 1936 he grounded it 
primarily in sexuality, whereas in his later formulation it was 
based on the "existentialist" categories of alienation and symbiotic 
relatedness.65 

Fromm agreed with Freud that both masochism and sadism were 
part of a unified character syndrome, adding that authoritarian so
cieties based on hierarchy and dependency increased the likelihood 
of its appearance. Masochism in such societies, he argued, mani
fested itself in the passive acceptance of "fate," the force of "facts," 
"duty," "God's will," and so on.66 Although difficult to explain fully, 
the pleasures of inferiority were derived negatively from its liberation 
of the individual from his anxiety, positively from his feeling of par
ticipation in power. 1;'hey were also related, Fromm argued, to a 
weakening of heterosexual, genital sexuality and a regression to pre
genital, especially anal, libidinous stages. Homosexual identification 
with the powers above, more often spiritual than corporeal, was an
other characteristic of sado-masochistic authoritarianism. This latter 
aspect of the syndrome was especially pronounced in patriarchal cul
tures in which men were presumed to. be inherently superior to 
women and were thus transformed into the objects of masochistic 
love. 

Fromm concluded his essay by discussing types of reactions 
against authority. Here he distinguished between "rebellions," which 
simply replace one irrational authority with another without signify
ing a real change in underlying character, and "revolutions," which 
did reflect such a change. The latter, which Fromm admitted were 
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far. less frequent, implied an ego strong enough to withstand the 
blandishments of irrational sado-masochistic authority. In rational, 
democratic societies, the leaders who did emerge enjoyed an author
ity based on capability, experience, and disinterestedness rather than 
metaphysical, innate superiority. Therefore, not all antiauthoritarian 
impulses were justified. "Rebellions" were pseudo-liberations in 
which the individual was really seeking a new irrational authority to 
love, even when he seemed most antagonistic to all authority. The re
sentful anarchist and the rigid authoritarian were thus not as far 
apart as they might appear at first glance. This accounted for the 
sudden embrace of-authority that often characterized the seemingly 
libertarian anarchist. 

Fromm's contribution to the Studien's theoretical section struck an 
optimistic note in its support for the possibility of reconciling a 
strong individual ego, mature heterosexual genital sexuality, and a 
rational, democratic society. As discussed in the previous chapter, 
his adherence to this position in the following years, combined with 
his diminution of the importance of sexuality, increasingly distanced 
him from other Institut members. Horkheimer and Adorno, as we 
shall see, began to question the nature-dominating, rational ego that 
Fromm had so strongly supported. And Marcuse, as we have already 
seen, rejected the notion of heterosexual genitality as the standard of 
psychic health most compatible with the good society. In the thirties, 
however, all Institut members accepted the general contours of 
Fromm's psychosocial utopia with little qualification. 

Marcuse, who was to become Fromm's most outspoken opponent 
in the fifties, was not yet a serious student of Freud; The essay that 
he contributed to· the Studien's theoretical section was a rather 
straightforward intellectual history of theories of authority. This and 
the bibliographical essay he also wrote for the volume67 demon
strated not only his indifference to psychology, but also his nonin
volvement with the Institut's empirical work based on psychological 
categories. Of all the members of the Frankfurt School, Marcuse was 
least empirically inclined, a. fact that his critics in later years never 
tired of rehearsing.68 

In his "Intellectual Historical Section," Marcuse developed many 
of the points made elsewhere in Zeitschrift articles. He began by 
stressing once again the intrinsic connection between freedom and 
authority, which bourgeois theorists had so often failed to acknowl
edge. Instead, he pointed out, they posited the notion of negative 
freedom, most characteristically formulated by Kant, which meant 
the separation of inner and outer selves. Internal autonomy was pre
served at the cost of external heteronomy. The antiauthoritarian pre-
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tensions of bourgeois theory masked the metaphysical sanction it 
gave to the prevailing social order. And under capitalism this order 
remained inevitably irrationa1.69 

~n the series of brief intellectual historical sketches that followed, 
Marcuse outlined the classic forms of negative freedom as they ap
peared in the thought of the Reformation and of Kant. Missing, 
however, were such theorists in between as Hobbes, Locke, Hume, 
and Rousseau, whose thinking rarely appeared in any of the In
stitut's discussions of "bourgeois" .theory.7° What followed instead 
were sections devoted to challengers of the bourgeois notion of free
dom from both the left and right: Hegel, Burke, Bonald, de Maistre, 
Stahl, and Marx himself. Marcuse finished by turning to the trans
formation of the liberal ideas of freedom and authority into their to
talitarian successor. Here he focused on the work of Sorel and Pa
reto, whose theories of elitism,-he argued, anticipated both the fascist 
"leader principle" and the Leninist notion of the party". The core of 
totalitarian theory, Marcuse continued, was irrational formalism. 
The source of authority was no longer grounded in universal law or 
social preeIninence, but was understood instead to be derived from 
"natural" or racial right. The substance of totalitarian theory was en
tirely without positive content; al1 its concepts were counterconcepts, 
such as antiliberalism or anti-Marxism. The bourgeois preserve of in
tern aI, "negative" freedom had been liquidated, leaving only obe
dience to heteronomous authority. 

All three of the essays in the theoretical section were obviously 
prepared in coordination with each other. All posited the increasing 
ir:rationality of the social order and the concomitant decline of ra
tional authority, political or otherwise. All expressed, on the other 
hand, a certain confidence in the possibility of a social order in 
which general authority and particular interest Inight be reconciled. 
And finally, all shared the dismay, most strongly voiced in Hork
heimer's essay, that the faInily was rapidly ceasing to be an agent on 
the side of this possibility. 

To add weight to these conclusions, the Studien next presented a 
report of the Institut's empirical work. Although a source of rein
forcement and modification, these investigations were never really 
the essential justification for the Institut's theoretical speculations. 
Critical Theory, as we have explained earlier, was unremittingly hos
tile to pure induction as a methodology. "Moreover," Horkheimer 
and the others explained, "as our experience in this field was limited 
and the answering of questionnaires meets with special difficulties in 
Europe, these empirical investigations took on largely the character 
of an experiment. Nowhere have the results been generalized. The 
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questionnaires were not considered numerous enough to be statisti
cally conclusive. They were intended only to keep us in contact with 
the facts of daily life and were destined to serve primarily as material 
for typological conclusions." 71 Fromm, to be sure, felt more posi
tively about their validity,72 but Horkheimer's views prevailed. 

Yet, fragmentary and inclusive as the empirical studies were, they 
provided valuable methodological experience, which aided the Insti
tut in all its subsequent investigations of authority. Except for a brief 
preliminary report on the psychic state of the unemployed in Amer
ica, all the empirical work discussed in the Studien had been done in 
Europe, directly before the expulsion from Germany or immediately 
thereafter in other countries. The most extensive was based on the 
questionnaires Fromm had developed to test the psychological status 
of workers and clerical employees. Although, as mentioned before, 
some 586 of the three thousand original questionnaires were salvaged, 
there seemed sufficient variation to support a tripartite division of 
psychological types: authoritarian, revolutionary, and ambivalent. 
(Significantly, the antithesis of the "authoritarian" type was called 
"revolutionary". By the time of The Authoritarian Personality. after 
the Institut had been in America" for over a decade, it had changed to 
the "democratic," a shift of emphasis that reflected the dampening 
of the Institut's revolutionary fervor.) ~he quantitative_ generaliz
ations drawn from the material by Fromm and Lazarsfeld were not, 
however, published nor was an attempt made to correlate it with the 
subsequent performance of the German working class when the 
Nazis came to P9wer. 

Other studies were similarly modest in their conclusions. Only a 
third of the answers .to a survey of German p4ysicians' attitudes to
wards sexual morality, conducted in 1932, were received. Thus, al
though representative examples were given, followed by some obser
vations from Holland by Karl Landauer, no attempt was made to 
generalize the material. Caution was also displayed in analyzing a 
dual study of youthful authority patterns, although here the evidence 
was more extensive. Surveys had been conducted both of experts on 
youth in various countries and of adolescents the)1l~elves. The 
former were summarized by Andries Sternheim and a new member 
of the Institut's junior staff, Ernst Schachtel, who had "been a friend 
of Fromm's since their student days in Heidelberg.?3 Jay Rumney 
added a brief description of a separate study of English experts con
ducted by the London branch of the Institut, which was still in prog
ress. These were followed by reports on surveys of adolescents in 
Switzerland, France, and England. Kathe Leichter directed the Swiss 
investigations, with the methodological advice" of a refugee" from" 
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Vienna who was soon to become more deeply involved in Institut 
affairs, Paul Lazarsfeld. Less complete were the investigations made 
in Paris, reported ~y Jeanne ~ougle and Anne Weil, and London, 
described once again by Rumney. The final contributions to the Stu
dien's empirical section were reports of preliminary studies of the 
effects of unemployment in France and America, which anticipated 
a later work by Mirra Komarovsky to which we shall soon return. 

From his own project on the workers' authoritarianism, Fromm 
was able to draw certain methodological conclusions.74 First was the 
necessity of treating the totality of answers, rather than isolated ones, 
as the basis for analysis. The goal, as stated earlier, was the uncover
ing of the respondents' underlying character types, which were re
vealed only through the complete set of their answers and in compar
ison with other sets. This, however, required something more than 
inductive generalization. In Fromm's words, "as much as the forma
tion of types is influenced and should be permanently differentiated 
by the material of the investigation, the types cannot be exclusively 
acquired from classification, but presuppose a developed psychologi
cal theory." 75 The sado-masochistic character he had described ear
lier was the product of such a theory. To correlate the evidence from 
the questionnaires with a theoretical model, Fromm admitted, re
quired interpretive skill, but if done with sufficient deliberation it 
need not lead to distortions of the material. Other supporting evi
dence, even graphology, which Schachtel attempted to use with 
mixed results, might be adduced with effect. 

Once correlations between certain specific answers and the more 
general character types could be established, these might be related 
to other data such as social class or religious belief. The important 
point, however, was that behind all the empirical operations there 
must be a global theory. The most fruitful, Fromm implied, was of 
course Critical Theory. In fact, as Schachtel was to argue at some 
length in a subsequent ZeitschriJt article,76 American personality 
tests were inadequate precisely because of their anti theoretical basis. 
Besides this more general conclusion, more specific ones followed, 
but clearly the Institut's empirical efforts were still at a relatively 
primitive stage, at least in comparison with its later work, where con
tent analysis and projective tests were introduced to good advantage. 

The Studien's third section, edited by Lowenthal, included sixteen 
studies, many of almost monographic length.77 Because of lack of 
space in the volume itself, which still totaled more than nine hundred 
pages, many of these were presented a~ abstracts, and because of a 
similar problem here they cannot be treated separately. Several of 
the essays dealt specifically with the effects of economics on the fam-
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ily, which had been neglected in the theoretical section. Others 
treated legal questions involving familial relations in various 
countries. Strikingly absent in this section, as in the Studien as a 
whole, was a study of anti-Semitism and its relation to authoritar
ianism. This was perhaps a reflection of the Institut's general minimi- . 
zation of the Jewish problem, which has been noted 'earlier. Pollock, 
when questioned about it, replied "one didn't want to advertise 
that." 78 It perhaps also corresponded to the Institut's unwillingness 
to draw unnecessary attention to the overwhelmingly Jewish origins 
of its members. Whatever the cause, the neglect was not long-lived. 
In 1939 Horkheimer published an essay on "The Jews and Eu
rope," 79 one of his most despairing, and the Institut began to draw 
up plans for a major study of anti-Semitism. Although never com
pleted as initially conceived, this plan served as a forerunner of the 
"Studies in Prejudice" directed in part by the Institut in the forties, 
several of which dealt with the problem of anti-Semitism. The objec
tive that the Institut's founders had used to help persuade Hermann 
Weil to endow the Institut in the early twenties was thus not really 
achieved until two decades later, long after the Institut had first at
tempted to explore authoritarianIsm in the Studien. Yet without the 
experience provided by the first collaborative effort of the Institut, it 
is unlikely that its subsequent work on this question, as on many oth
ers, would have proceeded in quite the same way. 

Although the Studien was an important link in the Institut's own 
development, its impact on the outside world was mixed. Largely be
cause of its appearance in German, the American academic commu
ni!y was slow to assimilate its findings and methodology. This pro
cess was not abetted by the extremely hostile review the work received 
in the New School's journal; Social Research, at the hands of Hans 
Speier.8o Not only did the Institut's Marxist tinge arouse the New 
School's ire, but so did its enthusiasm for Freud. Max Wertheimer, 
the founder of Gestalt psychology, was the doyen of the New 
School's psychologists from 1934 until his death in 1943. His disdain 
for psychoanalysis was echoed in Speier'S disparaging review. As 
noted in the previous chapter; the integration of Marx and Freud 
was still a butt of ridicule in the 1930'S, and not only at the New 
School. The reception of the Studien suffered accordingly. 

The Institut's interest in the issue of authoritarianism did not, 
however, wane following the completion of the Studien. As the Nazi 
threat grew, so did the intensity of the Institut's attempt to under
stand it. The results were of sufficient richness to warrant a discus
sion of their own, which will occupy us in the next chapter. Before 
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focusing on the German case, however, the full range of the Institut's 
explorations of authoritarianism must be made clear. In fact, one of 
the key elements in the Institut's interpretation of Nazism was the 
belief that the phenomenon could not be isolated from general 
trends in Western civilization as a whole. 

Even more ambitiously, the Institut attempted to situate the crisis 
of Western civilization in a global context. Here it relied on its ex
perts in non-European affairs to broaden the scope of its work. The 
methodology that they used, howe.ver, tended to diverge from that 
employed in the Studien. This was especially true of the work of Karl 
August Wittfogel, whose distance from Critical Theory has already 
been stressed. Despite the gap between his approach and Hork
heimer's, his studies of China appeared in the Zeitschrift during the 
1930's with some regularity.81 Enriched by almost three years of re
search in the Far East after 1935, Wittfogel's work continued to be 
based on more orthodox Marxist premises than those of the Institut's 
inner circle. Although sponsored in his research by the Institut, he 
also received support from the Rockefeller Foundation and the Insti
tute of Pacific Relations. In the forties Wittfogel became increasingly 
independent of the Institut, both ideologically and financially. But in 
the several years after his return from China, his connection was 
prized as a link to the American academic world. The Institut's short 
historical accounts of those years always included extensive mention 
of his work, and he was prominently featured in the Institut's lecture 
series at Columbia's Extension Division. After his third marriage in 
1940 to Esther Goldfrank, however, his role in the Institut dimin
ished gradually, until it finally withered away in 1947. 

The other major contributor to the Institut's non-European studies 
of authority was one of its founders, Felix Weil. Although Weil never 
broke with the Horkheimer group on ideological or political 
grounds, he too was little affected by Critical Theory. In 1944 his Ar
gentine Riddle,82 an analysis of the coun try he had known from birth, 
was published in New York, although not under Institut auspices. As 
in Wittfogel's more formidable studies of Chinese history, there was 
little evidence of the effect of the Studien's methodology. 

The first American study to show the Institut's methodological in
fluence was Mirra Komarovsky's The Unemployed Man and His 
Family,83 published in 1940. An outgrowth of research conducted in 
Newark in 1935-1936, it was a collaborative effort with Paul Lazars
feld's Research Center of the University of Newark.84 Lazarsfeld, 
who .had received Institut support for sponsoring the project, wrote 
the. mtroduction and helped with the typological classifications, 
whIch he had previously outlined in the Zeitschrift.85 The project 
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used qualitative rather than quantitative techniques to explore the 
effects of the Depression on familial life. 

Substantively, the study dealt with the impact of unemployment 
on fifty-nine. families recommended by the Emergency Relief Ad
ministration. Various members of the family were subjected to a se
ries of interviews designed to reveal changes in familial relationships. 
On the whole, the results confirmed the Studien's argument aboutthe 
decline of the contemporary family's authority. They also implied 
the increased atomization of man in mass society, for, as Miss Kom~ 
arovsky wrote, "the unemployed man and his wife have no social life 
outside the family. The extent of the social isolation of the family is 
truly striking." &6 Still, her interpretation of the implications of these 
changes was less gloomy than those of subsequent Institut studies in 
the forties. Miss Komarovsky articulated her own viewpoint more 
than that of Horkheimer and the other central Institut figures when 
she wrote: "Even a partial breakdown of parental authority in the 
family as an effect of the depression might tend to increase the readi
ness of coming generations to accept social change." &7 The longer 
the Institut remained in America, the more it became convinced that 
the opposite was true. Whether· or not they or Miss Komarovsky will 
be proved right in the long run, the crisis in familial relations, more 
recently popularized as the "generation gap," was to become an in
creasing object of scholarly study and popular concern. Here, as in 
so many other instances, the Frankfurt School anticipated later is
sues of widespread interest. 

Before we discuss the 'empirical work in the forties supporting the 
Institut's growing pessimism, which we shall ~o in Chapter 7, other 
Institut treatments of authority that had a less empirical perspective 
should be ~entioned. Particularly suggestive were the analyses of 
cultural phenomena by Adorno, Benjamin, and Lowenthal, which 
appeared in the ZeitschriJt in the thirties. Of the three, Lowenthal's 
approach was most closely related to the Studien, partly because he 
was involved with its preparation, while the others were not. Al
though echoes of its conclusions appear in Benjamin's and Adorno's 
articles for example, in Adorno's discussion of Wagner&& - the 
aesthetic theories that informed their work are sufficiently idiosyn
cratic to deserve separate treatment, which they will receive in a sub
sequent chapter. Lowenthal's work, on the other hand, was rooted in 
a more straightforward sociology of literature, which allowed him to 
discern traces of many of the patterns of authority explored in the 
Studien. 
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From 1928 until 193 I Lowenthal had been engaged in a lengthy 
study of nineteenth-century German narrative literature, which was 
entitled Narrative Art and Society: The Social Problematic in the Ger
man Literature of the Nineteen'th Century.89 Levin Schucking's writ
ings on the sociology of taste, the criticism of Georg Brandes, and 
most importantly Georg Lukacs's The Theory of the Novel were 
among the few models Lowenthal chose to emulate. Included in the. 
study were essays on Goethe, the Romantics, Young Germany (espe
cially Gutzkow), Eduard Morike, Gust8;v Freytag, Friedrich Spiel-:
hagen~ Conrad Ferdinand Meyer, and Gottfried Keller. Close tex
tual critiques alternated with analyses of the psychological and 
sociological influences on the various authors. Although Lowenthal 
avoided a reductionist approach, he did attempt to situate the liter
ature in its historical context. Thus, for example, the Young Ger
mans were interpreted as the first real representatives of bourgeois 
class-consciousness, fighting as they did for the intellectual equiva
lent of the Zollverein with its lack of restrictions on competition.9o In 
opposition to their Romantic predecessors, they wrote works in 
which men were securely at home in their world, a trend that would 
intensify in the novels of the mid-century realists and culminate in 
Freytag's Debit and Credit, the "most unidealistic and unromantic 
book of the nineteenth century." 91 

Lowenthal, however, considered the work unfinished, and with the 
pressure of his new duties as managing editor of the Zeitschrijt, he 
was unable to prepare it for immediate publication. Instead, several 
selections from it were included in subsequent collections.92 The 
opening essay, a study of the methodology hehad used, was pub
lished in the ini tial issue of the Zeitschrijt.93 In it he ou dined the tasks 
of a sociologist of literature. 

In so doing, he attempted to walk a thin line between the literary 
criticism of orthodox Marxists such as Franz Mehring and the ideal
istic alternative most recently posed by the New Criticism. Although 
the critic, so he argued, must not reduce art to a simple reflex of so
cial trends, he may -legitimately see in art the indirect reflection of a 
society. To treat works of art as isolated, extra-social phenomena 
would be to understand them poetically, not critically. Historical 
analysis, on the other hand, must be enriched by a Diltheyan Verste
hen (understanding) of the artist's purpose, although qualified by a 
materialist situating of the artist in his socio-economic milieu. At the 
same time, a valid literary criticism must be open' to the psychology 
of. the artist as a mediating factor between the society and the 
fimshed work of art. Here psychoanalysis, despite its relatively rudi
mentary state, had something to offer.94 Employing as examples such 
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writers as Balzac, Zola, Stendhal, and Gutzkow, Lowenthal then at
tempted to demonstrate the usefulness of his method in analyzing 
literary form, recurrent motifs, and actual thematic content. The ar
ticle ended with the mention of yet another area for a materialist 
critic to investigate: the social effect of literary works. Lowenthal's 
general theme, as might be expected, was that a sociology of liter
ature must itself be part of a general critical theory of the social 
totality. 

In a series of articles in subsequent Zeitschrijt issues, Lowenthal 
put his ideas into practice. As with much of the work of other Insti
tut members, these demonstrated the integrated quality of the 
Frankfurt School's thought. The first of his critiques dealt with the 
heroic view of history in Conrad Ferdinand Meyer's fiction.95 Here 
many of the themes developed the following year in Marcuse's arti
cle "The Struggle against Liberalism in the Totalitarian View of the 
State" were demonstrated in a different context. History in Meyer's 
novellas, Lowenthal argued, was reduced to the stage of heroic 
deeds. Like his Swiss compatriot, the historian Jacob Burckhardt, 
Meyer sought heroes in the past as anticipations of the great men of 
the present. In addition, nature in Meyer's work served as the contin
uation of history by other means; it too was the .backdrop for heroic 
actions. Although stressing individualism, Meyer's stories lacked a 
developed psychological sense. His heroes were ultimately ineffable; 
the milieu in which they operated appeared mythical and irrational. 
What resulted was an implicit ideology of the strong man not unre
lated to the Bismarck cult, which flourished at the same time and 
which Meyer in fact supported in his expository writings. 

Lowenthal continued by arguing that despite the patrician ele
ments in Meyer's background, he was closer in some ways to the 
mentality of the National Liberal industrial magnates. In fact, the 
patrician-bourgeois mixture in his writings mirrored the actual alli
ance of the German ruling classes in the Second Reich. "In Ger
many," Lowenthal wrote, "there was never an actual liberalism as 
the expression of the class-consciousness of a leading class, but 
rather a union of large agrarians, businessmen, and the military orig
inating in certain economic and political conditions and extraordi
narily susceptible to a heroic irrationalism." 96 In short, what Lowen
thal attempted to do was to unmask a historical philosophy based on 
the rule of great men, which corresponded to a certain phase in Ger
many's development. 

If history had been mythicized in Meyer's work, it was even more· 
severely distorted in the cultural phenomenon that Lowenthal next 
treated: the reception of Dostoyevsky "in Germa~y before the First 
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World War.97 By examining the some eight hundred pieces of crItical 
literature on Dostoyevsky in German, Lowenthal attempted what 
was really a pioneer study of readers' reactions.98 In later years, he 
would admit that the methodology was still relatively crude: 

Had I known at the time about advanced methods of opinion research and 
projective psychology, I would probably have never designed this study, for 
it attempts to accomplish the same ends as these methodologies in a primor
dial fashion. It assumes that the works of a writer serve as projective devices 
for the display, through widely published commentaries, of hidden traits 
,and tendencies typical for broad strata of a population. In other words, it 
studies readers' reactions indirectly through the medium of printed mate
rial, which is inferred to represent typical group reactions.99 

However primitive the method, the results tended to confirm the In
stitut's analysis of authoritarianism. Whereas Meyer'S readership 
had consisted primarily of moderately prosperous members of the 
middle class, Dostoyevsky, on the other hand, was most widely read 
by the less successful petite bourgeoisie. His appeal to this most con
fused and frightened segment of the German population, Lowenthal 
argued, was derived largely from the consolation his works offered 
them. In addition, the mythicizing of his personal life contributed to 
the general acceptance of personal suffering as ennobling and inevi
table. Volkisch theorists such as Arthur Moeller van den Bruck were 
particularly drawn to the spiritual reconciliation advocated in his 
work, to its nationalist transcendence of class conflict and ideology 
of universal love. Dostoyevsky himself contributed to this reading of 
his novels by his failure to develop a belief in the possibility of 
earthly happiness, which was also reflected in his hostility towards 
political and social radicalism. The emphasis on love and pity that 
he substituted for political activism was not unlike the volkisch dis
tortion of matriarchal theory, leading once again to passivity and 
dependence. 

Unlike Meyer, however, Dostoyevsky did offer a sensitive exposi
tion of internal psychological reality. But paradoxically, this proved 
one of his major attractions at a time of indecision in German his
tory, between the rising and declining periods of bourgeois power. 
As his work was interpreted in prewar Germany, Innerlichkeit (in
wardness) replaced social interaction as the crucial focus of cultural 
life. Fascination with the disturbed and criminal mentalities that 
Dostoyevsky so skillfully portrayed expressed a genuine interest in 
alienation, but one that was ideologically distorted by its blindness 
to the social origins of this condition.1°O In general, then, so Lowen-
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thaI argued, the enormous popularity of Dostoyevsky's novels in cer
tain sectors of the German populace betokened an increasing flight 
from a harsh reality and the growing acceptance of irrational author
ity; It was thus not surprising that after the war Dostoyevsky was 
linked to Kierkegaard as a prophet of social resignation. 

There were, however, exceptions to the ideological implications of 
the literature of the late bourgeois period; certain authors, Lowen
thal recognized, were able to pierce through the facade of false rec
onciliation promised by bourgeois culture to expose the less attrac
tive reality beneath. One sl;lch writer was the subject of his next 
Zeitschrift study, Henrik Ibsen.101 To Lowenthal, Ibsen was both a 
true liberal and one of the most spirited critics of the late liberal era. 
Although not writing self-conscious "social drama," Ibsen probed 
the decline of liberalism where it was seemingly most invulnerable: 
in the sphere of private life and the family. By portraying so vividly 
the unattainable promise of individual self-realization in an age of 
destructive competition, Ibsen exploded the liberal myth of personal 
happiness. "Competition," Lowenthal wrote, "turns out to be not 
only a struggle for social and economic success am.ong various indi
viduals; it is also an inner struggle in which the individual must dras
tically curtail certain sides of his own being, his personality, in order 
to realize his personal ambitions." 102 

Furthermore, by depicting the decline of the family, Ibsen exposed 
the social penetration of the private sphere through the specialization 
of roles. "'The position of husband, wife, friend, father, Or mother;" 
Lowenthal wrote, "is seen as a form of existence at odds with the 
prerogatives of the individual himself as well as wi~h those of the 
other members of the family." 103 The families in Ibsen's plays cor
roborated the conclusions the Studien had reached about the de
creasing function of the family as a preserve of human interaction: 
the only truly human relationships in the plays seemed to occur at 
the moment of a character's death, when society's bonds were finally 
transcended. In place of the optimism that characterized art in an 
earlier bourgeois era, Ibsen's dramas radiated despair and disillu
sionment. To Lowenthal, Ibsen offered no way out: "Two parallel 
themes run throughout Ibsen's works: the one shows an effort to live 
up to established social values and ideals only to meet with defeat, 
and the other shows the defeat of those who reJect these values and 
have nothing to put in their place." 104 

The one exception, Lowenthal admitted, might be seen in Ibsen's 
female charaCterizations. Here,he argued, were echo~s of the matri
archal alternative Fromm had discussed in the Zeitschrift. "The clash 
between the self-seeking world of men and the "love and humanity 
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represented by women is crucial in Ibsen's dramas." 105 Female ego
tism as it was depicted by Ibsen expressed a legitimate demand for 
material happiness, unlike the empty idealism of many of his male 
characters. Yet the reality of feminine existence in the late nine
teenth century, which Ibsen's plays also showed, betrayed the princi
ples his female characters espoused. Their negation of the prevailing 
reality remained entirely without consequence. 

The same, Lowenthal pointed out, might be said of another of the 
metaphors of protest frequently found in late nineteenth- and early 
twentieth-century literature: nature as a superior alternative to soci
ety. In perhaps his most insightful essay, Lowenthal turned to the 
distortion of this counterimage in the novels of the Norwegian Knut 
Hamsun. 106 When in 1934 Lowenthal first argued that Hamsun's 
works contained only a pseudonegation of the status quo, he was 
met with skepticism by other members of the Institut. 107 Hunger, 
Pan, The Growth of the Soil, and other of Hamsun's works were un
derstood as genuine protests against the alienation and emptiness of 
modern life. Lowenthal, however, had the satisfaction of having his 
counterargument "proved" a few years later when Hamsun joined 
Quisling's collaborators in Norway. This explicit confirmation of the 
trends Lowenthal had discerned under the surface of Hamsun's nov
els was one of the most unambiguous successes of the Institut's 
program. 

'It was, in fact, in his treatment of nature that Lowenthal had seen 
anticipations of Hamsun's authoritarianism. In later years, Hork
heimer and Adorno would call for a reconciliation of man and na
ture, but, as we shall see, in a way very different from that depicted 
in Hamsun's novels. Unlike the romantic idea of nature, most co
gently expressed in Rousseau's work, Hamsun's no longer had a crit
ical, progressive edge. In his novels, man was not reconciled with na
ture; rather, he surrendered to its power. and mystery. The 
traditional liberal goal of mastering nature (which Horkheimer and 
Adorno were to question in Dialectic of the Enlightenment, but which 
Lowenthal did not criticize here) was abandoned in favor of passive 
capitulation. "To Hamsun," Lowenthal wrote, "nature means peace, 
but a peace which has lost its spontaneity and its will to know and to 
control. It is a peace based on submission to every arbitrary power, a 
pantheism which offers an escape from the gloomy framework of his
tory. Nature comes to mean the solace of the unchangeable and the 
all-pervasive." 108 The characteristically Kantian pride in human au
tonomy was replaced by the acceptance of natural brutality. In 
HaIIlsun's work, sentimentality and ruthlessness were combined in a 
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way typical of Nazism (Goering, for example, was the head of the 
German version of the ASPCA). The timeless, repetitive rhythms of 
nature replaced the possibility of human praxis, a phenomenon the 
Institut was later to call "mimesis." "The social counterpart to the 
law of natural rhythm," Lowenthal wrote, "was a blind disci
pline." 109 In all of this, he concluded, there was ample evidence of 
the sado-masochistic character type Fromm had described in the 
Studien. 

Further manifestations of Hamsun's authoritarianism included his 
hero-worship, his glorification of the peasant and traditional life, and 
his reduction of women to their reproductive and sexual functions 
alone. All these symptoms, it should be added, were to be found in 
German volkisch literature as well,11O along with the denigration of 
urban life and rabid anti-intellectualism of Hamsun's work. As early 
as 1890 and Hunger, Hamsun had shown that vulgarization of Le
bensphilosophie to which Horkheimer had so often alluded in the 
ZeitschriJt. What began as a protest had clearly been turned into a 
defense of the status quo. As in the reception of Dostoyevsky in Ger
many, consolation for misery was the message of Hamsun's novels, 
but a consolation that "turns against those consoled," who "must ac
cept life as it is, and that means the existing relations of domination 
and subordination, of command and serve." III In Hamsun, the ex
haustion of European liberalism was complete, the capitulation to 
totalitarianism blatantly manifest. In the last part of his essay, omit
ted from the version in Literature and the Image of Man, Lowenthal 
discussed the reception of Hamsun's work in Europe after the war. 
Whereas before that (ime he had been criticized for his resignation 
by socialist commentators and even a few bourgeois ones, after it he 
was universally hailed. Both Die Neue Zeit and Alfred Rosenberg's 
Nazi bible, The Myth of the Twentieth Century, sang his praises after 
1918, evidence of the growing paralysis of authoritarian behavior. 

As we have noted previously, the Institut's main concern in the 
thirties was the exposure, analysis, and combatting of the fascist 
threat. Although set within the context of the more general investiga
tion of authoritarianism discussed in this chapter, the Institut's 
efforts were primarily focused on the German variant its members 
had experienced at first hand. Italian fascism, it should be noted par
enthetically, was practically ignored in the ZeitschriJt and the Stu
dien. Although Paolo Treves occasionally reviewed Italian books 
from Milan, no Italian emigre scholar ever wrote for Ins.titut publica
tions, evidence of the lack of communication between the two ref-
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ugee communities. The Institut's preoccupation was clearly with Na
zism as the most significant and frightening manifestation of the 
collapse of Western civilization. The richness and variety of its con
tributions to the 'analysis of Nazism require a separate discussion, 
which is the task of the following chapter. 



v 
The Institut's Analysis of Nazism 

State capitalism is the authoritarian state of the 
present . . . a new breathing space for domination. 

- MAX HORKHEIMER 

The very term "state capitalism" is a contradictio 
in adiecto. 

- FRANZ NEUMANN 

"We were all possessed, so to speak, of the idea we must beat 
Hitler and fascism, and this brought us all together. We all felt we 
had a mission. That included all the secretaries and all coming to the 
Institut and working there. This mission really gave us a feeling of 
loyalty and belonging together." I So Alice Maier, Horkheimer's 
secretary in New York, described the Institut's overriding concern in 
the late thirties and early forties. Common purpose, however, did not 
necessarily mean complete analytical agreement, as we shall see in 
the present chapter. The continuing influx of refugees from Europe 
into the Institut's affairs brought with it new and sometimes conflict., 
ing perspectives. In some cases, such as that of Adorno, who became· 
a full-time member in 1938, older trends in the Institut's work were 
reinforced. Adorno's approach to fascism rested on the same psycho
social assumptions that had informed the Studien iiber Autoritiit und 
Familie. Theoretically, he was very close to Horkheimer, as we have 
seen in Chapter 2. With other new entrants into Institut life, how-

. ever, this uniformity of approach was no longer the case. The three 
additions who were most important were Franz Neumann, Otto 
Kirchheimer, and Arkadij R. L. Gurland. A fourth, Paul Massing, 
had little direct impact on the debate, although his place in Institut 
affairs after 1941 was an important one in other respects. The pres
ence of these men in New York contributed to an enrichment of the 
Institut's investigations of Nazism, but also led tq a subtle challenge 
to the basic premises of Critical Theory: 
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Of the three, Neumann was the most influential, largely through 
the impact of his now classic study of Nazism, Behemoth,2 a book, as 
we shall see, in m!lny ways at odds with the work of the older mem
bers of the Frankfurt School. Neumann came to the Institut in 1936 
on the recommendation of Harold Laski, one of the Institut's spon
sors in London and Neumann's teacher at the London School of 
Economics. He was not, however, totally unknown to the Institut, 
having met Lowe'nthal in Frankfurt in 1918, where they were both 
instrumental in the founding of the Student Socialist Society. Lon
don, his initial place of exile, had proved uncongenial, despite 
Laski's efforts to help him become established; as Neumann later 
wrote, English "society was too homogeneous and too solid, her op
portunities (particularly under conditions of unemployment) too 
narrow, her politics not too agreeable. One could, so I felt, never 
quite become an Englishman." 3 America, ho:vever, offered a more 
hospitable welcome, and Neumann chose to spend the rest of his life 
on this side of the Atlantic. 

Before the emigration, his life had been that of a political activist 
as well as a scholar. Neumann was of the same generation as the In
stitut's inner circle around Horkheimer. He was born in 1900 into an 
assimilated Jewish family in the town of Kattowitz near the Polish 
border. Like Marcuse, he first became politically involved in the Sol
diers' Councils at the end of the war. During the Weimar period he 
became increasingly committed to the moderate Marxism of the So
cial Democratic ·Party, although he was to the left of its leadership, 
whose policies he often disputed. His political activities were of 
sufficient magnitude to lead to his arrest in April, 1933; escape to 
London followed after a month of imprisonment.4 

Neumann's academic background differed from most of the In
stitut's other members. His university training at Breslau, Leipzig, 
Rostock, and Frankfurt was predominantly legal rather than philo
sophical. In Frankfurt he studied with the distinguished jurist Hugo 
Sinzheimer, whose other students included such future refugees as 
Hans Morgenthau and Ernst Fraenkel. In the half decade before the 
collapse of Weimar he lived in Berlin, where he gave legal advice to 
the SPD and one of its affiliated unions, and wrote for a number of 
scholarly and political journals.5 At the same time he taught at the 
famed Deutsche Hochschule fUr Politik (German College of Poli-

. tics), which sent other scholars such as Arnold Wolfers, Hans Simon, 
Ernst Jaeckb, and Sigmund Neumann (no relation) to American uni
versities after 1933. Neumann also maintained a legal practice in 
Berlin, which on occasion brought him before the Federal Supreme 
Labor Court. As might be expected, his expertise in German law 
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proved useless in England. And so, under Laski's guidance, he set 
out to retrain himself in political science. In 1936, the year he joined 
the Institut, Neumann was granted a doctorate by the London 
School of Economics. 

Coming to political theory from his legal background, Neumann 
had a different perspective from Horkheimer and the other members 
of the Institut's inner circle. His Marxism, so they always felt, was 
less dialectical and more mechanistic than Critical Theory. Neu
mann was also far less concerned with the psychological dimension 
of social reality than Horkheimer, Fromm, or Adorno, which also 
served to distance his work from theirs. In short, although it is clear 
that Neumann possessed an analytically probing mind, which the 
others recognized, he was generally considered closer in many re
spects to Grossmann and Wittfogel, despite his distaste for their 
Stalinism. 

Neumann's first contribution to the ZeitschriJt in 1937 reflected his 
legal interests.6 In it, he traced the changing function of legal theory 
in bourgeois society, with particular emphasis on developments in 
the twentieth' century. He focused, among other things, on the 
vaunted liberal notion of equality before an impersonal law, which, 
he contended, served as an ideological cover for the rule of the bour
geoisie and an aid in the operation of a free-enterprise system de
pendent on legal calculability. The so-called rule of law, Neumann 
suggested, contained a deception, in its refusal to admit that behind 
the laws were always men, or more precisely, certain social groups,7 

At the same -time, however, he pointed to the positive side of lib
eral theory, with its guarantee of at least a minimum of legal equal
ity. "Equality before the law is, to be sure, 'formal: i.e., negative [the 
distinction between positive and negative freedom made in the previ
ous chapter will be recalled]. But Hegel, who clearly perceived the 
purely formal-negative nature of liberty, has already warned of the 
consequences of discarding it." 8 In so reasoning, Neumann paral
leled the arguments of Horkheimer and Marcuse on the place of for
mal logic: although inadequate in itself, formalism provided a vital 
safeguard, which substantive rationality, whether legal or logical, ig
nored at its peril. Formalism, in short, was a genuine moment of the 
dialectical totality, which ought not to be simply negated. 

Neumann then turned to an analysis of the fnnction of legal for
malism, with special emphasis on the notion of the generality of the 
law, in Weimar and after. Generality, he pointed out, had enjoyed a 
recent resurgence of support among legal theorists after a brief 
eclipse around the turn of the century. Only now, its function was 
very different from what it had been in the heyday of liberalism in 
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the nineteenth century. The source of the cha.nge had been eco
nomic: "The postulate that the state should rule only by general laws 
becomes absurd in the economic sphere, if the legislator is dealing 
not with equally strong competitors but with monopolies that reverse 
the principle of the free market." 9 In other words, generality no 
longer served the same equalizing function as before. Its obsoles
cence was in fact recognized by Weimar's authoritarian successor, 
which had replaced it with an arbitrary, nonegalitariandecisionism. 
Fascist legal theory, to be sure, claimed to have introduced "institu
tionalism," which replaced the legal individual with institutions or 
corporations. But, Neumann argued, this was an ideological facade 
for decisionism, because the institution was "divorced from the con
text of power relationships, without which it is unintelligible." to 

Thus, Neumann concluded, law in the fascist countries was illegit
imate, because it lacked the generality of iiberal, positivist law with
out being grounded in the rational foundations of natural law. II Fur
thermore, he implied, the trend in nonfascist countries was in the 
same direction: "Under monopolistic 'capitalism private property in 
the means of production is preserved, but general law and contract 
disappear and are replaced by individual measures on the part of the 
sovereign." 12 In other words, political existentialism, which Marcuse 
had discussed in an earlier ZeitschriJt piece,13 had permeated the 
fascist legal sphere and threatened to do the same in all other so
cieties dominated by monopoly capitalism. 

In his next essay in the ZeitschriJtl4 Neumann indicated the legal 
alternative he favored. Here he was in agreement with the other 
members of the Institut: reason ought to be the source of law as well 
as the ground of all social relations. All the·doctrines of natural law 
that Neumann examined in his article were rooted, he claimed, in a 
concept of man as a rational being. Neumann- expressed his agree
ment with Hegel, who had attacked the previous forms of natural 
law but not the notion of rational law itself. "We must not be 
driven," he wrote, showing Horkheimer's influence, "to the extreme 
of positivism, pragmatism, and perhaps still further to a nihilistic rel
ativism .... The truth of a doctrine will depend upon the extent to 
which it embodies concrete liberty and human dignity, upon its abil
ity to provide for the fullest development of all human potentialities. 
It is thus in the historic development and the concrete setting of the 
natural law doctrines that their truth must be determined." 15 

All varieties of natural law, he continued, are rooted in the belief 
that the principles of law can be somehow derived from the lawful
ness of nature, a lawfulness in which man himself shares. They are 
thus incompatible with a radically historicist politics such as Aristot-
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Ie's, which defines man solely in terms of his socio-political existence. 
There must be a doctrine of man's underlying nature, Neumann ar
gued, in a way that showed some divergence from Critical Theory's 
"negative anthropology." There of course had been many different 
notions of human nature, ranging from the optimism of Locke, 
Hooker, and the anarchists to the pessimism of Epicurus, Spinoza, 
and Hobbes. In contrast to both extremes Neumann expressedsym
pathy with what he called agnosticism, which characterized man in 
the state of nature as neither good nor bad. Here he singled out 
Rousseau as the most articulate spokesman of this position: "[Rous
seau's] agnostic view believes that only in civil society can man's 
original rights merge with those of his fellow citizens into one collec
tive right." 16 Natural law theories, if based on an optimistic view of 
man's innate nature, logically lead to anarchism; if pessimistic, they 
imply absolutism. The agnostic view, on the other hand, can lead to 
a democratic state in which "the sovereign power then ceases to be 
sovereign, is no longer an external power confronting the subjects. It 
is rather society itself which governs and administers itself." 17 

In short, of all the theories of natural law - and Neumann dis
cussed several others, such as the Thomist and the constitutionalist 
- he found most congenial the one that corresponded to the 
isonomy of positive freedom, implying the identity of rulers and 
ruled. Accordingly, he rejected the argument that political power 
and state authority were inherently wicked, at least in the period be
fore the perfect identity of particular and universal interests had 
been achieved. IS Here he agreed with the general assumption ofCrit
ical Theory that the one authority, legal as well as political. that men 
should follow was that of reason. And accordingly, because natural 
law theories were rooted in a normative rationality, they were neces
sarily critical of prevailing legal conditions. 

The source of Neumann's distance from Horkheimer and the 
other members was not in this conclusion, but rather in the legalistic 
approach he used to derive it. It also arose from his psychological!y 
spare characterization of man as already endowed with reason. 
which ignored all the findings of the Sfudien concerning the sway of 
irrational forces over modern man's behavior. StilL in man v ways. 

J J 

Neumann's essays on legal theory in the ZeitschriJt demonstrated the 
influence of his discussions in the Institut and of Horkheimer's edito
rial suggestions. The real quarrel came with the publication of Behe
moth in 1942. 

Before embarking on a discussion of this formidable work, the two 
other new Institut members who contributed to the analysis of Na-
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zism should be introduced. In fact, in many places Behemoth reveals 
the influence of their collaboration. Of the two, Otto Kirchheimer 19 

was the more active participant in Institut affairs. In many ways his 
background was similar to Neumann's. Five years his junior, Kirch
heimer was born in 1905 in Heilbronn, also of Jewish parentage. 
From 1924 to 1928 he studied law and politics at Munster, Cologne, 
Berlin, and Bonn. His teachers included Max Scheler, Rudolf 
Smend, Hermann Heller, and perhaps most importantly, Carl 
Schmitt. Kirchheimer's doctoral dissertation at Bonn was a contrast 
of the socialist and Bolshevik concepts of the state, strongly in
fluenced by Schmitt's decision ism and his notion of the "emergency 
situation." 20 During the waning years of Weimar, Kirchheimer, like 
Neumann and Gurland, participated in SPD affairs, lecturing in 
trade-union schools and writing for such journals as Die Gesellschaft. 

The most trenchant of his writings during this period was an anal
ysis of the Weimar constitution, Weimar - And What Then?,21 which 
combined insights from both Marx and Schmitt. During the late 
twenties Kirchheimer expressed little sympathy for the reformist 
wing of the Social Democratic Party, but was equa1Jy reluctant to 
embrace the Jacobin notion of the party advocated by the Leninists 
further to his left. Like Schmitt, he argued that true democracy could 
exist only on the basis of a unified people, free of social contra
dictions. Where he broke with his former teacher, however, was in 
rejecting the idea that the racial nation was such a homogeneous 
community. To Kirchheimer, as a Marxist, true unity was reserved 
for the classless society of the future. 

In the period before the Nazi take-over of power, Kirchheimer, 
like the members of the Institut then in Frankfurt, preserved a 
guarded hope that the proletariat might still fulfill its historical role. 
In 1932 he argued against the importance of mass culture as a 
sufficient explanation of the working class's. reluctance to realize its 
revolutionary potential. Here, of course, he was more optimistic than 
his future colleagues: "However one may evaluate this process Or
tega y Gassett has called The Revolt of the Masses, it seems clear that 
the condition which is interpreted either as self-limitation or as sub
mission of the masses, depending on one's ideological attitude, 
belongs to the past." 22 In fact, Kirchheimer's optimism led him to 
argue that the corporate-institutional state that Schmitt had lauded 
for transcending social antagonisms was in .fact sharpening them. 
Because of his faith in the revolutionary potential of the workers, 
Kirchheimer was able to argue that the SPD ought not to support the 
presidential government of Bruning, despite the arguments to the 
contrary of more moderate Socialists.23 To Kirchheimer, the authori-
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tarian "state above the parties" was less an obstacle to fascism than a 
prelude.24 The way to prevent Weimar's collapse to the right was to 
accelerate its potential to the left. 

In 1933, of course, his optimism proved faulty and Kirchheimer, 
like so many others, was forced to flee. In Paris, his first way-station, 
he was able to join the lnstitut's branch in 1934 as a research associ
ate. During his stay in the French capital, he began writing for 
French legal journals25 and worked on a critique of the Third Re"ich, 
which was published in Germany pseudonymously and under the os
tensible ausrices of the then Councillor of State Carl Schmitt.26 In 
1937 he resettled in New York as a research associate at the Institut's 
central office. 

In New York Kirchheimer was assigned the completion of the 
work George Rusche had begun in 1931 on the relationship between 
penal practices and social trends. The result, Punishment and Social 
Structure, published in 1939, was the first of the Institut's major 
works to appear in English.27 Rusche had completed the first part 
dealing with the period before 1900; Kirchheimer picked up where 
he left oft', writing a final chapter on fascism and, with Moses 1. 
Finkelstein's help, translating the manuscript into English. The basic 
premise of the study was that "punishment must be understood as a 
social phenomenon freed from both its juristic concept and its social 
ends .... Every system of production tends to discover punishments 
which correspond to its productive relationships." 28 In examining 
such modes of punishment as imprisonment, fines, solitary confine
ment, deportation, and forced labor, Rusche and Kirchheimer were 
able to· demonstrate a rough correlation between such variables as 
the labor market and the circulation of money on the one hand and 
specific penal forms on the other. In his chapter on changes under 
twentieth-century authoritarian regimes, Kirchheimer pointed to the 
general collapse of legality in the period of monopoly capitalism, 
which Neumann had noted and which Kirchheimer himself was to 
explore in a subsequent Zeitschr{(t essay.29 "The separation of law 
from morality," he wrote, "as an axiom in the period of competitive 
capitalism, has been replaced by a moral conviction derived immedi
ately from the racial conscience." 30 The result, he argued, was a 
much harsher penal policy, characterized by the reintroduction of 
capital punishment and the decreased use of fines. Statistics in Ger
many, as well as in France and England, however, demonstrated no 
connection· between such penal measures and the crime rate. Only 
social change, he concluded, could lead to a decrease in the rate of 
criminal offenses. 

Kirchheimer's contribution to the Institut's analysis of Nazism 
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came in a series of articles he wrote for the ZeitschriJt and for its suc
cessor in late 1939, Studies in Philosophy and Social Science. Before 
turning to these, which we shall do when discussing Behemoth later 
in the present chapter, we must complete the account of the Institut's 
new members. Some attention must also be paid to the work of the 
older Institut figures, whose analyses of Nazism contrasted in certain 
respects with Neumann's and Kirchheimer's. The third new entrant 
who wrote extensively on Nazism was Arkadij R. L. Gurland. Gur
land's association with the Institut, however, was shorter than Neu
mann's or Kirchheimer's, lasting from 1940 to 1945, and his in
fluence was correspondingly less. Born in 1904 in Moscow, the son 
of an engineer, Gurland went to gymnasia in Moscow and Sebasto
pol before coming to Germany in 1922. There he studied economics, 
philosophy, and sociology at Berlin and Leipzig, writing his doctoral 
dissertation at the latter university on the concept of dictatorship in 
the materialist theory of history.3! In the late twenties Gurland be
came active in the SPD, contributing to affiliated publications such 
as Del' Klassenkampf(The Class Struggle), which was to the left of the 
party leadership. 

Many of the positions Gurland took at the time were similar to 
those advocated independently by the Institut. For example, he 
strongly attacked Karl Kautsky's mechanistic materialism, in favor 
of a Marxism that recognized its roots in Hegelian dialectics.32 He 
also chided the Communist Party for its subservience to Moscow 
and its unwillingness to jeopardize its party structure to make a revo
lution.33 Like Kirchheimer and Neumann, he was a member of the 
SPD's left wing, imploring its membership to engage in active praxis 
instead of waiting for capitalism to collapse from the weight of its 
own contradictions. And like both of them, he was driven into exile 
by the events of 1933. In Paris his career in political journalism was 
difficult to sustain, and Gurland began to retrain himself as a student 
of Nazi economics. By the time he came to New York and the Insti
tut in 1940, he was writing almost exclusively on that subject. De
spite his earlier interest in philosophy, Gurland did not contribute 
anything theoretical to lnstitut publications. His work for the Zeit
sclzriJt showed more of an affinity for the approach of his former col
kagues in the SPD than for that of Critical Theory. 

If Neumanll, Kirchheimer, and Gurland brought with them ideas 
somewhat unlike those nurtured in Frankfurt and matured in New 
York by the Institut's inner circle, they were not the first in the In
stitut's ?istory to ?iffer with Horkheimer's approach. We have al
ready dIscussed Wlttfogel's more. orthodox Marxism and the diminu-
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tion of his association with the Institut. Henryk Grossmann, the last 
member" of the Grunberg generation of Institut members to remain 
on its staff, was also a more orthodox Marxist critic of Critical 
Theory.34 After several years in London and Paris, Grossmann emi
grated to New York in 1937, but his connection with the others on 
Morningside Heights became increasingly tenuous during the next 
decade. In fact, the last significant contribution he made to the Zeit
schrifi was his long critique of Borkenau's The Transition from the 
Feudal to the Bourgeois World View, which appeared in 1934. Except 
for occasional reviews, thereafter his work ceased being published by 
the Institut. During the late thirties he worked at home rather than in 
the Institut's building on 1 17th Street. The termination of the Zeit
schrifi during the war prevented the publication of his study of 
Marx's relationship to the classical economists,35 which he had spent 
much of his time preparing with the major objective of stressing the 
severity of Marx's repudiation of their work. In the forties several of 
his pieces appeared in non-Institut journals.36 

Clearly Grossmann's'most productive period had been in the dec
ade before 1933, which culminated with his treatise on the collapse 
of capitalism. The disruption of European intellectual life brought 
about by .the Nazis helped prevent it from receiving the attention it 
might have earned at a less turbulent time. Thereafter, the disloca
tion of Grossmann's personal life added to the waning of his produc
tivity. In America Grossmann led a lonely and isolated existence, 
having left a wife and children behind in Europe. In New York he 
had no official connection with Columbia or any other univeTsity 
and scarcely more than a formal one with the Institut: There is also 
evidence to show that in the early forties his intellectual differences 
with other Institutmemhers were supplemented by strains in per
sonal relationships.37 Grossmann's continued suppOrt for Stalinist 
Russia did little to endear him to the others.38 In addition, according 
to Alice Maier,39 he began to. fear that his former countrymen, the 
Poles, were intent on hurting him. III health brought on by a stroke 
compounded his general unhappiness. Finally, after the war he de
cided to try to resettle in Europe. Unlike some of the other Institut 
members who returned to Frankfurt, Grossmann went to Leipzig, 
where the East German government offered him a chair in 1949. The 
Institut helped him ship his belongings, but by then his bitterness 
had led to a complete break. Thus only indirectly, through Mrs. 
Maier; did word reach them of his disappointment with Leipzig in 
the short time before his death 'at the a,ge of sixty-nine in November, 
1950 . 

Grossmann's ideological inflexibility prevented him from having 
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much impact on the Institut's analysis of Nazism, or on much else in 
its work for that matter. It would, however, be a very great mistake 
to assume that th.e Institut's analysis of the crisis of modern society 
completely lacked an economic dimension. Almost every issue of the 
ZeitschriJt had an article on an economic problem. Gerhard Meyer 
analyzed the emergency measures of the Western democracies and 
their relation to a truly planned economy.40 Kurt Mandelbaum 
wrote from London on technological unemployment and the theory of 
economic planning.41 Critiques of non-Marxist economic models 
were made by "Erich Baumann" and "Paul Sering" (a pseudonym 
for Richard L6wenthal).42 Joseph Soudek, who helped Pollock with 
administrative matters 'in New York, contributed occasional reviews. 
Even Felix Weil returned to write a few essays on related matters.43 

Further discussions of the relationship between economics and tech
nology were added by Marcuse and Gurfand.44 In short, although 
the lnstitut often castigated vulgar Marxists for their economic 
determinism, it still acknowledged Marx's insight into the crucial 
role of the economy in capitalist society. 

It would, on the other hand, be an error to argue that these eco
nomic analys~s were really integrated into the heart of Critical 
Theory. Horkheimer and Adorno, however broad the scope of their 
interests and knowledge, were never really serious students of eco
nomics, Marxist or otherwise. In fact, Horkheimer's attempts to dis
cuss economic theory were greeted with considerable skepticism by 
the more orthodox Marxists in the Institut.45 Even the non-Marxist 
economists like Gerhard Meyer remember how uneasy the relation
ship was between the Institut's leaders and the economic analysts.46 . 

There seems to have been some residue of the long-standing German 
philosophers' distaste for the more mundane world of getting and 
spending. 

Where Critical Theory broke new ground was in its argument that 
the role of the economy had changed significantly in the twentieth 
century. In fact, the debate within the Institut over the nature of fas
cism centered largely on th,e character of that change. Behemoth 
shared many of the same assumptions about the nature of monopoly 
capitalism with orthodox Marxists such as Grossmann. The older 
members of the lnstitut's inner circle, on the other hand, followed 
the lead of its associate director, Friedrich Pollock, who, despite his 
administrative duties, found time to devote to scholarly pursuits. 

The centerpiece of Pollock's work was his theory of state capital
ism, with which he described the prevailing trends of modern so
cieties. In large measure, the theory was an extrapolation of his ear
lier analysis of the Soviet economic experiment.47 Pollock, it will be 
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recalled, did not feel that Russia had succeeded in introducing a 
truly socialist planned economy. In fact, one of the reasons for the 
Institut's relative silence on Soviet affairs was its belief that the Rus
sian economy, despite its unique qualities, was a variant of state cap
italism. As early as the first issue of the Zeitschrift in 1932, Pollock 
had discussed the prospects for achieving a stabilized capitalist econ
omy despite the Depression.48 The conclusions he drew were directly 
opposed to those of crisis theorists such as Grossmann, who pre
dicted the demise of the system within a relatively short period of 
time. Pollock pointed instead to the growing use of economic plan
ning by government direction as a means to contain capitalist con
tradictions indefinitely. He also discussed such additional factors as 
the deliberate encouragement of technological innovation and the 
effects of an increasing defense sector, which contributed to capital
ism's staying power. 

In 1941 Pollock extended his observations about the durability of 
the system into a general theory of state capitalism.49 Liberal laissez
faire economics, he argued, had been superseded by monopoly capi
talism. This in turn had been replaced by a qualitatively new form of 
capitalism, characterized by governmental direction. Although the 
authoritarian regimes of Europe had been the first to introduce ex
tensive controls, the Western democracies, including the United 
States, were likely to follow. Unlike both earlier stages, state capital
ism suspended the free market in favor of price and wage control. It 
also pursued the rationalization of the economy as a deliberate pol
icy, assumed control over investments for political purposes, and re
stricted consumer-oriented commodity production. 

What perhaps distinguished it most strongly from earlier capitalist 
phases, Pollock argued, was its subordination of individual or group 
profits to the needs of the general plan. Social relations consisted no 
longer of the interaction of employer and employee, or producer and 
consumer through the mediation of the market. Instead, individuals 
confronted one another as commander and commanded. Although 
not completely lost, "the profit motive," Pollock argued, had been 
"superseded by the power motive." so One reflection of this, he con
tinued in a way reminiscent of James Burnham,sl was the loss of 
control by stockholders over management. The traditional capitalists 
were becoming little more than rentiers living off diminished profits. 

The geneqtl prognosis for collapse that emerged from Pollock's 
analysis was bleak. Forced full employment through public works 
was being used by state capitalism to forestall Marx's predicted pau
perization of the proletariat. Problems of distribution were solved by 
administered prices and predefined needs. Overaccumulation, which 
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Grossmann had especially stressed, would be solved by the con
tinued expansion of the military sector of the economy. In short, a 
new system of directed capitalism now existed, and was likely to en
dure for some time. 

Pollock's pessimism was, however, cautiously tempered by certain 
qualifications. The contradictions of capitalism - class struggle, fall
ing profit rate, and so forth - were not truly resolved, as they were 
to be in a socialist society. Moreover, the state, which had seized 
control of the economy, was itself directed by a mixed ruling group 
of bureaucrats, military leaders, party functionaries, and big busi
nessmen (the same components as in Neumann's analysis). Conflict 
among them, although currently minimized, was by no means an im
possibility. Other sources of possible instability in the system in
cluded the natural limits on resources and skills and the friction that 
might arise between popular demands for an increased living stan
dard and the needs of a perpetual war economy. Still, the general 
trend that Pollock saw was in the direction of the proliferation and 
strengthening of state-capitalist economies. Pollock finished his arti
cle by posing several questions about the viability of a democratic as 
opposed to an authoritarian state capitalism, questions whose an
swers he said could be given only by history. 

In his next essay in the Studies in Philosophy and Social Science, 
entitled "Is National Socialism a New Order?," Pollock focused on 
the Nazi variant of state capitalism. In opposition to Gurland and 
Neumann, he argued that almost all the essential characteristics of 
private property had been destroyed by the Nazis. No longer was in
vestment for maximum profits an inalienable prerogative of big busi
ness. Although Nazi planning was still haphazard, the government 
had introduced a deliberate, and generally successful, policy of full 
employment, capital rather than consumer production, price control, 
and relative economic autarky. The individual's position in Nazi so
ciety, Pollock continued, was now dependent on his status in the so
cial hierarchy rather than on his entrepr"eneurial skill or private prop
erty.52 In general, technical rationality had replaced legal formalism 
as the guiding principle of the society. 

In short, Pollock answered the question posed in his title affirma
tively. That Nazism was a truly "new order," he argued, drawing on 
the Institut's studies of authority and family, was shown by its delib
era~e attempt to hasten the disintegration of the traditional family,53 
whIch had b.ee~ a bulwark of bourgeois society. The old capitalist 
order,. even In Its monopolistic stage, had been an exchange econ
omy; Its successor was what the Nazi economic theorist Willi Neu
ling had called a "command economy." 54 The Nazis had thus 
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achieved the "primacy of politics" over the economy.55 Unless they 
lost the war, Pollock concluded with characteristic pessimism, their 
system was not likely to collapse from within. 

In stressing the politicization of the econpmy, Pollock was very 
much in the mainstream of Critical Theory. If the Frankfurt School 
refused to develop a discrete political theory, as we have argued in 
Chapter 4, it equally rejected a purdy economic approach to social 
theory. In his article "Philosophy and Critical Theory," which ap
peared alongside an essay by Marcuse with the same name, Hork
heimer had made it clear that he considered domination by the econ
omy a purely historical phenomenon. I t would be a mistake, he ar
gued, to judge the future society according to its economic form. 
Moreover, "this is true for the period of transition in which politics 
gains a new independence in relation to the economy." 56 The fetish
ization of the economy was left to more orthodox Marxists, such as 
Grossmann. Economic relations were always understood as repre
senting relations among men in all their complexity, although admit
tedly they were the reified form in which capitalist men tended to re
late to one another. The profit motive, Pollock stressed, had always 
been a variant of the power motive.57 Today, however, the mediation 
the market had provided was disappearing. Domination was becom
ing more blatant in the "command economy" of the authoritarian 
state-capitalist systems. In so reasoning, it should be noted, Pollock 
was still in the Marxist tradition, in the sense that Marx had always 
understood economics as "political economy." Inherent in all of 
Marx's economic writings, even Capital, was the underlying assump
tion that economic relations were basically human interactions, 
which in capitalism were variations on what Hegel had called the 
"master-slave" relationship. 58. 

Thus, in creating his model of state capitalism, ·Pollock was speak
ing for Horkheimer, and probably Lowenthal and Adorno as well. 
(Marc use, who was personally much closer to Neumann, adopted a 
position nearer to Neumann's in Reason and Revolution, where he 
wrote: "The most powerful industrial groups tended to assume direct 
political control in order to organize monopolistic production, to de
stroy the socialist opposition, and to resume imperialist expan
sion.")59 To Horkheimer, however, state capitalism was "the authori
tarian state of the present ... a new breathing space for 
domination." 60 In all his work during the late thirties and early 
forties, Horkheimer stressed the end of the liberal mediations, eco
nomic, political, and legal, that had previously forestalled the reali
zation of the domination implicit in capitalism (which he was later to 
expand into the entire Western "enlightenment" tradition). As he 
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wrote in his preface to a special volume of the Studies ill Philosophy 
and Social Science devoted to the transition from liberalism to au
thoritarianism, "With the advent of fascism, dualisms typical of the 
liberalistic era, such as i!J.dividual and society, private and public life, 
law and morals, economy and politics, have not been transcended 
but obscured." 61 The essence of modern society had been revealed 
as domination by "gangsters." 62 Racket. protection, Horkheimer 
argued, using one of Benjamin's favorite categories, was the "ur
phenomenon" of modern domination. The notion of rackets, it 
should be added parenthetically, was also prominent in Kirch-
heimer's analysis of Nazism.63 , 

In the service of domination, Horkheimer argued, the ruling 
groups employed a technological rationality, which, as he often 
noted, was a betrayal of reason's true essence. Connecting this indi
rectly with one of his philosophical betes noires, he wrote: "Fascists 
have learned something from pragmatism. Even their sentences no 
longer have meaning, only a purpose." 64 In "Authoritarian State" he 
developed a critique of technological rationality. which applied as 
well to its socialist practitioners, anticipating many of the arguments 
he was to develop with Adorno in Dialectic of the Enlightenment. The 
locus of his analysis offascism had thus shifted away from the ortho
dox Marxist concept of the last stage of monopoly capitalism to a 
more general analysis of technology. This was related to the critique 
of Marx's own overemphasis on the process of pro~uction and his 
fetishization of labor, which we encountered in Chapter 2 when ex
amining the foundations of Critical Theory. When in "The Jews and 
Europe" Horkheimer wrote that "he who does not wish to speak of 
capitalism, should also be silent about fascism," 65 it should be un
derstood that he meant state capitalism, not its liberal or monopoly 
predecessors. 

In fact, Horkheimer's distaste for the technological rationalization 
of advanced capitalism led hini to express grave doubts about a so
cialist movement that saw itself as its inevitable successor. Engels 
and others like him, Horkheimer argued,66 who equated the sociali
zation of the means of production with the end of domination, were 
the true utopians. In fact; the naive expectation of freedom as the re
sult of such a socialization anticipated the authoritarian state of the 
present. The perverse alliance of Lasalle and Bismarck was a sym
bolic expression of this fact. True freedom, Horkheimer argued, 
could be achieved only by breaking out of the technological strait
jacket that state capitalism had forged and that socialism, at least as. 
embodied in the Soviet Union, had perpetuated. Appropriately in
cluded in a volume of essays devoted to the memory of Walter Ben- j 
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jamin, who shared the belief that the. realization of freedom could 
only come from a rupture in the continuum ofhistory,67 "Authoritar
ian State" expressed the most radical strains in Critical Theory. In 
one of his most important statements, Horkheimer wrote: 

Dialectics is not identical with development. Two antagonistic moments, 
the take-over of state control and the liberation from it, are contained to
gether in the concept of social revolution. [Social revolution] brings about 
what will happen without spontaneity: the socialization of the means of 
production, the planned direction of production, and the domination of na
ture in general. And it brings about what without active resistance and con
stantly renewed struggle for freedom will never appear: the end of exploita
tion. Such a goal [social. revolution] is no longer the acceleration of 
progress, but rather the jumping out of progress [der Sprung aus dem Fort
schritt heraus]. 68 

In 1942, when this was written, Horkheimer did not yet despair that 
such "active resistance" might yet be forthcoming. Here he remained 
somewhat more optimistic than Pollock. "The eternal system of au
thoritarian states," he could write, "though terribly threatening, is no 
more real than the eternal harmony of the market economy. As the 
exchange of equivalence was still a shell of inequality, so the fascist 
plan is already open theft .... The possibility is not less than the de
spair." 69 The cement of fascism, he argued, was not merely the psy
chic compliance of the authoritarian personality, although this was 
very important. It was also based on the constant and unremitting 
applica.tion of terror and coercion.70 The various components of the 
ruling class were themselves united only in their common fear of the 
masses, without which they would dissolve into a band of squabbling 
gangsters. * 71 

Moreover, Horkheimer argued, the material conditions for the re
alization of freedom had finally been achieved. Like Marcuse, who 
developed this idea in his article on technology in the Studies in Phi
hsophy and Social Science, he maintained that the end of scarcity, as 
well as new forms of domination, might possibly result from the 

• As Brecht's play The Resistible Rise of Arturo Ui shows, many refugees saw the Nazis as 
gangsters, at least metaphorically. Not all did, however. Hannah Arendt, for example, in The 
Origins of Totalitarianism (New York, 1958), wrote: "The totalitarian form of government has 
very little to do with lust for power or even the desire for a power-generating machine .... To-
talitarian government, all appearances not withstanding, is not rule by a clique or a gang ... . 
Isolation of atomized individuals provides not only the mass basis for totalitarian rule, but is 
carried through to the very top of the whole structure" (p. 407). Miss Arendt singled out Behe
moth for criticism on this score in an accompanying footnote. Later, in the aphorism "Massen
gesellschaft" in Dialectic of the Enlightenment, Horkheimer and Adorno also abandoned the 
gangster comparison and argued that the fascist leaders were basically the same as the masses 
they led. In Chaplin's The Great Dictator, they pointed out, the dictator and the barber were 
the same man. 
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spread of the technological ethos. In fact, the break with the past for 
which he called was now dependent solely on the wills of men. In the 
most direct expre~sion of what might be called a "Luxemburgist" or 
syndicalist strain in Critical Theory, he wrote: "The modalities of the 
new society are first to be found in the course of its transformation. 
The theoretical conception, the council system, which according to 
its pioneers is supposed to show the way to the new society, arises 
from praxis. It goes back to 1871, 1905, and other events. The revolu
tion has a tradition on whose continuation theory is dependent." 72 

Thus, instead of a Leninist transitional dictatorship, Horkheimer 
seemed to support the direct seizure of control by the people. The 
choice was clear, he wrote: "a retreat into barbarism or the begin
ning of history." 73 

Yet despite the hortatory note of "Authoritarian State," it was be
coming increasingly apparent to Horkheimer that the chances for 
barbarism were greater. In the same article he expressed for perhaps 
the first time the argument that the life of the mind was becoming 
the last. refuge of revolutionary praxis, an argument that was to ap
pear with increasing frequency in the subsequent work of the Frank
furt School. "Thought itself," he wrote, "is already a sign of resist
ance, of the effort to allow oneself no 10I}ger to be deceived." 74 Once 
"barbarism," or at least its fascist embodiment, had been defeated, 
without leading to the "beginning of history" that had seemed its 
only alternative, Critical Theory began to question the possibility of 
praxis itself in the modern world. 

To discuss this development in any qetail now, however, would be 
to leave our central concern, the Institut's treatment of Nazism. As 
mentioned earlier, Neumann, Kirchheimer, and Gurland brought 
with them different viewpoints from those of Horkheimer, Pollock, 
and many of the older Institut figures on such questions as the na
ture of the Nazi economy. Of the three, Kirchheimer was perhaps 
closest in spirit to Critical Theory, despite the more positivistic bent 
of his mind and the legalistic basis of his education,15 His first article 
in the Studies in Philosophy and Social Science after the publication of 
Punishment and Social Structure showed a continued interest in crim
inology.76 In analyzing criminal law in Nazi Germany, Kirchheimer 
distinguished between two phases in the development of legal theory 
after 1933: the authoritarian and the racist. In the former, which 
lasted only briefly after the seizure of power, Roland Freisler's voli
tional notion of law prevailed, stressing the subjective motivations of 
defendants rather than their objective acts. It was soon superseded 
by the antinormative, antigeneralist "concrete" legal theory of the 
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so-called Kiel School of "phenomenological" law.17 Here the judge's 
intuition of the "essential" nature of the defendant replaced the 
judgment of his actual actions. Crimes committed by omission were 
extended; the "social feelings of the people" as revealed through the 
pronouncements of their leaders and the rulings of the judicial bu
reaucracy influenced judicial decisions, even to the point of retroac
tive legislation. Departmentalization of jurisdictions - the SS, the 
labor service, the party, for example, all had separate legal hier
archies - replaced the unified system of criminal law that had pre
vailed before 1933. In short, the judiciary had been transformed into 
a dependent administrative bureaucracy increasingly responsive to 
the ideological demands of the state. 

One of the major contentions of the phenomenological school, and 
of Nazi political theory in general, was that it had brought together 
the spheres oflaw and morality, which had been separated in liberal 
jurisprudence. In a subsequent essay Kirchheimer sought to express 
the ideological nature of this claim by revealing the underlying char
acter of Nazi law. Of the old pillars of liberal law, private property 
and liberty of contract, Kirchheimer argued that the former, al
though still in existence, was "heavily mortgaged to the political ma
chine,';78 while the latter had be~n rendered _practicalJy meaningless. 
In one sense then, Nazi legal doctrine had bridged the old liberal 
gulf between the private and public realms, but only at the cost of 
the liquidation of the former. The Nazi claims of a "concrete" policy 
had been realized in certain areas, such as anti-Semitic legislation 
and pro-populationist measures (for example, reducing sanctions 
against illegitimate births and supporting larger families). But in 
most other areas; such as agriculture, where -the ideology of "blood 
and soil" had been sacrificed to the demands of modernization, this 
was not the case. In fact, the basic thrust of Nazi law was in the di
rection of that technological rationality that Horkheimer had em
phasized. "Rationality here," Kirchheimer wrote, "does not mean 
that there are universally applicable rules the consequences of which 
could be calculated by those whom they affect. Rationality here 
means only that the whole apparatus of law and law-enforcing is 
made exclusively serviceable to those who rule." 79 Still, Kirchheimer 
did not go as far as Pollock in describing the new order as postpri
vate capitalism: in Kirchheimer's words, 

The concentration of economic power which characterizes the social and 
political development of the Nazi regime crystallizes in the tendency toward 
preserving the institution of private property both in industrial and agricul
tural production, whi:lst abolishing the correlative to private property, the 
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freedom of contract. In the contract's place the administrative sanction now 
has become the alter ego of property itself.so 

Yet Kirchheimer, more than Neumann or Gurland, felt that the 
power of the state, or at least the ruling clique around Hitler, was 
basically. unchallenged. In a broader discussion in the Studies in Phi
losophy and Social Science of the political changes that had occurred 
under the Nazis he offered his reasons.81 He distinguished three 
phases of political compromise in recent Western European history. 
In the liberal era, a "complex of working agreements among parlia
mentary representatives and between them and the government" 
prevailed.82 The influence of money in politics was particularly 
strong. Around 1910, however, the elements in the compromise 
began to shift as the era of mass democracy came of age. Voluntary 
organizations of capital and labor were the major participants in the 
struggle for power, with the central banks acting as mediators be
tween the economic and the political spheres. Monopolies replaced 
individuals in both politics and economics. In the third period, which 
began with the rise of fascism, the influence of economic factors had 
declined drastically. The fascist governments were too strong to be 
toppled by an investors' strike or other manifestations of private eco
nomic pressure. Although monopolies obviously still existed in such 
areas as labor (government-controlled), industry (still private), and 
the so-called Food Estate (also private), the government had seized 
the whip hand. In fact, the Nazi party was now involved in creating a 
competitive economic apparatus of its own, which helped increase its 
bureaucratization. But this meant a betrayal of earlier Nazi prom
ises: "The party proved no support for the independent middle 
classes in their struggle for survival, but, instead, actually hastened 
their final decline more than any other single factor in modern Ger
man history." 83 

The new structure of political compromise that resulted from all 
this was now dependent on the Fuhrer and his clique. With money 
no longer a real expression of social power, "leadership" had become 
the arbiter of intergroup conflicts. These were relatively frictionless 
only because of the expansive nature of fascist imperialism, which 
permitted a division of the spoils among all the competing elements 
of the ruling coalition. "It is this interdependence between the un
questionable authority of the ruling group and the program of ex
pansion which offers the characteristic phenomenon of the compro
mise structure of the fascist order, directs its further course, and 
decides its ultimate fate." 84 

The imperialist dynamic of Nazism also played a key role in the 
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analyses of Gurland and Neumann. In his first article for the Studies 
in Philosophy and Social Science,85 Gurland focused on the impor
tance of economic expansion as a means to prevent conflict within 
the Nazi system. Although admitting that the government sector had 
grown significantly, he opposed Pollock's argument about the drastic 
reduction of big business's power. The government, he asserted, rep
resented the antimonopolistic resentment of the petite bourgeoisie, 
but without really challenging the prerogatives of the entrenched 
business interests. In fact, the discontented Mittelstand (white collar 
workers, small business owners, and petty bureaucrats) had always 
wanted less the destruction of big business than a sense of participa
tion in its prosperity. With imperialist expansion, this yearning h~d 
been fulfilled to the benefit of both the government and big business. 
In opposition to Pollock, Gurland stated that "expansion guarantees 
the realization of the profit motive and the profit motive stimulates 
expansion." 86 

Although Gurland agreed that technological rationalization had 
been advanced under the Nazis, he did not feel that this spelled the 
end of private capitalism. In fact, the bureaucratization and centrali
zation of the economy had started within and among private corpo
rations well before the Nazis took power. These private conglomer
ates; Gurland argued, were still much more powerful than such Nazi 
competitors as the Hermann Goering Steel Works. The technological 
iimovations that Pollock had stressed were more the work of these 
concerns, especially in the chemical industry, than of the govern
ment. Moreover, although managerial growth had certainly taken 
place, this too did not mean the transformation of capitalism, for 
"those who control the means of production are the actual capitalists 
whatever they may be called." 87 The managers still derived their in
come from profits (although not from dividends, as had the tradi
tional stockholders). In short, the system as Gurland understood it 
was still monopoly capitalist, although based on the condominium of 
political bureaucracy and economic managers united in their pursuit 
of imperialist expansion. 

Gurland's unwillingness to discount the perseverance of monopoly 
capitalism was also shared by Neumann, to whose Behemoth we can 
now finally turn. Ultimately to become a classic, although suffering a 
relative eclipse during the Cold War, Behemoth was a work of enor
mous and painstaking scholarship, all the more remarkable for Neu
mann's distance from his sources. In several areas, such as the his
tory of the German labor movement, Neumann was able to draw on 
his own personal experience before 1933. All of this was recognized 
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by Horkheimer and the other members of the Institut's inner circle, 
but Neumann's conclusions and the methodology that he had used 
to derive them were sufficiently foreign to Critical Theory to prevent 
the inner circle from considering Behemoth a real expression of the 
Institut's views.88 

There were, to be sure, some similarities between his approach and 
theirs. Neumann, for example, minimized the independent impor
tance of anti-Semitism and racism in general,89 as had Horkheimer in 
all his writings from Dammerung until the war. He went so far as to 
call the German people "the least anti-Semitic of all," 90 a belief curi
ously shared by the other Institut members.* Neumann also agreed 
that fascism lacked a true political theory because of its irra
tionalism, whereas a "political theory cannot be nonrational." 92 And 
finally, he felt that the system would not inevitably collapse from 
within without conscious political praxis: "The flaws and breaks in 
the system and even the military defeat of Germany will not lead to 
an automatic collapse of the regime. It can only be overthrown by 
conscious-political action of the oppressed masses, which will utilize 
the breaks in the system." 93 

Yet the differences were on the whole more significant. Neu
mann's general disdain for psychology has already been mentioned 
on several occasions. Like the left-wing historian Eckart Kehr, whose 
influence on Neumann was considerable,94 he felt that psychoanaly
sis was little more than a bourgeois ideology. Behemoth did contain a 
short section on the psychology of charisma, but it ignored the In
stitut's earlier work on the authoritarian personality entirely. There 
was scarcely anything in Behemoth's more than six hundred pages 
(including an appendix added in 1944) to suggest that Neumann ac
cepted Fromm's notion of the sado-masochistic character type. Fur
thermore, in his analysis 'of the failure of the working class during 
Weimar,95 Neumann ignored Fromm's study of the ambivalent men
tality of the German proletariat. 

More central still was his disagreement with Pollock's notion of 
state capitalism. To Neumann, "The very term 'state capitalism' is a 

• When I mentioned Neumann's remark to Lowenthal, he said that many of the Institut's 
members thought the Germans less anti-Semitic than the Americans they had come to know 
after emigrating to this country. The discrimination to which they referred was social, which 
was practically unknown in Weimar, rather than political. AIl the Institut members with whom 
I spoke stressed how completely assimilated they had felt in Germany before being forced to 
leave. This attitude towards the amount of anti-Semitism in Germany was echoed in the 1939 
prospectus the Institut prepared on the general problem, in the Studies. Today the following 
statement, which was included in the prospectus, sounds more than a bit naive: "While frank 
disgust for the anti-Semitism of the government is revealed among the German masses, the 
promises of anti-Semitism are eagerly swallowed where fascist governments have never been 
attempted." 91 
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contradictio in adiecto." Quoting Hilferding, he continued, "Once the 
state has become the sole owner of th~ means of production it makes 
it impossible for a capitalist economy to function, it destroys that 
mechanism which keeps the very processes of economic circulation 
in active existence." 96 That the "primacy of politics" and the mana
gerial revolution had not yet been achieved Neumann set out to 
prove by examining the German economy empirically. In doing so, 
he also made it clear that he did not share Pollock's general gloom 
about the invulnerability of the system: "The present writer does not 
accept this profoundly pessimistic view. He believes that the antago
nisms of capitalism are operating in Germany on a higher and, there
fore, a more dangerous level, even if these antagonisms are covered 
by a bureaucratic apparatus and by the ideology of the people's 
community." 97 

The evidence he first cited was the testimony of the Nazi leaders 
themselves, none of which seemed to indicate a deliberate policy of 
state control.98 Neumann then presented considerable data con
cerning the increased cartelization and rationalization of big busi
ness that had taken place during Weimar. This process, he con
tended, had created an unstable situation in which the economy was 
becoming more rigid, more susceptible to cyclical changes, and vul
nerable to pressures from the discontented masses. As a result, the 
state had to intervene to break the increasingly explosive deadlock. 
Its choice was clear: "Shall the state crush monopolistic possessions, 
shall it restrict them for the sake of the masses, or shall interference 
be used to strengthen the monopolistic position, to aid in the com
plete incorporation of all business activities into the network of in
dustrial organizations?" 99 To Neumann, the answer was obvious: 
the Nazis had taken the latter course, despite their propaganda to the 
contrary. Still, Neumann's analysis was more complicated than the 
orthodox Marxist position, classically expressed by George Dimitrov 
at the seventh World Congress of the Comintern, that fascism was 
"the open, terrorist dictatorship of the most reactionary,most chau
vinistic, and most imperialist elements of finance capital." 100 To 
Neumann, "The German economy of today has two broad and strik
ing characteristics. It is a monopolistic economy - and a command 
economy. It is a private capitalistic economy, regimented by the to
talitarian state. We suggest as a name best to describe it, 'Totalitar
ian Monopoly Capitalism.' " 101 

This was demonstrated, he continued, in such ways as compulsory 
cartelization legislation. The rulers and benefactors of the new mo
nopolies, he argued, were not the new managers~ but in most cases 
the old private entrepreneurial individuals or families. The Nazis, he 
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pointed out, had refrained from nationalizing most industries; "on 
the contrary, there is a definite trend away from nationalization." 102 
Even the construction of the party's alternative economic structure 
did not spell the end of capitalism. "On the contrary, it appears ItS an 
affirmation of the living force of capitalistic society. For it proves 
that even in a one-party state, which boasts of the supremacy of poli
tics over economics, political power without economic power, with
out a solid place in industrial production, is precarious." 103 In short, 
although a command economy was in ~he process of being created, it 
was by no means replacing the old monopolistic capitalism. In fact, 
Neumann argued, agreeing with Gurland, the two could survive side 
by side as long as imperialist expansion permitted the satisfaction of 
the claims of the various groups in the ruling elite. 

That Neumann distinguished among groups within this elite - big 
business, the party, the military, and the bureaucracy - showed that 
he was not positing a simplistic view of fascism as solely the creature 
of the monopolies. "This does not mean," he wrote, "that National 
Socialism is merely a subservient tool of German industry, but it 
does mean that with regard to imperialistic expansion, industry and 
party have identical aims." 104 Still, unlike the analyses of Pollock 
and Horkheimer, Neumann's was rooted in more traditional Marxist 
categories. Pollock had written of the power moti,{.e. In reply, Neu
mann remarked: "We believe that we have shown that it is the profit 
motive that holds the machinery together. But in a monopolistic sys
tem profits cannot be made and retained without totalitarian politi
cal power, and that is the distinctive feature of National Social
ism." 105 The new order that Pollock had described was really not so 
new after all. 

Nor were such theorists as the New School's Emil Lederer, an old 
Institutfoe, correct in calling Nazi Germany an amorphous mass so
ciety without class differentiation. In fact, the Nazis' atomization of 
·the masses had stopped short of the self-atomization of the elite. If 
anything, Neumann argued, "the essence of National Socialist social 
policy consists in the. acceptance and strengthening of the prevailing 
class character of German society." 106 Where Neumann did agree a 
change had occurred was in the. class solidarity of the lower and 
lower middle classes. The Naxis had introduced a new hierarchy 
based more on status than on traditional class, thus reversing Sir 
Henry Maine's classic formula about the transition from status to 
class.107 This had been accomplished by a deliberate attempt to at
omize the masses, a process whose ramifications Neumann explored 
in analyses of propaganda, terror, labor· and wage policy, and Nazi 
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law (based largely on his and Kirchheimer's earlier articles in the 
Zeitschrift and the Studies). 

Neumann's more orthodox class analysis prevented him from 
seeing domination in technological terms, as the group around 
Horkheimer was beginning to do. Like Gurland, he felt that the ra
tionalization and centralization of the economy were 'not incompati
ble with private capitalism. In fact, the technological revolution had 
"originated within the very mechanism of capitalistic production, re
futing the belief of those who hold that capitalism has lost its dy
namic." 108 Yet Neumann felt it possible that the tension between the 
logic of technological rationalization and the demands of profit-max
imization might increase in the long run. "We believe," he wrote, 
"that the antagonism between the engineer, by whom we understand 
all technicians and foremen, and totalitarian monopoly capitalism is 
one of the decisive flaws in the regime." 109 

Still, the major burden of Neumann's argument was that, contrary 
to Pollock, Nazism was a continuation of monopoly capitalism, al
beit by other means. Behemoth, however, had a secondary thesis as 
well, which corresponded somewhat more closely to some of the no
tions of the Institut's inner circle. This argument was reflected in the 
book's title, which referred to Hobbes's study of the chaos of the 
English civil war of the seventeenth century. To Neumann, "Na
tional Socialism is - or [is] tending to become - a non-state, a 
chaos, a rule of lawlessness and anarchy." 110 Not only was "state 
capitalism" a misnomer, but the existence of a state in any tradi
tional sense was itself questionable. Instead, domination was becom
ing more nakedly unmediated without the buffer, however imperfect, 
provided by the liberal state. 

In other words, Neumann, like Horkheimer and the others, felt 
that the semi-humane mediations of the past were rapidly being 
eroded in the authoritarian states. Where they disagreed was in their 
descriptions of the nature of the unmediated domination. To Neu
mann, it was still along the lines of capitalist over exploited worker, 
without the state acting to lessen the viciousness of the class conflict. 
He could therefore still write, "there exists objectively a profound 
antagonism between the two classes. Whether or not it will explode 
we do not know." III To Horkheimer, on the other hand, the domi
nation was becoming increasingly psychosocial, without the buffer
ing of the capitalist market. Following Pollock, he asserted that the 
state was the main perpetrator of the domination, which also in
cluded the deliberate application of terror and coercion. In time, 
however, the role of the state would cease to b.e very great in his 
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analysis, as domination became a kind of pervasive condition in the 
society as a whole. Here Horkheimer's arguments concerning the in
creasing role of the technological ethos played a crucial part. As we 
shall see when examining the later work of the Frankfurt School, es
pecially as related to its analysis of American society, domination in 
what Marcuse was to popularize as "one-dimensional" society 
seemed to exist without the conscious direction of dominators, 
whether economic or political. As a result, it appeared more sinister 
and invulnerable, and the chances for effective action to negate it 
even more remote. 

In summary, then, it can be said that the Institut employed two 
general ,approaches in its analysis of Nazism. One, associated with 
Neumann, Gurland, and Kirchheimer, focused on changes in legal, 
political, and economic institutions, with only a passing glance at so
cial psychology or mass culture,. Its basic assumptions were those of 
a more orthodox Marxism, stressing the centrality of monopoly capi
talism, although with considerable refinement. The other major ap
proach, followed by the group around Horkheimer, saw Nazism as 
the most extreme example of a general trend towards irrational dom
ination in the West. Although agreeing that this had occurred as an 
outgrowth of advanced capitalism, it no longer considered the eco
nomic substructure the crucial locus of the social totality. Instead, it 
paid increased attention to technological rationalization as an insti
tutional force and instrumental rationality as a cultural imperative. 
In so doing, it explored with far greater interest than Neumann or 
the others of his persuasion the psychosocial mechanisms of obe
dience and sources of violence. By pointing to the various ways in 
which advanced capitalism had avoided the fulfillment of Marx's 
predictions of its collapse, it revealed a more profound skepticism 
about the possibilities for change, which was to increase in the years 
to come. 

Because the Horkheimer-Pollock approach had gone beyond the 
orthodox Marxist concentration on the economy, it was able more 
easily to be applied to American social phenomena after the War. 
The economy of the United States, after all, might be characterized 
as monopoly capitalist, but its society had proved resistant to fas
cism just the same. The postwar transformation of Neumann and 
those in his camp into uneasy liberals can perhaps be partly attrib
uted to their acknowledgment of this reality. The group around 
Horkheimer, on the other hand, shared a pessimism about the future 
of the proletarian revolution, but did not become liberals in the same 
sense as Neumann, Kirchheimer, and. Gurland. In Marcuse's case, 
as we shall see, radicalism was intensified. In Horkheimer's and 
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Adorno's, the caution was far greater, but the basic analysis never 
became truly liberal or pluralist in its assumptions. To speak of post
war developments now, however, is to anticipate our narrative. This 
cannot be done until the Institut's refocusing of its attention on 
America is discussed in our next chapters. 

Before turning to the Institut's analysis of American society, its 
history during the war must be brought up to date. With the expan
sion of fascism's power in Europe and America's entry into the war 
there came a general reorganization of the Institut's institutional 
structure and a reevaluation of its goals. The French branch, the sole 
remaining Institut outpost in Europe at the outbreak of the war, was 
closed with the occupation of Paris in I940. During the thirties, the 
Paris office had not only been a liaison with the Institut's publishers 
and a source· of data for the Studien fiber Autoritiit und Familie, but 
also a link with the French academic and cultural community. Wal
ter Benjamin was not the only contributor of articles to the Zeit
schrift living in Paris. Other pieces were written by Celestin BougIe, 
Raymond Aron, Alexandre Koyre, Jeanne Duprat, Paul Honig
sheim, Maxime Leroy, Bernard Groethuysen, and A. Demangeon. In 
I938 BougIe was one of two distinguished European scholars to de
liver a series of public lectures at the Institut's New York branch 
(Morris Ginsberg was the other). 

Now the link was broken. In addition, the Librairie Felix Alcan 
could no longer continue to print the Zeitschrift. Instead, the Institut 
decided to publish in America the third section of the I939 volume, 
which appeared in the summer of I940. This necessitated a reversal 
of the Institut's long-standing unwillingness to write in English. As 
Horkheimer explained in his foreword to the rechristened Studies in 
Philosophy and Social Science: 

Philosophy, art, and science have lost their home in most of Europe. Eng
land is now fighting desperately against the domination of the totalitarian 
states. America, especially the United States, is the only continent in which 
the continuation of scientific life is possible. Within the framework of this 
country's democratic institutions, culture still enjoys the freedom without 
which, we believe, it is unable to exist. In publishing our journal in its new 
form we wish to give this belief its concrete expression.1l2 

Publishing in America, however, was more expensive than it had 
been in Europe, and the Institut's funds were not what they once 
were. In the late thirties its capital endowment had. suffered a setback 
of some seriousness. Unsuccessful investments in a bear market, a 
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disastrous real estate transaction in upstate New York, and the dis
tribution of considerable sums of money to other refugees on the In
stitut's enlarged staff resulted in a limitation of its financial options. 
Thus, by 1941, when the Institut transferred the last of its capital 
from Switzerland and Holland to AmeriCa, where it was adminis
tered by the Kurt Gerlach MerilOrial Foundation, the Hermann Weil 
Memorial Foundation, and the Social Studies Association,lI3 the 
amount it brought was not sufficient to permit the continuation of all 
the Institut's programs. One of the first casualties was the Studies in 
Philosophy and Social Science, which was initially changed into a 
yearbook and then, in March, 1942, with the third issue of volume 
nine (officially 1941), discontinued for the duration of the war. It was 
never to reappear in its original form, thus ending a journal of re
markable distinction and accomplishment. With hindsight, it might 
well be argued that the brief decade of its existence was the Institut's 
true Bliitezeit, its period of greatest creativity. 

The Institut's financial problems also necessitated a reduction of 
its staff, which had been swelled by the influx of new refugees from 
Europe. Some of the Institut's associates - Karl Landauer, Andries 
Sternheim, and, most prominently, Walter Benjamin - had resisted 
its pleas to emigrate until it was too late. In many other cases, how
ever, escape proved successful. By the war, new "research associ
ates," who were often very peripherally associated with the Institut, 
included Karl Wilhelin Kapp (economics), I. Graebner (anti-Semi
tism), Fritz Karsen (education),114 Olga Lang (Sinology), Wilhelm 
Mackauer (history), Alois Schardt (art), Joseph Soudek (economics), 
Edgar· Zilsel (sociology), Paul Lazarsfdd (sociology), Maximilian 

. Beck (philosophy), Kurt Pinthus (literature), and Hans Fried (sociol-
ogy). Many of them, in addition to other recipients of Institut grants 
such as Joseph Maier, Alice Maier's husband, could no longer be re
tained on the Institut's reduced budget. 

The same problem existed among the senior members of the staff. 
By 1939, as we have seen, Fromm had left to pursue his private prac
tice, Gumperz was involved with his activities as a stockbroker, and 
Wittfogel had found new sources of income. Adorno was employed 
part-time by Lazarsfeld's Radio Research Project at ,Princeton and 
later at Columbia, which was a source of research and secretarial 
assistance for Lowenthal as well. Government consultation was also 
a means of supplementing income while doing useful work. Neu
mann was th.e first to go to Washington to aid in the war effort. In 
1942 he joined the Board of Economic Warfare as its chief consul
tant and then, soon after, the Office of Strategic Services, as the dep
uty chief of the Research and Analysis Branch's Central European 
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section. Neumann's departure from the Institut, which proved per
manent, was hastened by personal as well as theoretical differences 
with older I nstitut figures,115 as was the case with others such as 
Fromm and Wittfogel. Horkheimer was displeased with the sum
mary way in which Pollock's arguments were treated in Behemoth. 
Furthermore, there was an apparent rivalry between them over the 
selection of a professor at Columbia from among the Institut's mem
bers. The older figures from the Frankfurt period were distressed by 
the prospect that Neumann, with his divergent opinions, would be 
representing the Institut on the regular Columbia faculty. In fact, 
after the war Neumann was offered such a position, which he ac
cepted, but by that time the Institut had decided to allow its connec
tion with Columhia to lapse. 

Other I nstitut members spent a considerable part of their time in 
Washington during the war. Kirchheimer also joined the OSS, as did 
Marcuse after completing Reason and Re~'olulion, his last extensive 
publication for more than a decade. Here they were members of a re
markahle community of !ntellectuals, \vhich included such distin
guished scholaf.s as Hajo Holborn, ~orman O. Brown, Carl 
Schorske, H. Stuart Hughes. l.eonard Krieger. Crane Brinton, and 
Franklin Ford. Marcuse had hriefly served with the Office of War In
formation before joining the OSS. The OWl was also the focus of 
Lowenthal's governmental work after 1943. Although he continued 
to spend some time in the Institut's New York office, he served for a 
time as an OWl section chief. Pollock was an occasional consultant 
to the Departmept of Justice's antitrust division and to the Board of 
Economic Warfare. Gurland, although remaining for the mi.)st part 
in New York, found time to collaborate with Kirchbeimer aQJ Neu
mann on a study, The Fate of Small Business ill Nazi Gl'r117111l)',116 for 
a special Senate subcommittee led hy Claude Pepper. 

Despite the reduction of the Institut's budget and the partial dis
persion of its staff, the effort to continue its scientific work did not 
flag. But for the first time, supplementary grants were necessary to 
make its projects feasible. These were not always forthcoming. In 
February, 1941, a prospectus for an analysis of the "Cultural~Aspects 
of National Socialism," 117 under the joint direction of Horkheimer 
and Eugene N. Anderson of American University in Washington, 
was announced. The projected responsibilities for \ndividual sections 
were as follows: Pollock was to study bureaucracy; Lowenthal, liter
ature and mass culture; Horkheimer, anti-Christianity; Neumann, 
the ideological permeation of labor and the new middle classes; 
Marcuse, the war and the postwar generation; and Adorno, art, and 
music. Grossmann was described as "an adviser for "economic his-
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tory, statistics, and economics for all sections where such problems 
may enter." 118 But the project could not be started for lack of a 
foundation cosponsor. Nor was money available for the continua
tion of the Studies in Philosophy and Social Science as a yearbook. In 
fact, only with the-support of the American Jewish Committee and 
the Jewish Labor Committee, acquired in October of 1943, could the 
Institut devote its collective energies to a large and costly project. 
The series, Studies in Prejudice, that resulted will be the subject of 
Chapter 7. 

In one instance, the Institut's financial recovery allowed it to re
verse the trend towards the reduction of its staff. Paul Massing, who 
had joined as a research associate in 1941, became one of the In
stitut's more important contributors in the next few years. He was 
not, however, a total newcomer to Institut affairs, having started his 

- dissertation under Grunberg in 1927.119 Yet in one way Massing was 
a unique addition. Unlike most other important figures in the Insti
tut's history, he was of gentile origin, a factor that he was later to feel 
prevented his full acceptance by the Institut's inner circle. In the 
twenties Massing had been a close friend of Karl Wittfogel for both 
personal and political reasons. Like Wittfogel, he was one of the sev
eral Communist Party members associated with the Institut before 
the emigration, having joined the Party in 1927. And like his older 
friend - Massing was born in a small village near Koblenz in 1902, 
six years after Wittfogel- he was put into a concentration camp for 
his politics when Hitler took power. Both men were liberated at ap
proximately the same time and both left Germany in 1934. Each 
wrote of his experiences in the concentration camp in pseudony
mously published hovels: Wittfogel's, written under the name Klaus 
Hinrichs, was called Staatliches Konzentrationslager VII; Massing's 
was entitled SchutzhiiJtling 880 and was published under the name 
Karl Billinger, which he had whimsically chosen as a combination of 
John Dillinger, the master criminal, and Richard Billinger, a Ger
man poet jailed by the Nazis.120 Accompanied by a pro-Soviet intro
duction by Lincoln Steffens, Massing's novel was translated as Fa
therland in 1935. Its. publication in English cost him dearly by 
delaying his naturalization until the late 1940's. 

Another parallel between the two men was their growing disen
chantment with communism. Wittfogel had left the Party -as a dues
paying member by the time he departed the Continent for England 
in 1934, eight months before his emigration to America. His final 
break with his Communist past, however, did not. come until the 
summer of 1939, after his experiences in China in the middle thir
ties. 121 Massing's apostasy was considerably more dramatic. AI-
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though he had made a brief trip to the United States after his libera
tion from the camp, he and his wife, Hede, returned to Europe to 
work for the Party. In 1937 he was summoned to Moscow to discuss 
his affairs with his superiors. By this time the purge trials were at 
their height, and like many others, Massing was becoming disen
chanted with Stalinist practice. Although discouraged by his wife, he 
decided to go to the Soviet Union, as he remembers it, out of a sense 
of honor to announce his break with communism. What began as a 
two-week visit ended as an eight-month nightmare with no certainty 
of survival. 122 Finally, in 1938, Massing was permitted to leave both 
Moscow and the Party, but his involvement with communism was 
not yet entirely over. After returning, he began a comparison of Hit
ler's foreign policy with the intentions announced in Mein Kampf, in 
the hope of putting together a marketable book. Hitler Is No Fool, as 
it was finally called, was published in 1940 by Modern Age, at that 
time secretly controlled by Communist editors. "Karl Billinger's" 
contention that the war in the west was merely a preliminary for a 
drive eastward went against the new party line after the Nazi-Soviet 
Pact. Consequently, the book was suppressed by its own publishers 
and copies already printed were recovered if at all possible. 

The loss of Massing's book was paralleled by the loss of his friend
ship with Wittfogel, although for precisely the opposite reasons. As 
noted earlier, Wittfogel began to shift rightward after his return from 
China. His third wife, Esther Goldfrank, was herself conservative 
and seems to have influenced the intensity of Wittfogel's change. In 
addition to leaving the Party, he began to distrust anyone who had 
ever been connected with it in any way. Massing fell into this cate
gory, and his relations with Wittfogel progressively deterioni.ted. The 
final break c~me in 1948, so Massing recalls, over his refusal to sup
port unreservedly the allegations of Ruth Fischer in her Stalinist Ger
many. In Wittfogel's account, their falling out had more P personal 
reasons.l23 What is clear is that Massing, no longer a member of the 
Party but unwilling to share Wittfogel's rabid anticommunism, had 
reached a political position not dissimilar to that of the Institut's 
leadership. By 1941, when he joined its ranks, his political career was 
clearly over. In fact, his contribution in the forties showed little effect 
of the Marxism he had So actively espoused at an earlier date.In this 
he mirrored the Institut's gradual withdrawal from an aggressively 
Marxist stance, some -of whose effects we have seen in this chapter. 
In fact, a number of factors during the war and the immediate post
war years contributed to this change in -the Frankfurt School's atti
tude towards Marxism. -These will become readily apparent in our 
subsequent discussions of its work in the forties. 
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Perhaps the most important change in the Institut's history during 
the war resulted from Horkheimer's health. Because of a mild heart 
condition, . his dQctors advised him to leave New York for a more 
temperate climate. As a result, Horkheimer, accompanied by 

. Adorno, who came largely out of personal loyalty,124 moved to 
Pacific Palisades near Santa Monica, California, in early 1941. With
out Horkheimer's personal stimulus, the Institut's New York office 
lost some of its vitality. Lowenthal and Pollock remained as its direc
tors, and Marcuse, ~irchheimer, Gurland, Massing, and Felix Weil 
continued to do work there. Still, the volume of research, for all the 
reasons mentioned above, generally declined during the war. In 
June, 1944, the building on I 17th Street was turned over to the U.S. 
Navy for training courses, and the Institut was relocated in smaller 
quarters in Low Memorial Library and in another building on 
Morningside Heights. Clearly, the lnstitut's' Columbia period was 
drawing to a close when it distributed an accoupt of its achievements 
in 1944 entitled "Ten Years on Morningside Heights." 125 

In moving westward to California, Horkheimer and Adorno gave 
symbolic confirmation of the Institut's increased distance from its 
European origins. In February, 1940, while still in New York, 
Horkheimer, Pollock, Marcuse, and Lowenthal had taken out natu
ralization papers. By the end of the war almost all the Institut mem
bers had become American citizens. The end of the Zeilschrijt meant 
the beginning of a new English-speaking audience for the Institut. 
Starting with Punishment and Social Structure in 1939, all the Insti
tut's published work appeared in its adopted language. In the forties 
the Studies in Prejudice picked up where the Studien iiber AUlOrital 
und Familie had left off, but now the focus was on American forms of 
authoritarianism. 

With the shift in subject matter came a subtle change in the center 
of the I'1lstitut's work. Authoritarianism in America appeared in 
different guises from its European counterparts. Instead of terror or 
coercion, more gentle forms of enforced conformism had been devel
oped. Perhaps the most effective of these were to be found in the cul
tural field. American mass culture thus became One of the central 
concerns of the Frankfurt School in the forties. To understand its 
work, we must now return to our long delayed discussion of the In
stitut's analyses of cultural phenomena. We have already treated 
Lowenthal's contribution to those analyses. In the next chapter we 
shall turn to the extensive and penetrating work of Adorno and Ben
jamin in the context of the Institut's treatment of what Horkheimer 
called "affirmative culture." 126 



VI 

Aesthetic Theory 
and the Critique of Mass Culture 

There is no document of civilization which is not 
at the same time a document of barbarism. 

- WALTER BENJAMIN 

It is not that chewing gum undermines metaphys
ics but that it is metaphysics - this is what must be 
made clear. 

- MAX HORKHEIMER 

Mass culture is psychoanalysis in reverse. 
- LEO LOWENTHAL 

Marxist aesthetic criticism. as George Steiner has argued. I has tra
ditionally proceeded along two separate lines. The first. derived pri
marily from the writings of Lenin and codified by Zhdanov at the 
first Soviet Writers' Congress in 1934, finds merit only in those works 
displaying unabashed political partisanship. Lenin's demand for 
Tendellzlilerwur (partisan literature). conceived in combat with aes
thetic formalism around the turn of the century, ultimately cul
minated in the sterile orthodoxy of Stalinist socialist realism. The 
second strain, which Steiner among many others considefs more 
fruitful, follows the lead of Engels, who valued art less by the politi
cal intentions of its creator than by its inherent social significance. 
The objective social content of a work, Engels maintained, might 
we·1I be contrary to the avowed desires of the artist and might express 
more than his class origins. This second approach has been p·ursued 
by the non-Soviet bloc critics Michel erouzet once called para
Marxists. Among the most prominent of these were, at varying times 
in their careers, Jean-Paul Sartre and Lucien Goldmann in France, 
Edmund Wilson and Sicl"ney Finkelstein in America, and members 
of the Frankfurt School in Germany. 

To Steiner, as to other commentators, Georg Lukacs presents a 
complex case, with characteristics placing him in both camps. Lu
kacs, certainly the most gifted critic who remained within the Soviet 
orbit, sought to bridge the gap between the Leninist and the "Engel-
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ian" positions. In developing Engels's now famous dichotomy be
tween realism and naturalism - the former, ex-emplified in the works 
of Shakespeare, Goethe, and Balzac, reconciling objective world and 
subjective imagination organically; the latter, best illustrated in 
Zola's writings, mechanically reflecting the artist's un assimilated 
phenomenal environment - Lukacs pursued an important distinc
tion neglected by orthodox Zhdanovists. Zola, despite his sympathy 
for the oppressed, so Lukacs maintained, is artistically inferior t6 the 
royalist Balzac, whose artistic imagination allowed him to portray 
the historical totality with greater fidelity. Similar considerations led 
to Lukacs's unexpected praise in The Historical Novel for the works 
of Sir Walter Scott.2 

And yet, Lukacs, the man who repudiated his own History and 
Class Consciousness because of criticisms by the Party hierarchy, 
never truly freed himself from the Leninist straitjacket. This was ap
parent in a number of ways. One of the better known is his practi
cally unrelieved hostility to artistic modernism of all kinds.3 To such 
writers as Proust,. Joyce, and Kafka, Lukacs turned a deaf ear, be
cause of their alleged formalism and subjectivity. Much of twentieth
century art Lukacs associated with the alleged irrationalism in the 
writings of Dostoyevsky, Nietzsche, and Kierkegaard.4 Along with 
this attitude went a rather conservative preference for the master
pieces of bourgeois culture and a less than critical deference for the 
products of socialist realism. This latter aspect of his work was per
haps due to an overly optimistic appreciation of the reconciliation of 
contradictions already achieved in socialist countries.s Still another 
manifestation of his adherence to Leninist standards appeared in his 
relative indifference to the effects on art of technological innovation; 
class conflict remained the sole motor of history underlying his criti
cism. For all the insights contained in the vast corpus of his critical 
works, Lukacs's compromise with political authority and his almost 
temperamental insensitivity to modernist art prevented his achieving 
the kind of critical flexibility that Western para-Marxists, such as 
those connected with Frankfurt School, were able to attain. 

Having said this, however, it must be acknowledged that much of 
what the para-Marxists wrote would not have been the same without 
certain of Lukacs's writings. History and Class Consciousness, what
ever its author may have thought of it later, was a seminal work for 
them, as Benjamin, for one, was to admit.6 As Adorno also acknowl
edged in a much later piece on Lukacs whose tone was generally crit
ical, it was the first study to focus on the crucial problem of reifica
tion, the key to a Marxist or neo-Marxist analysis of culture,? 
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Moreover, the Frankfurt School, like other para-Marxists, shared the 
"Engelian;' distinction between realism and naturalism that Lukacs 
did so much to develop, although they tended to agree more with his 
definition of the latter than of the former. 8 Whatever the disagree
ments that separated them in subsequent years - and they were seri
ous - the Institut and Lukacs spoke to similar questions from 
within a common tradition. 

The objective of this chapter is the presentation of those elements 
that made the Frankfurt School's aesthetic criticism different from 
both its traditional bourgeois and its orthodox Marxist competitors. 
Special attention will be paid to the contributions of Adorno and 
Benjamin, with side glances at Horkheimer, Marcuse, and Lowen
thal, whose discussions of mass culture will be considered as well. 
The chapter will end with a treatment of the way in which the Insti
tut integrated its critit]llL' of art with its more general analysis of 
modern society. 

From the very beginning, of course, the post-Grunberg generation 
of Institut members had" been interested in aesthetic and cultural 
phenomena. Hans Cornelius, the major academic influence on a 
number of Institut figures, had been an artist manque and had writ
ten extensively in the philosophy of art.9 Horkheimer's excursions 
into fiction, which continued into the forties,1O have already been 
mentioned, as have Adorno's more substantial musical pursuits. 
Adorno's study of Kierkegaard, in which aesthetics played a central 
role, has also been discussed, as have Wittfogel's plays and aesthetic 
criticisni.. And finally, we have paid attention to Lowenthal's numer
ous essays in the ZeitschriJt on literary matters. 

What remains to be done is a more complete presentation of the 
other components of the Institut's extensive analysis of cullUI:al 
subjects, particularly the work of Adorno and Benjamiu. The 
difficulties in such a task are formidable. The <lntisystematic impulse 
of Critical Theory was extended 10 the cuhural criticism it fostered. 
The result makes summary a difficult, if not impossible, project. In 
addition, the form in which the criticism appeared was an essential 
part or its total effect. The unique texture of an Adorno or a Benja
min essay and the studied intricacy of their prose styles defy transla
tion, II not to mention reduction to their fundamentals. Their mode 
of reasoning was rarely inductive or deductive, a reflection of their 
insistence that every sentence must be mediated through the totality 
of the essay in order to be understood fully. Reading a piece by 
Adorno or Benjamin brings to mind a comment the filmmaker Jean
Luc Godard is once said to have made when asked if his films had a 
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beginning, a middle, and an end. "Yes," he replied, "but not neces
sarily in that order." The principle that Adorno attributed to the 
symbolists also informed their work: "Defiance of society includes 
defiance of its language." 12 The difficulties that resulted for the aver
age reader were thus less the product of caprice or inarticulateness 
than a direct challenge to the reader to respond with commensurate 
seriousness. Adorno himself indicated his purpose indirectly when he 
wrote of Schonberg's music: "It requires the listener spontaneously 
to compose its inner movement and demands of him not mere con
templation but praxis." 13 Other artists, such as Kafka,14 whose work 
Adorno particularly praised, seem to be guided by the same consid
eration: 

Benjamin's concern for language and style was no less great. In 
fact, as Adorno once suggested,15 Benjamin saw himself as the vehi
cle for the expression of objective cultural tendencies, a belief that 
made the mode of expression particularly crucial. One manifestation 
of this was his hope to exclude all subjective elements from his work 
by writing an essay consisting solely of quotations from other 
sources. 16 Although this never came to pass, Benjamin strove to give 
his words a richness and resonance that normal prose lacked. His in
terest in the Talmud and the Cabala may have led him to the con
viction that multiple levels of meaning exist in every sentence. 17 If 
Benjamin's style differed from that of other Institut members, it was 
a product of his searching for the most concrete mode of expression 
possible. Because his thought was more analogical than theirs, he 
was less inclined to use traditional philosophical jargon, which he 
dismissed as the language of procurers. 18 In fact, Benjamin and 
Horkheimer exchanged letters in which their different appreciations 
of the value of philosophical language came to the surface. 19 Neither 
convinced the other, and Benjamin's style rema~ned closer to the 
evocative prose of artistic literature than to the denotative language 
of theoretical philosophy. This, in addition to the fragmentary condi
tion of much of his later work, the recent disputes over the authen
ticity of some of his texts, and the distance he always maintained 
from Critical Theory, makes an assessment of his contribution to the 
Institut's work especially difficult. 

Still, with these qualifications in mind, the general outlines of the 
Frankfurt School's approach to aesthetics, shared by Adorno and, to 
some extent, by Benjamin, can be discerned. If, as we have seen ear
lier, the Institut refused to fetishize economics or politics, it was 
equally reluctant to treat culture as a realm apart in society. Occa
sionally, this seemed to mean an almost reductionist analysis of art 
to a reflection of social trends, as when the Institut in one of its 
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official histories wrote: "We interpret [art] as a kind of code language 
for processes taking place within society, which must be deciphered 
by means of critical analysis." 20 Although generally less direct, the 
Institut was certainly at the opposite pole from the tradition of 
GeisteswissenschaJten (cultural sciences) in Germany, which tended 
to treat intellectual history in a social vacuum. Members of the Insti
tut never tired of attacking the opposition between culture as a supe
rior sphere of human endeavor and material existence as -a lesser -as
pect of man's condition. The interrelationship between culture and 
society was such that the former never fully succeeded in transcend
ing the inadequacies of the latter. Thus, Adorno praised Spengler for 
demonstrating "the way culture itself, as form and order, is in com
plicity with blind domination." 21 And Benjamin stated baldly that 
"there is no document of civilization which is not at the same time a 
document of barbarism." 22 

Equally foreign to the Institut's thinking was the evaluation of ar
tistic phenomena as merely expressions of individual creativity. 
Horkheimer, it will be recalled, wrote his HabilitationsschriJt on 
Kant's Critique of Judgment. Almost two decades later, he returned 
to Kant's argument that an element of common humanity, of shared 
hope for the potential of mankind, informed every aesthetic act.23 
The supra-individual subject was not, however, abstractly transcen
dental, as Kant had believed, but was historical instead.24 The artis
tic subject was in a sense social as well as individual. Works of art 
thus expressed objective social tendencies unintended by their crea
tors. The artist's alleged creative freedom was in some ways illusory. 
"Like artists' lives," Adorno wrote in his essay on Valery and Proust, 
"their works appear 'free' only when seen from the outside. The 
work is neither a reflection of the soul nor the embodiment of a Pla
tonic Idea. It is not pure Being but rather a 'force-field' between sub
ject and object." 25 

Thus, to the Frankfurt School, the aesthetic rationale of expres
sionism, which was particularly popular in the Germany of their 
youth, was ultimately false. In an article written on Kafka during the 
forties, Adorno returned to an argument he had used earlier in his 
critique of Kierkegaard: "Absolute subjectivity is also subjectless . 
. . . The more the I of expressionism is thrown back upon itself, the 
more like the excluded world of things it becomes .... Pure subjec
tivity, being of necessity estranged from itself as well and having be
come a thing, assumes the dimensions of objectivity which expresses 
itself through its own estrangement." 26 Although the spontaneity of 
subjective creativity was a necessary element in genuine art, it could 
realize itself only through objectification. And objectification inevi-
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tably meant working with materials already filtered through the ex
isting social matrix. This in turn meant the necessity of at least some 
reification. In his critique of Aldous Huxley, Adorno wrote that "hu
manity includes reification as well as its opposite, not merely as the 
condition from which liberation is possible, but also positively, as the 
form in which, however brittle and inadequate it may be, subjective 
impulses are realized, but only by being objectified." 27 Adorno's use 
of reification as a synonym for objectification in this passage indi
cates his pessimism about the total de-reification of life. Here his 
stress on nonidentity, which we have examined earlier, was espe
cially evident. The complete reconciliation of subjective imagination 
and objective materials might be approached in great works of art, 
but never fully achieved. Thus, even when discussing such artists as 
Valery, Proust, George, and Hoffmanstahl,i8 for whom he had great 
respect, Adorno chose to discuss them in dialectical pairs in order to 
transcend the inherent insufficiency of individual accomplishments. 

If artistic creativity was limited by social factors, so too was the 
subjective appreciation of art. The liberal notion of individual 
"taste," so Adorno and Lowenthal frequently pointed out,29 had 
been fully undermined by the gradual liquidation of the autonomous 
subject in modern society. The implications of this development 
were crucial for an understanding of mass culture, in which the ma
nipulation of preferences was almost complete. As we have already 
seen in Chapter 4 when discussing Lowenthal's essay on Dostoy
evsky's readership in prewar Germany, the Institut saw the changes 
in the reception of art as a valid field for its investigation. 

What distinguished the Frankfurt School's sociology of art from 
its more orthodox Marxist progenitors', however, was its refusal to 
reduce cultural phenomena to an ideological reflex of class interests. 
In Adorno's words, "the task of criticism must be not so much to 
search for the particular interest-groups to which cultural phenom
ena are to·be assigned, but rather to decipher the general social tend
encies which are expressed in· these phenomena and through which 
the most powerful interests realize themselves. Cultural criticism 
must become social physiognomy." 30 In fact, one of the sources of 
disagreement between Adorno and Benjamin was the latter's tend
ency to seek more specific correspondences between social groups 
and cultural phenomena.31 

Critical Theory's stress on dialectics and negation prevented its 
analyses of art from becomin.g simple exercises in decoding class ref
erences, although this was not totally absent from the Instittit's work. 
Not only was art the expression and reflection of existing social tend-
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encies, but also - and here is where the Institut diverged most 
sharply from Leninist criticism, and from Lukacs as well - genuine 
art acted as the last preserve of human yearnings for that "other" so
ciety beyond the present one. "Art," Horkheimer wrote, "since it be
came autonomous, has preserved the utopia that evaporated from re
ligion." 32 Kant's notion of the disinterestedness of beauty was 
therefore wrong: true art was an expression of man's legitimate inter
est in his future happiness. Art, to use a phrase of Stendhal's that the 
Institut was especially fond of quoting, gave "une prom esse de bon
heur." 33 Thus, although false in one sense, the claims of culture to 
transcend society were true in another. 

All culture was not a bourgeois swindle, as vulgar Marxists 
seemed at times to think.34 All art was not simply false consciousness 
or ideology. A dialectical, or "immanent," critique of art, Adonlo ar
gued, "takes seriously the principle that it is not ideology in itself 
which is untrue but rather its pretension to correspond to reality." 35 
One way in which art might offer a "true" foretaste of the future so
ciety was in its harmonious reconciliation of form and content, func
tion and expression, subjective and objective elements. Certain art
ists, such as Beethoven or Goethe, were capable of achieving at least 
moments of such fulfillment in their work, although "th~ utopia of 
art transcends individual works." 36 In fact, in accordance with Criti
cal Theory's distrust of any positive representation of the reconcilia
tion of contradictions, the harmonies it most admired always con
tained a recognition that a solely aesthetic· reconciliation was 
insufficient: "A successful work, according to immanent criticism, is 
not one which resolves objective contradictions in a spurious har
mony, bl,lt one which expresses the idea of harmony negatively by 
embodying the contradictions, pure and un compromised, in its in
nermost structure." 37 In other words, until social contradictions 
were reconciled in reality, the utopian harmony of art must always 
maintain an element of protest. "Art,:' Adorno wrote, "and so-called 
cl<isslcal art no less than its more anarchical expressions, always was, 
and is, a force of protest of the humane against the pressure of domi
neering institutions, religious and otherwise, no less than it reflects 
their objective substance." 38 In short, the aesthetic sphere was inevi
tably political as well, a realization, as Marcuse pointed out,39. that 
was most clearly expressed in Schiller's Letters on the.Aesthetic Edu
cation of Man. 

Not all that passed for art, however, contained this negative mo
ment. In fact, at the heart of the Institut's critique of mass culture 
was its belief that the ''promesse de bonheur," the yision of the other 
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society, had been systematically eradicated from what was increas
ingly an "affirmative culture." * How seriously the Frankfurt School 
took this development we shall see later in this chapter. What is nec
essary to note now in our more general discussion of the Institut's 
approach to culture is that even in its moments of greatest pessimism 
about the elimination of negativity, a dialectical qualification usually 
appeared. (This might also be said about Marcuse's later populariza
tion of this analysis in One-Dimensional Man, although here the qual
ifications were few and far between). A good example of this reluc
tance to close off the possibility of negativity appeared in Adorno's 
article on Thorstein Veblen, which appeared in the Studies in Philos
ophy and Social Science in 1941. Veblen's notion of "conspicuous 
consumption," which might be considered an integral part of any 
mass culture analysis, was attacked by Adorno for its undialectical 
shallowness. "The happiness that man actually finds," he wrote, 
"cannot be separated from conspicuous consumption. There is no 
happiness which does not promise to fulfill a socially constituted de
sire, but there is also none which does not promise something quali
tatively different in this fulfillment." 40 In other words, even the dis
torted desire for status recognition contained a critical element in its 
demand, first of all, for real happiness, and secondly in its recogni
tion that such a condition necessarily included a social component. 
Consumption, however conspicuous, still meant a protest against the 
asceticism the Frankfurt School so disliked. 

Among the salient characteristics of "affirmative culture" was such 
an ascetic moment. As we saw when discussing the nature of the In
stitut's materialism, the demand for happiness was a fundamental el
ement in Critical Theory. What Adorno later said of Benjamin might 
well serve as a description of the Frankfurt School as a whole: 
"Everything that Benjamin said or wrote sounded as if thought, in
stead ofrejecting the promises offairy tales and children's books with 
its usual disgraceful 'maturity,' took them so literally that real fulfill
ment itself was now within sight of knowledge. In his philosophical 
topography, renunciation is totally repudiated." 41 Furthermore, the 
Institut's notion of true happiness went well beyond its equation 
with economic well-being, which characterized the limited thinking 
of many orthodox Marxists. In fact, the very separation of culture 

* "By affirmative culture," Marcuse wrote, "is meant that .culture of the bourgeois epoch 
which led in the course of its own development to the segregation from civilization of the men
tal and spiritual world as an independent realm of value that is also considered superior to civi
lization. Its decisive characteristic is the assertion of a universally obligatory, eternally better, 
and more valuable world that must be unconditionally affirmed: a world essentially different 
from the factual world of the daily struggle for existence, yet realizable by every individual for 
himself 'from within,' without any transformation of the state of fact" (Negations, p. 95). 
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from material contentment was one of the clues that the Institut saw 
as betraying orthodox Marxism's inability to transcend affirmative 
culture. The dichotomy of substructure and superstructure, however 
accurate it may have been in describing a'certain moment in bour
geois history, ought not be eternalized. In the society of the future, 
the two spheres would be integrated in a healthy way. As Marcuse 
argued in his discussion of hedonism, the continued separation of 
production and consumption was part of an unfree society.42 

This integration, however, was still a utopian hope. In the present, 
the greatest threat came from cultural tendencies that implied the 
premature reconciliation of contradictions at the level of popular 
consciousness. Vulgar Marxism's sociological reductionism was itself 
a manifestation of this trend. As in Critical Theory in general, the 
Frankfurt School's aesthetic criticism maintained a determined stress 
on the importance of mediation43 and non identity. Because Adorno, 
like others in the Institut, denied the existence of philosophical first 
principles, he always interpreted even the most reified artifacts of 
affirmative culture as something more than derivative reflections of a 
more fundamental reality. "The less the dialectical method can 
today presuppose the Hegelian identity of subject and object, the 
more it is obliged to be mindful of the duality of the moments." 44 An 
example of Adorno's consistent reliance on dialectical antireduction
ism came in his treatment of one of the fundamental Marxist catego
ries, the fetishism of commodities (by which Marx meant the process 
of estranging commodities from their human origins, thereby making 
them into mysterious, opaque, alien objects rather than the transpar
ent embodiment of social relations). Here he disagreed with Benja
min, to whom he wrote on August 2, I935, that "the fetish character 
of commodities is not" a fact of consciousness, but dialectic in the em
inent sense that it produces consciousness." In other words, it was a 
social and not merely a psychological reality. To talk of the com
modity form an sich (in itself), as Benjamin seemed to be doing, was 
to give it a metaphysical rather than a historical sense.45 Elsewhere, 
in his essay on Veblen, Adorno argued in a similar fashion: "Com
modity fetishes are not merely the projection of opaque human rela
tions into the world of things. They are also the chimerical deities 
which originate in the primacy of the exchange process but neverthe
less represent something not entirely absorbed in it." 46 In criticizing 
other cultural critics such as Lukacs or Veblen, Adorno was always 
careful to single out any traces of reductionism he detected in their 
work. One frequent manifestation of such reductionism was the dis
missal of appearances as totally insubstantial, a fallacy that he also 
noted in philosophical phenomenology. "As the reflction of truth," 
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he wrote, "appearances are dialectical; to reject all appearance is to 
fall completely under its sway, since truth is abandoned with the rub
ble without which. it cannot appear." 47 

Adorno's sensitivity to dialectical mediation was most clearly 
demonstrated in the studies of music to which he devoted a major 
portion of his intellectual energy throughout his life. To Adorno, poly
phonic music, the least representational of aesthetic modes,48 was 
perhaps best suited for the expression of that imageless "other" that 
Critical Theory refused to define positively. In addition, the com
plexities of its mediations- composer, performer, instrument, tech
nical reproduction - made music a particularly rich field for the 
play of his dialectical imagination. Originating in the rhythms and 
rituals of everyday life, music had long since transcended its purely 
functional role. It was thus both tied to material conditions and 
above them, responsive to changes in social realities and yet more 
than merely their reflection. 

As early as the 1920'S and his years in Vienna,49 Adorno began to 
explore all facets of musical expression: the history of classical com
position, the current production of avant-garde music, the reproduc
tion and reception of musical forms, and the composition and psy
chosocial function of popular music.50 In the first two issues of the 
Zeitschrift in 1932, he outlined the principles underlying his ap
proach to music.51 From the beginning, Adorno made it clear that he 
was no ordinary musicologist. Music, he argued, contained social 
contradictions in its own structure, although its relation to social 
reality was problematical. As was the case with all cultural phenom
ena, it was neither fully reflective nor fully autonomous. Still, in the 
current era,its autonomy was severely threatened. Most music dis
played the characteristics of a commodity, dominated more by ex
change than by use value. The real dichotomy, Adorno contended, 
was not between "light" and "serious" music -:- he was never a de
fender of traditional cultural standards for their own sake - but 
rather between music that was market-oriented and music that was 
not. If at the present time the latter tended to be incomprehensible to 
most listeners, this did not mean that it was objectively reactionary. 
Music, like theory,must go beyond the prevailing consciousness of 
the masses. 52 

In the first installment of his essay, Adorno concentrated on the 
primary trends of contemporary composition. His major focus was 
on the opposition between the music of Schonberg and that of Stra
vinsky.' Understood more as the embodiment of certain aesthetic 
principles than as personalities, these were the two composers who 
were to play the central roles in his later work on the Philosophy of 
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Modern Music. 53 As might be expected, Adorno's sympathies lay 
with the man in whose school he had been tutored in Vienna. 
Schonberg's development of the possibilities of atonality, Adorno ar
gued, expressed a refusal to compromise with the unresolved disso
nances of contemporary society. The content of his early expression
ist period pointed away from false reconciliations. With the 
unselfconsciousness of the true artist. Schonberg allowed his own 
unconscious impulses to express their contradictions. Since, how
ever, atonality sought to avoid tonality at all costs, it led away from 
pure arbitrariness into a new order based on the twelve-tone row, 
which prohibited the repetition of anyone note until all twelve had 
been sounded. In so progressing, Schonberg had objectified his sub
jective impulses in a way that put him in touch with the classical tra
dition. The articulation of the new twelve-tone order was a dialec
tical product of his earlier music, not a short-circuited imposition of 
order from without. By withdrawing into the logic of the music itself, 
Schonberg was able to protect himself somewhat from the external 
pressure of social forces. 

In turning to a musical form in which alienation and contra
dictions were overcome, however, it might be argued that Schonberg 
had reconciled himself to the perpetuation of alienation in the social 
sphere. On the deepest level, the ideal of the fulfilled work of art, 
taken from classical art, might not be compatible with the means he 
chose to realize it. The creation of a "pure" music, like Karl Kraus's 
notion of a "pure" speech, might be ultimately unattainable.54 But 
SchOnberg's striving to attain it presented a constant standard 
against which the reality of bourgeois society could be measured. 

In later years, it might be added parenthetically, Adorno's estima
tion of the negative, critical element in Schonberg's type of music 
was to decline, especially after the twelve-tone row became a more 
rigid imperative of composition to his followers. "It is not the 
method itself that is false," he wrote in 1952, "-no one can com
pose any longer who has not sensed with his own ears the gravita
tional pull towards twelve-tone technique - but rather its hypostati
zation .... To be true to SchOnberg is to warn against all 
twelve-tone schools." 55 In the thirties, however, Adorno identified 
Schonberg with all that was progressive in modern music. 

The opposite was the case with Stravinsky, the composer to whose 
works he turned after a brief treatment of Schonberg's disciples, 
Berg and Webern. To Adorno, Stravinsky represented an an tipsy
chological, neoclassical "objectivism," which ignored the aJienation 
and contradictions of modern society l!nd returned to pre bourgeois 
tonal forms such as the dance. Unlike the romantics, who used the 
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past as a negation of the present, the objectivists belonged with the 
purveyors of volkisch culture, who undialectically adopted old forms 
to current needs. Although the mediating connection was difficult to 
illustrate satisfactorily, Adorno went so far as to suggest that objec
tivism was in a sen,se the correlate of fascism. Its use of neoprimitive 
rhythms corresponded to the shocks of unintegrated Erlebnis (expe
rience) fostered by fascist society. The irrationality of the objectiv
ists' principles of composition - the composer's "taste" rather than 
the immanent dialectic of the music was decisive - suggested the ar
bitrary control of the fascist Fuhrer.56 Stravinsky might be attacked 
by the fascists for his "destructiveness," but whether they knew it or 
not, his music expressed their ideology. 

Perhaps more "reactionary" still was the music of one of Frank
furt's most celebrated sons, Paul Hindemith. Hindemith's naivete, 
"healthy humor," 57 and anti-ironic style further extended the ideo
logical thrust of objectivist music. The despair occasionally ex
pressed by Stravinsky in such works as L'Histoire du Soldat was fully 
absent from Hindemith's work. which resembled the false facades of 
Neue Sachlichkeit architecture and the illusory community of volk
isch propagandists. Similarly, certain proletarian music, such as that 
composed by Hanns Eisler, suffered from the same problem, despite 
its agitprop value. Socialist realism in music. as in all art, was almost 
as reactionary, Adorno intimated, as neoclassical objectivism. Both 
constructed premature harmonies, ignoring the persistence of social 
contradictions in a way that Schonberg did not. What resulted was a 
kind of Gebrauchsmusik (utilitarian music), which was dependent on 
a model of technological rationality and thus served less to enlighten 
than to divert. Only occasionally, as in the music of Kurt Weill, was 
Gebrauchsmusik turned in a critical direction. Adorno praised Weill's 
fragmentary montage style, which employed shocks in a different 
way from Stravinsky, as the most progressive and critical popular 
music of the day. 

In the second part of his article, in the next issue of the ZeitschriJt, 
Adorno turned from an analysis of composition to the historical dia
lectic of reproduction, the mediating link between producer and con
sumer. Here he distinguished between precapitalist music, in which a 
continuum of production, reproduction, and improvisation existed, 
and music in the capitalist era, in which such a relationship did not 
exist. In the latter, the con:tposition was like an isolated commodity 
separated from the performer, whose interpretive flexibility was 
highly circumscribed. In the nineteenth century there had been "ir
rational" performers whose individualism corresponded to the per
sistence of areas of subjectivity in liberal society. In the twentieth 
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century, however, with the rise of monopoly capitalism, their Coun
terparts were really trapped by the tyranny of the text. Here once 
again Adorno mentioned Stravinsky's imposition of his own "taste" 
on the performer, although he was also afraid that Schonberg's 
music could not avoid similar problems when it was performed.58 

In the !ationalized, administered world of the present, the public 
still yearned for the "soul" of the nineteenth-century artist. The or
ganic was glorified over the mechanical, personality over anonymity, 
and inwardness over emptiness. Objectivism attempted to capture 
these traits in its composition, but without success, because, for rea
sons Adorno did not explain, they should be the attributes more of 
reproduction than of production itself. Efforts to redress this situa
tion, Adorno argued, were failures: the "soulful" conductor with his 
imperious gesture of command was a poor substitute for genuine 
spontaneity. In fact, he represented the musical equivalent of the au
thoritarian dictator. 

Adorno next turned to the popularity of certain musical forms and 
their significance in a historical context. Opera, he argued, had lost 
its appeal with the upper middle classes, although the petite bour
geoisie was still attracted to its repressive elements. Instead, the 
upper middle classes increasingly patronized concerts, which pro
vided a false sense of subjective inwardness and suggested a phony 
reconciliation of property and education.59 The search for true in
wardness, however, was no longer realizable in modern society. 
Richard Strauss was the last meaningful "bourgeois" composer, but 
even in his music, as Ernst Bloch once pointed out, all negation had 
been lost. As he used them, chromaticism and dissonance had lost 
their critical power and become emblems of world economic mo
bility.60 

What followed after Strauss, with the exception of avant-garde 
atonal music, was Kunstgewerbe, art as commodity alone. Light 
music, which once used to mock the aristocracy, now served to rec
oncile man to his fate. Folk music was no longer alive, because the 
spontaneous Volk had been consumed in a process that left popular 
music, like all popular culture, the creature of manipulation and im
position from above. Adorno ended the article by remarking on the 
ideological function of various forms of popular music, a foretaste of 
the project he set himself in his next few ZeitschriJt essays. 

The first of these, "On Jazz," 61 was written primarily during his 
stay in England. It was published pseudonymously under the name 
"Hektor Rottweiler," because Adorno still made occasional trips 
back to Germany. Much of its content came .from conversations 
Adorno had had with the jazz expert at the Frankfurt conservatory, 
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Matyas Seiber, before 1933.62 Adorno himself had yet to visit Amer
ica and thus had not experienced jazz at first hand. This distance 
from his subject allowed his dialectical imagination full sway. It also 
produced an essay"with occasionally outrageous assertions, made in 
an uncompromising manner designed less to persuade than to over
whelm. Other members of the Institut were themselves unwilling to 
agree entirely with Adorno's conclusions,63 

"I remember clearly," Adorno admitted later, "that I was horrified 
when I read the word 'jazz' for the first time. It is plausible that [my 
negative association] came from the German word Hatz (a pack of 
hounds), which evoked bloodhounds chasing after something 
slower." 64 Whatever the initial verbal association, jazz remained for 
Adorno a source of continued horror. He began his article by em
phatically rejecting any kind of purely aesthetic analysis of jazz in 
favor of psychosocial critique. Here the verdict was uncompromis
ingly unfavorable. Jazz, he wrote, "does not transcend alienation, it 
strengthens it. Jazz is commodity in the strictest sense." 65 All of 
jazz's claims to express liberation Adorno scornfully rejected. Its pri
mary so·cial function, he contended, was to lessen the distance be
tween the alienated individual and his affirmative culture. but in the 
repressive manner of volkisch ideology. It thus served to reverse what 
Brecht had called the Velfremdungseffekl (estrangement effect) of 
true art in the modern era. At the same time, jazz gave a false sense 
of returning to nature, whereas in fact it was totally a product of so
cial artifice. Furthermore, jazz was pseudo-democratic in its substitu
tion of collective for individual fantasies. It was likewise pseudo
individualistic, all alleged improvisation being repetitions of certain 
basic forms. The "hot" varieties of jazz" represented only an illusory 
sexual emancipation. If anything, the sexual message of jazz was cas
tration, combining the promise of liberation with its ascetic denial. 

Moreover, its ideologi'cal function was confirmed in the myth of its 
Negro origins. In fact, Adorno argued, "the skin of the Negro as well 
as the silver of the saxophone was a coloristic effect." 66 If the Negro 
contributed anything to jazz, it was less his rebellious reaction to 
slavery than his half-resentful, half-compliant submission to it. In a 
later essay on the same subject, Adorno made the point even clearer: 
"However little doubt there can be regarding the African elements in 
jazz, it is no less certain that everything unruly in· it was from the 
very beginning integrated into a strict scheme, that its rebellious ges
tures are accompanied by the tendency to blind obeisance, much like 
the sado-masochistic type described by analytic psychology." 67 

In denigrating the black contribution to jazz, it might be argued 
that Adorno displayed a characteristic European ethnocentrism. In-
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deed, there was a provincial streak in his make-up that came out 
most clearly in his lack of interest in non-Western musical forms. 
Hans Mayer, who had known Adorno since 1934, once remarked on 
this quality of his personality: "Adorno, as far as I see, never took a 
trip out of the simple desire to see. Europe sufficed for him entirely. 
No India or China, no Third World, not the people's democracies 
and not the workers' movement. Even in his needs for life expe
rience, he remained a citizen - and sovereign - of a small state." 68 

Still, what also must be remembered is that the jazz he was most con
cerned with was the commercial variety churned out by Tin Pan 
Alley, not the less popular variety rooted in black culture itself. 
Much of his apparent insensitivity came from his failure to make the 
appropriate distinction between the two. 

From a purely musical point of view, jazz, Adorno argued, was 
also completely bankrupt. Its beat and syncopation were derived 
from the military march, which suggested its implicit relation to au-

. thoritarianism, despite its being banned in Germany. Cooi jazz was 
similar to the musical impressionism of Debussy and Delius, but wa
tered down and conventionalized. Its subjective element was derived 
from salon music, but it had long since lost any spontaneity. In fact, 
any attempts to reintroduce elements of true spontaneity were 
quickly absorbed into its reified system. "The pseudo-vocalization of 
jazz," Adorno wrote in yet another treatment of the subject, "corre
sponds to the elimination of the piaIlo, the 'private' middle-class in
strument in the t;ra of the phonograph and radio." 69 The piano, we 
scarcely need to add, was Adorno's own instrument and his bias in 
its favor obvious. 

More significant still, jazz tended to spatialize rather than tempo
ralize musical movement. Here Adorno was pointing to one of the 
key characteristics of mass culture as the Institut understood it: the 
substitution of mythic repetition for historical development. "In jazz, 
one substitutes the immobility of an ever-identical movement for 
time." 70 The decline of temporality was connected implicitly with 
the liquidation of the autonomous individual. As Kant had argued, 
temporal development was a crucial attribute ofindividuality. Fur
ther evidence of the destruction of the individual subject in jazz, 
Adorno asserted in a supplement to the article he wrote in 1937,71 
was its being used more often as dance or background music rather 
than being listened to directly. This meant that it did not require, in 
a Kantian sense, a synthetic unity of apperception. The listener, in
stead of being forced to engage in a kind of praxis, as was the case 
with Schonberg's atonal music, was reduced to masochistic Pllssivity. 

If there was a negative moment in jazz -and Adorno was reluc-
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tant, despite his dialectical intentions, to admit there was - it ex
isted in its potentially ambiguous sexual (Zwischengeschlechtlicherj72 
implications. An~icipating Marcuse's later praise of polymorphous 
perversity, Adorno wrote that the suppression of the genital-centric 
subject, although possibly suggesting regression to sadism or homo
sexuality, might also provide a foretaste of the social order beyond 
patriarchal authoritarianism. The saxophone, the most characteristic 
jazz instrument, gave intimations of this sexual liberation because it 
was a metal instrument played like a woodwind.73 But in almost 
every other respect, jazz represented a capitulation before the powers 
of the status guo. 

This evaluation of jazz, it might be added, did not change after 
Adorno's emigration to America. In 1953 he wrote another essay, 
"Perennial Fashion - Jazz," 74 which was as hostile as ever. And 
just a short time before his death he discussed the original "Hektor 
Rottweiler" piece as having been too optimistic in its estimation of 
jazz's spontaneous character.75 What Adorno thought of popular 
music. and its connection to the student protest movement in the 
1960'S is difficult to know, as to my knowledge he never discussed it 
in print. The likelihood is that, unlike Marcuse,76 he was impressed 
more by its pseudo-liberating aspects than by its genuine ones. 

After "On Jazz" was published in the Zeitschrijz, Adorno did not 
have to wait long before sampling American popular culture at first 
hand. His time at Oxford, where he wrote on Husser! and began 
studies of Beethoven and Wagner (only the second of which was ever 
completed), was drawing to a close. Returning to Germany, it grew 
increasingly clear, had become practically impossible. Moreover. 
Horkheimer and his colleagues in New York were anxious to draw 
him across the Atlantic. In the mid-thirties his gravitation towards 
the Institut· had grown to the extent that Horkheimer was able to 
write jubilantly to Lowenthal on July 13, 1936, that Adorno now 
"really belongs to us." The Insfitut's reduced budget, however, made 
a direct invitation to become a full member difficult. Still, with 
Horkheimer's prodding, Adorno made his first visit to New York in 
June, 1937.77 His impressions were generally favorable, and he de
cided to come if the opportunity arose. He did not have long to wait, 
as Paul Lazarsfeld's Princeton Office of Radio Research, located at 
that time in Newark, offered him a half-time position as the head of 
its music study in February, 1938.78 

Adorno's tenure with the Office of Radio Research was an uneasy 
one, primarily for methodologic~l reasons that we shall discuss in the 
following chapter. In addition, he faced all the problems of adjust
ment that had plagued the other Institut members when they emi-
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grated a few years earlier. In March, Lazarsfeld wrote of his first im
pressions of the new arrival in a memorandum to two of his 
cOlleagues at the project, Hadley Cantril and Frank Stanton: 

He looks exactly as you would imagine a very absent-minded German pro
fessor, and he behaves so foreign that I feel like a member of the Mayflower 
Society. When you start to talk with him, however, he has an enormous 
amount of interesting ideas. As every newcomer, he tried to reform every
thing, but if you listen to him, most of what he says makes sense.79 

In subsequent years, Adorno's refusal to make himself over as an 
American remained firm, and his critical distance from American 
culture did not diminish substantially. 

Despite this, or perhaps because of it, his scholarly production 
continued to be prodigious. His first piece written in America, "On 
the Fetish Character of Music and the Regression of Hearing," ap
peared in the ZeitschriJt in 1938.80 Continuing his generally critical 
evaluation of contemporary music, the article served as a rebuttal of 
the more optimistic analysis of the social significance of another 
mode of popular culture, the film, which Benjamin had contributed 
to an earlier issue81 and to which we shall return shortly. Once again, 
Adorno attacked the false harmony of much contemporary music. 
Instead, he argued for a new asceticism, which would imply the pro
messe de bonheur in its very denial of the fraudulent happiness of 
affirmative art. And also as before, he stressed the end of true subjec
tivity in society and in the art it produced. "The liquidation of the in
dividual," he wrote, "is the particular signature of the new musical 
situation." 82 

What was new in the article was his exploration of the concepts of 
fetishism and the "regression" of hearing. Totality, as we have al
ready noted, was one of the central categories of the Frankfurt 
School's social theory. To the Institut, one of the fundamental char
acteristics of a nonideological theory was its responsiveness to the in
terrelationships of past history, present realities, and future poten
tialities, with all the attendant mediations and contradictions. 
Concentrating on only one aspect of these- as for example, the 
positivists did by hypostatizing present "facts" as the only reality 
- was to make a fetish of one part of the whole. Fetishization, how
ever, was not only a methodological failing. As Marx had demon
strated, it was even more fundamentally an element of alienated cap
italist culture, a culture in which men blindly venerated their own 
products as reified objects. Fetishization, Adorno argued in the 
Marxian manner, was not merely a psychologicai category; it was an 
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economic orie as well, rooted in the commodity character of a soci
ety dominated by exchange rather than use value.B3 

Because music had been invaded by the capitalist ethos, its fetishi
zation was almost total. On one level, that of production, it appeared 
in the inordinate focus on arrangements rather than composition, in 
the frequent introduction of'coloristic effects, and in the nostalgic 
resurrection of outdated musical styles for their evocative value. On 
another, the reception of the music, it manifested itself in the stress 
on "stars," in both classical (for example, Toscanini) and popular 
music; in the cult of instruments such as Stradivarius and Amati vio
lins; in the importance of being at the "right" concert rather than 
going to hear the music itself; and in the empty ecstasy of the jazz 
enthusiast who listens for the sake oflistening alone. To verify fetish
ization, however, by normal social scientific techniques was impossi
ble - here was the crux of his conflict with Lazarsfeld. Question
naires or interviews were inadequate because the opinions of the 
listeners themselves were unreliable. Not only were they incapable of 
overcoming the conformity of cultural norms, but even more funda
mentally, their ability to hear had itself degenerated. It had re
gressed, not physiologically, but psychologically. The regression was 
not to an earlier musical era, but rather to an infantile state in which 
the listener was docile and afraid of anything new, a state similar to 
the passive dependency Fromm had described in his article "The 
Feeling of Impotency." Like children who demand only food they 
have enjoyed in the past, the listener whose hearing had regressed 
could respond only to a repetition of what he had heard before. Like 
children who respond to bright colors, .he was fascinated by the use 
of colorative devices that gave the impression of excitement and in
dividuality. 

The regressed listene,r, Adorno argued, was not confined to any 
one class.84 If there was a social moment expressed in his condition, 
it was that of the meaningless leisure of the unemployed. Although at 
present depoliticized and passive, his masochistic self-abnegation 
might develop into destructive rage turned outwards. The frustrated 
sexuality of the frantic jitterbugger expressed this pent-up hostility. 
Adorno was not optimistic however, about the constructive purposes 
to which this repressed anger might be put. He was also far less san
guine than Benjamin about the revolutionary potential of popular 
art, at least in its present affirmative form. "The collective powers 
also liquidate unsalvageable individuality in music," he wrote, "but 
only individuals are still capable of representing consciously and 
negatively the concerns of collectivity." 85 Adorno, as might be ex
pected, saw his role and that of other members of the Institut in this 
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light. His tenure with the Princeton Radio Research Project, al
though complicated by his methodological differences with the more 
empirically oriented Lazarsfeld, was by no means unproductive. 
With the "editorial assistance" of George Simpson,86 he wrote a total 
of four papers for the project. The first, "A Social Critique of Radio 
Music," was delivered in 1940, although not published until 1945.87 
Here Adorno built on the work done by another former student of 
Schonberg, Ernst Krenek, with whom he had been friends since their 
Viennese days. 

Krenek had already contributed a study of radio music to the 
ZeitschriJt in 1938.88 Its conclusions were based on a survey of sixty
seven stations in eleven countries. Most stations, he noted, played 
very little modern, atonal music of the kind he wrote himself. His ex
planatio:n was that the central function of radio, the transmission of 
information, had permeated its musical broadcasts as well. More
over, the information it conveyed through its music was the need to 
conform. Music, he argued, had been reduced by the radio to an or
nament of everyday life. Furthermore, by being a reproductive me
dium of the second order, after the actual performance itself, radio 
brought about a crucial change in the aesthetic experience of the lis
tener. In simulating the sense of attending the concert in the flesh, 
radio could preserve the nunc or "nowness" of a performance but not 
its hie or "hereness." In so doing, it destroyed one of the crucial fea
tures of what Benjamin had called the "aura" of a work of art, its 
ritual, cultish nimbus. Instead of experiencing the music with its 
"auratic" qualities intact, the radio listener heard it in a depersonal
ized, collective, objectivized form, which robbed it of its negative 
function. 

Adorno's own study of radio music agreed with Krenek's conclu
sions. He began his paper by stating certain basic axioms: the com
modity character of modern society; the trend towards monopoly in 
all sectors of the society, including communications; society'S reac
tion to any threats to its preservation by a tightening of its confor
mist elements; and the existence of social antagonisms in the cultural 
sphere.89 What followed from these premises was similar enough to 
the analysis of Krenek's paper and Adorno's own work, described 
above, not to require recapitulation here. His three subsequent es
says with the Radio Research Project were devoted to explorations 
of popular music, the NBC "Music Appreciation Hour," and the 
radio symphony.90 

The first of these, "On Popular Music," was published in a special 
issue of the Studies in Philosophy and Social Science concentrating on 
mass communications, done in collaboration with the Radio Re-
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search Project.91 The essay continued the hostile appraisal of jazz 
that Adorno had begun while still in Europe. Standardization and 
pseudo-individuality were among the salient traits of popular music 
in Adorno's eyes. Recognition of the familiar was the essence of 
mass listening, serving more as an end in itself than as a means to 
more intelligent appreciation. Once a certain formula was successful, 
the industry promoted and plugged the same thing over and over 
again. The result was to make music into a kind of social cement op
erating through distraction, displaced wish-fulfillment, and the in
tensification of passivity. However, as in the case of jazz, Adorno felt 
there might still be an isolated element of negation in popular music. 
Here he saw it potentially existing in the spiteful resentment of pas
sivity that the pseudo-activity of jitterbugging implied. The energy 
thus expressed. he contended ina way reminiscent pf Nietzsche's 
analysis of the ascetic priest, at least expressed a vestige of une'\tin
guished will. "To become transformed into an insect," he wrote. 
playing 0n the name of the dance, "man needs that energy which 
might 'possibly achieve his transformation into a mall," Q2 

Adorno's third study for Lazarsfeld was a content analysis of the 
NBC "Music Appreciation Hour," showing how it spread false musi
cal knowledge. Of greater interest than this project. which was never 
published and was soon outdated. was his final contrihution to the 
Office of Radio Research. an analysis of the radio symphony.qJ Like 
Krenek. he argued that the "presence" of the music was lost In the 
radio listener, and with it, a part of music's "aura tic" spt'll. Also lost 
was the actual volume of the performance and the sense of commu
nity created by being a member of a ·live audience. By isolating the 
individual, the radio served to destroy the symphonic "space," 
which, like that of a cathedral, surrounded the listener at a real con
cert. It also served to return the listener to serial time rather than im
mersing him in the "suspension of time-consciousness" 94 that char
acterized great symphonies like Beethoven's. (What Adorno meant 
by this suspension was different from the repetitive timelessness of 
affirmative culture. Normal time was indeed suspended by great 
works of art, but in its place was a type of coherent development, 
which was a foretaste of. the temporal order of the "other" society. 
Benjamin was especially fond of distinguishing between "homoge
neous, empty" time and time "filled by the presence of the now.") 95 

Serial time corresponded to the breakdown of true individuality, 
which, as we have seen, meant meaningful development and related
ness to the totality. To Adorno, "the tendency towards atomized lis
tening" was "perhaps the most universal of [the] present day's musi
cal consciousness." 96 Deprived of its unity as an' aesthetic totality, 
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the symphony degenerated into a series of reified quotations, 
snatches of melody taken out of their context, without any negative 
resonance at all. 

In a second section of the original manuscript Adorno continued 
his critique of the deleterious effects of radio by pointing to its stimu
lus to standardization. Although relating this to the permeation of 
the exchange ethic of capitalism, he also saw a connection with tech-. 
nical rationality itself, in a way similar to Horkheimer's analysis of 
trends in the authoritarian state. "Its basic standardization," he 
wrote, "is certain to prevail in some way or other under noncapitalist 
forms of production., Technical standardization leads to centralized 
administration." 97 Once again, he gave clear evidence of his distance 
from the Leninist strain in Marxist aesthetic criticism, with its gen
eral indifference to technological innovation. Published in shortened 
form in the 1941 volume of Radio Research, the essay met with con
siderable opposition from American commentators. And in later 
years Adorno was to admit that one of his arguments had been made 
obsolete: "that the radio symphony was not a symphony at all, a the
sis derived from the technologically produced alterations in sound 
... which have since been overcome by the techniques of high fidel
ity and stereophonics." 98 In general, however, it can fairly be said 
that Adorno's musical criticism found an unsympathetic audience in 
this country, which was only partly a function of its being written 
primarily in German. 

Moving to Los Angeles in 1941 meant an end to Adorno's fitful 
collaboration with Lazarsfeld. It also led to a redirection of his atten
tion away from the consumption and receptiun of music back to its 
production. To discuss in detail the complexities· of his work in this 
area beyond what has already been done, let alone to analyze it criti
cally, would be beyond my ability. Still, certain points relating it to 
the Institut's other work can be made. 

In New York, Adorno had put the finishing touches on his study 
of Wagner, parts of which had appeared in the Zeilschriji in 1939.99 

Publication of the completed manuscript was delayed until his return 
to Germany in the 1950'S. Many of the categories he used, however, 
demonstrated how close in spirit the work was to other examples of 
Institut thinking in the thirties. For example, Adorno used Fromm's 
notion of the "social character" to integrate Wagner's anti-Semitism, 
antibourgeois posturing, and pseudo-rebelliousness with certain 
strains in his music. Here he introduced such terms as "conductor
composer" and the "gestural type" of compositio~ to illuminate the 
social content of the music. Another new concept was "phantasma-
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gbria," which indicated Wagner's tendency to mask the social
psychological genesis of his music by making it appear to be derived 
from "natural" squrces, a deception characteristic of much authori
tarian thought, as we have seen in Marcuse's and Lowenthal's work. 
This was a characteristic of Wagner's ideology that Adorno con
nected with the mythical elements in his music dramas, elements that 
sought to interpret the uncQnscious while at the same time dissolving 
reality into it. Adorno also discussed the Ring in terms of the be
trayal of the revolutionary by the "rebel," once again using concepts 
developed by Fromm in his theoretical essay in the Studien fiber Au
toritiit und Familie. In the last fragment that appeared in the Zeit
schriji, Adorno analyzed the pessimism and nihilism Wagner had 
adopted from Schopenhauer. Here he admitted that a certain mea
sure of utopian protest was contained in Wagner's vision, in the way 
in which his dialectical approach always, or almost always, perceived 
a subdued strain of negation in even the most affirmative cultural 
products. 

Although unpublished, the Wagner manuscript circulated among 
Adorno's friends in the exile community in the Los Angeles area. 
While New York was clearly the center of resettlement for most ref
ugees, a number of exiles had emigrated to California, some of them 
drawn to Hollywood and the work it offered in the movie industry. 
Among the more celebrated were Heinrich Mann, Alfred Polgar, 
Bertolt Brecht, Alfred D6blin, and William Dieterle. After their ar
rival in 1941, Horkheimer and Adorno were quickly accepted into 
the exile community.lOo One of the most illustrious of their number 
was Thomas Mann, about whom Horkheimer had written not en
tirely with favor in an earlier year. Mann's celebrated irony, Hork
h.eimer had argued in 1938, lOl had passive implications, and his sup
port for Weimar was ill conceived. Still, he recognized that Mann's 
repudiation of the Nazis had moved him in a more progressive direc
tion and predicted an increasingly radical future for him. 

By the time of their arrival in California, previous disagreements 
had been muted, and Mann became close friends with the two fellow 
eIDigres. During the forties Mann occasionally participated in Insti
tut-sponsored seIninars and lent his name to an Institut study of the 
help German gentiles had given to persecuted Jews, which was con
ducted in 1943 primarily through a survey in the A ufbau, the leading 
eInigre newspaper. 102 Increasingly occupied with an attempt to ren
der the Nazi experience and its origins in a fictional form, Mann hit 
on the device of using the life and works of a composer as the sym
bolic equivalent of Germany's cuI turaldecline. Not unexpectedly, he 
was attracted to Adorno, with his unique background in both music 
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and philosophy, as a source of information. The first example of 
Adorno's work that came to his attention was the manuscript on 
Wagner. Mann recognized it as an "extremely shrewd treatise ... 
which nev.er entirely passes over to the negative side ... and has a 
certain kinship with my own essay, 'Sufferings and Greatness of 
Richard Wagner.' " 103 

Adorno's subsequent work made an even greater impression on 
Mann when Adorno gave it to him in July, 1943. The first half of 
what was later called Philosophy of Modern Music was an essay on 
Schonberg, developing some of the < themes Adorno had first dis
cussed in the ZeitschriJt in 1932. By the forties, Adorno, as we 
have mentioned earlier, had grown more critical of the changes in 
his former idol's music, especially his acceptance of his pupils' 
hypostatization of the twelve-tone system. According to Mann, 
Schonberg, who at that time was also living in southern California, 
"sensed the critical note within his disciple's respect," 104 making re
lations between them strained. Mann, on the other hand, was very 
enthusiastic about what he read and set about incorporating it into 
the novel he was then 'engaged in writing. 

In his later discussion of that· novel, Doctor Faustus, Mann ex
pressed his gratitude for Adorno's help: "The analysis of the row sys
tem and the criticism of it that is translated into dialogue in chapter 
XXII of Faustus is entirely based on Adorno's essay. So are certain 
remarks on the tonal language of the later Beethoven, such as occur 
early in the book in Kretschmar's sputterings: the uncanny relation
ship that death establishes between genius and convention." \05 

Throughout the writing of the work, Mann returned to Adorno for 
advice. In October; 1943, Mann heard Adorno play "the entire So
nata Opus 111 [of Beethoven] in a highly instructive fashion." The 
effect on him was profound. "I had never been more attentive," he 
remembered, "I rose early the following morning and for the next 
three days immersed myself in a thoroughgoing revision and exten
sion of the lecture, which became a significant enrichment and em
bellishment of the chapter and indeed of the whole book. Into the 
poetic little illustrative phrases I wrote for the arietta theme I slipped 
Adorno's patronymic, Wiesengrund (Meadowland), by way of show
ing my gratitude." 106 In December, 1945, Mann wrote Adorno a ten
page letter apologizing for his "scrupulously unscrupulous" \07 bor
rowings from his work, and asked for still more advice, which was 
quickly forthcoming. When the novel was finally published in 1947, 
Adorno received a copy inscribed by Mann to his "privy coun
cillor." \08 Mann's relations with SchOnberg, it ~ight be noted in 
passing, were seriously undermined by the composer's accusation 
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that his ideas had been stolen without attribution; Mann added an 
explanation to all subsequent editions of the novel. 109 Philosophy of 
Modern Music itself appeared the following year, with a section on 
Stravinsky written during the war to balance the Schonberg chap
tens. Later, Adorno was to call the entire work a long excursus on Di
alectic of the Enlightenment, which we shall examine in Chapter 8. 

In the forties Adorno also collaborated with another refugee in 
California, the composer Hanns Eisler, on a book dealing with music 
in the film. However, because of Ad~)fno's reluctance to be associ
ated with the more politically involved Eisler, his name was not on 
the title page when the book was published in 1947. 110 He also found 
the time in California to write essays on Huxley, Kafka, and cultural 
criticism in general, which were included in a volume called Prismen 
published in Germany after his return. I n the summer of 1948, im
mediately following the completion of Philosophy of Modern Music, 
he turned his attention to music in the Soviet bloc. The result was a 
highly critical essay entitled "Gegangelte Musik," III (gdngeln 
roughly means being fettered or led around by the nose), in which he 
attacked the promotion of "healthy"' art by advocates of socialist 
realism. 

In addition to his work on cultural matters,- Adorno maintained 
his theoretical interests leading to Dialectic of the Enlightenillellf and 
his book of aphorisms, Minima Moralia;112 he also spent time trying 
to employ American empirical techniques in his work on The Awhor
itarian Personality and in a study of an American demagogue. 113 

Adorno returned to Germany witli Horkheimer in 1949, but his work 
in California had not yet ended. In the winter of 1952-1953 he came 
back for a few months, primarily to retain his American citizenship. 
Through connections made while working on The Authoritarian Per-. 
sonality, he secured a position as director of the scientific branch of 
the Hacker Foundation in Beverly Hills. Here his two final works on 
American mass culture were composed. The first was a study, writ
ten with Bernice T. Eiduson, of the new mass communications me
dium, television, for which they performed content analyses of 
scripts with the aim of uncovering the latent messages of the 
shOWS. 114 The second was a longer and in some ways more original 
study of the Los Angeles Times' astrology column.1I5 Adorno had al
ready written several pages on the occult in Minima Moralia. 116 With 
the additional work of The A uthoritarian Personality behind him, he 
was able to broaden his critique considerably. 

In "The Sta,rs Down to Earth," as the study was called, Adorno 
treated astrology as a "secondary" superstition, in the sense that it 
affected secondary groups like classes rather than primary ones like 
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the family. Thus. although Adorno used psychoanalytical insights. 
with the help of Dr. Frederick Hacker. a trained analyst they were 
not directed primarily at individuals but rather at groups. Or more 
precisely. they were used to explore the psychosocial layer between 
individual psyches and allegedly individual consciousnesses. The 
Freud Adorno was most interested in here was the Freud of Group 
Psychology and the Ana(vsis of [he EgO.1I7 As a result. the study 
showed the convergence of the Institut's critique of mass culture with 
its analysis of authoritarianism. which will be examined in the next 
chapter. Astrology. Adorno concluded. was an "ideology of depen
dence" 118 answering ,many of the irrational needs of types of people 
who were "high scorers" on The A uthoritarian Personality's "F 
Scale." 

Adorno's California years were thus enormously productive. In his 
essay on Huxley he had written: "It is made unmistakably clear to 
the intellectual from abroad that he will have to eradicate himself as 
an autonomous being if he hopes to achieve anything or be accepted 
as an employee of the super-trust into which life has condensed." 119 

Adorno never sought, nor did he receive, that acceptance, but his 
achievement was, if anything, strengthened by his remaining stub
bornly on the outside. Instead of succumbing to the demands of the 
American cultural "super-trust," he was able to write, as the I nsti tut 
almost always had done, for a constituency more ideal than real
the exception being the Institut's work on authoritarianism. And 
ironically, after his return to Germany. an audience was to material
ize large enough to make Adorno into one of the major European in
tellectual figures of his time. 

A strong sense of the pressures of American cultural life played as 
great a role in the life of Walter Benjamin, to whose contribution to 
the Institut's history we can now turn. Throughout the thirties Benja
min resisted the Institut's entreaties to join its other members in New 
York.120 In January, 1938, at what was to be their last meeting, Ben
jamin turned down Adorno's urgent plea by saying, "there are still 
positions in Europe to defend." 121 By the time these positions had 
been overrun and remaining in Paris was no longer possible - the 
Gestapo seized Benjamin'S apartment in the summer of 1940 - emi
gration to America had become increasingly difficult. German ref
ugees who had escaped to France at an earlier date were in danger of 
being returned to the Nazis by the Vichy government. Benjamin was 
put into an internment camp at Nevers in anticipation of such a 
move. The Institut began then to do all it could Of! his behalf. Mau
rice Halbwachs and Georges Scelle intervened to have him released 
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from the camp.122 A certain number of emergency visas to the 
United States were ayailable, and, primarily through Pollock's 
efforts, one was obtained for the reluctant refugee. Benjamin was less 
successful, however, in securing an exit visa from France. Although 
an obstacle, this did not present an insurmountable problem, as a 
generally unguarded road over the Pyrenees to the Spanish border at 
Port Bou was considered a safe alternative. Benjamin, in ill health at 
the time because of a heart condition, ·was one of a party of refugees 
who set out for the frontier on September 26, 1940. In his baggage 
were fifteen tablets of a morphia compound, which, so he told Ar
thur Koestler in Marseilles a few days earlier, "were enough to kill a 
horse." 123 By chance, the Spanish government had closed its border 
just before their arrival. Tired by the trip, distraught over the pros
pect of returning to Gestapo seizure, and still unenthusiastic about 
his future in America, Benjamin swallowed the pills dudng the night. 
Refusing to have his stomach pumped the next morning, he died in 
agony, a few months past his forty-eighth birthday. On the next day, 
the Spanish border guards, shaken by his suicide, allowed the rest of 
the party to pass through to safety. As a grim footnote to the story, 
Koestler, hearing the news, took some of the same pills, which Benja
min had given him in Marseilles. "But," he wrote later, "Benjamin 
apparently had a better stomach, for I vomited the stuff out." 124 

What Benjamin's emigration to New York would have meant to 
the Institut, or to American intellectual life for that matter, will of 
course never be known. How well he would have integrated his ta
lents with those of the other Institut members can only be conjec
tured. Horkheimer and Adorno had hoped to win him over more 
closely to Critical Theory, having previously tried to do so from afar, 
but whether or not he would have continued to resist is a matter for 
speculation alone. What can be said with certainty is that the Institut 
was sorely disappointed and upset by his premature death. In subse
quent years it sought to secure for him the recognition and acclaim 
he had been denied in life. The first manifestation of this was a me
morial volume circulated in a limited, mimeographed edition (be
cause of the Institut's financial problems) in 1942. It contained es
says by Adorno, Horkheimer, and Benjamin himself.125 After the 
Institut returned to Germany, Adorno, with the help of Benjamin's 
old friend Gershom Scholem, published editions of his writings and 
letters, which have sparked widespread interest in Benjamin's work 
in the last decade. Whatever his critics may have said about Ador
no's interpretation of his friend's ideas, and its repercussions on the 
picture of Benjamin he fostered, they could not deny that only 
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through his efforts, in collaboration with Scholem, did Benjamin be
come a figure of controversy at all. 

What Adorno never denied was that Benjamin's perspective, com
bining theological and materialist elements in a unique way, was all 
his own. To explore it adequately would require another study, one 
moreover that Rolf Tiedemann has already written l26 and that there
fore need not be attempted now. In fact, merely to sift through the 
controversy that has surrounded Benjamin's name in the past decade 
would be a task of considerable proportions. 127 What will be at
tempted here instead is a discussion of Benjamin's specific relations 
with the Institut and his contribution to its work, especially its analy
sis of mass culture. 

Benjamin was born in 1892 in Berlin, and grew up, like most of the 
other Institut members, in a family of well-to-do assimilated Jews. 
His father was an antiquarian and art dealer from whom he inherited 
a collector's fascination with books and the artifacts of the past. 128 

Relations with his f&mily, however, were never easy. Although he 
would return to his childh60d again and again in his work,129 it was 
apparently a period of great sadness for him.130 Like many other 
disaffected bourgeois German' adolescents, he joined Gustav 
Wyneken's Youth Mo'vement before the war, becoming a member of 
its most radical wing, which was composed largely of Jewish stu
dents. \31 During the period of his affiliation, he rose to the presidency 
of the Berlin Free Student Association and was a frequent contribu
tor to Wyneken's Der Anfang, under the pseudonym "Ardor." Dur
ing the war, however, his interest in another escape from the oppres
siveness of bourgeois life crowded out the Youth Movement. Zion-

. ism became the dominant passion of his life for the next few years . 
. His interest in it was strengthened by the close friendship he began 
with Gershom Scholem in 1915, who also awoke his curiosity in Jew
ish theology and mysticism. Benjamin's wife Dora, whom he married 
in 1917, was herself the daughter of a prominent Zionist, Leon Kell
ner. Benjamin's commitment to Zionism, however, was never undi
luted. In 1922 he resisted Scholem's entreaties to accompany him to 
Palestine, although later letters indicate his continued interest in 

. such a move.132 With the collapse of his marriage in the twenties
divorce came in 1930 - what was perhaps another stimulus to the 
maintenance of his Zionism disappeared. 133 

Yet the impact of his Jewish studies under Scholem's influence re
mained strong through the rest of his life, although after 1922:- the 
year of Scholem's departure and the failure of a projected literary re
view with a religious perspective, to be called Angelus Novus - it was 
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never as central as before. We have already discussed the influence 
of certain Jewish strains on the Institut's work: the unwillingness to 
name or describ~ the "other" at the heart of Critical Theory. and 
Fromm's interest in a philosophical anthropology similar to that of 
Martin Buber and his colleagues in the Frankfurt Lehrhaus. The in
fluence of Jewish thought and custom on Benjamin was somewhat 
different. Benjamin's keenest interest was in the Cabala. the most ar
cane of Jewish mystical works; here his friendship with Scholem was 
crucial. When Max Rychner. the editor of the Schweizer Rllndschall. 
asked Benjamin about the particulafly abstruse introduction to his 
book on baroque tragedy. The Origin of German Tragedy. Benjamin 
referred him to the Cabala. J34 What appealed to Benjamin about it 
was the exegetical skill needed to probe its levels of meaning. In a 
letter to R ychner written in 1931. well after Benjamin had become 
interested in Marxism. he could still comment, "I have never been 
able to do research and think in a way other than, if I may so put it. 
in a theological sense - namely. in accordance with the Talmudic 
teaching of the forty-nine levels of meaning in every passage in the 
Torah.~' 135 As has often been noted. 136 Benjamin's examination of 
cultural phenomena resembled that of a biblical scholar probing a 
sacred text. In his hope of writing a book consisting solely of quota
tions. Benjamin expressed a quasi-religious desire to become the 
transparent mouthpiece of a higher reality. His theory of language 
was similarly rooted in the assumption of a central reality. which 
could be revealed. albeit incompletely. by the power of exegesis. 137 

If Benjamin responded to the revelatory elements in Judaism. he 
was equally sensitive to its redemptive strains. The messianic current 
in Jewish thought, which was appropriated in a seculariied form by 
Marxism, rap. through his writings from beginning to end. One of the 
last essays he wrote, the posthumously published "Theses on the Phi
losophy of History," made this very evident. It was here that Benja
min most clearly articulated his distinction between homogeneous. 
empty time and the messianic letztzeit (the fulfilled time of the 
present)138 that the revolution was supposed to usher in. It was also 
here that he made dear his life-long commitment to a theological 
mode of thinking, in the parable that opened the "Theses": 

A puppet in Turkish attire and with a hookah in its mouth sat before a 
chessboard placed on a large table .... Actually, a little hunchback who 
was an expert chess player sat inside and guided the puppet's hand by 
means of strings. One can imagine a philosophical counterpart to this de
vice. The puppet called "historical materialism" is to win all the time. It can 
easily be a match for anyone if it enlists "the services of theology, which 
today, as we know, is wizened and has to keep out of sight. 139 
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It should be added that the Institut, far from encouraging the theo
logical elements in Benjamin's thought, as some of its critics have 
implied, sought to influence him in a more secular direction. The 
general reaction to the "Theses" within the Institut was not espe
cially favorable. 140 Adorno's correspondence also shows his disap
proval of the Jewish residues in Benjamin's thought. 141 

On the other hand, the Institut was not entirely enthusiastic about 
the brand of Marxism Benjamin adopted in the mid-twenties. Unlike 
the others, Benjamin came to dialectical materialism following its 
heroic period in the immediate postwar years,142 although his curios
ity had doubtless been aroused as early as 1918, when he became 
friends with Ernst Bloch in Bern.143 Lukacs's early work served as 
another bridge to Marx, especially History and Class Consciousness 
and The Theory of the Novel. 144 Personal acquaintances also played a 
key role. In 1924, on holiday in Capri, Benjamin met the Russian di
rector and actress Asja Lacis, who was traveling with a company 
performing Brecht's Edward II. Possibly, Benjamin, whose marriage 
to Dora Kenner was in trouble, fell in love with Miss Lacis. In any 
case, she introduced him to her circle of Marxist friends and helped 
arrange a trip to Moscow for him in the winter of 1926-1927. In the 
Soviet capital he met Mayakovsky and Byeli and made arrange
ments to write an article on Goethe for the Soviet Encyclopedia, 
which was never actually completed. And then in 1929 Asja Lacis in
troduced him to the man who was to play the most important role in 
his Marxist development, Bertolt Brecht. 

Brecht's relationship with Benjamin has been one of the major 
sources-of recent controversy. Scholem and Adorno both considered 
Brecht's influence more destructive than beneficial. 145 Rolf Tiede
mann, Adorno's student, asserted that the relationship ought to be 
understood less in intellectual than in psychological terms, because 
of Benjamin's fear of Brecht. 146 Especially baleful, they all agreed, 
was Benjamin's acceptance of Brecht's crude, even vulgar,. mate
rialism. Almost as unfortunate, at least in Adorno's eyes, was Benja
min's adoption of his friend's overly optimistic attitude towards the 
revolutionary potential of popular art and technological innovation. 
Personal distrust of Brecht doubtless contributed to their dislike of 
his hold over Benjamin. The Frankfurt School, it should be noted, 
never saw eye to eye with Brecht on political matters, despite their 
respect for his literary achievements. The sentiment was returned in 
kind. Well after Benjamin's death, when Brecht had moved to Cali
fornia, he, Horkheimer, and Adorno saw. each other so.cially; but as 
his diary demonstrates,147 the old animosities continued unabated. 
To Brecht, the Institut consis~ed of "Tui-intellectuals," who prosti-
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tuted themselves for American foundation support. -(His proposed 
novel, set in the fictitious Chinese kingdom of the Tuis, was never ac
. tually completed.) They in turn considered him a petit-bourgeois po
seur and an apologist for Stalinism. 

To Benjamin, on the other hand, Brecht was far more attractive. 
"My agreeing with Brecht's production," he wrote in 1933, "repre
sents one of the most important and most reinforced points in my 
entire position." 148 Hannah Arendt, who knew Benjamin in Paris in 
the thirties, has commented that the attraction lay in Brecht's "crude 
thinking," 149 the very rejection of dialectical subtleties that Adorno 
so loathed. Benjamin, she continued, saw in Brecht's unmediated 
materialism "not so much a referral to practice as to reality, and to 
him this reality manifested itself most directly in the proverbs and id
ioms of everyday language." ISO Miss Arendt was not alone in 
pointing to the fascination Brecht held for Benjamin. Other detrac
tors of the Institut further to the left went so far as to accuse Adorno 
and Scholem of deliberately minimizing Brecht's importance for 
their own purf>oses. 151 This seems not to be the case, however, for 
Tiedemann, who is usually identified with the Adorno-Scholem 
camp, edited a collection of Benjamin's articles and reviews of 
Brecht in 1966.152 That they considered the relationship harmful no 
one denies.'And in fact it might be argued that Benjamin, for all his 
admiration, shared some wariness about the friendship, which mani
fested itself in his refusal to leave Paris permanently to join Brecht in 
his Svendborg; Denmark, exile. 153 Brecht, on the other hand, seems 
to have remained devoted until Benjamin's death: In fact, he wrote 
two moving poem~ on that subject in 1940.154 

The un dialectical note that Adorno detected in Benjamin's accept
ance of Brecht's more vulgar materialism was perhaps a product of 
the difference between Benjamin'S intellectual background and that 
of the other Institut members. Benjamin's university training had 
taken place in Berlin, Freiburg, and Bern, where, during the war, he 
received his degree with a thesis on the German romantics. 155 The 
mQst important philosophical influence on his thinking had been 
neo-Kantian. Near the end of his life, he wrote to Adorno that Hein
rich Rickert had been his most influential teacher. 156 From the begin
ning, however, it seems that Benjamin was dissatisfied with Kant's 
agnostic dualism, with its distinction between noumena and phe
nomena. In an early essay he wrote: "It is the task of the coming 
theory of knowledge to find the sphere of total neutrality in relation 
to the concepts of object and subject; in other words, to ascertain the 
autonomous, original sphere in which this concept in no way sig
nified the relationship between two metaphysical entities." 157 In so 
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arguing, of course, he was on ground fami~iar to Horkheimer, Mar
cuse, and Adorno. Where he differed, however, was in the compara
tively minor impact of Hegel on his thinking. In general, he sought to 
free himself from the burden of philosophical jargon, which he dis
missed as the chatter of pimps (Zuhiiltersprache).158 On this score, as 
their correspondence reveals, he and Horkheimer were at odds. 159 

Another source of friction between Benjamin and at least Adorno 
was his relative indifference to music, especially as a potentially criti
cal medium. According to Adorno,160 he had developed an animosity 
to music in his youth, which was never entirely overcome. In an im
portant essay, "The Author as Producer," 161 written when Brecht's 
influence was at its height, Benjamin suggested that words must be 
added to music to give it any political content. The model he chose 
was the collaboration between Brecht and Hanns Eisler on The 
Measures Taken. There is little indication in his work that he shared 
Adorno's taste for the more demanding forms of modern music or 
his belief in the importance of music's nonrepresentational quality. 

Moreover, B~njamin's 'thinking was always more analogical than 
Horkheimer's or Adorno's, more concerned with the universal impli
cit in the particular. For all Critical Theory's interest in the interplay 
of totality and moment, it is unlikely that Horkheimer and the others 
would have accepted without qualification Benjamin's assertion that 
"a historical materialist approaches a historical subject only where 
he encounters it as. a monad." 162 Their mode of thinking was always 
more explanatory than his,. more concerned with uncovering the 
discontinuities and mediations among various social phenomena. To 
Benjamin, the importance of nonidentity was not as great as his col
leagues argued. And as a result, he was not as concerned 'with the 
salvation of subjectivity as they were. His "dialectics at a stand
still" 163 was far more static and direct than Critical Theory. Still, 
Adorno took pains to avoid lumping him together with the phenom
enologists, whose lack of dialectical irony he often scored: 

To interpret his lack of system and of a closed theoretical foundation as 
sufficient reason to align him with the representatives of 'intuition,' eidetic 
or otherwise ... is to. overlook what is best in him. It is not his glance as 
such which lays claim to the un mediated possession of the absolute: rather 
his manner of seeing, the entire perspective is altered. The technique of en
largement brings' the rigid in motion and the dynamic to rest. l64 

If Benjamin's unique perspective distanced him from. Critical 
Theory, it also served to undermine his chances for a successful aca
demic career. His critical study of Goethe's Elective Affinities, written 
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in 1924-1925. appeared under the sponsorship of Hugo von Hof
mannsthal. 165 But the work explicitly criticized the ideology of the 
then powerful circle around Stefan George. which resulted in his 
being ostracized from the scholarly world into which their influence 
extended. 166 Later attempts to gain his Habilitation at the University 
of Frankfurt were equally fruitless. The work he suhmitted as his cre
dentials was a study of German haroque drama in which he sought 
to "rescue" the category of allegory. It proved. however. too ohscure 
for his examiners. among whom were the head of the literature fac
ulty. Franz Schultz. and the university's expert on aesthetics. the 
same Hans Cornelius who had heen the teacher of several I nstitut 
members.167 Although ultimately puhlished in 1928. The Origin of 
German Tragedy failed to earn Benjamin a place in the academic 
hierarchy. With this defeat went his father's refusal to continue sup
porting him, and Benjamin was forced to eke out an existence as a 
private critic and occasional translator of writers like ProuSt. 168 In 
the twenties and early thirties he wrote for such journals as the Litera
rische Welt and such newspapers as the Frankfurter Zeitul1g. He also 
did reviews for a Frankfurt radio station directed by his friend Ernst 
Schoen. 169 Although his work was often of the highest quality - his 
evocative memories of childhood. later published as Berlin Childhood 
Around [900.170 were serialized in the Frankfurter Zeitzlllg- it re~ 

ceived relatively little notice. 
The Nazi take-over meant the end of the few sources of income 

Benjamin had in Germany. After attempts to write pseudonymously 
as "Detlef Holz" and "e. Conrad" proved unsuccessful. he accepted 
the necessity of emigration. Paris. a city in which he had felt com
fortable on previous visits. became his chosen refuge. In many ways. 
the modern city was one of the central foci of his work.171 and Paris 
was the European metropolis par excellence. As early as 1927 he had 
begun writing.a major analysis of bourgeois culture. an Urgeschichte 
(prehistory) of the nineteenth century. which used Paris as its central 
metaphor. Entitled the Passagenarbeit (a reference to the Passagen. 
or arcades, of Paris), it was to occupy Benjamin for the remainder of 
his life. Although extending to thousands of pages. only parts of it 
were ever actually completed to his satisfaction. 

The Institut's role in the development of this project has been an
other source of controversy. Benjamin'S main support in Paris after 
the end of 1935 was the Institut's stipend. Other projects. such as the 
collection of letters he published as "Detlef Holz" in Switzerland.172 
might have brought in some income. but. as his own correspondence 

. indicates, not very much. Benjamin had been acquainted with 
Adorno since 1923, when they had met in Frankfurt. 173 In 1934. after 
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Benjamin's flight from Germany, Adorno persuaded Horkheimer to 
accept some of his work for the ZeitscJlrijt. His first essay, a study of 
the social position of current French writers, appeared in the first 
issue of that year. 174 I t was soon followed by a survey of linguistic so
ciology, in which Benjamin revealed his life-long interest in language 
and its broader implications. Shortly thereafter~ Horkheimer ex
tended an invitation to Benjamin to join the Institut in America. Al
though Benjamin had written in April, 1935, that "there is nothing so 
urgent to me as connecting my work as tightly and productively with 
the Institut as possible," 175 he declined the offer. At the end of the 
year, however, he was made a research associate of the InstituCs 
Paris branch and began to receive a regular stipend, which, although 
never very much, allowed him to say that it "brought about an im
mediate unburdening." 176 

Because of Benjamin's admitted financial dependency on the In
stitut, it has been argued by the Alternative circle that his work was 
changed in fundamental ways, even censored, by his editors in New 
York. Without going into the textual questions in all their complex
ity, it does seem accurate to say that on occasion the wording of Ben
jamin's essays was altered in a less radical direction. A clear example 
of this was his article "The Work of Art in the Era of Mechanical 
Reproduction," which ended in Benjamin's original text with the 
words: "This is the situation of politics which Fascism is rendering 
aesthetic. Communism responds by politicizing art." These are the 
words that also appear in the English translation, in Illuminations 
(page 244). In the Zeitschrijt, however, the printed version replaced 
"Fascism" with "the totalitarian doctrine" and "Communism" with 
"the constructive forces of mankind" (page 66). On the same page, 
the original "imperialistic warfare" was changed to "modern war
fare." 177 

These changes, however, were usually made in correspondence 
witli Benjamin and not after he had submitted finished versions to 
the New Yark branch of the Institut. What is crucial to understand is 
that they were not done specifically to bring Benjamin into line with 
a dogmatic Critical Theory, but were rather a reflection of the Aeso
pian language the Zeitschrijt frequently used, to protect itself from 
political harassment. The accusations of other refugees at the' New 
School, Adorno's later reluctance to be associated with Hanns Eisler, 
the subtle change in the English translation of the titIe- of Gross
mann's book have all been previously mentioned. It is abundantly 
clear that the Institut felt insecure in Am~rica and wished to do as 
little as possible to jeopardize its position. Well before the actual em
igration, Horkheimer had written in Diimmerung: "Sooner or later, 
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the right of exile for political refugees will be abolished in practice . 
. . . The right of exile will disappear from the common interests of 
the international capitalist class, as soon as it no longer concerns 
emigres from Russia or volkisch terrorists." 178 Having already been 
forced to flee one continent, he and his colleagues were not anxious 
to court a similar fate. 

This fear comes out clearly in the Lowenthal-Horkheimer corre-· 
spondence. For example, on July 30, 1939, Lowenthal wrote to 
Horkheimer of a new deportation law being considered in the Sen
ate, with a very broad scope. Accordingly, he advised Horkheimer to 
add "European" before "liberalism" in the article he was preparing. 
Later, on July 30 and August 4, 1940, he mentioned police visits to 
the I~stitut, which, although routine, seemed ominous enough to re
port. And even as late as July 26, 1944, when the Institut·was 

. studying anti-Semitism in American labor, Horkheimer could still 
worry about the reaction of American right-wingers to "a bunch of 
foreign-born intellectuals sticking their noses into the private affairs 
of American workers." This feeling of insecurity, in combination 
with the Iilstitut's traditional desire to remain a "scientific" rather 
than a political institution, resulted in its striking the more inflamma
tory passages from Benjamin's texts. 

On the other hand, what is equally clear is that the ZeitschriJt did 
print certain of Benjamin's essays with which Horkheimer and 
Adorno were notin complete agreement - his "The Work of Art in 
the Era of Mechanical Reproduction" and "Eduard Fuchs, the 
ColIector and Historian," 179 which were in some ways too radical for 
their taste. How much the published versions were altered, however, 
is uncertain. 180 One part of Benjamin's work, an important section of 
the Passagenarbeit, was turned down completely, primarily, it would 
seem, because of Adorno's reservations. In 1936 Benjamin had been 
very impressed with the little-known cosmological speculations of 
Auguste Blanqui, the nineteenth-century French, revolutionary, 
which appeared in a book by Blanqui calIed L'Eternite par les 
astres. 181 B1anqui's mechanical view of nature seemed to Benjamin to 
be related to his social order, which was dominated by a kind of eter
nal return. What Benjamin attempted to do in his essay, which was 
entitled "The Paris of the Second Empire in Baudelaire," was to de
velop the hidden relationship between Blanqui and the po~t who was 
the central figure of Benjamin's entire work, Baudelaire. The essay 
was planned as the second part of a tripartite study, a more focused 
version of the Passagenarbeit, and one tentatively called Paris, the 
CapilOl of the Nineteenth Century. The first part was to be a discus
sion of Baudelaire as allegorist; the second, the section just dis-
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cussed, was to be its antithesis, a social interpretation of the poet; the 
third part was to synthesize the first two by analyzing the commodity 
as poetic object. 182 

On his first reading of the draft of "The Paris of the Second Em
pire in Baudelaire," Adorno was critical. Vacationing in Hornberg in 
the Black Forest, in the summer of 1935 - Adorno occasionally re
turned to Germany after the Nazis took over - he wrote Benjamin a 
long letter outlining his objections. 183 His most general criticism was 
of Benjamin's allegedly undialectical use of such categories as the 
fetishism of commodities. As noted earlier, Adorno saw some rei fica
tion as a necessary element in all human objectifications. Accord
ingly, he argued against.Benjamin's equation of the commodity with 
the "archaic" as such. 

Tied to this criticism was Adorno's dissatisfaction with Benjamin's 
use of "dialectical images" (diafektische Bifder), which were objective 
crystallizations of the historical process. In his letter, Adorno argued 
that as they were conceived by Benjamin, they reflected social reality 
too closely. I nS.tead, he con tended, "dialectical images are models 
not of social products, but rather objective constellations in which 
the social condition represents itself. Consequently, the dialectical 
image can never be expected to be an ideological or in general a so
cial 'product.' " 184 Moreover, to reduce the dialectical images to a 
kind of Jungian collective unconscious, as Benjamin on occasion 
seemed to be doing, was to ignore the continued importance of the 
individual. "When I reject the use of the collective unconscious," 
Adorno explained, 

it is of course not to allow the "bourgeois individual" to stand as the actual 
substratum. It is to make the social function of the interieur [a term, it will 
be recalled, he used in his study of Kierkegaard] transparent and to uncover 
itsinc1usiveness as illusion. But as illusion not in opposition to a hyposta
tized collective conscious, but the real social process itself. The "individual" 
is thus a dialectical instrument of passage [Durchgangsinstrumentj which 
should not be mythicized away, but can only be subia ted [aufgehobenj.185 

In a subsequent letter to Benjamin in November, Adorno ex
pressed his continued disappointment with the progress of the essay 
on Baudelaire and Paris.l 86 Here he spelled out his' objections to Ben
jamin's theological and philological approach as undialectical. "One 
can express it thus," he wrote. "The theological motive to name 
things by their names tends to be transformed into the astounding 
presentation of simple facticity. If one wants to. speak drastically, 
one could say the work has settled in a crossroads between magic 
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and positivism. This spot is bewitched. Only theory can break the 
spell: your own merciless, good, speculative theory." 187 As a result 
of his reservations, Adorno advised against accepting the essay, 
which Lowenthal had advocated printing in part, because it "repre
sents you not in the way this work must represent you." 188 

Chastened, but not willing to give in entirely, Benjamin wrote 
back in his own defense. 189 His major argument was in favor of the 
philological approach employed in the essay: 

The appearance of closed facticity, which adheres to philological investiga
tion and casts a spell on the researcher, will disappear to the extent that the 
object will be constructed in historical perspective. The base lines of this 
construction converge in our own historical experience. Therefore the 
object constructs itself as a monad. In the monad, everything which is 
mythically fixed in the text will come alive. . . . If you think back on my 
other work, you will find that the critique of the phi logical position is an old 
affair with me - and innately identical with that of the myth. l90 

Adorno, however, remained un convinced of the dialectical merit 
of the essay, and it was never published by the Institut. 191 In the cor
respondence that followed, both men continued to debate the prog
ress of Benjamin'S "prehistory" of the nineteenth century. Finally, in 
the first issue of the 1939 Zeitschrijt, the section of Paris, the Capital 
of the Nineteenth Century that Benjamin had intended as its "thesis," 
"On Certain Motifs in Baudelaire," was published. In this essay Ben
jamin broached many of the basic themes of the entire study, several 
of which we have mentioned earlier. One of these was his distinction 
between two types of experiences: integrated Erfahrungen and atom
istic Erlebnisse. Drawing on insights from Proust, Bergson, and 
Freud, Benjamin argued for the place of tradition in genuine expe
rience: "Experience is indeed a matter of tradition, in collective ex
istence as well as private life. It is less the product of facts firmly an
chored in memory than of a convergence in memory of accumulated 
and frequently unconscious data." 192 Adorno also stressed the rele
vance of tradition, which he saw alive, it will be recalled, in 
Schonberg's music, despite its obvious novelty. Both he and Benja
min saw an erosion of true experience [Erfahrungen} as characteris
tic of modern life. One example that Benjamin gave - the replace
ment of coherent narration by dissociated information as the 
dominant mode of communication - was also used by Ernst Kre
nek in his essay on radio music. Another, the increase of traumatic 
shocks as stimuli in modern life,193 also found an echo in the In
stituCs various psychosocial studies. A third, the role of the crowd in 
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Baudelaire's work, was a frequent motif in the Institut's work on 
mass culture. Benjamin, it should be noted, was somewhat critical of 
Baudelaire's understanding of the crowd: "Baudelaire saw fit to 
equate the man of the crowd ... with the jldneur. It is hard to ac
cept this view. The man of the crowd is no jldneur." 194 

Benjamin's fascination with the jldneur, the idler who strolled lei
surely through the arcades of Paris, has encouraged the commenta
tors who stress the static element in his work.195 Even more striking 
support for this position was the interest Benjamin's essay showed in 
Baudelaire's attempt to preserve the correspondances which art re
vealed. "What Baudelaire meant by correspondances," Benjamin ex
plained somewhat cryptically, 

may be described as an experience which seeks to establish itself in crisis
proof form. This is possible only 'within the realm of the ritual. If it tran
scends this realm, it presents itself as the beautiful. In the beautiful the rit
ual value of art appears. The correspondances are the data of remembrance 
- hot historical data, but the data of prehistory.l96 

Elsewhere, Benjamin revealed a similar fascination with what 
Goethe had called Urphiinomene, the eternal forms that persist 
throughout history.197 In all of this, the theological roots of his 
thought would seem apparent. 

Yet what also must be understood is the historical moment in his 
thinking, which was strengthened by his brush with Marxism. In the 
same essay on Baudelaire, Benjamin took Bergson to task for remov
ing death from his notion of endured time, using an argument similar 
to Horkheimer's in his own essay on Bergson: 198 "The duree from 
which death has been eliminated has the miserable endlessness of a 
scroll. Tradition is eliminated from it. It is the quintessence of a pass
ing moment [ErlebnisJ that struts about in the borrowed garb of ex
perience." 199 Moreover, as Tiedemann has pointed out,200 the Urphii
nomene were transferred from nature in Goethe to history in Benja
min. The Passagenarbeit was to be a "prehistory" of the nineteenth 
century, not all human history. Even Benjamin's fondness for Karl 
Kraus's saying that "Origin is the goal," which he quotes in the 
"Theses on the Philosophy of History," 201 should not necessarily be 
understood as meaning a desire to return to a Platonic or Goethean 
Ur-form. Origin (Ursprung) can also mean newness.202 And to Benja
min, one of the primary aspects of myth was its repetitive, uncreative 
sameness; the lmmergleiche (always the same) was one of the salient 
characteristics of that mythic sensibility produced by alienated capi-
talist society. . 
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To be fair to those who stress the static component in Benjamin's 
thinking, it should be added that much of what he wrote betrayed a 
kind of nostalgia for that ritual value he associated with the corre
spondances. 203 This was evident at the end of "On Certain Motifs in 
Bau(jelaire," where he touched on the "crisis of artistic reproduc
tion," 204 but it was even more obvious in his earlier essay in the 
Zeitschrift, "The Work of Art in the Era of Mechanical Reproduc
tion." It was here that he developed his notion of the "aura," which 
was so frequently used in the Institut's cultural analyses. As men
tioned earlier, the aura was the unique nimbus that surrounded an 
original work of art. I t was the special sense of hic et nunc, (here and 
now) giving authenticity to the work. It also existed, Benjamin sug
gested, in nature, where it was "the unique phenomenon of a dis
tance, however close it may be." 205 In art as well, this quality of 
unapproachability was an essential element in a work's aura, not un
connected with the ritual, magical context out of which art originally 
came. It was this unique aura of a genuine work of art that could not 
be preserved once the art was reproduced - clearly, Benjamin was 
referring more to the plastic arts than to music or drama, although, 
as we have seen in Adorno's and Krenek's discussions of radio, 
music might also have an aura. 

Whatever the prehistoric, ritual quality attached to the aura, Ben
jamin also acknowledged its historical element, which went beyond 
the correspondances. "The authenticity of a thing," he contended, "is 
the essence of all that is transmissible from its beginning, ranging 
from its substantive duration to its testimony to the history which it 
has experienced." 206 And later in the same essay: "The uniqueness 
of a work of art is inseparable from its being imbedded in the fabric 
of tradition." 207 Thus the end of "aura tic" art in the era of mass re
production meant not merely the loss of the artistic correspondances, 
but also the end of Elfahrung (experience rooted in tradition). It was 
this aspect of the cultural crisis of modern society with which Benja
min's colleagues at the Institut were in agreement. They also tended 
to accept the conclusion he drew from the loss of aura: "The instant 
the criterion of authenticity ceases to be applicable to artistic pro
duction, the total fUnction of art is reversed. Instead of being based 
on ritual, it begins to be based on another practice - politics." 208 

With the advent of mechanical reproduction, the cult value of an art 
work was replaced by its exhibition value. The best example of this, 
Benjamin asserted, was the film. 

Where the other members of the Institut, especially Adorno, dis
agreed with Benjamin was in assessing the repercussions of this 
change. First of all, they had always considered art to have a politi-
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cal function: the presentation ofa foretaste of the "other" society de
nied by present conditions. What they now feared was that mass art 
had a new political function diametrically opposed to its tradition
ally "negativ.e" one; art in the age of mechanical reproduction served 
to reconcile the mass audience to the status quo. Here Benjamin dis
agreed. For, while mourning the loss of the aura, he paradoxically 
held out hope for the progressive potential of politicized, collectiv
ized art. Here once again he followed the lead of Brecht, who was 
still optimistic about the revolutionary function of the film, despite 
his personally disappointing experiences with the film industry.209 In 
Benjamin's words: 

Mechanical reproduction of art changes the reaction of the masses toward 
art. The reactionary attitude toward a Picasso painting changes into the 
progressive reaction toward a Chaplin movie. The progressive reaction is 
characterized by the direct, intimate fusion of visual and emotional enjoy
ment with the orientation of the expert. ... With regard to the screen, the 
critical and the receptive attitudes of the public coincide.210 

Moreover, whereas Adorno always demanded concentration on the 
part of the viewer or listener - we have already mentioned his stress 
on the praxis of genuine aesthetic reception - Benjamin was more 
sympathetic to the positive implications of distraction: "The tasks 
which face the human apparatus of perception at the turning points 
of history cannot be solved ... by contemplation alone. They are 
mastered gradually by habit. ... The ability to master certain tasks 
in a state' of distraction proves that their solution has become a mat
ter of habit." 211 It was on this assumption that Benjamin could end 
his article by calling for the Communist politicization of art as a re
sponse to what he called the fascist "aestheticization of politics." 212 

Adorno, as we have seen, was far less sanguine, and responded to 
Benjamin in his article "On the Fetish Character of Music and the 
Regression of Hearing." Benjamin tried to patch things up by writ
ing: "In my work I sought to articulate the positive moments as 
clearly as you brought the negative to the fore. I consequently see a 
strength of your work where a weakness of mine lay." 213 He then 
suggested that sound films were undermining the revolutionary po
tential of the cinema and proposed to Adorno a collaborative study 
of their effects. This, however, was never to occur, because of Benja
min's death. The Institut's subsequent work on mass culture, in the 
forties, to which we now turn, lacked the optimistic thrust of his 
analysis. The spirit of that work was far closer to that expressed in 
the now famous remark Benjamin made in an earlier period (and 
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which was used much later to end Marcuse's One-Dimensional Man): 
"It is only for the sake of those without hope that hope is given to 
us." 214 

In the forties, a number of Institut members devoted their time to 
investigating American popular culture. In 1941 the Studies in Philos
ophy and Social Science put out a special issue on mass communica
tions, in cooperation with Lazarsfeld's Office of Radio Research. 
now at Columbia. Horkheimer began, with "Notes on Institute Ac
tivities," which contained the most concise restatement of the princi
ples of Critical Theory to appear in English. Lazarsfeld contributed a 
comparison of "Administrative and Critical Communications Re
search," which stressed their compatible features. Articles followed 
by Herta Herzog, Harold Lasswell. William Dieterle. Charles A. 
Siepmann, and Adorno.215 In the next issue, the last of the Studies to 
appear. Horkheimer used Mortimer Adler's Art and Prudence as an 
occasion for a general denunciation of mass culture.216 many of 
whose points we have already incorporated into our treatment of the 
Institut's work in this area. 

The member of the Institut who became most extensively engaged 
in the analysis of mass culture was Leo Lowenthal. As early as 1929 
Lowenthal had written regular drama criticism and articles on aes
thetic problems for the Volksbiihne. in both Berlin and Frankfurt. Al
though his early articles in the Zeitschrift were primarily on literary 
figures such as Ibsen and Meyer, he was also interested in the popu
lar reception of high culture, as illustrated by his essay on Dostoy
evsky's public in prewar Germany. In the forties he turned his atten
tion to more direct examples of popular art. With the help of 
Lazarsfeld's project, which supplied him with secretarial and office 
assistance, he conducted analyses of news commentators and news 
programs in Philadelphia, which remained. in manuscript form. He 
also made a content analysis of popular biographies in Germany 
after World War I, which was published many years later in a Fest
schrift for Marcuse.217 His similar treatment of biographies in Ameri
can magazines appeared in Lazarsfeld's Radio Research: 1942-
1943.218 Lowenthal also -contributed to the discussions that led to the 
essay on the Kulturindustrie (Culture Industry) in Dialectic of the En
lightenment. In fact, throughout the forties and during the period 
after his connection with the Institut was severed, Lowenthal con
tinued his exploration of mass culture. the culmination of which was 
his collection of essays published in 1961, Literature, Popular Culture, 
and Society. 

Fragments of the correspondence between Horkheimer and Low-
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enthal after the former had moved to California are worth dwelling 
on here for the light they cast on the Institut's conception of mass 
culture. On February 3, 1942, Lowenthal wrote of his forthcoming 
essay on magazine biographies: 

While, on the one hand, historical information for the masses becomes a 
cobweb of lies and of ridiculous accumulation of the most insignificant 
facts and figures, the same masses show by their very occupation with these 
people and with their ways of "consumption" a longing for a life of inno
cence. From my whole inner life I can deduct more and more how hateful 
the whole idea of production in the sense of permanent changes, transfor
mations, incessant treatment of man and nature by machines and organiza
tions must become to the unconscious and even conscious life of'the major
ity. In a certain sense, the German biographies which I have studied in 
former years and the American material belong quite closely together. The 
first one falsifies history by an enchanting net of profound metaphysical 
and metapsychological phantasmagories; the second one is just the reverse 
and instead of taking history serious, it takes it funny [sic]. But: they both 
represent distorted utopias of a concept of man to which we stand in an 
affirmative way, namely, they both imply the unconditional importance of 
the real, living. and existing individual: dignity, happiness. 

Several months later, Horkheimer mentioned the essay in one of 
his letters to Lowenthal. On June 2 he wrote, referring to his own 
work on Dialectic of the Enlightenment: 

I was particularly delighted by the paragraphs on "repetition." This cate
gory will playa most decisive role in the whole book. What you call the lack 
of rebellion against the eternal repetition in life and art points to the bad 
resignation of modern man, which is, so to speak, the main topic between 
your lines and which will become one of the basic concepts of our book . 
. . . We cannot blame people that they are more interested in the sphere of 
privacy and consumption rather than [in] production. This trait contains a 
Utopian element; in Utopia production does not playa decisive part. It is 
the land of milk and honey. I think it is of deep significance that art and po
etry have always shown an affinity to consumption. 

On October 14 Horkheimer spent a large part of his letter to Lowen
thal discussing the article: 

You lay too much stress on activity vs. passivity, sphere of production vs. 
sphere of consumption. You say that the life of the reader is scheduled illld 
governed by what he gets, not by what he does. The truth is, ·however, that 
doing and getting [have] become identical in this society. The mechanisms 
which govern man in his leisure time. are absoluteiy the same [asl thos.e 
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which govern him when he works. I would go as far as to say that still today 
the key for the understanding of the behavior patterns in the sphere of con
sumption is the situation of man in industry, his schedule in the factory, the 
organization of office and working place. Consumption tends to vanish 
today, or should I say, eating, drinking, looking, loving, sleeping become 
"consumption," for consumption already means that man has become a 
machine outside as well as inside of the workshop? 

You will remember those terrible scenes in the movies when some years 
of a hero's life ate pictured in a series of shots which take about one or two 
minutes, just to show how he grew up or old, how a war started and passed 
by, a[nd] s[o] o[n]. This trimming of an existence into some futile moments 
which can be characterized schematically symbolizes the dissolution of hu
manity into elements of administration. Mass culture in its different 
branches reflects the fact that the human being is cheated out of his own en
tity which Bergson so justly called "duree." This is true for the heroes of bi
ographies as well as for the masses. . .. The countertrend in mass culture is 
represented in escape from it. Since man's wakeful state today is regulated 
in all details, the real escape is sleep or madness, or at least some kind of 
shortcoming and weakness. The protest against the movies is not found so 
much in bitter critiques but in the fact that people go in and sleep or make 
love to each other. 

And finally, Lowenthal responded to Horkheimer's arguments in his 
return letter on October 22: 

Your remark about the montage of a life story in the moving picture is espe
cially revealing for me, because it throws more light on my observation of 
the isolated and piecemeal sequence of hardship and breaks of childhood 
and adult life. All this seems to be also tied up with the concept of loveless
ness, because the criterion of love is continuity and this is just the phenome
non which is never admitted. Mass culture is a total conspiracy against love 
as well as against sex. I think that you have hit the nail on the head by your 
observation that the spectators are continuously betrayed and robbed of 
real pleasure by sadistic tricks. This sadism has the special function to pre
vent psychologically and physiologically "Vorlust." Take, for example, the 
ballet scene in "Holiday Inn," one of the newest pictures, where a couple 
starts dancing a minuet, but as soon as this minuet develops to a more amo
rous situation and one could very well imagine that the dancing partners 
will end by kissing each other, the sweet and melodious music is suddenly 
stopped and replaced by jazz which almost verbally castrates the dancers. 
This fits very well together with the elucidating remarks which Teddie 
[Adorno] once wrote about the connection of castration and jazz. 

A number of characteristics of the Institut's critique of mass cul
ture are evident in the interchange. More than once, for example, is 
its concern for genuine happiness evident. Unlike more conserva~ive 
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cntlcs of popular culture, the Frankfurt School refused to defend 
high culture as an end in itself apart from material concerns. Like 
Nietzsche, whose seminal contribution to the analysis of mass cul
ture the Institut often acknowledged. Horkheimer and his colleagues 
saw a subterranean connection between the notion of transcendent 
culture, which pretended to be above material life, and psychological 
asceticism. They consistently attacked such commentators as Aldous 
Huxley for the puritanical streak in their protest against mass cul
ture.219 With equal fervor they denounced the nostalgic yearnings of 
elitist critics such as Jose Ortega y Gasset. "The right to nostalgia, to 
transcendental knowledge, to a dangerous life cannot be validated," 
Horkheimer wrote. "The struggle against mass culture cal1consist 
only in pointing out its connection with the persistence of social in
justice." 220 As Marcuse argued in 1937, the segregation of cultural 
life from its material base served to reconcile man to the inequalities 
implicit in the latter; idealist, bourgeois culture was in this sense 
"affirma tive." 

What the letters also show is how strongly the Institut, for all its 
Marxist tendencies, valued tradition. As we have already seen, 
Adorno spoke of the traditional component in Schonberg's seem
ingly revolutionary music, and Benjamin considered tradition to be a . 
part of an art work's aura. In his letter of October 22 Lowenthal re
ferred to continuity as the "criterion of love," an observation that 
followed on the heels of Horkheimer's assertion in the previous letter 
that mass culture deprived man of his duree. What should be under
stood, however, is that by tradition, the Institut meant something 
very different from the continuation of "progress," as it was under
stood by Enlightenment thought. This was clear in'the essay "Au
thoritarian State," which we examined in the previous chapter, as 
well as in the Dialectic of the Enlightenment, to which we shaII come 
presently. Tradition referred to the type of integrated experience the 
Institut members caIIed Erfahrung, which was being destroyed by so
caIled "progress." 

Yet another thing the letters demonstrate is the effect of personal 
experiences on the Frankfurt School's analysis. That such a connec
tion existed, Critical Theory would not have denied. As Horkheimer 
wrote in his letter on Freud, "the greater a work. the more it is rooted 
in the concrete historical situation." 221 As refugees from Central Eu
rope, who had been tutored in all that its rich cultural heritage had 
to offer, they were inevitably ill at ease in the less rarified atmosphere 
of their new environment. On occasion, this alienation meant an un
responsiveness to the spontaneous elements in American popular 
culture - Adorno's unremitting hos~ili(y to jazz: for example, suffers 
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from a certain a priori insensitivity. But at the same time, it provided 
an invaluable critical distance from the culture, which prevented the 
Institut from equating mass culture with true democracy. The cate
gory of "repressive desublimation," 222 which Marcuse was to de
velop years later to characterize the pseudo-liberation of modern cul
ture, existed in embryo in the personal experience of the Institut's 
members. Having known an alternative cultural milieu, they were 
unwilling to trade in its prom esse de bonheur for the debased coin 
provided by the culture industry. 

As Adorno later explained,223 the phrase "culture industry" was 
chosen by Horkheimer and himself in Dialectic of the Enlightenment 
because of its antipopulist connotations. The Frankfurt School dis
liked mass culture, not because it was democratic, but precisely be
cause it was not. The notion of "popular" culture, they argued, was 
ideological; the culture industry administered a nonspontaneous, 
reified, phony culture rather than the real thing. The old distinction 
between high and low culture had all but vanished in the "stylized 
barbarism" 224 of mass culture. Even the most "negative" examples 
of classical art had been absorbed into what Marcuse was later to 
call its "one-dimensional" facade. Tragedy, which once meant pro
test, now meant consolation. The subliminal message of almost all 
that passed for art was conformity and resignation. 

As in so many other areas, the Institut believed that liberal plati
tudes about the preservation of the autonomous individual had been 
rendered Ob,' lete by social change. Kant had defined art formalisti
cally as "pu osiveness without purpose," but in the modern world it 
had become 'p,urposelessness for purposes," purposes dictated by 
the market.225 'iSven the excuse of popular art as diversion, which 
Benjamin had supported, Adorno and Horkheimer thought suspect: 
leisure was the continuation of labor by other means. The only 
laughter permitted by the culture industry ,was the derisiveness of 
Schadenfreude, laughing at the misfortunes of others. Suppression re
placed sublimation, desire was aroused only to be denied; mass cul
ture, in short, followed the ritual of Tantalus.226 

Increasingly, the Institut came to feel that the culture industry en
slaved men in far more subtle and effective ways than the crude 
methods of domination practiced in earlier eras. The false harmony 
of particular and universal was in some ways more sinister than the 
clash of social contradictions, because of its ability to lull its victims 
into passive acceptance. With the decline of mediating forces in the 
society - here the Institut drew on its earlier studies of the lessening 
role of the family in the process of socialization - the chances for 
the development of negative resistance were seriously diminished. 
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Moreover. the spread of technology s/erved the culture industry in 
America just as it helped tighten the control of authoritarian govern
ments in Europe. Radio. Horkheimer and Adorno argued. was to 
fascism as the printing press had been to the Reformation. 

In short. all the celebrated pessimism of Marcuse's One-Dimen
sional Man was anticipated in the essay on the culture industry in Di
alectic of the Enlightenment. The only hint of negation preserved in 
mass culture Horkheimer and Adorno allowed was in corporeal 
rather than intellectual art: for example. the circus performer. whose 
fully reified body promised to break through the commodity charac
ter of mass art by carrying objectification to its extr(;!me. thereby ex
posing what had hitherto. been veiled.227 Aside from this. the Institut 
feared the closing-off of all possibilities for a transformed future. 
short of that "explosion in the continuum of history" that the essays 
in the Benjamin memorial volume had still been able to cite as a pos
sibility. 

In many ways. the Institut's critique of mass culture and its related 
analysis of the American authoritarian potential had the greatest im
pact on American intellectual life of all the work it did in this coun
try.228 One obvious reason was that. unlike the theoretical essays of 
the thirties. much of it was written in English. But more important, it 
came at a time when Americans themselves had begun to fear the re
alization of those dire prophecies that foreign visitors since Tocque
ville had made about the effects of mass democracy.22'1 Before the 
Second World War. sociologists like Robert Park and his pupil at the 
University of Chicago, Herbert Blumer, had been engaged in rudi
mentary studies of mass society. but generally in isolation and with 
more hopeful conclusions. By the mid-forties, however, the interest 
in this type of analysis had grown both within and outside the aca
demic community. Clement Greenberg and Dwight MacDonald. the 
latter through his influential journal. Politics, began to disseminate a 
critique of· mass culture among a wider public. Sociologists like 
David Riesman increased scholarly awareness of the same issues.23o 

Richard Hoggart did the same for English-speaking readers. across 
the Atlantic.231 For the first time, popular culture was attacked from 
a radical rather than a conservative direction: Here the Institut's in
fluence, and that of former members such as Fromm. played a sig
nificant role in adding substance and depth to the attack. and it was 
frequently acknowledged. 

What was crucial in the radical critique was its implicit political 
overtones. It would be a mistake to interpret the Institut's shifting of 
focus from base to superstructure as an abandonI1)ent of its commit
ment to the ideals' of its earlier period. The decline of traditional. 
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"negative"culture was not a matter for intellectuals alone. Mass cul
ture was the seed-bed of political totalitarianism. The mediating 
mechanisms between culture and politics were best understood, so 
Horkheimer and those around him felt, in psychosocial terms. Their 
studies of popular culture were thus connected with the investiga
tions of the authoritarian potential in America that they conducted 
in the forties. These investigations were cast primarily as psychologi
cal analyses, although always based on the broader assumptions of 
Critical Theory. Because these theoretical premises were rarely un
derstood by American commentators, however, the "Studies in Prej
udice" were often taken as strictly psychological. As we shall see in 
our next chapter, this was not the case. As Adorno had explained to 
Benjamin in 1935, the -bourgeois individual was only a dialectical 
Durchgangsinstrument (instrument. of transition); the totality re-

. mained the central reality. If in its studies of mass culture and psy
chological authoritarianism the Institut seemed to fal1 back on the 
embattled individual, it was only because the utopian alternative 
they sought was preserved nowhere else but in the "damaged 
lives" 232 of cultural outsiders. 



VII 

The Empirical Work 
of the Institut in the 1940's 

The central theme of the work is a relatively new 
concept - the rise of an "anthropological" species 
we call the authoritarian type of man. 

- MAX HORKHEIMER 

The war years brought a serious reevaluation of the Institut's goals 
and a gradual redefinition of its institutional structure. Horkheimer's 
circulatory illness, which necessitated the move to California, and 
the increased inv9lvement of other Institut members in government 
service meant that the type of connection with Columbia enjoyed by 
the Institut since 1934 was no longer possible. Moreover, a new in
ternal factor within the university's sociology department spelled po
tentialtrouble for the future. The struggle for control between the 
department's more speculative wing, led by Robert MacIver, and its 
empirically oriented .counterpart around Robert Lynd had been re
solved largely in favor of the latter. Or at least so Lowenthal reported 
to Horkheimer by letter on January 23, 1942. Thus, not surprisingly, 
Horkheimer was willing to permit the loosening of the Institut's ties 
with Columbia brought by the war and his illness. In fact, as early as 
May, 1941, before the resolution of the Lynd-MacIver conflict, he 
had expressed to Lowenthal ambivalence about the consequences of 
the sustained relationship with Columbia.! The leadership of the In
stitut, despite its awareness of the need to maintain an institutional 
identity, was always concerned about the possible sclerosis that over
institutionalization might bring. 

Still, with the end of the war, an attempt was made to keep the In
stitut on Morningside Heights. Horkheimer's illness had become less 
of an immediate worry, allowing him to come back to New York in 
1944 and 1945 for extended periods of time. Altho,ugh certain Insti
lut members, such as Marcuse, chose to remain with the govern-
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ment, others were eager to return to a full academic life. Within Co
lumbia hopes were still alive·to retain the Institut in some capacity. 
Ironically, the major effort to revive the Institut's connection came 
from within the ranks of the empirical sociologists. Paul Lazarsfeld, 
who had transformed his Office of Radio Research into a newly con
stituted Bureau of Applied Social Research,2 suggested the llltegra
tion of the Institut into his bureau. Despite the failure of his collabo
ration with Adorno before the war, Lazarsfeld was optimistic about 
the interaction of Critical Theory with his own brand of"administra
tive research." 3 In a series of letters to other members of the depart
ment, such as Theodore Abel and Robert Merton, Lazarsfeld ex
tolled the Institut's accomplishments. On February 5, 1946, he wrote 
to Abel that the department had done an injustice to the Institut, hut 
not because of the former's own shortsightedness: 

the whole mess is due to the idiocy of the Institute group. I told them for 
years that publishing in German will finally destroy them. But they had the 
fixed idea that their contribution to America will be greater if they preserve 
in this country the last island of German culture. This is especially true of 
their ZeitschriJt. I have asked Lowenthal, its former editor, to make a brief 
content analysis of the ten volumes which have appeared in this country. 
Everyone will be surprised how much of value is buried there.4 

As a solution, he proposed the affiliation of the Institut's empirical 
wing with the Bureau of Applied Social Research. Lowenthal. 
Massing, and Marcuse were to have full-time memberships; Pollock 
and Neumann, part-time. Horkheimer, because of his health, and 
Adorno were expected to remain in California in what presumably 
would be the Institut's speculative rump. Lazarsfeld left the door 
open for'at least Horkheimer's return if his condition improved. Al
though the sociology department acted on Lazarsfeld's recommen
dation and extended an invitation to the Institut, it was ultimately 
declined, Horkheimer citing his health as the reason.5 Of all the Insti
tut members, only Neumann chose to return to Columbia after the 
immediate postwar period. 

One probable reason for the Institut's decision to refuse the offer 
was the improvement of its financial position. As mentioned earlier, 
in 1938 unsuccessful financial investments combined with the ex
tended use of capital for the support of new refugees had seriously 
depleted the Institut's resources. During the next few years, founda
tion sponsorship for a projected study of German culture proved 
unavailable, and the Studies in Philosophy and Social Science were 
discontinued, primarily for financial reasons. The situation was criti-
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.:ai enough for Horkheimer to speculate in a letter to Lowenthal on 
the possible dissolution of the Institut if no sponsor were found. A 
grant must be obtained, Horkheimer wrote, "otherwise the work for 
which we live and which, I suppose, is your aim as well as mine
not only the work but our lives as scholars with specific tasks and re
sponsibilities and not only our intellectual lives but the material 
basis of our lives - will be destroyed."6 During the summer of 1942. 
however, a contact had been made with the American Jewish Com
mittee, and in October of the same year Horkheimer had a successful 
interview with John Slawson, the AJe's executive vice-president. As 
early as 1939 the Institut had prepared a prospectus for a study of 
anti-Semitism. which was printed in the penultimate issue of its jour
naP Not unexpectedly, the AJC expressed an interest in the project, 
with the hope of preventing in America what was already happening 
in Europe. The result wasa grant of considerable size. \\lhich helped 
to keep the lnstitut together as well as to finance tlte most exhaustive 
study of prejudice ever attempted. In May. 1944. a two-day confer
ence on prejudice was held in New York. at which an ambitious re
search program was outlined for the future. At the same time. the 
AJC estahlished a Department of Scientific Research. with Hork
heimer at its head. It was here that the SflIdies in Prejudice. which 
were to employ a variety of methodological approaches to the study 
of social bias. were officially launched. Thus began the Institut's 
most extensive and sustained concentration. on empirical research. 

What ought not to be forgotten. however. was that at the same 
time. Horkheimer and Adorno were engaged in serious speculative 
work. which produced a number of important new statements of 
Critical Theory. Foremost among these were their joint effort in Dia
lectic- of the EnlightenmeJ1{, Horkheimer's Eclipse of Rellson, and 
Adorno's Minima Moralhl. These will be the subject of the next 
chapter. which will deal with the Institut's changing theoretical per
spective in its last decade in America. At times. however, some of 
their new ideas will playa role in our present discussion of the em
pirical work, and we shall also refer on a number of occasions to the 
analysis of the Institut's critique of mass culture in the last chapter. 

Before embarking on a detailed analysis of the Studies in Prejudice, 
certain basic attitudes of the Institut towards the proper role of em
pirical research should once again be made clear. From the first, it 
will be recalled, the Frankfurt School was critical of the reductionist 
tendencies implicit in inductively oriented, empirical social science. 
In the exp,loration of social phenomena, it placed theory prior to the 
gathering of "facts." just as in politics it put theory before praxis. At 
the same time, of course, it was never satisfied with the cavalier dis-
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missal of all empirical research, including the quantification of re
sults, which characterized certain of the more obscurantist German 
sociological schools. As Fromm's study of German workers and the 
Studien iiber Autoritiit und Familie demonstrated, it was anxious to 
use empirical methods for the enrichment, modification, and support 
(although never quite verification) of its speculative hypotheses. Al
though the Institut admitted the primitive level of its techniques be
fore the emigration, it looked forward to their growing sophistication 
with time. Thus it willingly sponsored such studies as Mirra Koma
rovsky's analysis of The Unemployed Man and His Family, and 
sought to apply American techniques to the study of mass culture. 

The difficulties, however, often proved greater than expected, as 
Adorno's experience with the Office of Radio Research demon
strated. His ideas about the changes in music-listening patterns, 
which were described in the previous chapter, proved untranslatable 
into testable hypotheses. The reasons, so Adorno felt, were not 
merely technical. Three decades later, he wrote: 

It appeared to me, and I am still persuaded today, that in the cultural 
sphere what is regarded by the psychology of perception as a mere "stimu
lus" is, in fact, qualitatively determined, a matter of "objective spirit" and 
knowable in its objectivity. I oppose stating and measuring effects without 
relating them to these "stimuli," i.e., the objective content to which the con
sumers in the cultural industry, the radio listeners, react. ... To proceed 
from the subjects' reactions, as if they were a primary and final source of so
ciological knowledge, seemed to me thoroughly superficial and misguided.8 

What caused Adorno particular distress was the unmediated way 
in which cultural phenomena were transformed by his new Ameri
can colleagues into quantitative data. The very equation of culture 
with measurable quantities seemed to him a prime example of the 
reification characteristic of mass culture. "When I was confronted 
with the demand to 'measure culture,' " he later recalled, "I reflected 
that culture might be precisely that condition that excludes a mental
ity capable of measuring it." 9 This was an assumption that made his 
collaboration with Lazarsfeld, whose "administrative research" was 
grounded in the rigorous use of quantitative methods, unlikely to 
succeed from the start. By the summer of 1939 this was clear to both 
men. 

Lazarsfeld wrote a five-page letter to Adorno voicing his extreme 
disappointment with the outcome of their association. lO Its tone was 
pointed, even harsh at times. Clearly Lazarsfeld felt the time for eu
phemism was past. Referring to one of Adorno's memoranda, he 
wrote: 
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You pride yourself in attacking other peopl,e because they are neurotic and 
fetishists, but it doesn't occur to you how open you are yourself to such at
tacks .... Don't you think that [it] is a perfect fetishism the way you use 
Latin words all through the text? ... I implored you repeatedly to use 
more responsible language and you evidently were psychologically unable 
to follow my advice. 

At other points in the letter, Lazarsfeld went beyond personal crit
icism to attack Adorno's "grave deficiencies of elementary logical 
procedure." He also accused Adorno of both arrogance and naivete 
when it came to his remarks on verification techniques: "Your disre
spect for possibilities alternative to your own ideas becomes even 
more disquieting when your text leads to the suspicion that you don't 
even know how an empirical check upon a hypothetical assumption 
is to be made." And finally, he expressed extreme dismay at the 
stylistic deficiencies in Adorno's texts, which were all the more dis
turbing in view of Adorno's frequently asserted concern for the im
portance of correct language. 

Lazarsfeld's last paragraph deserves full quotation, not only for 
the light it casts on this specific instance of a co"nflict between two 
strong-willed, highly intelligent scholars with differing views, but also 
for the insight it provides into the complex character of one of the 
men who played a' central role in the Institut's history. Few men who 
knew Adorno doubted his intellectual brilliance and imaginative 
powers; fewer still- and here Horkheimer was the major exception 
- found him an easy collaborator. "It was not a pleasant task to 
write this letter," Lazarsfeld concluded, 

and I would not have spent two solid working days in working it out if i 
didn't feel that it is vital for our project to make you .think yourself about 
the whole situation. You and I agree upon the superiority of some parts of 
your intellectual work but you think because you are basically right some
where you are right everywhere. Whereas I think that because you are right 
somewhere you overlook the fact that you are terrible in other respects, and 
the final reader will think that because you are outrageous in some part of 
your work where he can easily catch you, you are impossible altogether. So 
I am sure that what I have done in this letter will be finally beneficial for 
yourself .... Let me assure you once more of my unwavering respect, 
friendship, and loyalty. 

When the Rockefeller Foundation reviewed its grant for the Radio 
Research Project in the fall of 1939, the music project was omitted 
from its budget. Later, in a more mellow frame of mind, Lazarsfeld 
ruminated on the failure of his collaboration with Adorno. 11 The suc-
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cess of The Authoritarian Personality had demonstrated that Critical 
Theory and quantification were not as irreconcilable as the music 
project had mad~ it seem. "I have an uneasy feeling," Lazarsfeld 
generously wrote, "that my duties in the various divisions of the 
Princeton project may have prevented me from devoting the neces
sary time and attention to a'chieve the purpose for which I engaged 
Adorno originally." 12 

Whatever the real reasons, the music project was unsuccessful, 
while The Authoritarian Personalit), became a classic of social scitmce 
immediately after its completion. The explanation for this change 
cannot be sought solely in Adorno's own development - he was 
only one of a large number of coworkers on the second project-
but with time, he did gain valuable methodological experience that 
caused a modification of his initial hostility to American techniques. 
Thus, for example, his stress on grasping the "objective spirit" rather 
than measuring subjective reactions to it had diminished by the end 
of the decade. As we shall see, the "objective" diri1ension of preju
dice was by no means ignored, but it was never fully integrated into 
the subjective analyses of his and the Institut's work on the problem. 
Culture might not be measurable, but it seemed as if bias more easily 
could be. 

Adorno, of course, was not the only one who gained methodologi
cal experience in the early forties. The New York branch of the I n
stitut, although reducing its activities during the war, did not cease to 
function. After the closing of the Studies in Philosophy and Social Sci
ence, several of its members began to spend more time with empirical 
work. One of their projects was an in.quiry into the pattern of help 
extended by German gentiles to Jewish victims of Hitler. With the 
prestigious cosponsorship of Thomas Mann, data was collected by 
such means as advertisements in the Aufoau, the leading German
language refugee newspaper. Although never published, the study 
did show that Catholics and cOJ1'servatives had given more assistance 
than Protestants and liberals, According to Paul Massing, this con
clusion was later used by Horkheimer to support his argument that 
conservatives were often better preservers of critical ideals than lib
erals. 13 

Far more ambitious was a massive study of the degree of anti
Semitism within American labor, which the Institut began to orga
nize in 1943 and carried out in the following two years. At about the 
same time as the American Jewish Committee had extended its offer 
of support, the Jewish Labor Committee, chaired by Adolph Held, 
made a grant of somewhat more modest proportions available for re-
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search into its own special area of interest. The JLC had created a 
Committee to Combat Anti-Semitism with Charles S. Zimmerman as 
its head and was anxious to begin with a scientific analysis of the 
problem. Its contacts with the AFL, the CIO, and various nonaffil
iated unions facilitated the collection of data, which was carried on 
in New York, California, and Detroit. 

The amount of data accumulated was, in fact, so overwhelming 
that the Institut had difficulty in organizing it for publication. A 
four-volume, 1300-page report was made to the JLC in 1944, but 
subsequent efforts to whittle it down to publishable size failed. Gur
land, Massing, Lowenthal, Pollock, and Weil had been involved in 
the original collection and analysis of the material. Added help from 
Herta Herzog of the Bureau of Applied Social Research was ob
tained for the quantification of the data, and Adorno wrote frequent 
memoranda, methodological and substantive, throughout its prog
ress. The problems of organization and editing, however, remained 
insurmountable. After allowing the study to lie fallow for several 
years, renewed efforts were made in 1949. Paul Lazarsfeld and Allen 
Barton were recruited to write a methodological introduction. By 
1953, the Free Press of Glencoe arinounced its forthcoming publica
tion with a description of the contents, which were predominantly 
devoted to a qualitative analysis of anti-Semitic belief patterns. But 
disagreements within the Institut about the value of presenting a 
study made almost a decade earlier persisted,14 with the final result 
that the book never went to press. 

Because of the publication of the Studies in Prejudice in the in
terim, the findings of the labor project now seemed redundant. Its 
goal was therefore changed, as Adorno wrote in. one of his memo
randa; it was now "to find out how to study anti-Semitism, not to 
obtain final results." 15 But here once again, the methodological 
achievements of the various volumes in the Studies in Prejudice over
shadowed the more primitive techniques the earlier report had devel
oped. Moreover, another reason for the In'stitut's general reluctance 
to publish the work had an effect. As Pollock remerpbers it,16 the 
conclusions of the study were so damaging to American labor that 
the Institut, with its characteristic caution, was hesitant about broad
casting its findings. As early as July, 1944, as mentioned earlier, 
Horkheimer had worried about the reaction of American domestic 
opinion to "a bunch of foreign-born intellectuals sticking their noses 
into the private affairs of American workers." 17 More than half the 
workers surveyed had shown anti-Semitic bias of one sort or an
other,18 but in 1953 the Institut's leadership wished to tone this 
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down. Moreover, the attempts to shorten the manuscript haa re
sulted in certain oversimplifications. Massing wrote to Lowenthal of 
his indignation at. the changes: 

I most seriously object to these "Conclusions." These pages show the trans
formation the study has undergone from a socio-political to a purely psy
chological one. In the present version, there cannot be any such old-fash
ioned remarks as to "danger signals," need for education, and any reference' 
to "American Labor" is outright ludic(ous. The American labor that ap
pears in part I of the present study is anti-Semitic. 

The revisions of the first part of the study, he charged, had ruined it: 
"It reads like a mediocre high-school attempt, operates with two or 
three broad psychological concepts which are ridden to death, is re
petitive to the nth degree ... ". 19 Apparently, Barton, who with La
zarsfeld was to write the methodological introduction, felt the same 
way.20 For all these reasons, Horkheimer ultimately decided to with-
draw the book from publication. . 

Still, the goal expressed by Adorno in his memorandum was in 
fact attained to a significant extent. What the Institut learned most 
clearly was the necessity of approaching anti-Semitism as indirectly 
as possible. Sample populations in factories on both coasts 
and in the Midwest were examined in basically the same way. In
stead of distributing questionnaires or conducting direct interviews, 
"screened" interviews were developed, in which the objective of the 
project was concealed as much as possible. This meant that 270 

workers in the factories were selected as agents of the project. They 
were instructed to"memorize a prepared set of questions which they 
used to probe the reactions of workers when anti-Semitic or related 
incidents occurred. A total of 566 interviews were conducted and the 
results broken down by such categories as ethnic background, union 
or nonunion membership, AFL or CIO. Much of the material gath
ered in this way and some of the questions were later used in the in-. 
terviews for The A uthoritarian Personality. 21 Moreover, the concep
tual structuring of the findings contributed to the refinement of the 
typologies developed in the later work. Thus, although in one sense 
stillborn, the project proved an important testing ground for the In
stitut's more ambitious work for the Ale. 

Before turning to the specific studies that were a part of the Studies 
in Prejudice, certain comments about their relation to the Institut's 
general outlook should be made. On the surface, it appears as if the 
Studies were a radical departure from'some of the basic tenets of the 
Critical Theory. In certain ways this was true. The caution we have 
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seen displayed in America by the Institut on a number of occasions 
was unmistakably apparent in its empirical work in the forties. For 
example, the opposite of the "authoritarian personality" was no 
longer the "revolutionary," as it had been in the Studien iiber Autori
tiit und Familie, it was now the "democratic" instead. The values ex
pressed by the various authors connected with the Studies, especially 
those foreign to the Institut's ways of thinking, were invariably lib
eral and New Deal rather than Marxist or radical. Education for tol
erance, rather thah praxis for revolutionary change, was the ostensi
ble goal of the research, which aroused the scorn of more orthodox 
Marxists like Brecht.22 "·Our aim is not merely to describe prejudice," 
Horkheimer.and Samuel Flowerman wrote in the Introduction to the 
Studies, "but to explain it in order to help in its eradication. That is 
the challenge we would meet. Eradication means reeducation, scien
tifically planned on the basis of understanding scientifically arrived 
at. And education in a strict sense is by its nature personal and psy
chological." 23 Nowhere in any of the volumes did the critique of tol
erance for its own sake, .which had first appeared in Fromm's work 
on Freud and was later repeated .by Adorno and Marcuse, make an 
appearance. 

But perhaps what seemed most characteristic of the change in em
phasis was an unwonted stress on psychological rather than sociolog- . 
ical explanations of prejudice, a choice deliberately made in connec
tion with the· pedagogical goals of the project.24 This was so 
pronounced that two of The Authoritarian Personality's most serious 
critics, Herbert H. Hyman and Paul B. Sheatsley, could argue that its 
authors "take the irrationality out of the social order and impute it to 
the respondent, and by means of this substitution it is decided that 
prejudiced respondents derive their judgments in an irrational 
way." 25 If this were true, then Critical Theory had certainly gone a 
long way towards abandoning its original position. Further evidence 
of the dilution of its radical component could be found in the type of 
psychological analysis actually used in the various studies. Although 
the basic perspective was Freudian, a certain measure orego psy
chology was added to the analytlc framework, the same ego psychol
ogy of Hartmann and Kris whose conformist implications Adorno 
criticized elsewhere.26 Similarly, the use made in The Authoritarian 
Personality of a character typology seemed at first glance to contra
dict Adorno's critique of Fromm's typologyP By describing inte
grated character types, he and his colleagues appeared to be aban
doning that insistence on nonidentity that was. one of the central 
tenets of Critical Theory. Adorno, to be sure, attempted to answer 
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this criticism in advance by defending the use of a typology on his
torical grounds: 

The reason for the persistent plausibility of the typological approach, how
ever, is not a static biological one, but just the opposite: dynamic and so
cial. ... The marks of social repression are left within the individual soul. 
... Individualism, opposed to human pigeonholing, may ultimately be
come a mere ideological veil in a society which actually is inhuman. . .. In 
other words, the critique of typology sho~ld not neglect the fact that large 
numbers of people are no longer, or rather never were, "individuals" in the 
sense of traditional nineteenth-century philosophy.28 

. This, however, might explain the use of a typology to explain reified 
personalities, but not those who stiII retained some authentic subjec
tivity. These, presumably, wouid· be the more tolerant, but Adorno 
used a typology to describe them as well. 

In general, however, the situation was considerably more compli
cated than a cursory reading of the Studies in Prejudice suggested. 
First o(all, the Institut's Marxist origins, although altered in a man
ner that will be examined in the next chaptet, were not obliterated 
entirely. Evidence of their persistence appeared in a number of ways 
outside the work itself. Occasionally, for example, an Institut mem
ber would make a remark that showed how reluctant he was to take 
sides in the incipient Cold War. Thus, in 1946, Horkheimer could 
write, in terms that would later appear naive, that "at present the 
only country where there does not seem to be any kind of anti-Semi
tism is Russia. This has a very obvious reason. Not only has Russia 
passed laws against anti-Semitism, but it really enforces them; and 
the penalties are very severe." 29 At about the same time, he defined 
for Lowenthal "the task of theory in this historical period" in a way 
that made clear his priorities: 

Deserving as it may be to point out the horrors of German or Russian des
potism, the effort of conceptual thinking has, in my opinion, still to be con
cerned with the social development in industrialized society as a whole. To 
conceive the horror is as horrible as to see the night. The horror in the 
human world should be understood as the verdict against specific forms of 
social self-preservation. Today the world has become too much of a totality 
as to justify the isolation of one power block so as to oppose it to the rest of 
civilization as good or bad, or better or worse. Such a procedure is justified 
in practical respects but not when it comes to theoretical thinking. Here, 
I must say the principle of the lesser evil is even more dangerous than in 
politics.30 
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In short, although the Institut refused to provide excuses for Stalin
ism - by no means a new development in its history - it also re
fused to join the chorus of apostate former Marxists in excoriating 
the "God that failed." Its critique extended to "industrialized society 
as a whole," which certainly included the United States. 

More important from a methodological point of view, the psycho
logical emphasis of the Studies in PreJt"lice did not represent as much· 
of a break with Critical Theory as some of its critics on the left as
sumed. In fact, frequent reminders ran throughout the volumes, es
pecially those sections written by Adorno; that prejudice had to be 
understood on its most basic level as a social rather than an individ
ual problem. For example, in his discussion of personalization in 
politics, he wrote: "Ever more anonymous and opaque social pro
cesses make it increasingly difficult to integrate the limited spbere of 
one's personal life experience with objective social dynamics. Social 
alienation is hidden by a surface phenomenon in which the very op
posite is being stressed: personalization of political attitudes and 
habits offers compensation for the dehumanization of the social 
sphere, which is at the bottom of most of today's grievances." 31 De
spite Hyman and Sheatsley's contention, the Frankfurt School con
tinued to see the social order as inherently irrational. Thus, at no 
time was the sufficiency of a psychological approach suggested. 
What was problematical, however, and what caused so much confu
sion was the proper roles of sociology and psychology in analyzing 
the phenomenon of prejudice. Although never spelled out explicitly 
in the Studies, the Institut, if not its collaborators, did have a strong· 
opinion on the correct relationship between the two levels of inter
pretation. Fromm, it will be recalled, had been criticized for what the 
Institut considered the premature reconciliation of psychology and 
sociology in his work in the forties. In doing so, Adorno and the oth
ers argued, Fromm had sJll80thed over the vestiges of nonidentity 
that Freud's intransigent "biologism" had preserved. Thus, in the 
same way in which the Institut challenged the unity of theory and 
praxis on the one hand, and the unity of theory and empirical veri
fication on the other, it discounted the possibility of unifying sociol
ogy and psychology in one grand theory. This was made clear in one 
of the memoranda Adorno wrote for the Labor Project in 1944, in 
which he suggested certain methodological axioms to be included in 
the final report: 

a) We do not call the influence of socio-economic factors psychological 
since they are more or less on a rational level. They are motivating ideas 
rather than compulsory psychological forces. 
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b) The term psychological should be reserved for those traits which are 
prima facie irrational. This dichotomy means that we do not approve of a 
socio-psychological approach it la Fromm, but rather think in terms of ra
tional and irrational motivations· which are essentially to be kept apart. 

c) This m~ans, methodologically, that our psychological analyses lead us 
the deeper into a social sense the more they abstain from any reference to 
obvious and rational socio-economic factors. We will rediscover the social 
element at the very bottom of the psychological categories, though not by 
prematurely bringing into play economic and sociological surface causa
tions where we have to deal with the unconscious, which is related to soci
ety in a much more indirect and complicated way.32 

Although the rather simplistic equation of rational with socio
economic and irrational with psychological was never really opera
tive in the Institut's analyses, the dichotomy between the two metho
dological approaches in general was. 

Accordingly, the Institut did articulate a more sociological inter
pretation of the problem of anti-Semitism and prejudice, which 
treated them as part of the "objective spirit" rather than merely as 
individual, subjective delusions. One of the sections of Dialectic of 
the Enlightenment was entitled "Elements of Anti-Semitism." Unfor
tunately, it appeared only in German, which contributed to the un
balanced understanding in America of the Institut's work on preju
dice. Although a full appreciation of the essay will be possible only 
after a discussion .of the general argument of the book in which it ap
pears, which must wait until the next chapter, certain of its points 
should be mentioned now to provide a foil for the treatment of the 
more psychological work that follows. 

In "Elements of Anti-Semitism," Horkheimei and Adorno went 
beyond the reactions of anti-Semites to a discussion of the function 
of the Jew himself in Western civilization. Like Marx in his essays on 
the Jewish question,33 they rejected the liberal assumption that Jews 
were different from other men only in their religion. Jewishness, they 
argued, was also a .socio-economic category, although one that had 
been forced on the Jews in the past and perpetuated today largely 
out of irrational needs. "Bourgeois anti-Semitism," they wrote, "has 
a specific economic basis - the veiling of domination in produc
tion." 34 Anti-Semitism was in one sense the self-hatred of the bour
geoisie projected onto the Jews, who in fact were relatively impotent, 
confined as they were mostly to the sphere of distribution, rather 
than participating in production. Because of the continuation of the 
contradictions of capitalism, the Jews,' or a group like them, were a 
necessary outlet for repressed frustrations and aggressions. Thus, the 
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liberal hope for assimilation was a fraud, because of its assumption 
that mankind was a potential unity under prevailing socio-economic 
conditions. Liberalism, Horkheimer and Adorno pointed out, had 
promised happiness without power to both the Jews and the masses. 
But the masses, denied both happiness and power, turned their fury 
on the Jews, out of the mistaken belief that what had bet!n withheld 
from them had been given to the Jews. 

This part of their analysis was within the,Marxist tradition, but 
Horkheimer and Adorno also went beyond Marx in a number of 
ways. First, in th'eir discussion of the "objective spirit" of anti
Semitism they employed psychological categories, such as paranoia 
and projection, in an epistemological and sociological context. They 
argued, for example, that paranoia was not simply a delusion. In its 
denial of the merely given, its mediation of immediacy, paranoia 
transcended a naive positivist understanding ofthe world.35 Thus, all 
true thought contain.ed what might be called a moment of paranoia .. 
In fact, in projecting its internal fears and desires onto an external 
object, paranoid thought expres·sed a distorted protest against the 
suppression of the reconciliation between particular. and universal, a 
suppression that bourgeois society perpetuated behind its facade of 
universality. . 

Yet, of course, Horkheimer and Adorno did not deny the distor
tion in the protest. Paranoia was fundamentally a delusion, a 
"shadow of knowledge." 36 True knowledge, they contended, meant 
the ability to distinguish between intellectual and emotional projec
tions. Paranoia was really the system of the half-educated, who go 
beyond immediacy only to reduce reality to a reified formula. Inca
pable of enduring the dichotomy between inner and outer life, ap
pearance and essence, individual fate and social reality, the paranoid 
achieves harmony at the cost of his own autonomy. In late capital
ism, they argued, this condition had been generalized. Collective 
projections such as anti-Semitism took the place of individual ones, 
with the result that the system of the half-educated became the 
objective spirit.31 Finally, under fascism, the autonomous ego was 
destroyed entirely by the domination of collective projections. The 
totality of the paranoid's delusory system corresponded to the totali
tarianism.of fascist society. 

Horkheimer and Adorno also went beyond Marx in suggesting 
that anti-Semitism had certain archaic roots, which extended back 
further than capitalism and liberalism. This meant more than reli
gious origins, although they did devote considerable attention in 
their essay to the Christian contribution to anti-S~mitism. The roots 
they had in mind extended back into the dim prehistory of Western 
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man. In an unpublished paper written in 194038 Adorno had pro
posed one of his more speculative hypotheses, half historical, half 
meta-historical. The pre-Diaspora Jews, he argued, had been a no
madic, wandering people, "the secret gypsies of history." 39 The 
abandonment of this mode of life in favor of a sedentary existence, 
which had come with the development of agriculture, had been 
achieved at a terrible price. The Western concepts of work and re
pression were intertwined with the postnomadic attachment of man 
to the soil. A subterranean memory of the wandering Jew, however, 
persisted in Western culture. This image of the Jew, Adorno held, 
"represents a condition of mankind which did not know labor, and 
all later attacks against the parasitic, consumptive character of the 
Jews are simply rationalizations." 40 In other words, the Jew embod
ied the dream of gratification without toil, a dream whose frustration 
resulted in the displacement of fury onto those who seemed to have 
realized its promise. . 

In a letter to Lowenthal in 1944 41 Horkheimer made a similar 
point with special reference to the curious intertwining of Jewish and 
German destinies. Here the historical reference was not to the Jew as 
pre-Diaspora wanderer, but rather as post-Exilic dweller in alien 
lands. "If both Germans and Jews show a militant sort of patriot
ism," he suggested, 

the patriotism of the Jews is characterized by a longing for the soil which 
was lost, while the Germans want to win soil which they never possessed. 
The unconscious is alike insofar as they dream of getting the fruits of the 
earth without laboring it themselves. The land of milk and honey is repre
sented in the German soul by the nostalgia of the South. 

In its final formulation in "Elements ·of Anti-Semitism," this general 
idea was brought up to date. The Jews were hated, Horkheimer and 
Adorno argued, because they were secretly envied. Having lost even 
their economic function as middlemen, they seemed to embody such 
enviable qualities as wealth without work, luck without power, a 
home without boundaries, and religion without a myth.42 

On the one hand, then, the Jews represented a covert challenge to 
the work ethic and instrumental rationality, which had been impor
tant elements in the Enlightenment logos. They were in a peculiar 
wayan embodiment of the reaction of nature to the domination im
plicit in the Enlightenment program, which, as we shaH see in the 
next chapter, was one of the major themes of Dialectic of the Enlight
enment. In this, they were the Gegenrasse43 of the Nazis, whose 
pseudo-naturalism was a distorted reflection, even partly an imita-
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tion, of the Jews' seeming embodiment of unrepressed nature. Gegen
rasse meant "a kind of misbegotten, inferior race in Nazi ideology. 
Here Horkheimer and Adorno used it ironically, to mean the reflec
tion of the Nazi's own perverted qualities. 

On the other hand, the Jews were also identified with the En
lightenment and its liberal, rationalist traditions. As Horkheimer had 
argued in "The Jews and Europe," the emancipation of the Jews had 
been intimately connected to the emergence of bourgeois society. 
Accordingly, with the decline of that society in the twentieth cen
tury, the position of the Jews had been rendered extremely vulnera
ble. The identification was more than merely external or fortuitous. 
Despite the image of the "natural" Jew mentioned above, Jews 
through the centuries had contributed significantly to the "disen
chantment of the world" and the manipulation of nature that it im
plied. In a letter to Lowenthal in July, 1946, Horkheimer wrote of the 
role Jews had played in one aspect of this process, the instrumentali
zation of language: 

The root of fascist agitation is the fact that there is something rotten in lan
guage itself. The rottenness I have in" mind is ... a phenomenon which is 
expressed in Jewish religion by the verdict against trying to call God by His 
name and by the story of the Tower of Babel. The" corruption of language 
seems also. to be expressed in the legend of the Expulsion from Paradise, 
where all the creatures had been named by Adam. We must beware of the 
idea that the fascist use of language is something radically new in our soci
ety .... The distrust of the peasant against the city-dweller with his mas
tery of language was partly justified. This distrust is an element of anti
Semitism itself, and the Jew who manipulates language so easily is not free 
from guilt in the prehistory of what you explain as the fascist hand1ing of 
language. Here, too, the Jew is the pioneer of capitalism.44 

In short, the dilemma of the Jew was that he was identified both 
with" the Enlightenment ?-nd with its opposite. His true emancipation 
as a man could only come when domination - that of capitalism, 
and more fundamentally, of the Enlightenment in its most instru
mental and manipulative forms - was itself ended. Only when rec
onciliation, which ironically was the highest value of the Jewish 
faith,45 was realized in the social sphere could anti-Semitism truly 
end. Partial solutions such as Zionism46 and assimilation were des
tined to fail. 

Finally, Horkheimer and Adorno took little comfort in the "de
feat" of anti-Semitism brought by the victory of the Alli~s over Hit
ler. Overt antagonism to th~ Jews might have been successfully extir
pated, but its underlying cause· had been preserved in what might be 
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called a "ticket mentality," which threateried to destroy all vestiges 
of individuality in Western culture. "Anti-Semitic psychology," they 
wrote, "has largely been replaced by a mere "yes" to the fascist 
ticket, to the list of slogans of quarrelsome heavy industry."47 Implic
itly, of course, this applied to all advanced industrial societies in the 
West, including the United States. As Horkheimer had written to 
Lowenthal, in theoretical speculation "the principle of the lesser evil 
is even more dangerous than in politics." Hitler's conquerors might 
have eliminated the more obvious effects of anti-Semitism, but they 
had done little to destroy its root causes. Dialectic of the Enlighten
ment, as we shall see in the next chapter, was in large measure a phe
nomenology of the alternative displacements that stemmed from 
those causes. 

This then was the general analysis of the objective dimension of 
anti-Semitism that informed the Institut's thinking while it con
ducted its empirical probes of the subjective side of the problem. It 
was expressed, however, only in German or in private correspon
dence. As a result, one side of Adorno's methodological division was 
lost to public view, leaving in its place what seemed to some like psy
chological reductionism and the abandonment of Critical Theory's 
stress on the totality. Years later Adorno would refer the curious 
reader to "Elements of Anti-Semitism," 48 but at the time the Studies 
in Prejudice appeared few readers had known enough to anticipate 
this advice. This was one of the disadvantages resulting from the In
stitut's wariness about betraying its more radical side to the Ameri
can audience. 

What also must be kept in mind, of course, is that from the begin
ning the series as a whole, including the work on which the Institut 
had worked most extensively, The Authoritarian. Personality, was a 
collaborative effort. Non-Institut members tended to be psychoana
lyt}cally trained, but in most cases unfamiliar with the larger per
spective of Critical Theory. Thus, although Horkneimer was general 
director of the project, he could not exert the guiding influence he 
had been able to exercise within the Institut in the past. This was 
even more the case after his health forced him back to California and 
Samuel Flowerman replaced him as director in 1946. The Lowen
thal-Horkheimer correspondence contains ample evidence that rela
tions with officials of the AJC, especially near the end of the project, 
were anything but smooth. Personal frictions played a role, but theo
retical disagreements certainly existed as well. 

The Studies as they were originally conceived at the New York 
conference in 1944 were to consist of two types of research. The first 
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was to be more limited and deal with specific problems facing educa
tional agencies. The second was to be broader in scope and its ques
tions more comprehensive. Both short- and long-range studies were 
to be conducted with interdisciplinary methods. When the Studies 
were finally published at the end of the decade, however, their form 
was somewhat different. Three of the five volumes dealt' with preju
dice as a basically subjective phenomenon: Dynamics of Prejudice: A 
Psychological and SOciological Study of Veterans, by Bruno Bettel
heim and Morris lanowitz;49 Anti-"Semitism and Emotional Disorder: 
A Psychoanalytic Interpretation, by Nathan W. Ackerma,n and Marie 
lahoda;50 and The Authoritarian Personality, by T. W. Adorno, Else 
Frenkel-Brunswik, Daniel J. Levinson, and R. Nevitt Sanford. The 
fourth, Prophets of Deceit, by Leo Lowenthal and Norbert Guter
manY analyzed the techniques of the demagogue. The last, Paul 
Massing's Rehearsal for Destruction,52 presented a straightforward 
historical account of anti-Semitism in Germany. 

Although of the three subjectively oriented studies, The A uthoritar
ian Personality is most germane to our analysis of the Institut's em
pirical work, brief comment should be made about the other two 
volumes. The most strictly psychoanalytic of these was the Acker
mah-lahoda study. Ackerman was himself a practicing analyst asso
ciated with the Psychoanalytic Clinic for Training and Research at 
Columbia. His professional orientation was Freudian, although ego 
psychology served to modify his orthodoxy. Before the founding of 
the Ale's Department of Scientific Research, he had approached 
John Slawson about the possibility of doing a Freudianstu~y of 
anti-Semitism. When the Studies were launched, his suggestion pro
vided the basis for one of its projects. His collaborator, Marie la
hoda, came to work with him primarily through an indirect connec
tion with the Institut. She had been Paul Lazarsfeld's colleague. 
coauthor of The Unemployed of Marienthal,53 and. for a time, his 
wife, in Vienna before the war. After an eight-year exile in England. 
she emigrated to America in 1945 and became a research associate 
with the AJe. Although trained as a social psychologist, she had 
been personally analyzed and was familiar with Freudian theory. 

Collection of data for the study began at the end of 1945. Twenty
five analysts, primarily from the New York area, were asked to vol
unteer material from their clinical practices. Patterns revealed in the 
forty case studies that were ultimately contributed were then summa
rized, without any attempt at quantification. Considerable caution 
was also displayed in relating specific emotional disorders to types of 
prejudice. In fact, few generalizable conclusions emerged from the 
study, although its descriptive content was often' highly suggestive. 

, 
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At no time did sociological considerations enter into the discussion. 
Also rooted in Freudian theory, the second study of the subjective 

dimension of social bias, Dynamics of Prejudice, went beyond the 
Ackerman-Jahoda book in its willingness to introduce statistical 
analysis and sociological insights. Bruno Bettelheim, not yet the au
thor of the works that would make him one of America's most cele
brated psychologists,54 had emigrated from Vienna in 1939. At the 
time of his work for the AJC he was on the faculty of the University 
of Chicago as assistant, then associate professor of educational psy
chology. His collaborator, Morris Janowitz, was a sociologist at the 
same university with a special interest in political sociology. 

The conclusions of Dynamics in Prejudice were based on inter
views that lasted four to seven hours administered to one hundred 
fifty male veterans in Chicago. Veterans were chosen because their 
counterparts in Europe after the First World War had shown them
selves to be highly susceptible to the attractions of fascism. Bettel
heim and Janowitz hoped to see whether or not similar conditions of 
faulty reintegration into society prevailed in America after World 
War Two. They explored such psychological hypotheses as the pro
jection of past frustrations and anxieties about the future onto out
groups because of inadequate ego strength. They also attempted to 
uncover relationships between ethnic intolerance and the individ
ual's social dynamics, and sought correlations between anti-Jewish 
and anti-Negro sentiments. What they did not hope to uncover, 
however, was a general syndrome of the intolerant personality, 
which was the primary goal of their counterparts at Berkeley. 

Among the conclusions reached by Bettelheim and Janowitz were 
the following. Tolerance tended to correlate positively with such 
variables as ego strength and acceptance of external authority (ac
ceptance, it should be noted, was said to differ from submission, but 
whatever the term, this was a conclusion very much at odds with that 
reached in The Authoritarian Personality). A relationship between 
bias agaInst Jews and bias against blacks did exist, although alien
ated superego traits tended to be projected on Jews (for example, 
Jews control the country), while alienated id characteristics were 
projected on blacks (for example, blacks were dirty and sexually li
centious). This last finding, it might be added· parenthetically, was 
very different from what had existed in Europe, where Jews were the 
objects of both types of projections. 

Correlations between intolerance and socio-economic conditions, 
including familial relations, were less easy to establish. One conclu
sion that did emerge was that rapid social mobility, especially when 
in a downward direction, often correlated positively with prejudice. 
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The key determinant, however, was less the objective experience of 
the individual than his subjective feelings of deprivation. The de
mands made by sudden social change were most inadequately han
dled in those cases where childhood experiences had hindered the 
development of a strong ego. Thus, "the weaker the personality, the 
stronger becomes the influence of the social field." 55 This was a con
clusion, it will be recalled, which was close to the one reached in the 
Studien iiber A utoritiit und Familie, with the difference that in the ear
lier study, the decline of the family was seen as the source of the 
weaker ego, a decline that was placed in the larger context of the 
liquidation of mediati!1g factors in advanced capitalist society. Bet
telheim and Janowitz refrained from speculations on this more cos
mic level. Similarly, the recommendations that appeared at the end 
of Dynamics of Prejudice were well within a liberal framework. They 
included better parental training to create more integrated personali
ties; the strengthening of the legal system, which was understood as 
the basic symbol of external social control; and increased preschool 
training for tolerance. 

As Bettelheim and Janowitz were themselves later to note,56 their 
work differed from that of the group in Berkeley in a number of 
other ways. Most significantly, Dynamics of Prejudice found intoler
ance most prevalent among those who resisted society and rejected 
its values, the reverse of the correlation between prejudice and con
formity discovered by the California researchers. The difference, as 
Nathan Glazer was to point out,5? was perhaps due to the disparity 
in population samples of the two projects. The Chicago study tested 
predominantly lower-class and lower-middle class subjects, whereas 
the Berkeley project confined itself to the middle class. The implica
tion of this difference, of course, was that Dynamics of Prejudice 
lacked the implicit critique of the social totality that informed The 
A uthoritarian Personality. 

As might be expected, Prophets of Deceit, in whose writing Leo 
Lowenthal had a central role, was much closer to the traditions of 
Critical Theory. Content analysis, the basic technique he and Nor
bert Guterman used, had been applied to literature and popular bi
ographies in his earlier work for the Institut. The historical frame of 
reference of the study, so its authors explained,58 was the analysis of 
earlier agitators, such as Cola di Rienzi, Savonarola, and Robes
pierre, in Horkheimer's"Egoism and the Movement for Emancipa
tion." Moreover, the basic assumption of the work - that manipula
tion rather than free choice was the rule in modern society - had 
served to underlie the Institut's work on mass culture. As was the 
case with most of the Frankfurt School's earlier work, it sought to go 
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beyond appearances and unmask the "objective" content of the phe
nomenon it studied. Thus Lowenthal and Guterman could write that 
"the agitator should be studied in the light of his potential effective
ness within the' context of present-day society and its dynamics, 
rather than in terms of his immediate effectiveness." 59 This meant 
that more than the individual susceptibility to demagoguery was at 
issue; latent trends within the society as a whole were important as 
well. 

In writing a phenomenology of political agitation, Lowenthal and 
Guterman had earlier, unpublished studies by Massing of Joseph E. 
McWilliams, by Adorno of Martin Luther Thomas, and by Lowen
thal himself of George Allison Phelps to build on. They also ben
efited from the work being done simultaneously by the other authors 
of the Studies on subjective elements of prejudice. Whereas the other 
studies focused on the responses of the persons most accessible to 
demagogic propaganda, Prophets of Deceit examined the various de
vices used to evoke those responses. The language of the agitator, its 
authors held, had to be deciphered by a kind of psychological Morse 
code.6o As was to be expected, the major source of the code was psy
choanalysis, which also served as the basis for a more theoretical 
analysis of fascist propaganda by Adorno in an article written two 
years later.6J 

Lowenthal and Guterman also introduced the work of another ref
ugee, Erik Erikson, to supplement Freud's seminal insights. Erik
son's study "Hitler's Imagery and German Youth" 62 had argued 
that Hitler was the embodiment of the rebellious big brother as well 
as an authoritarian father figure. This facilitated the paradoxical 
search for and reJection of authority that characterized fascism. Erik
son's perception of the confused rebelliousness of the fascist person
ality corresponded nicely to the "rebel" as developed by Fromm in 
the Studiel1. Furthermore, his remark that the German father 
suJ:fered from an "essential lack of true inner authority - that au
thority which results from an integration of cultural ideal and educa
tional method" 63 - fitted well with the Studien's observation about 
the breakdown of familial solidarity. On the surface, however, Erik
son's view of the German family seemed to contradict the argument 
about the family structure best suited for the cultivation of authori
tarian potential that appeared in The Authoritarian Per~ol1ality, at 
least as. some commentators understood it.64 

Before discussing whether or not ~uch a contradiction did in fact 
exist, the origins and methodology of ~he project that produced the 
most important volume in the Studies in Prejudice should be made 
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clear. As in much of the work done by the Institut, Horkheimer's 
guiding influence was strong.65 Because he took no part in the actual 
writing of the book. however, his name did not appear among the 
coauthors. In 1944 Horkheimer had made contact with a group of 
social psychologists at Berkeley that included R. Nevitt Sanford, 
Daniel Levinson, and Else Frenkel-Brunswik.66 His initial interest in 
their work had been aroused by a study of pessimism directed by 
Sanford.67 The basic irrationality of the pessimism that was studied 
suggested that an underlying personality trait or constellation of 
traits was at its root. This: of course, was the direction the Institut's 
earlier findings had taken as well. Thus, with the grant from the AJC 
just acquired, Horkheimer was able to suggest a working relationship 
between the Institut and the social scientists around Sanford, who 
called themselves the Berkeley Public Opinion Study Group. His 
proposal was accepted, and work on what was to become The Au
thoritarian Personality began in the following year. 

Adorno and Sanford were selected as codirectors of the project, 
with Levinson and Mrs.· Frenkel-Brunswik as chief associates. Al
though all four senior members of the staff cooperated on the various 
parts of the project, their major responsibilities were divided.68 San
ford was most concerned with research techniques and the two case 
studies, which were presented in full detail. Adorno was responsible 
for setting the data in a more general sociological framework, with 
special emphasis on the ideological content of the interviews. Mrs. 
Frenkel-Brunswik worked on some of the personality variables and 
was charged with the categorization and quantification of the inter
view material. And finally, Levinson was primarily responsible for 
the project's scales, for the psychological interpretation of t-he inter
view data and the projective questions, and for the overall statistical 
methods. 

Pollock, who by the end of the war had moved out to the West 
Coast, was selected to organize a secondary research team in Los 
Angeles, which included C. F. Brown and Carol Creedon. Lowen
thal, although busy with his own research, contributed to the content 
analysis in Adorno's chapters in the final version of the project's 
findings. In addition, individual monographic studies were contrib
uted by various members of the Berkeley Public Opinion Study 
Group: Betty Aron on the Thematic Apperception Test, Maria 
Hertz Levinson on psychiatric clinic patients, and William R. Mor
row on prison inmates. 

The basic objective of all the research was the exploration of a 
"new anthropological type," 69 the authoritarian personality. As pos
tulated, its characteristics resembled those of the sado-masochistic 
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character type constructed by Fromm in the Studien. Similarities 
also existed with the so-called J-type developed by the Nazi psychol
ogist E. R. Jaensch in 1938,70 although the sympathies of the authors 
were of course very different from his. Jaensch's J-type was defined 
by its unwavering rigidity. Its opposite he called the S-type, for syn
aesthesia, the capacity to confuse senses, which he equated with the 
effete, vacillating uncertainty of the democratic mentality. There was 
also a striking resemblance to the portrait of an anti-Semite drawn 
by Jean-Paul Sartre in his Anti-Semite and Jew, a book that appeared 
after The Authoritarian Personality was well under way.71 Wilhelm 
Reich and Abraham Maslow were also acknowledged predecessors 
in the construction of thesyndrome.72 As it was finally understood, 
the authoritarian character, in Horkheimer's words, had the fol
lowing qualities: 

a mechanical surrender to conventional values; blind submission to author
ity together with blind hatred of all opponents and outsiders; anti
introspectiveness; rigid stereotyped thinking; a penchant for superstition; 
vilification, half-moralistic and half-cynical, of human nature; projectivity.13 

That such a type did in fact exist was not the issue in question. As 
Adorno later admitted: 

we never regarded the theory simply as a set of hypotheses but as in some 
sense standing on its own feet, and therefore did not intend to prove or dis
prove the theory through our findings but only to derive from it concrete 
questions for investigation, which must then be judged on their own merit 
and demonstrate cer!ain prevalent socio-psychological structures.74 

Thus, despite its use of American empirical and statistical tech
niques, the Institut had riot truly abandoned the methodology of 
Critical Theory. In general it remained faithful to the tenets of that 
methodology as outlined in "Traditional and Critical Theory," al
though with the important change that praxis was no longer stressed 
as the testing grounds for the theory. The Institut's critique of the 
hypothesis-verification-conclusion model of social research, how
ever, was still in effect. Induction, as normally understood, was not 
acceptable. As Horkheimer wrote in the Studies in Philosophy and So
cial Science in 1941: 

Categories have to be formed through a process of induction that is the re
verse of the traditional inductive method, which verified its hypotheses by 
collecting individual experiences until they attained the weight of universal 
laws. Induction in social theory, per contra, should seek the universal within 
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the particular, not above or beyond it, and, instead of moving from one par
ticular to another and then to the heights of abstraction, should delve 
deeper and deeper into the particular and discover the universal law 
therein.75 

Accordingly, The Authoritarian Personality saw its individual inter
views as extremely important complements to its statistical surveys. 
Its highly detailed reproductions of two of those interviews ---' one 
with a highly prejudiced respondent named Mack, the other with a 
low scorer on the scales called. Larry - were meant less as examples 
of abstract types than as monad-like particulars embodying univer
sals. In a sense, they were really not very different from Weberian 
"ideal types," with their stress on individuality and disdain for ab
stract laws. 

With the expertise of the group around Sanford to draw on, how
ever, statistical refinements were introduced into the project that 
went well beyond anything the Institut had done in the past. As in 
the Studien and in Sanford's work on pessimism, the basic assump
tion was the existence of different personality levels, both manifest 
and latent. The goal of the project was the exposure of the underly
ing psychological dynamics corresponding to the surface expressioh 
of a prejudiced ideology or indicating a potential for its adoption in 
the future. Public opinion questionnaires based on the conscious ar
ticulation of beliefs were dismissed as inadequate for two reasons. 
First, they failed to reveal a coherent syndrome of opinion, and sec
ond, they were incapable of probing the psychological predisposi
tions that might correspond to the syndrome.76 Perhaps the primary 
methodological objective of the project was to develop a relatively 
simple device to test the existence of the underlying psychological 
structure or structures fostering authoritarian beliefs and possiblv 
authoritarian behavior. 

The research began with the distribution of questionnaires con
taining factual questions, opinion-attitude scales, and projective, 
open-answer questions to a group of seven hundred college students. 
A number of the questions had been used before in the Studien and 
in the labor project. The opinion-attitude scaJes were designed to un
cover quantitative estimates of anti-Semitism (the A-S Scale), ethno
centrism (the E Scale), and political and economic conservatism (the 
PEe Scale). With practice the scales were refined, so that specific 
items on each one became reliable indicators of a more general con
figuration of opinions: "The procedure was to bring together ina 
scale items which, by hypothesis and by clinical experience, could be 
regarded as 'giveaways' of trends which lay relatively deep within the 
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personality, and which constituted a disposition to express spontane
ously (on a suitable occasion), or to be influenced by, fascist 
ideas." 77 

Ultimately the subject population numbered 2099 and was com
posed of a number of groups. Almost all those questioned, however, 
were white, native-born, gentile, middle-class Americans. To clarify 
the statistical data that resulted from the questionnaires, clinical in
terviewsand Thematic Apperception Tests were administered to a 
selected number of those who fell in the highest and lowest quarters 
of the curve. The interviews lasted for one and a half hours and were 
divided into an ideological and a clinical-genetic section. As in the 
labor project, the interviewees were not informed of precisely what 
they were being questioned about. Under Mrs. Frenkel-Brunswik's 
direction, a scoring manual with ninety categories and subcategories 
was devised to help the nine interviewers decipher the results. Both 
"underlying" and "manifest" questions were put to the forty men 
and forty women chosen for the in terviews. The TATs were given to 
approximately the same subjects. In both cases, quantification of the 
results was attempted. 

During the course of the research, the various techniques were 
both "expanded" and "contracted": 

Expansion was exemplified in the attempt to bring more and more aspects 
of antidemocratic ideology into the developing picture and in the attempt to 
explore enough aspects of the potentially antidemocratic personality so that 
there was some grasp of the totality. Contraction took place continuously in 
the quantitative procedures as increasing theoretical clarity permitted a 
boiling down so that the same crucial relationships could be demonstrated 
with briefer techniques.78 

The scaling procedures that were used had bee;n developed by Rensis 
Likert in 1932, as a modification of an earlier technique created by 
L. L. Thurstone.79 In both cases, varying degrees of agreement or dis
agreement with the question were allowed on a scale ranging from 
plus-three to minus~three. A neutral zero was excluded from the pos
sible responses. Refinement of the scale consisted of weeding out 
items that failed to correlate with the general score or that lacked 
clear discriminatory power. If the Likert scale had a major disadvan
tage, it was the possibility that different patterns of response might 
produce the same final score.80 The interviews were designed in part 
to overcome this potential problem by revealing the specific configu
rations of belief in individual cases. 

The most valuable methodological achievement of the project was 
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the condensation of the three original attitudinal scales into one set 
of questions capable of measuring authoritarian potential on the la
tent psychological level. The new measuring device was the cele
brated "F Scale." 81 The content analyses of the various agitators' 
devices, previous experience with the empirical work of the Studien 
tiber Autoritat und Familie, and the studies in New York of anti~ 
Semitism in labor all contributed to its construction. It sought to test 
nine basic personality variables: 

CONVENTIONALISM. Rigid adherence to conventional, middle-class values. 

AUTHORITARIAN SUBMISSION. SubmissIve, uncritical attitude towards ideal
ized moral authorities of the ingroup. 

AUTHORITARIAN AGGRESSION. Tendency to be on the lookout for, imd to 
condemn, reject, and punish, people who violate conventional values. 

ANTI-INTRACEPTION. Opposition to the subjective, the imaginative, the 
tender-minded. 

SUPERSTITION AND STEREOTYPY. The belief in mystical determinants of the 
individual's fate; the disposition to think in rigid categories. 

POWER AND "TOUGHNESS." Preoccupation with the dominance-submission, 
strong-weak, leader-follower dimension; identification with power figures; 
overemphasis upon the conventionalized attributes of the ego; exaggerated 
assertion of strength and toughness. 

DESTRUCTIVENESS AND CYNICISM. Generalized hostility, vilification of the 
human. 

PROJECTIVITY. The disposition to believe that wild and dangerous things 
go on in the world; the projection outwards of unconscious emotional 
impulses. 

SEX. Exaggerated concern with sexual "goings-on." 82 

A certain number of questions were designed to reveal as indi
rectly as possible the subject's position on each variable. At no time 
were any minority groups mentioned explicitly. With increased test
ing, the correlation between the F Scale and the E Scale reached ap
proximately .75, which was considered a sign of success. More ques
tionable, however, was the .57 correlation between the F and the 
PEe Scales. To explain this failure, a distinction was introduced be
tween genuine and pseudo-conservatives, only the latter being truly 
authoritarian personalities. No attempt was made (or at least re
ported in the final results) to correlate the F w!th the A-:"S Scale. 
More specific correlations within the subgroups of the sample popu-. 
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lation showed considerable consistency among all the different 
groups. And as we have seen, the clinical interviews were used to 
substantiate the findings of the scale. Examinations of their results 
seemed to support the F Scale's accuracy. 

In subsequent years, however, the success of the F Scale as an in
dicator of authoritarian potential was the subject of a lively contro
versy. The most exhaustive critique of its effectiveness was made by 
Hyman and Sheatsley in a volume devoted solely to the impact of 
the study.83 In general, they were very critical, and in a number of 
cases their criticisms were telling. Paul Lazarsfeld, on the other hand, 
whose skepticism concerning the unqualified application of Critical 
Tlieory to empirical problems was clearly shown in his collaboration 
with Adorno, was far more positive. The F Scale's individual indica
tors, he wrote in 1959, play both "an expressive role in regard to the 

. underlying trait and a predictive role in regard to the originating ob
servation which the trait is supposed to explain." 84 Roger Brown, a 
more severe critic of the project, ended his analysis by admitting that 
"there is a substantial residue possibility that the chief conclusion of 
the questionnaire work is correct." 85 

Critical assessment of the interpretation of the interview material 
proved to be equally mixed. The interviewers began with specific 
questions in mind in six general areas - vocation, income, religion, 
clinical data, politics, and minorities and "race" - and continued to 
probe indirectly until they thought the questions had been answered. 
Certain critics objected to the fact that the interviewers were "too 
knowledgeable" 86 because of their advance information on the 
scores of the individual respondents on the scales. Other criticism 
dealt with the coding of the results. Despite the scoring manual pre
pared by Mrs. Frenkel-Brunswik, the coders' interpretative leeway 
remained considerable. On occasion, it was argued,87 certain circular 
reasoning seemed to creep into their interpretations. For example, ri
gidity was equated with an intolerance or'ambiguity, while intoler
ance was itself explained by rigidity. Other attacks were directed 
against the choice of high and low scorers rather than middle groups 
for the interviews, a procedure, so it was argued, that was designed 
to support the data rather than seek a representative cross section of 
the sample population.88 

Criticisms, as might be expected, were not confined to methodol
ogy alone. The substantive conclusions of the project came in for 
their share as well. Paul Kecskemeti, for example, challenged the im
plicit assumption that prejudice in general, and anti-Semitism in par
ticular, foreshadowed a total overthrow of the democratic system. 
This "catastrophic perspective," he argued, was far too alarmist.89 
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More specific questions were raised by others about the genetic ex
planations of authoritarianism. Unfortunately, all the data about the 
childhood origins of the personality types under examination came 
from adult memories rather than the actual observation of children. 
Mrs. Frenkel-Brunswik addressed herself to this problem in a subse
quent study, which was regrettably not completed before her prema
ture death in 1958.90 As revealed in the available interview data, au
thoritarian characters were most likely to be nurtured in a home in 
which discipline was strict but often arbitrary. Parental values were 
frequently very conventional, rigid, and externalized. As a result, it 
was likely that those values remained ego-alien to the child as well, 
which prevented the development of an integrated personality. Re
sentment at parental harshness was often displaced onto others, 
while the outward image of the father and mother proved to be 
highly idealized. The "stern and distant" 91 father frequently re
ported in interviews of the high scorers on the F Scale often seemed 
to promote passivity in the child combined with repressed aggres
siveness and hostility. These were qualities, it will be recalled, evi
dent in the sado-masochistic type developed from Fromm in the Stu
dien iiber Autoritiit und Familie. By contrast, the parents of the low 
scorers were remembered as less conformist, less status-anxious, and 
less arbitrarily demanding. Instead, they were more ambivalent, 
emotionally demonstrative, and affectionate. Accordingly, the image 
their children had of them was less idealized and more realistic. And 
perhaps most important, ego-alienation of moral norms was less pro
nounced, indicating the likelihood of a more integrated personality. 

One-of the questions raised by subsequent commentators was the 
compatibility of this view of the authoritarian family with the In
stitut's assertion, so often made elsewhere, that the family had de
clined in modern society. Leon Bramson was the most insistent critic 
on this point, calling the argument about the decline (which he mis
takenly attributed to Marcuse's Eros and Civilization alone without 
seeing its antecedents in the Studien) "directly contradictory to the 
work of the early Fromm and the Berkeley group." 92 As Bramson 
saw them, these studies seemed to indicate the continued strength of 
the authoritarian family. On a closer examination, however, it can be 
seen that the two interpretations were by no means as irreconcilable 
as Bramson believed. 

First, as mentioned before, the Institut was impressed with Erik
son's picture of the German family, in which the father lacked true 
inner authority. The pseudo-revolt of what Fromm had called the 
"rebel" was in fact a search for a new authority, produced in part by 
the absence of a positive authority model at hoine. This was a syn-
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drome that The A uthoritarian Personality certainly acknowledged, 
giving it a prominent place in Adorno's analysis of "high" character 
types. . 

Even in those cases where identification with a seemingly strong 
father rather than rebellion against him was the rule - admittedly 
the most frequent syndrome -·the contrast with the earlier analysis 
in the Studien was not that marked. In fact, in describing the "au
thoritarian syndrome" 93 Adorno referred the reader to Fromm's 
sado-masochistic character and employed Freud's ideas about the 
Oedipus complex to explain its origins.94 In cases where Oedipal con
flicts were poorly resolved in childhood, aggression against the father 
was transformed into masochistic obedience and displaced sadistic 
hostility. Wha.t connected this purely psychological explanation to 
the more sociological perspective of the Studien was Horkheimer's 
theory that "external social repression is concomitant with the inter
nal repression of impulses. In order to achieve 'internalization' of so
cial control, which never gives as much to the individual as it takes, 
the latter's attitude towards authority and its psychological agency, 
the superego, assumes an irrational aspect." 95 This was a syndrome, 
Adorno concluded, that was highly prevalent among the lower mid
dle classes in Europe and might be expected "among people whose 
actual status differs from that to which they actually. aspire" 96 in 
America. In short, the classic authoritarian syndrome did not mean 
simple identification with a strong patriarchal figure, but implied in
stead considerable ambivalence and conflict about the relationship. 
External repression, when intensified, served to activate the latent 
tensions in the.poorJy resolved Oedipal situation. 

Adorno outlined other syndr -. mes that expressed ways in which 
this ambivalence might be acted out. These included "surface resent
ment," the "crank," and the "manipulative type." Another syndrome 
found among high scorers was the "conventional," which most 
closely approximated a conflict-free internalization of parental and 
social norms. It was this latter type that seemed most congenial to a 
patriarchal family structure in which paternal authority was still rela
tively intact. 

The authoritarian family that emerged from the interview data 
was itself a reflection of growing external pressures. Anxious about 
its status, rigidly adhering to values it no longer held spontaneously, 
the authoritarian family was obviously overcompensating for the 
hollowness at its core. The authority it tried so frantically to protect 
was in fact no longer rational. As Horkheimer argued in an essay 
written in 1949,97 the more the economic and social functions of the 
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family were liquidated, the more desperately it stressed its out
moded, conventional forms. Even the mother, whose warmth and 
protectiveness had once served as a buffer against the arbitrary 
harshness of the patriarchal world - Fromm's strictures on matriar
chalism were echoed here - was no longer capable of functioning in 
the same way. "The 'Mom'," Horkheimer wrote, "is the death mask 
of the mother." 98 "By contrast," "The Authoritarian Personality re
vealed, "the family of the typical low-scoring man seems to be cen
tered about a mother whose primary function is to give love rather 
than to dominate, and who is n9t weak or submissive." 99 

It was no surprise, then, that the authoritarian personality usually 
felt no pity, a motherly quality. The Nazis'.undermining of the fam
ily, despite their propaganda to the contrary, was no accident. The 
authoritarian family did not produce authoritarian children solely 
because of what it did - provide a model for arbitrary domination 
- but equally for what it could not do - protect the individual 
against the claims made on his socialization by extra-familial agen
cies. Thus, although The Authoritarian Personality concentrated on 
the intra-familial origins of the "new anthropological type," the im
plications of its analysis pointed outward to the society at large. The 
Institut's earlier emphasis on the decline of the family, Bramson to 
the contrary notwithstanding, was preserved in the portrait of the au
thoritarian family it drew in its later work. 

Perhaps some of the confusion about this question was a product 
of terminological ambiguity. As a number of commentators have 
pointed out,lOO there is an important distinction that should be drawn 
between -authoritarianism and totalitarianism. Wilhelminian and 
Nazi Germany, for example, were fundamentally dissimilar in their 
patterns of obedience. What The A uthoritarian Personality was really 
studying was the character type of a totalitarian rather than an au
thoritarian society. Thus, it should have been no surprise to learn 
that this new syndrome was fostered by a familial crisis in which tra
ditional paternal authority was under fire. Much of the difficulty
and perhaps some of it was conceptual as well as linguistic - might 
have been avoided if this distinction had been clearly articulated. 

Another, perhaps more substantial criticism of the study was 
made by Edward Shils and echoed by a number of others. lOl The po
litical bias of the project's directors, they argued, colored its findings. 
Why, they asked, was authoritarianism associated with fascism alone 
and not communism? Why was the F Scale not the "e Scale," or at 
least the "A Scale?" Why was political and economic conservatism 
seen as connected with authoritarianism, while th~ demand for state 
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socialism was not? In short, why was the old left-right distinction 
upheld, when the real opposition was between liberal democracy and 
totalitarianism of 90th extremes? 

The great irony of this attack lay in the fact that the Institut had 
abandoned many of its more radical ideas in its work for the AJe. 
As we have seen, the fundamental assumptions underlying the Stud
ies in Prejudice were liberal and· democratic. Even so hostile a critic 
of the work as Paul Kecskemeti could write: "the authors' own liber
alism is plainly conservative insofar as the American constitutional 
tradition is concerned." 102 Toleration had never been an end in itself 
for the Frankfurt School, and yet the nonauthoritarian personality, 
insofar as it was defined, was posited as a person with a nondogmatic 
tolerance for diversity. What the Institut always feared was the fet
ishization of tolerance as an end rather than a means. A good, al
though indirect, example of this can be found in Bettelheim and 
Janowitz's Social Change and Prejudice, where the nonconformist, 
antiauthoritarian character valued by the Berkeley research· team 
was criticized in the following way: "If some nonconformists display 
a high level of tolerance, it may be the result of a reaction formation 
or displacement of hostility generated by unsatisfactory relations 
with authority. It is not farfetched to call these persons false toler
ants, for while they may be tolerant of minorities, they often are in-

. tolerant of accepted ways of social life." 103 

Nor had political democracy in its representative form been the 
Institut's final goal. Yet The Authoritarian Personality gave little evi
dence of the traditional Marxist critique of "bourgeois democracy," 
which had informed the Institut's earlier work. There was a further 
irony in Shils's claim that the old left-right dichotomy had been out
moded. As we have already noted, Horkheimer stressed the necessity 
of unmasking domination in any political form, whether fascist, os
tensibly socialist, or otherwise. From its first years in Frankfurt the 
Institut had been skeptical about the Soviet experiment. With time, 
skepticism had turned to outright disillusionment. As Pollock had 
. argued, the Soviet Union was no more than a state capitalist system 
with little to distinguish itself from similar systems in the West. The 
key difference with Shils and other American thinkers was that the 
Institut refused to contrast totalitarianism to an individualist, liber
tarian, nonideological pluralism as a polar opposite. As we have seen 
in looking at its treatment of mass culture in the West, the Institut 
saw domination working in new and subtle ways to destroy the·ves
tiges of true individuality behind a facade of diversity. Dialectic of 
the Enlightenment extended its gloomy analysis of current trends to 
all modernized societies. Thus, in a way, the Frankfurt School agreed 
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that the left-right dichotomy, at least as it was embodied in actual 
political structures, was no longer relevant. Where it did disagree, of 
course, was on the level of theory, where its sympathies remained 
basically the same as before. 

The Authoritarian Personality gave little direct evidence of this 
pessimism. It refrained from offering any conclusions about the 
prevalence of authoritarianism within the society as a whole by 
extrapolating from its limited sample. It did not even go as far as the 
unpublished labor project.in presenting percentages of high and low 
scorers within its sample population. Instead, it merely presented a 
descriptive typology of authoritarian and nonauthoritarian charac
ters, without suggesting anything about their respective frequency. 
On occasion, though, it did offer hints about the extent of authoritar
ian personalities in its sample. Thus, for example, Adorno wrote that 
"it is one of the unpleasant results of our studies, which has to be 
faced squarely, that this process of social acceptance of pseudo-con
servatism has gone a long way - that it has secured an indubitable 
mass basis." 104 On the whole, however, it held to the view that "the 
majority of the population are not extreme but, in our terminology, 
'middle.' " 105 

Shils's critique of latent political bias was perhaps more on the 
mark when it turned to the study'S implicit assumption that conserv
atism and authoritarianism were somehow related. The unreliability 
of the PEe Scale to correlate significantly with the F Scale had led to 
an attempt to distinguish between genuine and pseudo-conserva
tives . .The former were defined as people, "whatever the merits of 
[their] political views," who were "seriously concerned with fostering 
what is most vital in the American democratic tradition." 106 The lat
ter were only outward conservatives, whose underlying personalities 
marked them as potential candidates for fascism. Although this dis
tinction was designed to overcome the simple equation of right-wing 
ideology and authoritarian personality structure, the association 
lingered subconsciously, because there were no comparable efforts to 
develop a typology of pseudo-liberalism or radical authoritarianism. 
In fact, there was no real attempt to distinguish among noncQnserva
tive ideologies. The prototype liberal, who "actively seeks pro
gressive social change, who can be militantly critical (though not 
necessarily totally rejective) of the present status quo, who opposes 
or deemphasizes numerous conservative values and beliefs ... and 
who would diminish the power of business by increasing the power 
oflabor and the economic functions of government," 107 was seen as 
the primary foil of the genuine or pseudo-conservative. How prob
lematical this characterization was became evident in the next gener-
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ation, when New Deal liberalism itself came under strong attack as 
an ideology oriented towards the status quo. 

If The Authoritarian Personality did attempt to account for author
itarianism of the left, it did so by constructing a vaguely defined cat
egory of "rigid low scorers." \08 In later years, Adorno would refer to 
this subtype as an answer to such critics as Shils.lo9 On closer obser
vation, however, this proved a less than satisfactory response. 
Whereas in the case of the PEC Scale, the discrepancy between con
scious opinions and subconscious personality structure could be 
used to explain the inadequate correlation with the F Scale, there 
could be no such discrepancy in the F Scale itself; because it had 
been designed explicitly to measure trends in the subconscious per
sonality. Thus to say that low scorers were rigid was tantamount to 
saying that the scale had failed to measure their rigidity, "stereo
typy," and conformity, which were key features of the high-scoring 
syndrome. It would be to negate the very purpose of the project, 
which was to develop a device to measure the existence of authori
tarian potential beneath the level of conscious ideology. Clearly, 
more work had to be done on authoritarianism of the left, and, in 
fact, in the next few years it was carried out by other researchers in 
America.1 \0 

Other difficulties in the methodology and conclusions of The Au
thoritarian Personality might be mentioned, but to dwell on them un
duly would be to miss the tremendous achievement of the work as a 
whole. As Adorno himself was later to admit, "if The Authoritarian 
Personality made a contribution, this is not to be sought in the abso
lute validity of the positive insights, even less in statistics, but above 
all in the posing of the issues, which were motivated by a genuine so
cial concern and related to a theory that had not previously been 
translated into quantitative investigations of this sort." III Although 
nearly a thousand pages in length, the final volume was understood 
by its authors as only a "pilot study." If this indeed was the real pur
pose, then there can be no doubt of its success. One of the early re
viewers of all the volumes in the Studies in Prejudice was right in call
ing them "an epoch-making event in social science." 112 In the years 
that followed, an enormous flood of research resulted from the stim
ulus they, and in particular the Berkeley study, provided. 113 

As a postscript, it might be added that the impact was not 
confined to America alone. When the Institut returned to Germany 
in the early fifties, it brought with it the social scientific techniques it 
had acquired in N ew York and California. Its first collaborative 
effort after the reestablishment of the Institut was a study of group 
interaction published under Pollock's name in 1955, whose basic 
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purpose was the introduction of American methodology to a Ger
man audience. 114 In fact, even Adorno found himself in the un
wonted position of promoting empirical techniques to counteract the 
traditional German hostility to anything smacking of Anglo~Saxon 
positivism. In a conference of sociologists held in Cologne in 1952, 
Adorno argued that sociology must no longer be considered as a 
GeisteswissenschaJt (a cultural science), because the world, domi
nated as it was by reification, could scarcely be understood as 
"meaningful." "The much abused inhumanity of empirical meth
ods," he told his audience, "is always more human than the humani
zation of the inhuman." llS Accordingly, the methods of administra
tive research should be used, albeit within a critical framework, to 
explore social phenomena~ Although theory could not be proved or 
disproved by empirical verification - this was a tenet of Critical 
Theory he was not prepared· to abandon - when translated into re
search questions, theoretical ideas could be immensely enriched. 
Thus, for example, psychoanalysis had been significantly improved 
by its translation into empirical questions, although of course its ini
tial formulation had been anything but inductive. 

By the end of the 1950'S, however, the Institut's attitude towards 
empiricism had undergone a serious reversal of emphasis. I 16 Bringing 
American methods to the attention of German social scientists had 
succeeded too well. And so, once again, the Frankfurt School's sensi
tivity to the reductionist abuse of an empirical methodology came to 
the fore~ In the n'ext decade, to jump out of our chronological frame
work for a moment, German sociology was split into warring camps 
of dialec·tical and empirical methodologists, whose polemical inter
changes evoked comparisons with the great Methodenstreit (meth
odological dispute) of the Wilhelminian era.ll7 Although the Institut 
and such allies as Jiirgen Habermas at the University of Frankfurt 
were the major exponents of the dialectical position, they were care
ful to avoid the wholesale repudiation of the techniques that the In
stitut had mastered with such effect in America. 

How to integrate those techniques with a truly critical approach 
stressing the primacy of theory was the rt!al problem. As we have 
seen, this was more than merely a methodological dilemma; it 
reflected real divisions and contradictions within the society as a 
whole. The success of the Studies in Prejudice, it might be argued, 
had resulted in part from an avoidance of the issue. The analyses of 
anti-Semitism in The Authoritarian Personality and in "Elements of 
Anti-Semitism" - the one dealing with the subjective dimension, the 
other more with its objective side - were never really reconciled. In 
fact, one reason why the Berkeley project succeeded while Adorno's 
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collaboration with Lazarsfeld was a failure was that the former did 
not concern itself with the "objective spirit" of modern society in the 
way in which the latter did. When the Frankfurt School did specu
late on those objective trends, its prognosis was bleak indeed. How 
much so we shall see in the next chapter, which is devoted to the the
oretical work of the Institut in its last decade in America. 



VIII 

Toward a Philosophy of History: 
The Critique of the Enlightenment 

If by enlightenment and intellectual progress we 
mean the freeing of man from superstitious belief in 
evil forces, in demons and fairies, in blind fate - in 
short, the emancipation from fear - then denuncia
tion of what is currently called reason is the greatest 
service reason can render. 

- MAX HORKHEIMER 

The problem of discontinuity was perhaps the central internal di
lemma for Critical Theory in the 1940's. The Institut, it will be re
called, had been launched with the intention of synthesizing a broad 
spectrum of disciplines. Its founders had also hoped to integrate 
speculation and empirical research. And finally, they had sought to 
overcome the academic isolation of traditional theory from its prac
tical implications without at the same time reducing speculative 
thought to a utilitarian tool of polemical interests. In short, although 
criticizing the adequacy of orthodox Marxism, they had not rejected 
its ambitious project: the ultimate unity of critical theory and revolu
tionary practice. By the 1940'S, however, the Frankfurt School began 
to have serious doubts about the feasibility of these syntheses. Its in
terests remained interdisciplinary, but the mediations between its 
theory and both empirical research and political praxis grew increas
ingly problematical. 

As noted in the previous chapter, the Studies in Prejudice, even 
those parts most heavily influenced by members of the Institut, often 
departed from the tenets of Critical Theory as they had been articu
lated in the Zeitschrift. Most obviously, the analysis of anti-Semitism 
in The Authoritarian Personality differed significantly from its coun
terpart in Dialectic of the Enlightenment. Although attributable in 
part to the role of non-Institut scholars in the Berkeley project, the 
discrepancies were also a reflection of more fundamental develop-
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ments in the theory itself. So too were new uncertainties in the In
stitut's attitude towards political activism. One of the essential char
acteristics of Critical Theory from its inception had been a refusal to 
consider Marxism a closed body of received truths. As the concrete 
social reality changed, so too, Horkheimer and his colleagues ar
gued, must the theoretical constructions generated to make sense of 
it. Accordingly, with the end of the war and the defeat of fascism, a 
new social reality had emerged, which required a new theoretical re
sponse. This was the task that presented itself to the Frankfurt 
School in its last decade in America. By examining the changes that 
its members made in their theoretical work, we can better under
stand the sources of the discontinuities that later observers would 
find so troubling. 

Our discussion will proceed as follows. We will begin by exploring 
the basic change in Critical Theory, a new emphasis on the underly
ing relationship between man and nature. The first part of our pre
sentation will center on the Frankfurt School's critique of what it 
considered to be the prevailing relationship throughout most of 
Western history. This will be followed by a discussion of the alterna
tive that it proposed, including its more problematical elements. We 
will then turn to the connections between that alternative and the In
stitut's continued stress on rationality and philosophical thought in 
general. And finally, we will focus on the implications of the change 
in the theory for the Institut's attitude towards praxis, subjectivity, 
and utopianism. 

Although the articulation of the new elements in Critical Theory 
did not occur until the late forties, Horkheimer had recognized the 
need to rethink certain of the Frankfurt School's basic ideas in the 
years before the war. One of the sources of his willingness to leave 
New York ·was impatience with his institutional responsibilities, 
which prevented the assimilation and interpretation of the immense 
amount of work done by the Institut in the years after his assump
tion of the directorship. As early as 1938, he expressed his eagerness 
to begin work on a book on the dialectic of the Enlightenment.' The 
circulatory disorder that made it necessary for him to leave New 
York also made it possible to cast aside his administrative duties and 
begin the long-awaited theoretical summation. With Adorno his 
most frequent companion in California, their thinking merged even 
closer than before. While only one of their theoretical statements in 
the forties, Dialectic of the Enlightenment, bore both their names, the 
other two, Eclipse of Reason and Minima Moralia, were strongly 
affected by the collaboration. 

Unlike his friend, however, Horkheimer was never a prolific writer 
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and now seems to have had even greater difficulty. On January 20, 
1942, he wrote to Lowenthal that "philosophical argument, which 
has lost its basis with the abolition of the sphere of circulation, now 
seems to me impossible." Although he was perhaps distinguishing 
between traditional philosophy and Critical Theory here, the latter 
was becoming increasingly arduous as well. "I am getting into my 
work again," he wrote Lowenthal on November 27, "and it has never 
been as difficult as now. I feel that this undertaking is almost too 
great for my forces and in my letter to P[ollock] today, I reminded 
him of the fact that even Husser! needed about ten years for his Lo
gische Untersuchungen and even about thirteen years until the pilbli
cation of his 'Ideen' ... " On February 2 of the following year, he 
continued in the same vein, adding a moving expression of his sense 
of isolation: 

Philosophy is overwhelmingly complicated, and the procedure depressingly 
slow. The idea that you are, and always will be, aware of our raison d'etre at 
least as clearly as myself has always meant more than encouragement: it 
strengthened in me that feeling of solidarity which is the very ,basis of what 
I am doing-beyond the three or four of us there are certainly other hearts 
and brains that feel similarly to ours, but we cannot see them, and perhaps 
they are prevented from expressing themselves. 

Horkheimer's concern about the isolation of his thought was in 
fact justified. The theoretical work that he finally did publish in the 
late fortieS had a minimal impact in comparison with that of the 
Studies in Prejudice. Dialectic of the Enlightenment, written during the 
war, was not published until 1947, and then in German by a Dutch 
publishing house.2 The Eclipse of Reason, which Oxford published in 
the same year, although accessible to the English-speaking public, 
was received with little critical fanfare3 and less commercial success. 
Only in the 1960's, when the Dialectic became an underground 
classic in Germany - it was widely circulated in a pirated version 
until its official republication in 1970 - and the Eclipse was trans
lated into German as a part of Horkheimer's Kritik del' instrumentel
len Vernunft,4 did they achieve the audience they deserved. Adorno's 
Minima Moralia, also never translated into English, had no impact 
whatsoever in America. 

The critical shift in the Frankfurt School's perspective, which these 
works expressed, was a product of their last decade in the United 
States, and thus makes a fitting conclusion to our study of the In
stitut's American experience. Although it would b~ unfair to say that 
after their return to Germany, Horkheimer and Adorno did little but 
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work out the implications of these books - this would be especially 
misleading for Adorno, who continued to write at his characteristi
cally furious pace- there is an element of truth in such an observa- . 
tion. Dialectic o/the Enlightenment, Eclipse of Reason, and Minima 
Moralia presented so radical and sweeping a critique of Western so
ciety and thought that anything that followed could be only in the 
nature of a further clarification. Even Marcuse's later work in Amer
ica, which is outside the purview of this study, did not really repre
sent the breaking of new ground, although the nuances were often 
different. As we have seen on several occasions, many of the argu
ments he developed in Eros and Civilization, One~Dimensional Man. 
and his lesser works were contained in an embryonic form in his and 
others' articles in the Zeitschrijt. Still others appeared in the works of 
his colleagues now under consideration. 

In calling Horkheimer's and Adorno's critique "radical," the word 
should be understood in its etymological sense of going to the roots 
of the problem. This is especially important to grasp in view of the 
Frankfurt School's growing distrust of what passed for "radical" pol
itics in later years. Paradoxically, as the theory became more radical. 
the Institut found itself decreasingly capable of finding a connection 
to radical praxis. The desperate hopes of Horkheimer's wartime 
essay on the "Authoritarian State" soon gave way to a deepening 
gloom about the chances for meaningful change. Disillusioned with 
the Soviet Union, no longer even marginally sanguine about the 
working classes of the West, appalled by the integrative power of 
mass culture, the Frankfurt School traveled the last leg of its long 
march away from orthodox Marxism. 

The clearest expression of this change was the Institut's replace
ment of class conflict, that foundation stone of any truly Marxist 
theory, with anew motor of history. The focus was now on the larger 
conflict between man and nature both without and within, a conflict 
whose origins went back to hefore capitalism and whose continua
tion, indeed intensification, appeared likely after capitalism would 
end. Signs of the new emphasis had appeared in the debate over fas
cism among Institut members during the war. To Horkheimer, Pol
lock, Adorno, and Lowenthal, domination was taking increasingly 
direct, noneconomic forms. The capitalist mode of exploitation was 
now seen ina larger context as the specific, historical form of domi
nation characteristic of the bourgeois era of Western history. State 
capitalism and the authoritarian state spelled the end, or at least the 
radical transformation, of that epoch. Domination, they argued, was 
now more direct and virulent without the mediations characteristiC 
of bourgeois society. It was in a sense the revenge of nature for the 
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cruelty and exploitation that Western man had visited upon it for 
generations. 

With hindsight, it is possible to see intimations of this theme in nu
merous places in the Institut's earlier work,5 although in a secondary 
role. Adorno had employed it in his study of Kierkegaard 6 as well as 
in certain of his pre-Institut writings on music.? Several of the apho
risms in Diimmerung8 had attacked cruelty to animals and the ascetic 
premises of the work ethic in a way that anticipated the Dialectic. 
Lowenthal had mentioned the liberal notion of the domination of 
nature while criticizing Knut Hamsun's distorted protest against it.9 

Fromm's discussion of matriarchal culture contained explicit misgiv
ings about the domination over women in patriarchal society, 
which was facilitated by the equation of womanhood with natural 
irra tionali ty. 10 

Perhaps most clearly, this motif surfaced in Horkheimer's Habili
tationsschrift, The Origins of the Bourgeois Philosophy of History. I I 
Here, in fact;.Horkheimer directly related the Renaissance view of 
science and technology to political domination. The new conception 
of the natural world as a field for human manipulation and control, 
he argued, corresponded to a similar notion of man himself as an 
object of domination. The clearest exponent of this view in his eyes 
was Machiavelli, whose political instrumentalism was used in the 
service of the rising bourgeois state. Underlying Machiavelli's poli
tics, Horkheimer maintained, was the undialectical separation of 
man from nature and the hypostatization of the distinction. In fact, 
he argued against Machiavelli, "nature" was dependent on man in 
two ways: civilization changes it and man's concept of what it is 
itself changes. Thus· history and nature were I!0t irreconcilably 
opposed. 

They were, however, not entirely identical. Hobbes and later En
lightenment thinkers had assimilated man to nature in a manner that 
made man into an object, just as nature had been objectified in the 
new science. In their eyes, both man and nature were no more than 
machines. As a result, the assumption that nature repeated itself eter
nally was projected onto man, whose historical capacity for develop
ment, so closely bound to his subjectivity, was denied. For all its 
progressive intentions, this "scientific" view of man implied the eter
nal return of the present. 

This was not the case, however, with the figure Horkheimer had 
chosen to end his study of early modern philosophies of history: 
Giambattista Vieo. Vico's attack on Cartesian metaphysics and the 
growing idolatry of mathematics set him apart from his contempo
raries. So too did his insight that man could know history better than 
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the natural world because man was histor:"s maker. Vico had also 
transcended the limitations of the Enlightenment interpretation of 
the origins of myths, which he saw less as priestly tricks than as the 
projection of human needs onto nature. In so arguing, Vico had an
ticipated the later Marxist view of ideology: Thus, despite his cyclical 
theory of the rise and fall of civilizations, which was "similar to Ma
chiavelli's, he was uniqlle in seeing that human activity was the key 
to understanding historical development. Vico had understood that 
praxis and the domination of nature were not the same. Although he 
separated man and nature, he did so in a way that avoided placing 
one above the other. By insisting on the subjectivity of man, he pre
served the potentiality of the subjectivity of nature. 

In his subsequent writings Horkheimer spent little time with Vico, 
but the critique of the Enlightenment made by the Italian theorist 
was one he continued to share. In his essays in the ZeitschriJt he fre
quently castigated the legacy of Cartesian dualism· in Western 
thought. The stress on nonidentity in Critical Theory never meant 
the absolute separation of subject and object. Such a separation, the 
Frankfurt School held, was connected to the needs of the rising capi
talist order. "Since Descartes," Horkheirrfer wrote in "Reason and 
Self-Preservation," "bourgeois philosophy has been a single attempt 
to make knowledge serve the dominant means of production, broken 
through only by Hegel and his kind." 12 Before the war, this type of 
connection between substructure and superstructure was a frequent 
feature of the Frankfurt School's work. But even then, the precise re
lationship was never made clear. 13 This was especially difficult to do 
because at different times, materialist rationalists like Hobbes, em
piricists like Hume; and idealists like Kant were all seen to serve the 
capitalist system in one way or another. By the mid-forties, the tradi
tional Marxist theory of ideology was even more tenuously applied 
in the Institut's work. As we have already noted, the chapter on anti
Semitism in the Dialectic discussed its precapitalist, archaic roots in 
a way that Marx would have rejected. In fact, the notion of the En
lightenment underwent a basic change in the forties. Instead of being 
the cultural correlate of the ascending bourgeoisie, it was expanded 
to include the entire spectrum of Western thought. "Enlightenment 
here is identical with bourgeois thought, nay, thought in general, 
since there is no other thought properly speaking than in cities," 
Horkheimer wrote Lowenthal in 1942.14 In Eclipse of Reason he went 
so far as to say that "this mentality of man as the master [which was 
the essence of the Enlightenment view] can be traced back to the first 
chapters of Genesis." 15 

Thus, although Horkheimer and Adorno still used language remi-
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niscent of Marxism - such terms as the "exchange principle" 16 

played a key role in their analysis - they no longer sought answers 
to cultural questions in the material substructure of society. In fact, 
their analysis of the exchange principle as a key to understanding 
Western society was as reminiscent of Nietzsche's discussion in the 
Genealogy of Morals 1? as of Marx's in Capital. 

Moreover, not only did the Frankfurt School leave the vestiges bf 
an orthodox Marxist theory of ideology behind, it also implicitly put 
Marx in the Enlightenment tradition. 18 Marx's overemphasis on the 
centrality of labor as man's mode of self-realization, which- Hork
heimer had questioned as early as Diimmerung, was the primary rea
son for this argument. Implicit in the reduction of man to an animal 
laborans,19 he charged, was the reification of nature as a field for 
human exploitation. If Marx had his way, the entire world would be 
turned into a "giant workhouse." 20 In fact, the repressive technologi
cal nightmares perpetrated by his self-proclaimed followers in the 
twentieth century could not be entirely dissociated from the inherent 
logic of Marx's own work.· 

Marx of course was by no means the major target of the Dialectic. 
Horkheimer and Adorno were far more ambitious. The entire En
lightenment tradition, that process of allegedly liberating demysti
fication that Max Weber had called die Entzauberung der Welt (the 
disenchantment of the world), was their real target. Here they fol
lowed Lukacs's lead in History and Class Consciousness, where We
ber's notion of rationalization was given a greater critical edge by 
being connected to the concept of reification.21 Horkheimer had in 
fact always been an interested reader of Weber. In "Reason and 
Self-Preservation" he adopted the basic analysis of Weber's Protes
tant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism for his own purposes. "Protes
tantism," he wrote, "was the strongest force in the extension of cold, 
rational individuality .... In the place of work for the sake of salva
tion appeared work for work's sake, profit for profit's sake; the entire 
world became simply material. ... From Leonardo to Henry Ford, 
there was no other path than through religious introversion." 22 Cal
vin's theological irrationalism, he charged, contained "the cunning 
of technocra tic reason." 23 

Yet whereas Weber faced the process with stoic resignation, the 
Frankfurt School still held out the hope for a break in the continuum 
of history. This was more apparent in the early years of the forties 
- once again "Authoritarian State" should be mentioned as its high
water mark - but it was not totally absent after the war. Perhaps the 
major source of this guarded optimism was the residual belief in the 
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ultimate validity of VernunJt that remained in Critical Theory. Ver
nunJt, as noted earlier, meant the reconciliation of contradictions, in
cluding the one that split man and nature. Despite their distrust of 
absolute identity . theories, Horkheimer and his colleagues stressed 
the importance of "objective reason" as an antidote to the one-sided 
ascendency of instrumentalized "subjective reason." "Tbe two con
cepts of reason," Horkheimer wrote,24 "do not represent two sepa
rate and independent ways of the mind, although their opposition 
expresses antinomy. The task of philosophy is not stubbornly to play 
the one against the other, but to foster a mutual critique and thus, if 
possible, to prepare in the intellectual realm the reconciliation of the 
two in reality." 

This was a hope that Weber, with his neo-Kantian skepticism 
about the irreconcilability of practical and theoretical reason, could 
not hold. Although recognizing the replacement of what he called 
"substantive" reason by its formal counterpart, Weber was unable to 
entertain the possibility of its restoration. The "rationalization" of 
the modern world was meant solely in a nonsubstantive sense. 
Weber, unlike some of his more romantic contemporaries, did not 
hope to turn the clock back, but it was clear that he greeted the 
world's disenchantment with little enthusiasm. 

Nor, of course, did the Frankfurt School. In fact, they were anx
ious to point out how little the world had really become "rational." 
Reason, as the title of Horkheimer's book indicated, was very much 
in eclipse. In fact, the Enlightenment, for all its claims to have sur
passed mythopoeic confusion by the introduction of rational analy
sis, had itself fallen a victim to a new myth. This was one of the 
major themes of -the Dialectic. At the root of the Enlightenment's 
program of domination, Horkheimer and Adorno charged, was a 
secularized version of the religious belief that God controlled the 
world. As a result, the human subject confronted the natural object 
as an inferior, external other. At least primitive animism, for all its 
lack of self-consciousness, had expressed an awareness of the inter
penetration of the two spheres. This was totally lost in Enlighten
ment thought, where the world was seen as composed of lifeless, fun
gible atoms: "Animism had spiritualized objects; industrialism 
objectified spirits." 25 

Conceptual thinking, at least in the Hegelian sense, had preserved 
the primitive sensitivity to the mediations between subject and 
object. The German word Begriff (concept) was connected with the 
verb greifen (to grasp). Thus, Begriffe were concepts that had a com
plete grasp of their content, including negative as well as positive 
moments. In fact, one of the m~or distinctions between men and an-
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imals was the ability of the former to think conceptually, while the 
latter could not go beyond immediate sense perceptions. Man's sense 
of selfuood, of identity through time, was the product of his concep
tual powers, which embraced potentiality as well as actuality. The 
major epistemological tendency of the Enlightenment, however, was 
the replacement of concepts by formulae, which failed to go beyond 
nondialectical immediacy. "Concepts in the face of the Enlighten- . 
ment," Horkheimer and Adorno wrote, "are like rentiers in the face 
of industrial trusts: neither can feel themselves secure." 26 Moreover, 
the Enlightenment's overemphasis on logical formalism and its as
sumption that all true thought tended towards the condition of 
mathematics meant that the static repetition of mythic time had been 
retained, thwarting the dynamic possibility of historical develop
ment. 

What was especially disastrous was the effect of the Enlighten
ment domination of nature on the interactions of men. In developing 
this argument, Horkheimer and Adorno continued the train of 
thought expressed in Marcuse's article, "The Struggle Against Liber
alism in the Totalitarian View of the State." 27 Totalitarianism was 
less the repudiation of liberalism and the values of the Enlighten
ment than the working out of their inherent dynamic. The exchange 
principle underlying the Enlightenment notion of nature as fungible 
atoms was paralleled in the increasing atomization of modern man, a 
process that culminated in the repressive equality of totalitarianism. 
The instrumental manipulation of nature by man led inevitably to 
the concomitant relationship among men. The unbridgeable dis.tance 
between subject and object in the Enlightenment world view corre
sponded to the relative status of rulers and ruled in the modern au
thoritarian states. The objectification of the world had produced a 
similar effect in human relations. As Marx noted, although restrict
ing it to an effect of capitaEsm, the dead past had come to rule over 
the living present. 

All of these changes were reflected in the most basic of cultural 
creations, language. As noted earlier, Walter Benjamin had always 
been keenly interested in the theological dimensions of speech.28 At 
the root of his theory of language was the belief that the world was 
created by the Word of God. To Benjamin, "In the beginning was 
the Word" meant that God's act of creation consisted in part of the 
bestowing of names. These names were of course perfectly expressive 
of their objects. However, man, created as he was in God's image, 
also had the unique gift of name-giving. But his names and God's 
were not the same. As a result, there developed' a chasm between 
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name and thing, and the absolute adequacy of divine speech was 
lost. To Benjamin, formal logic was the barrier that separated the 
language of Paradise from its human counterpart. Man tended to 
overname things' by abstractions and generalizations. It was in fact 
"the task of the translator to release in his own language that pure 
language which is under the spell of another, to liberare the language 
imprisoned in a work in his re-creation of that work." 29 Similarly, 
the function of the cultural critic was the recovery of the lost dim en-

. sion of God's speech by hermeneutically decoding man's various in
ferior approximations. 

Benjamin's quest for a pure language had its roots, as we have 
noted before, in his immersion in Jewish mysticism. It perhaps also 
reflected the influence of French symbolist poetry, which he knew 
well. In Benjamin's essay on translation, Mallarme was quoted as 
saying that "the diversity of ·idioms on earth prevents everybody 
from uttering the words which otherwise, at one single stroke, would 
materialize as truth." 30 And finally, as some commentators have ar
gued,31 the subterranean residue of Swabian Pietism on the German 
idealist tradition may have had an effect on his linguistic theories. 
Whatever the origins, it is important to understand that Benjamin 
was far more interested in words than in sentence structure as the di
vine text, a fact that makes it hard to call him a "structuralist avant fa 
lettre," 32 as he has sometimes been labeled. 

Adorno and Horkheimer, although eschewing the consciously the
ological'underpinnings of Benjamin's theory of language, did accept 
the notion that "pure" speech had been corrupted.33 "Philosophy," 
Horkheimer wrote in Eclipse of Reason, "is the conscious effort to 
knit all our knowledge and insight into a linguistic structure in which 
all things are called by their right names." 34 The concept of truth in 
every genuine philosophy, he continued, is "the adequation of name 
and things." 35 Once again, the reconciliation theme of VernunJt was 
at the root of Critical Theory's utopian impulse. 

By stressing it in their works in the forties, however, Horkheimer 
and Adorno were not abandoning that refusal to name or describe 
the "other," which as we have seen was one of the central premises 
of Critical Theory from the start. In fact, their reluctance to do so 
was consistent with the Jewish taboo against uttering the sacred. 
Jews do not call God by his right name because to do so would be 
premature; the messianic age has not yet arrived. Similarly, the 
Frankfurt School's unwillingness to outline a utopian vision reflected 
its members' conviction that true reconciliation could' never be 
achieved by philosophy alone. As Marx had argued; the "realm of 
freedom" could not be envisaged by men who were still unfree. Until 
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social conditions drastically altered, philosophy had a limited role to 
play: "inasmuch as subject and object, word and thing, cannot be in
tegrated under present conditions, we are driven by the principle of 
negation to attempt to salvage relative truths from the wreckage of 
false ultimates." 36 Adorno, in fact, had taken Benjamin to task for 
his theological attempt to call things by their right names, as a com
bination of magic and positivism.37 In the chapter on the culture in
dustry in the Dialectic, he and Horkheimer used the same combina
tion of apparent opposites to describe the ideological, instrumental 
language produced by mass culture.38 Negation rather than the pre
mature search "for resolutions was the real refuge of truth. 

In fact, the greatest failing of the Enlightenment mentality was not 
its inability to create social conditions in which name and thing 
might be legitimately united, but rather its systematic elimination of 
negation from language. This was the reason why its substitution of. 
formulae for concepts was ultimately so destructive. The philosophy 
of the Enlightenment was overwhelmingly nominalist rather than re
alist; in Benjamin's sense, it recognized only the speech of man, ig
noring God's. Man was'the sole name-giver, a role commensurate 
with his domination of nature. Language thus became, to use Mar
cuse's later term, one-dimensiona1.39 Incapable of expressing nega
tion, it could no longer voice the protest of the oppressed. Instead of 
revealing meanings, speech had become nothing more than a tool of 
the dominant forces in society. 

Anticipations of this decline of language were evident in the cul
tural document Horkheimer and Adorno chose to study in their first 
of two excursuses in the Dialectic, Homer's Odyssey. The trick Odys
seus played on Cyclops by calling himself "No~man" was also a de
nial of his identity, which to the primitive, pre-Enlightened mind of 
the giant was the same as his name. Ultimately, however, the trick 
was on Odysseus, since Western man had in fact lost his identity, as 
language capable of conceptualization and negation had been re
placed by language capable only .of acting 'as an instrument of the 
status quo. 

In other ways as well, Homer's epic - or more correctly, half 
,mythic epic, half rational proto-novel- had anticipated the major 
themes of the Enlightenment. One example was the realization that 
self-denial and renunciation were the price of subjective rationality. 
As we have noted in Chapter 2 when discussing Horkheimer's 
"Egoism a.nd the Movement for Emancipation," Marcuse's "On He
donism," and other examples of the Institut's earlier work, asceticism 
in all of its forms was a frequent target of criticism. In the Dialectic 
the critique was extended: "the history of civilization is the history of 
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the introversions of sacrifice; in other words, the history of renuncia
tion." 40 In fact, that initial denial of man's oneness with nature was 
at the root of all the subsequent inadequacies of civilization. The Od
yssey abounded 'in clear examples of the inherent relationship be
tween self-renunciation and self-preservation in Western thought: 
Odyssells's refusal to eat Lotus or the cattle of Hyperion,"his sleeping 
with Circe only after extracting an oath from her not to transform 
him into a pig, his tying himself to the mast of his ship to avoid se
duction by the song of the Sirens. 

This last episode was especially pregnant with symbolic meaning 
for Horkheimer and Adorno.41 The ears of Odysseus's sailors were 
stopped with wax to prevent their hearing the Sirens. Like modern 
laborers, they repressed gratification in order to continue their toil. 
Odysseus, on the other hand, was not a worker and thus could hear 
the song, but under conditions that precluded his response to its 
temptation .. For the privileged, culture still remained "une promesse 
de bonheur" without the possibility of fulfillment. Here Odysseus ex
perienced that separation of the ideal from the material sphere that 
was characteristic of what the Institut called "affirmative culture." 

Even more fundamentally, Odysseus's version of r~tionality was 
an ominous adumbration of things to come. In struggling against the 
mythic domination of fate, he was forced to deny his oneness with 
the totality. By necessity, he had to develop a particularist, subjective 
rationality to insure his self-preservation. Like Robinson Crusoe, he 
was an atomized, isolated individual living by his wits in the face of a 
hostile environment. His rationality was thus based on trickery and 
instrumentality. To Horkheimer and Adorno, Odysseus was the pro
totype of that paragon of Enlightenment values, modern "economic 
man." His treacherous journey anticipated the bourgeois ideology of 
risk as the moral justification of profits. Even his marriage to Penel
ope involved the exchange principle - her fidelity and the renuncia
tion of her suitors during his absence in exchange for his return. 

Still, despite the important prefigurations of the Enlightenment in 
Homer's epic, it also contained a strong element of homesickness, of 
the desire for reconciliation. The home to which Odysseus sought to 
return, however, was still alienated from nature, whereas true home
sickness was justified, as Novalis had known, only when "home" 
meant nature. In the next excursus in the Dialectic, "Juliette, or En
lightenment and Morals," Horkheimer and Adorno examined dis
torted "returns" to nature, which ran like an undercurrent through 
the Enlightenment. Here return often meant the revenge of brutal
ized nature, a phenomenon that culminated in the barbarism of the 
twentieth century. The Institut's earlier work on fascist pseudo-natu-
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ralism - Lowenthal's incisive essay on Knut Hams~n in particular 
- provided a backdrop for the discussion. 

Once again, Horkheimer and Adorno stressed the continuity be
tween bourgeois liberalism, in this case symbolized by Kant, and to
talitarianism, here prefigured by de Sade and, to some extent, Nie
tzsche. Kant's effort to ground ethics solely in practical rationality, 
they argued, was ultimately a failure. The Enlightenment's treatment 
of nature, and by extension of men, as objects was fundamentally in 
accord with the extreme formalism of the categorical imperative, de
spite Kant's injunction to consider men as ends rather than means. 
Carried to its logical extreme, calculating, instrumental, formal ra
tionality led to the horrors of twentieth-century barbarism. De Sade 
was one of the way-stations along the route. His Histoire de Juliette 
was the model of functional rationality - no organ left idle, no 
orifice unplugged. "Juliette makes science her credo .... She oper
ates with semantics and logical syntax like the most modern positiv
ism; but unlike the employees of the most recent administration who 
direct their linguistic criticism predominantly against thought and 
philosophy, she IS a daughter of the Enlightenment struggle against 
religion." 42 De Sade's other works, such as the One Hundred Twenty 
Days of Sodom, were the cynical, reverse image of Kant's architec
tonic system. Others, like Justine, were the Homeric epic with the last 
vestiges of mythology removed. In so ruthlessly separating the spiri
tual from the corporeal side of love, de Sade was merely working out 
the implications of Cartesian dualism. Moreover, implicit in his cruel 
subjugation of women was the characteristic Enlightenment mastery 
of nature.43 Women, reduced to their biological function alone, were 
robbed of subjectivity. The Church's cult of the Virgin, which was a 
partial concession to matriarchal warmth and reconciliation, was ul
timately a failure. The witch trials of the early modern period were 
far more symbolic of the Enlightenment's implicit attitude towards 
women, despite its outward support for their emancipation. De 
Sade's blatant brutality was merely the most obvious example of 
what was a far more pervasive phenomenon. In fact, the Enlighten
ment's sadism towards the "weaker sex" anticipated the later de
struction of.the Jews - both women and Jews were identified with 
nature as objects of domination. 

Nietzsche's will-to~power, no less than Kant's categorical impera
tive, foreshadowed this development by positing man's indepen
dence from external forces. His anthropocentric hubris was also at 
the root of Kant's .notion of "maturity," which was one of the prime 
goals of the Enlightenment as Kant understood it. Man· as the meas
ure of all things inherently "meant man as the master of nature. It was 
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the overemphasis on man's autonomy that paradoxically led to 
man's submission, as the fate of nature became man's own. Fascism, 
in fact, used the rebellion of suppressed nature against human domi
nation for the sinister purposes of that very domination:i4 Mastery in 
one direction might well turn in the opposite direction; the true "re
turn" to nature was very different from fascist pseudo-naturalism; 

In de-emphasizing the total autonomy of man, it might be added 
parenthetically, Horkheimer an~ Adorno were being faithful to that 
refusal to define a positive anthropology which characterized Critical 
Theory from the beginning. Such a project, they seemed to be saying, 
implied an acceptance of man's centrality, which in turn denigrated 
the natural world. Critical Theory; for all its insistence on a standard 
against which the irrationalities of the world might be measured, was 
not really a radical humanism at heart.45 Horkheimer's interest in re
ligion, which surfaced in later years,was thus not as fundamental a 
departure from the premises of his earlier work as might appear at 
first glance. 

In the remainder of Dialectic of the Enlightenment, Horkheimer 
and Adorno considered the working out of the Enlightenment ethos 
in the culture industry and in modern anti-Semitism, both of which 
have been discussed in previous chapters. At the end of the book 
they included a number of aphorisms, on subjects as disparate as the 
underground history of the body a.nd the theory of ghosts. Through
out, as we have had occasion to note several times, the tone was pes
simistic and the prognosis bleak. The alienation of man from nature 
so central to the current crisis of Western civilization seemed an al
most irreversible trend. In an aphorism devoted to the philosophy of 
history, Horkheimer and Adorno explicitly rejected the optimistic 
premises of Christianity, Hegelian idealism, and historical mate
rialism. Hope for better conditions, if not entirely illusory, rested less 
in_ the guarantee of their attainment than in the determinate negation 
orthe existing. There was, however, no distinct praxis suggested by 
reason that might help in the struggle.46 

In fact, the Frankfurt School increasingly treated any attempt to 
realize the promises of philosophy as instrumentalization. In an aph
orism on propaganda, Horkheimer and Adorno excoriated the in
strumental use of philosophy and language to bring about social 
change. In Eclipse of Reason Horkheimer made a similar point: "Is 
activism, then, especially political activism, the sole means of fulfill
ment, as just defined? I hesitate to say so. The age needs no added 
stimulus to action. Philosophy must not be turned into propaganda, 
even for the best possible purpose." 47 
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As a result, programmatic advice for methods to change society 
was not very evident in any of the Frankfurt School's work in the 
forties. (Not that it had been before, but at least the call to praxis was 
a frequent element in the Institut's earlier work.) Reconciliation with 
nature was the obvious goal, but what this meant precisely was never 
fully spelled out. What it clearly did not mean, of course, was the 
submission of man to hypostatized natural forces. The Frankfurt 
School did not wish to revive Engels's crude dialectic of nature. Nor 
did its members want to succumb to the right-wing version of the 
apotheosis of nature, which Lowenthal had so devastatingly un
masked in his essay on Knut Hamsun. And finally, they sought to 
distinguish themselves from those all-too-frequent critiques of the 
Enlightenment running through German intellectual history, which 
were often little more than a nostalgic yearning for an idealized 
"state of nature." 

Nature, Horkheimer and Adorno made clear, was in itself neither 
good nor bad. Moreover, a complete reconciliation with nature in 
the sense of total identity" coul~ only mean a regression to a state of 
unmediated stasis. Critical Theory continued to stress nonidentity in 
a way that precluded the reduction of subject to object and vice 
versa. It was on this point that its creators differed with Benjamin 
and Ernst Bloch, whose philosophy of hope spoke of the resurrection 
of a natural subject in a manner that seemed to obliterate the distinc
tion between subject and object.48 Not in the unity of object and per
ception, Horkheimer and Adorno argued in their discussion of pro~ 
jection, but in the reflective opposition between them was the utopia 
of reconciliation preserved.49 Elsewhere, they made it clear that it 
was the memory of nature, rather than nature itself, thaf was the 
enemy of domination.5o 

Memory, in fact, played a key role in the Frankfurt School's un
derstanding of the crisis of modern civilization. Here the Freudian 
component of Critical Theory came to the fore.51 One of the greatest 
costs of progress, Horkheimer and Adorno wrote in one of their aph
orisms, was the repression of the pain and suffering caused by the 
mastery of nature. Nature was to be understood not merely as some
thing external to man, but also as an internal reality. "All reifica
tion," they pointed out, "is a forgetting." 52 As noted earlier, the 
search for a liberated future in the integrated n!'capture of the past 
had been one of the major themes of Walter Benjamin's work. His 
theory of experience and concern for the memorabilia of child- .. 
hood 53 were reflections of this interest.. In fact, it was in a letter to 
Benjamin written in 1940 that Adorno first used the phrase "All rei
fication is a forgetting." 54 The stimulus was Benjamin's Zeitschrijt 
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article on Baudelaire, in which he discussed Erfahrung (integrated 
experience) and the Proustian memoire involontaire (involuntary 
memory). 

The process of emancipation was understood in part as the devel
opment of self-consciousness and the resurrection of the lost past. 
Here of course the Hegelian roots of Critical Theory were apparent. 
To Hegel, the process of history was the journey of the spirit becom
ing conscious of its alienated objectifications. Where Horkheimer 
and Adorno departed from Hegel was in their refusal, first, to hypos
tatize subjectivity as a transcendent reality above individuals, and, 
second, to treat it as the sole source of objective reality. The Frank
furt School never reverted to the idealist notion of the world as the 
creation of consciousness. As Adorno noted in his letter of February 
29, 1940, to Benjamin, some forgetting is inevitable, and by exten
sion, some reification. The complete identity of the reflecting subject 
and the object of his reflection was impossible,55 

As was to be expected, the Frankfurt School distrusted the anthro
pocentric impulse it perceived at the core of the idealists' stress on 
consciousness, even when that consciousness was theoretically 
"objective." In 1945, Horkheimer returned to Columbia to give a se
ries of lectures on the subject matter of his books. In one of them,56 
he accused classical German philosophy of wanting to overcome the 
dualism between man and God, a desire that led to the inclusion of 
the demonic in its systems. This produced theodicies like Leibniz's 
and Hegel's with their quietistic implications. In all of the classical 
philosophers' work, th~ idea of grace was absent, an indication of 
their inherent hubris. To avoid this, the Frankfurt School implied, 
the autonomous integrity of the natural object had to be preserved, 
although not to the extent of ignoring its mediated interaction with 
the human subject. What Marx had called the "humanization of na
ture" and the "naturalization of man" 57 was necessary, but not at 
the cost of obliterating their inherent differences. 

What should be understood, of course, is that the Institut's stress 
in the forties was heavier on the need for reconciliation than on the 
necessity to maintain the distinctions. Implicit in their program was 
the ultimate bridging of the gap between natural and social sciences 
that Dilthey and his followers had done so much to establish in the 
late nineteenth century. This was a dichotomy, it might be added, 
that had worked its way into Marxist theory by the 1920'S.58 Lukacs 
had accepted it in his fight against the reduction of Marxism to a 
natural science by Engels, Kautsky, and their followers in the Sec
ond International. The young Marcuse, in his days before joining the 
Institut, had stressed the unbridgeable distance between history and 
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nature. "The boundary between historicity and nonhistoricity," he 
wrote in 1 930, "is an ontological boundary." 59 Even Horkheimer, in 
his favorable contrast of Vi co to Descartes, had supported the view 
that the stu.dy of man and the study of nature were not precisely the 
same. 

Although never explicitly repudiating this view, the Frankfurt 
School in the forties did call it into question by attacking the perma
nence of the distinction between man and nature. This did not mean, 
of course, a return to a "scientific" view of history - this was left to 
later Marxists like Louis Althusser60 and his followers - but it did 
imply a modification of the strict dichotomy between Geisteswissen
schaJten (cultural sciences) and NaturwissenschaJten (natural sci
ences). Talking about the need for a reconciliation of man and na
ture, albeit one that did not imply identity, jibed poorly with a belief 
in the "ontological boundary" between historicity and nonhisto
ricity. However, precisely what this would mean for a future science 
of man was never fully spelled out in the Institut's writings. 

Equally probfematical was the psychological level on which the 
reconciliation was to take place. Here the Frankfurt School intro
duced a new term into its vocabulary: mimesis. To be sure, imitation 
as an explanation of social behavior had been a perennial favorite of 
certain social theorists. Durkheim, for example, had devoted an en
tire chapter of his Suicide to demolishing such predecessors as Ga
briel Tarde for their use of mimesis.61 Freud in his Group Psychology' 
and the Analysis of the Ego also discussed Tarde's work, but sub
sumed imitation under the more general category of "suggestion," 
which Le Bon had employed.62 The use to which it was put by these 
theorists, however, was primarily as an explanation for certain types 
of group behavior, especially mass or crowd behavior. The Institut 
also used mimesis for this purpose, but it developed the concept in 
another context as well. 

In 1941, in the Institut's prospectus for a project on anti-Semitism, 
the importance of childhood mimesis was introduced, to refute Nazi 
theories of hereditary racial characteristics.63 In his later lectures at 
Columbia and in Eclipse of Reason, Horkheimer expanded on this 
initial suggestion. Imitation, he argued, was one of the primary 
means of learning during early childhood. Subsequent socialiiation, 
however, taught the child to forego imitation in favor of rational, 
goal-directed behavior. A phylogenetic correlate of this ontogenetic 
pattern was one of the central patterns of the Enlightenment. West
ern "civilization" began with mimesis, but ultimat.ely transcended it. 
"Conscious adaptation and eventually domination replace the var-
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ious forms of mimesis. The progress of science is the theoretical man
ifestation of this change: the formula supplants the image, the calcu
lating machine tJ?e ritual dances. To adapt oneself means to make 
oneself like the world of objects for the sake of self-pres~rvation." 64 

Mimesis, however, was not fully overcome in Western civilization. 
"If the final renunciation of the mimetic impulse," Horkheimer 
warned, 

does not promise to lead to the fulfillment of man's potentialities, this im
pulse will always lie in wait, ready to break.out as a destructive force. That 
is, if there is no other norm than the status quo, if all the hope of happiness 
that reason can offer is that it preserves the existing as it is and even in
creases its pressure, the mimetic impulse is never really overcome. Men re
vert to it in a regressive and distorted form.65 

Modern persecutors often mimic the pathetic gestures of their vic
tims; demagogues frequently appear like caricatures of their tar
gets.66 Even the less virulent forms of mass culture express a certain 
sadistic element in their repetition of the status quo, an observation 
made by Adorno in his study of jazz. 

Mimesis, however, was not in itself a source of evil. On the con
trary, Horkheimer implied, it was healthy when it meant theimita
tion of the life-affirming aspects of nature, that is, maternal warmth 
and protection. It was the task of philosophy, he suggested in one of 
his Columbia lectures,67 to reawaken the memory of childhood mi
mesis, which had been obscured by later socialization. The decline of 
the family must therefore be reversed, or at least the child's imitative 
impulse, which had become fixated on extra-familial agencies, must 
be restored to its original object in the family. This goal, it might be 
added, was closely connected with the unity ofwerd and thing expe
rienced in pure language. As Horkheimer argued, "Language reflects 
th~ longings of the oppressed and the plight of nature; it releases the 
mimetic impulse. The transformation of this impulse into the univer
sal medium of language rather than into destructive action means 
that potentially nihilistic energies work for reconciliation." 68 Onto
genetically, this condition existed in the consciousness of the two
year-old child to whom all nouns, in a sense, were proper nouns. 

If the goal was the restitution of this stage of human development, 
or at least certain of its better characteristics, what would happen to 
the ego, which was developed, according to Freud, at a later date? In 
their speculative works in the forties, Horkheimer and Adorno as
sumed a very different tone when discussing the ego from that evi
dent in the Studies in Prejudice. Now, instead of stressing the need 
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for an integrated ego to combat the projections of ego-alien traits 
onto minority scapegoats, they connected the develC'~ent of the 
ego with the domination of nature. In Eclipse of Reason, Horkheimer 
contended: 

As the principle of the self endeavoring to win in the fight against nature in 
general, against other people in particular, and against its own impulses, the 
ego is felt to be related to the functions of domination, command, and or
ganization .... Its dominance is patent in the patriarchal epoch .... The 
history of Western civilization could be written in terms of the growth of the 
ego as the underling subliminates, that is, internalizes, the commands of his 
master who has preceded him in self-discipline .... At no time has the no
tion of the ego shed the blemishes of its origin in the system of social domi
nation.69 

Moreover, the struggle of the subjectively rational ego against na
ture, both external and internal, had been completely counterpro
ductive in the end. "The moral is plain," Horkheimer concluded; 
"the apotheosis of the ego and the principle of self-preservation as 
such culminate in the utter insecurity of the individual, in his com
plete negation." 70 

Here the ego was meant partly in philosophical terms - the ego 
cogito from Descartes to Husserl had been a target of the Institut 
from the beginning71 - but it clearly had psychological significance· 
as well. Marcuse's later concept of the "performance principle" as 
the specific reality principle of Western society was rooted in this 
earlier critique of the ego as tool of domination. In Eros and Civiliza
tion, however, he attempted to outline the contours of a new reality 
principle, whereas Horkheimer and Adorno were content to under
mine the traditional ego without offering a fully worked out alterna
tive, an omission that would worry later Frankfurt School adherents 
like Jiirgen Habermas.72 

Despite the potentially primitivist implications of their arguments, 
Horkheimer and Adorno were careful to reject anything implying a 
return to natural simplicity. Nostalgia, as we have seen, was casti
gated when it appeared among conservative cultural critics; simi
larly, nostalgia for the lost youth of mankind was not really the 
Frankfurt School's dominant sentiment. This was clearly demon
strated in Horkheimer's complicated discussion of the relationship 
between reason· and nature in Eclipse of Reason. As we have fre
quently observed, the Instjtut was highly critical of what passed for 
reason in the modern world. Instrumental, subje<;tive, manipulative 
reason, its members argued, was the handmaiden of technological. 
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domination. Without rational goals, all interaction was eventually 
reduced to power relationships. The disenchantment of the world 
had gone too far,. and reason itself had been gutted of its original 
content. 

In so arguing, of course, Horkheimer and his colleagues were by 
no means alone. In fact, they were at one with a wide variety of 
thinkers with whom they. were rarely in agreement on other issues. 
As Fritz Ringer has shown, the academic "mandarins" of the Wei
mar years were obsessed with the rationalization of the world and its 
consequences.73 Max Scheler, for example, had criticized the rational 
domination of nature as early as 1926.74 Similar sentiments flowed 
from the pen of another antagonist, Martin Heidegger, whose early 
influence on Marcuse has often been cited as responsible for the 
antitechnological bias allegedly to be found in his former student's 
work.75 In the forties, conservative writers from totally different tra
ditions also launched heated attacks against instrumental rationality 
and its effects. Michael Oakeshott's influential essay "Rationalism in 
Politics" 76 appeared in the same year as Dialectic of the Enlighten
ment and Eclipse of Reason. 

What distanced the Frankfurt School from some of these writers 
was, as we have seen, its members' insistence on the varieties of rea
son, one of which might avoid the clash with nature. What distin
guished their view from others was their refusal to accept the possi
bility that this type of substantive reason might be immediately 
realized in social terms. Nonantagonistic reason was always a hope, 
but one whose existence, albeit through negation of the status quo, 
prevented the uncritical apotheosis of nature. In Eclipse of Reason 
Horkheimer devoted a chapter to a demonstration of the intimate re
lationship that existed between alleged "returns" to nature and in
strumental rationality. Here the argument was simjlar to that devel
oped in the discussion of de Sade in the Dialectic. To Horkheimer, 

the revolt of natural man - in the sense of the backward strata of the popu
lation - against the growth of rationality has actually furthered the formal
ization of reason, and has served to fetter rather than to free nature. In this 
light, we might describe fascism as a satanic synthesis of reason and nature 
- the very opposite of that reconciliation of the two poles that philosophy 
has always dreamed of.n 

Symptomatic of the connection between the revolt of nature and 
domination was Darwinism, at least in its social guise. To Hork
heimer, Social Darwinism had reversed the potential for reconcilia
tion inherent in Darwin's initial insight into man's oneness with na-
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ture. Instead, "the concept of the survival of the fittest was merely 
the translation of the concepts of formalized reason into the vernacu
lar of natural history." 78 Not surprisingly, he pointed to pragmatism, 
one of his cOl).sistent betes noires, as an offshoot of Darwinism.79 Ben
jamin in his article on Eduard Fuchs had already established the re
lationship between Darwinian evolutionism and the shallow opti
mism of Bernsteinian socialists.80 This type of reconciliation of 
reason and nature, which really reduced the former to an organ of 
the latter, was no solution. Regression to pre-Enlightenment "natu
ralism" was an obvious fallacy with sinister results. "The sole way of 
assisting nature," Horkheimer suggested, "is to unshackle its seeming 
opposite, independent thought." 81 

"Independent thought," of course, did not mean. a return to pre
Marxist notions of totally autonomous speculation. In Eclipse of 
Reason Horkheimer explicitly rejected attempts to revive earlier 
metaphysical systems. Neo-Thomism, which in the late forties was 
enjoying an upsurge of interest, served as the major target of his at
tack. The neo-Thomist search for absolute dogmas he dismissed as 
an attempt to overcome relativism by fiat. Its advocates' desire to 
make Aquinas's teachings relevant in the modern world he ridiculed 
as conformist and affirmative. To Horkheimer, neo-Thomism was 
fundamentally akin to pragmatism in its neglect of negation. "The 
failure of Thomism," he charged, "lies in its ready acquiescence to 
pragmatic aims rather than in its lack of practicability. When a doc
trine hypostatizes an isolated principle that excludes negation, it is 
paradoXically predisposing itself to conformism." 82 The innate de
fect of Thomism, as of all positivist systems, "lies in its making truth 
and goodness identical with reality." 83 

Another popular attempt at "independent thought" that appeared 
after the war was the existentialist movement. Well before its faddish 
success, the Institut had been antagonistic towards thinkers who 
would later be considered its leading spokesmen. Adorno's critique 
of Kierkegaard was the most extensive attack, but Horkheimer had 
written unsympathetically of Jaspers,84 and Marcuse, after joining 
the Institut, had come to criticize Heidegger's work,85 as well as the 
political existentialism of Carl Schmitt.86 After the war, the most im
portant statement of the movement was Sartre's Being and Nothing
ness. When it came to Horkheimer's attention in 1946, he wrote to 
Lowenthal: 

After having a good taste of Sartre I am d,eeply convinced that it is our duty 
to have our book published as soon as possible. Despite my inner resist-
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ance, I have read a great part of Sartre. . . . This is a new kind of philo
sophical mass literature .... From a philosophical point of view, the most 
amazing phenomen~mis indeed the naive reification of dialectical concepts . 
. . . The dialectical finesse and complexity of thought has been turned into 
a glittering machinery of metal. Words like "l'etre en soi" and "l'etre pour 
soi" function as kinds of pistons. The fetishistic handling of categories ap
pears even in the form of printing, with its enervating and intolerable use of 
italics. All the con~ePts are termini teclmici in the literal sense of the word.s7 

In Eclipse of Reason, however, no mention of existentialism was 
made. The task of demolition was left to Marcuse in the only article 
he published during his tenure with the State Department after the 
War. 88 Marcuse's assessment of Being and Nothingness was scarcely 
less critical than Horkheimer's. In several ways, his arguments antici
pated Sartre's own self-criticism of later years.89 To Marcuse, Sartre 
had erroneously made absurd~ty into an ontological rather than a 
historical condition. As a result, he fell back into an idealistic inter
nalization of freedom as something opposed to the outside, heter
onomous world. Despite his avowed revolutionary intentions, his 
politics and his philosophy were totally at odds. By locating freedom 
in the pour-soi (being-for-itself, a version of Hegel's fiir-sich) and 
denying that the pour-soi could become en-soi (being-in-itself, or an
sich), Sartre severed subjectivity from objectivity in a way that de
nied reconciliation even as a utopian possibility. Moreover, by over
emphasizing the freedom of the subject and ignoring the constraints 
produced by his historical condition, Sartre had become an unwit
ting apologist for the status quo. Arguing as Sartre did that men 
chose their fate, even if it was a horrible one, was monstrous: 

If philosophy, by virtue of its existential-ontological concepts of man or 
freedom, is capable of demonstrating that the persecuted Jew and the vic
tim of the executioner are and remain absolutely free and masters of it self
responsible choice, then these philosophical concepts have declined to the 

. level of a mere ideology which offers itself as a most handy justification for 
the persecutors and executioners.90 

To Marcuse, the entire project of an "existentialist" philosophy 
without an a priori idea of essence was impossible. This Sartre:s own 
work demonstrated against its intentions: the pour-soi, with its per
fect freedom, was a normative description of man in his generic 
state, not in his empirical condition. By absorbing negation into this 
affirmative view of human nature, Sartre had lost the dialectical ten
sion of essentialist philosophies. In fact, his concept of the pour-soi as 
constant action and self-creation had a specifically affirmative func-
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tion in bourgeois society. "Beyond the nihilistic language of existen
tialism," Marcuse charged, "lurks the ideology of free competition, 
free initiative, and equal opportunity." 91 Sartre's subject, which re
sembled Stirner's anarchistic ego, was very much in the Enlighten
ment tradition of the domination of nature.92 

The only element of Being and Nothingness to which Marcuse 
gave grudging approval was Sartre's discussion of sexuality. As Paul 
Robinson has pointed out,93 Marcuse's interest in this question was a 
way-station to his later involvement with Freud. It also referred to 
arguments he had made a decade before in the Zeitschrift.94 What 
struck Marcuse in Sartre's treatment of sexuality was the "negation 
of the negation" implicit in sexual desire, which when carried to an 
extreme negated the activity of the pour-soL In sexuality, the body 
tended to become a completely reified, passive object controlled 
solely by the pleasure principle rather than by the dominant reality 
principle. As early as 1937 Marcuse had written: 

when the body has completely become an object, a beautiful thing, it can 
foreshadow a new happiness. In suffering the most extreme reification man 
triumphs over reification. The artistry of the beautiful. body, its effortless 
agility and relaxation, which can be displayed today only in the circus, 
vaudeville, and burlesque, herald the joy to which men will attain in being 
liberated from the ideal, once mankind, having become a true subject, suc-

. ceeds in the mastery of matter.95 

Although no longer talking in terms of the "mastery of matter," 
Marcuse. continued to feel that the passive freedom of total sexual 
reification negated. the existentialist reduction of freedom to the ac
tivity of the aggressive pour-soi. This, in fact, offered greater insight 
into the potential transformation of society than Sartre's clumsy at
tempts to derive a radical politics from his philosophy.96 The nega
tion of the pour-soi - which seemed to operate according to what 
Marcuse would later call "the performance principle" 97 - suggested 
a kind of reconciliation with nature, although it was of course only a 
partial step in that direction. Complete reification meant the nega
tion not only of the dominating aspects of the ego, but also its non
dominating ones as well. This was a reality that concerned Hork
heimer and Adorno in their own treatment of the reification of the 
body in Dialectic of the Enlightenment.98 

It might be argued that the Frankfurt School's most pressing fear 
in the postwar era was the obliteration of just those elements of sub
jectivity. As we have seen in looking at the Institut's treatment of 
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mass culture and its empirical work on authoritarian personalities, 
the existence of genuine individuality was declining at an alarming 
rate. The Institut did not, of course, wish to revive the old bourgeois 
individual with his dominating ego, but it did feel that in some ways 
his replacement by manipulated mass men meant a loss of freedom. 
As Adorno had written to Benjamin,99 the "individual" was a 
Durchgangsinstrument, an instrument of passage, which could not be 
mythicized away, but had to be preserved in a higher synthesis in
stead. The bourgeois individual, defined as he was in opposition to 
the totality, was not fully free. As we have noted on previous occa
sions, the goal of positive freedom implicitly upheld by the Frankfurt 
School was grounded in the unification of particular and universal 
interests. But, on the other hand, negative freedom was a moment in 
that dialectical totality. The bourgeois subject was thus both free and 
unfree at the same time. In the forced identity of mass man with the 
social totality, however, there was no freedom at all. At least earlier 
bourgeois society had contained tangible contradictions that pre
served negations of its dominant tendencies. Egoism, it will be re
called, had been defended by Horkheimer for its recognition of the 
moment of individual happiness preserved in the genuine reconcilia
tion of contradictions. Marcuse had made similar arguments in his 
qualified defense of hedonistic philosophies. 

Now it appeared that the very existence of contradictions, or at 
least the consciousness of their existence, was in jeopardy, even 
though capitalism had not been superseded by socialism. loo In what 
Marcuse was later to make famous as "one-dimensional" society, the 
redeeming power of negation was almost totally absent. What was 
left in its place was a cruel parody of the dream of positive freedom. 
The Enlightenment, which had sought to liberate man, had ironically 
served to enslave him with far more effective means than ever before. 
Without a clear mandate for action, the only course open to those 
who could still escape the numbing power of the culture industry was 
to preserve and cultivate the vestiges of negation that still remained. 
"Philosophical theory itself cannot bring it about that either the bar
barizing tendency or the humanistic outlook should prevail in the fu
ture," Horkheimerwarned. "However, by doing justice to those im
ages and ideas that at given times dominated reality in the role of 
absolutes - e.g., the idea of the individual as it dominated the bour
geois era - and that have been relegated in the course of history, 
philosophy can function as' a corrective of history, so to speak." 101 

This was the task that Adorno set himself in his most personal and 
idiosyncratic book, Minima Moralia, which was written in bits and 
pieces throughout the forties and published in 195 I. Its fragmented, 
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aphoristic style was no accident: to Adorno negation and the truth it 
precariously preserved could be expressed only in tentative, incom
plete ways. Here Critical Theory's fundamental distrust of systema
tizing was carried to its extreme. The location of philosophical in
sight was no longer to be found in abstract, coherent, architectonic 
systems, as in Hegel's day, but rather in subjective, private reflection. 
In his introduction, Adorno emphasized how far he thought philoso
phy had come since Hegel, who in his more generous moments had 
tolerated aphorisms as "conversation." 102 Hegel, consistently at
tacking the Jiir-sich sein of subjectivity as inadequate, had made one 
major error. He had hypostatized the bourgeois individual and civil 
society of his day as irreducible realities. This permitted him to pay as 
much attention as he did to the totality. Since his time, however, their 
vulnerability had been amply demonstrated. By the mid~twentieth 
century the forces of the social totality were so great that subjectiv
ity, bourgeois or otherwise, was in mortal danger. "In the face of to
talitarian unity," Adorno wrote, "which cries out for the elimination 
of differences directly as meaning [welche die Ausmerzung der Dif
Jerenz unmittelbar als Sinn ausschreit}, something of the liberating so
cial forces may even have converged in the sphere of the individual. 
Critical Theory lingers there without a bad conscience." 103 In short, 
as Adorno wrote in one of his most often quoted epigrams, Das 
Ganze ist das Unwahre,I04 "the whole is the untrue." 

Accordingly, the ·bulk of Minima Moralia consisted of oblique dis
tillations of Adorno's own experiences, reflections, as he put it in the 
book's subtitle, of a "damaged life." As in all of the Frankfurt 
School's ·work, traditional philosophical pigeonholes such as episte
mology or ethics were transcended. "Intelligence," Adorno wrote 
elsewhere at about the· same time, "is a moral category. The separa
tion of feeling from understanding, which makes it possible for the ..... 
moron to speak freely and blissfully, hypostatizes the historically cre
ated separation of men according to function." 105 Philosophy there
fore must return to its original intention: "the teaching of the correct 
life." 106 Under present conditions, however, it must remain a "mel
ancholy science," rather than a '1oyful" one, as Nietzsche had 
hoped, because of the slim chances for its success. Above all, it must 
disturb rather than comfort: "the splinter in your eye is the. best 
magnifying glass." 107 

At the end of his effort, in the last aphorism of the book, Adorno 
showed how far he had come from a belief in the possible realization 
of the hope for final reconciliation. The terms he chose to use were 
now self-consciously theological. Philo~ophy can. once again become 
responsible; he suggested, through the "effort to regard all things as 
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the way they would represent themselves from the standpoint of sal
vation [Erlosung}. Knowledge has no other light than that which 
shines from salvation on the world; all others exhaust themselves in 
post facto construction and remain a part of technology." !O8 Where 
Adorno drew back,however, was from suggesting that salvation or 
redemption might be actually achieved. In other words, he denied 
the possibility of realizing the absolute without at the same time ne
gating the reality of the finite and contingent. Thought, he paradoxi
cally asserted, must comprehend this impossibility for the sake of 
what was in fact possible: "Against the challenge which emanates 
from this realization, the question of the reality or unreality of salva
tion itself is almost immaterial." 109 

Shortly before his death, Benjamin had written that "our image of 
happiness is indissolubly bound up with the image of redemption . 
. . . Like every generation that preceded us, we have been endowed 
with a weak messianic power." ItO In Minima Moralia Adorno 
seemed to agree with the connection between redemption and happi
ness, but denied even a weakened messianic power to his age. Posi
tive freedom and the genuine reconciliation it promised, he implied, 
were perpetually utopian hopes incapable of earthly realization. The 
negation of the negation, that dream of alienation returning to itself 
which motivated both Hegel and Marx, must remain frustrated. The 
dialectic, as the title of one of his subsequent books indicated, could 
be only negative. 111 Horkheimer's later expression of interest in 
Schopenhauer confirmed this turn in Critical Theory's focus. When 
Horkheimer wrote tl).at "to stand up for the temporal against merci
less eternity is morality in Schopenhauer's sense," 112 he was merely 
seconding Adorno's observation in Minima MoraNa that the de
mands of the totality could not be met without the destruction of the 

-finite and contingent. 
At the same time, of course, the Frankfurt School continued to 

hold that utopian hopes, although never fully realizable, must be 
maintained. Paradoxically; only such hopes could prevent history 
from returning to mythology. As Horkheimer wrote to Lowenthal in 
I943 about the Nazis' historical sense: 

Their concept of history boils down to the veneration of monuments. There 
is no such thing as history without that utopian element which, as you point 
out, is lacking in them. Fascism, by its very exaltation of the past, is anti
historical. The Nazis' references to history mean only that the powerful 
must rule. and that there is no emancipation from the eternal laws which 
guide humanity. When they say history, they mean its very opposite: 
mythology.113 
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In so arguing, the Frankfurt School put itself in a long line of think
ers whose utopian visions were less blueprints for action than sources 
of critical distance from the gravitational pull of the prevailing 
reality. I 14 

It was this subtle, but crucial, transformation of the Institut's theo
retical intentions in the forties that was the major reason for the sec
ond discontinuity mentioned eariier. With the shifting of the In
stitut's emphasis away from class struggle to the conflict between 
man and nature, the possibility of a historical subject capable of ush
ering in the revolutionary age disappeared. That imperative for 
praxis, so much a part of what some might call the Institut's heroic 
period, was no longer an integral part of its thought. Adorno's much 
quoted remark made shortly before his death in 1969, that "when I 
made my theoretical model, I could not have guessed that people 
would try to realize it with Molotov cocktails," liS was not the lament 
of a man who had misgauged the practical implications of his 
thought. It reflected instead a fundamental conclusion of the theory 
itself: negation could never be truly negated. By Minima Moralia, 
and perhaps before, Adorno had accepted the melancholy reality 
that "philosophy which once seemed outmoded is now alive because 
the moment of its realization has been missed." 116 

What type of praxis might still be pursued was by no means clear. 
As Horkheimer had warned in Eclipse of Reason, rationality pro
vided no guidelines for political activity. The radicalizing of Critical 
Theory had increased its distance from what was generally accepted 
as radical praxis. Yet the Frankfurt School never really retreated into 
liberalism or conservatism as a compelling alternative. Preserving 
nonidentity and negation seemed to imply liberal plunilism, but the 
Institut distrusted the" reality of competing groups in mass society. In 
other ways as well, its position was at odds with liberalism, which 
was very much the child of the Enlightenment. Incremental progress, 
technical mastery of nature, tolerance as an end in itself, all liberal 
faiths, were unacceptable to Horkheimer and his colleagues. So too 
were the irrational premises of a Burkean conservatism, despite the 
fact that some of its modern exponents, like Michael Oakeshott, at
tacked instrumental rationalism with similar fervor. Nor were the 
affirmative bromides of right-wing Hegelian conservatives, with their 
belief in the inherent rationality of the existing world, very attractiv~. 
In fact, Critical Theory was now incapable of suggesting a critical 
praxis. The inherent tension in the concept of positive freedom had 
become too powerful to ignore. The union of freedom as reason and 
as self-realizing action was split asunder. The Frankfurt School, fol..; 
lowing its initial instincts, could only choose "reason, even in the 
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muted, negative form in which it might be found in the administered 
nightmare of the twentieth century. Theory, Horkheimer and the 
others seemed to ~e saying, was the only form of praxis still open to 
honest men. 117 



Epilogue 

In the spring of 1946, Lowenthal reported to Horkheimer some en
couraging news from Germany: 

Josef Maier [a former student of the Institur and the husband of Alice 
Maier, then the administrative head of the New York branch] wrote in a let
ter to his wife that the better students and intellectuals in Germany are 
more interested in getting our writings than in getting food. And you know 
what that means. He thinks that all the universities would like to have the 
Zeitschrift if they could get it. l 

The audience for whom the Frankfurt School had so long insisted on 
writing in German was beginning to materialize. Several months 
after Maier's letter, the Institut was approached by members of the 
Frankfurt community, Ministerial Advisor Klingelhofer, University 
Rector Hallstein, and Dean Sauermann, with the first concrete offer 
to return to the city of its origin.2 

For the time being, Horkheimer was reluctant to respond posi
tively. The Studies in'Prejudice were not yet completed, and the In
stitut's commitments in America for the next few years were great 
enough to postpone an immediate decision. By April, 1947, however, 
there were signs that Horkheimer had begun to weaken. If there was 
to be a study of the effects of American antiprejudice programs on 
Germans, he wrote Lowenthal,3 a branch in Frankfurt could be use
ful. Moreover, the Institut might teach American social scientific 
techniques to German students, thereby combatting the overly spec
ulative bias of traditional German academics. No mention was made 
at this time of moving the actual center of the Institut back. In fact, 
possible affiliations with universities in the Los Angeles area were 
being considered as late as August, 1947.4 

In the spring of the following year Horkheimer made his first visit 
to Germany since his hurried departure in 1933 . .Invited to partici
pate in ceremonies commemorating the' hundredth anniversary of 
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. the Frankfurt Parliament, he was warmly greeted as the guest of the 
city and gave a series of well-received lectures at the university. The 
eagerness of Frankfurt officials to regain some of the city's pre-Nazi 
intellectual eminence by enticing the Institut back was considerable. 
And ultimately, their efforts proved successful. With the encourage
ment of American occupation officials, including High Commis
,sioner John J. McCloy, the city was able to make an offer that 
Horkheimer found impossible to reject. By September he was deter
mined to return, and wrote KlingelhOfer of his decision, which was 
quickly accepted. On July 13, 1949, the university chair that had 
been taken away sixteen years before was restored, with the slight 
change that it was now in sociology and philosophy rather than so
cial philosophy. With Horkheimer, of course, came the Institut itself 
with its endowment and library. Its reestahlishment, he would later 
recall,S was not to be understood as acceptance of a Wiedergutma
chung (compensation) by a repentant government, for nothing could 
make good what Germany had done. It was meant instead as a ges
ture to honor those Germans who had resisted Hitler by helping the 
Jews. 

Once back in front of German students, Horkheimer's decision 
was quickly confirmed. "It is amazing," he wrote Lowenthal in Feb
ruary, "how deep and lasting an experience [of the Institut] was cre
ated in the minds of many European intellectuals up to 1933. This 
experience has not been discredited through the period of the Third 
Reich. It is now our duty to corroborate and deepen it in the fu
ture." 6 The eagerness of the students awoke in him an appropriately 
enthusiastic response. "I have worked literally day and night in the 
past two months," he wrote in April. ~'The most beautiful is still the 
teaching. Even during the vacation, we haven't lost contact with the 
students." 7 Horkheimer's lecturing virtuosity - Everett Hughes, 
who was a· visiting professor in Frankfurt during those years, remem
bers him as the finest German speaker he had ever heard 8 - and his 
personal warmth in seminars quickly won him a sizable student fol
lowing. Once established, Horkheimer and those who went with him 
never regretted having chosen the path of resettlement so few other 
emigres were to follow. 

Why Horkheimer hesitated for several years before making what 
proved to be so successful a move is not difficult to understand. Men 
rarely hasten back to a place where they have suffered ostracism and 
persecution. In addition, the precise status of the Institut after its re
turn was unclear for a considerable time; an attempt to obtain UN
ESCO sponsorship ultimately foundered in a sea of personal vendet
tas. Moreover, despite the highly critical tone of the Institut's· 
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writings on America, the personal experiences of its members had 
been generally favorable. From Nicholas Murray Butler in 19349 to 
John Slawson a decade later, the Institut had received support and 
encouragement from a wide variety of American sources. Like many 
other refugees, the members of the Frankfurt School were pleasantly 
surprised by the number of "men of good will" 10 they encountered 
in the United States. In several instances, they willingly joined gov
ernmental service during the war, out of a feeling of solidarity with 
America's common fight against Bitler. As a result, Borkheimer and 
the others felt a keen reluctance to sever their ties with the country ! 

that had been home for some fifteen years. In fact, Borkheimer! 
agreed to remain in Germany only after being assured that he could i 
retain his naturalized citizenship. Through special legislation spon-· 
sored by McCloy and signed into law by P.resident Truman in July, 
1952, he was granted a continuation of his American citizenship de
spite his return to the country of his origin.II 

What was perhaps even more distressing than the rigors of yet an
other resettlement was the prospect that not all of the Institut's mem
bers would accompany him back to Germany. Of their number, only 
Adorno was really anxious to leave. In later years, he would explain 
his desire in these terms: 

The decision to return to Germany was hardly motivated by simple subJec
tive needs, by homesickness, as little as I can deny that. There was also an 
objective reason. That is language. Not merely because one can never ex
press as exactly in a new language what one means, with all the nuances 
and the rhythms of the train of thought, as in one's own. Rather, the Ger
man language has a special elective affinity [WahlvenvandtschaflJ to philos
ophy, and, to be sure, to its speculative moment.i2 

Pollock was also willing to go, largely out of loyalty to Borkheimer 
and the Institut; rather than dislike for America. 

This, however, was not the case with other members of the In
stitut's inner circle, especially when it became clear that professor
ships at the university could not be guaranteed. On February 8, 
1946, Lowenthal had written to Borkheimer that "I find myself in a 
funny dialectical position. In 1938, I was the strongest advocate of 
all of us in advising to dissolve our organizational framework. Today 
I see clearer,than ever the possible risks." But when it came to imple
menting this sentiment by actually leaving for Germany, Lowenthal 
was unable to commit himself. Bis impending marriage to an Ameri
can, the psychologist Marjorie Fiske, certainly contributed to his re
luctance. In 1949 he accepted a position as direct,or of the research 
division of the Voice of America, thus ending a twenty-three~year 
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tenure with the Institut. Seven years later, he joined the sociology 
faculty at the Berkeley campus of the University of California. 

Marcuse, who~e connection with the Institut had grown increas
ingly tenuous during the forties, chose to remain with the State De
partment until 1950, when he returned to Columbia as a lecturer in 
s9ciology and senior fellow at the Russian Institute. During the next 
two years he also did research at the Russian Research Center at 
Harvard, which led to his book Soviet Marxism.13 In 1954 he joined 
the history of ideas program at Brandeis, remaining for eleven years, 
during which his underground reputation, based on Eros and Civili
zation and One-Dimensional Man, steadily grew. By the time he left 
Waltham, Massachusetts, for the University of California at San 
Diego, in 1965, he was on the verge of becoming an internationally 
celebrated mentor of the nascent New Left. 

Otto Kirchheimer also continued to work with the government 
after the war, first as research analyst in the State Department's Divi
sion of Research for Europe and then, from 1950 to 1955, as chief of 
the division's central European branch. For the next seven years, he 
was on the graduate faculty of the Institut's old competitor, the New 
School for Social Research in New York. In 1961 he published his 
massive work Political Justice. In the following year, he joined the 
government department at Columbia, where he taught until his 
death in 1965, a few days after his sixtieth birthday. Other former In
stitut members also found positions at American universities: Neu
mann at Columbia, Gerhard Meyer at the University of Chicago, 
and Massing at'Rutgers, where Joseph Maier and M. I. Finley also 
joined the faculty. Kurt Mandelbaum,.changing his name to Martin, 
ultimately became an economist in Manchester, England. Henryk 
Grossman, as mentioned earlier, did return to Germany, but not 
with the Irrstitut. He went instead to the Soviet Zone, where he spent 
several unhappy years in Leipzig until his death in 1950. Gurland 
also returned to Germany in 1950 to teach at the Hochschule fUr 
Politik in Berlin, then at the Technische Hochschule in Darmstadt. 

Wittfogel's career at this time took an important turn, which mer
its some ,comment. In I947 he had established the Chinese History 
Project sponsored by the University of Washington and Columbia, 
which was the final step in his extrication from the Institut. Four 
years later, during the growing furor over alleged Communist infil
tration of governmental and scholarly institutions, he was subpoe
naed to appear in front of Senator Pat McCarran's Internal Security 
Subcommittee of the Senate Judiciary Committee.14 Wittfogellater 
asserted that he went with great reluctance and that his testimony on 
August 7, 1951, was his only contribution to the anti-Communist 
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hysteria of those years. 15 The Institut was mentioned solely as the 
initial contact with the Institute of Pacific Relations, whose infiltra
tion he discussed at some length. Julian Gumperz, who had been 
cited as a Party member in the testimony of Hede Massing five days 
earlier, was identified as the intermediary. The only other figure 
peripherally associated with the Institut whose name appeared in 
Wittfogel's remarks was M. 1. Finley, whose subsequent decision to 
leave America for England was certainly influenced by the repercus
sions of Witt fogel's allegations. Finley's move, it might be noted par
enthetically, was ultimately to prove a great success, as he was given 
the chair in Ancient History at Cambridge in the late 1960'S. 

Wittfogel also introduced a plaintive note into his testimony when 
he claimed that his scholarly contacts had dried up when he became 
an avowed anti-Communist. There certainly can be no doubt that his 
former colleagues at the Institut found his new position anathema, 
especially because of his personal disclosures about previous politi
cal allegiances. They were firmly convinced that his cooperation with 
the witch hunters went well beyond the one day in front of the 
McCarran Committee, despite his angry assertions to the contrary. 
Wherever the truth may lie, Wittfogel became persona non grata to 
the Frankfurt School from that time on, as he did to many other lib
erally minded academics in this country. Whereas Horkheimer was 
disappointed about the decisions of certain Institut members to re
main in America, he had no regrets about Wittfogel's choice. 

The Institut thus returned to Frankfurt with a much diminished 
staff. Its. support, nonetheless, was considerable. In June, 1949, a pe
tition was circulated to urge its reopening. The list of signatories was 
highly impressive, an indication of the esteem in which the Institut 
was held by many of its scholarly colleagues. Among the names were 
Gordon Allport, Raymond Aton, G: D. H. Cole, G. P. Gooch, Mor
ris Ginsberg,. Eugen ~ogori, Paul Lazarsfeld, Robert l:ynd, Talcott 
Parsons, Paul Tillich, Robert MacIver, and James T. Shotwell. "The 
function of the revived Frankfurt branch," the petition read in part, 
"would be two-fold: the planning and conduct of research projects, 
and perhaps more significant, the instruction of a new generation of 
German students in modern developments in social science." 16 Fi
nancial support came from a number of sources. The McCloy Funds 
supplied 236,000 Marks, half the necessary total for the reestablish~ 
ment. The Gesellschaft fUr Sozialforschung, the guardian of the In..: 
stitut's endowment, gave all that it had left, which amounted to one
third more, and the rest came from the city of Frankfurt and private 
donors. Felix Weil, it might be added parenthetic~lly, was no longer 
able to lend his support, due to the inflation in Argentina. 17 
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In August, 1950, with Adorno as assistant director ---'- five years 
later, he was raised to Horkheimer's level as codirector - the Insti
tut began work iJ? rooms at the Kuratorium on the Senckenbergan
lage and in the salvaged remains of the bombed-out building next 
door, which had been the Institut's original home. IS On November 
14 of the following year, a new building was dedicated on the same 
street not far from the site of its predecessor. Alois Geifer, its archi
tect, designed a spare, functional building reminiscent of the Neue 
Sachlichkeit style of Franz Rockle's earlier effort. The distinguished 
sociologists Rene Konig and Leopold von Wiese spoke at the open
ing ceremony, as did Felix Weil. Appropriately, the music that began 
the proceedings was by Schonberg. The "Cafe Max," as the Institut 
became colloquially known among its new students, was once again 
fully in operation. The new nickname was a reference not merely to 
Max Horkheimer, but also to the Institut's prewar reputation as the 
"Cafe Marx." The dropping of the "r" symbolized the shift away 
from radicalism during the Institut's American period. Significantly, 
among its first tasks was the translation of several of the Studies in 
Prejudice into German. Although the Zeitschrift was not revived, the 
Institut soon began to publish a series of Frankfurter Beitriige zur So
ziologie, whose first volume was a Festschrift for Horkheimer on his 
sixtieth birthday.19 

During the first few years back, Horkheimer was occupied largely 
with the reorganization of the Institut and with academic affairs at 
the university.2o In 1950 he was elected dean of the philosophy de-

. partment and in November of the following year, at the age of fifty
six, was chosen as university rector.2l Werner Richter, who had been 
made rector of Bonn a week earlier, was the first naturalized Ameri
can to become head of a German university; Horkheimer was the 
second. Perhaps more symbolic still, he was the first Jew to achieve 
that post after the war. In 1952 he was selected for another twelve
month term. When his tenure ended, he was given the Goethe Prize, 
the highest honor bestowed by the city of Frankfurt. Seven years 
later, after his retirement to Switzerland, the city made him an 
honorary citizen for life. 

Horkheimer's ties to· America, however, continued to remain 
strong. The Institut's branch in New York, although inactive 
through the next two decades, was maintained with Alice Maier as 
its caretaker. Horkheimer himself served as foreign consultant to the 
Library of Congress, for which he prepared a Survey of the Social Sci
ences in Western Germany.22 In 1954, he returned for a short time to 
the United States to become a part-time faculty member of the Uni
versity of Chicago, to which he periodically returned for the next five 
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years. Adorno, however, remained-in Frankfurt and never returned 
to America after his brief time with the Hacker Foundation in Los 
Angeles in 1953. When Horkheimer and Pollock retired in 1958 to 
the Swiss town of Montagnola, where they built adjoining homes 
overlooking Lake Lugano, Adorno assumed the directorship of the 
Institut. Both Horkheimer and Pollock continued to have an active 
interest in Institut affairs well into the 1960'S, even after new men 
like Rudolf Gunzert, who headed the Institut's statistical wing, and 
Ludwig von Friedeburg, who directed its empirical work, began to 
assume more of the administ.rative duties. Horkheimer also wrote, al
though at a somewhat slower pace than before. His newer essays 
were included with Alfred Schmidt's translation of Eclipse of Reason 
in Kritik der instrumentellen Vern unJt , which appeared in 1967. 
Efforts to persuade him to republish his essays in the ZeitschriJt, 
however, met with initial failure. In June, 1965, he wrote a letter to 
the S. Fischer Verlag explaining his reluctance in terms of the 
changed circumstances under which he had written the essays; their 
content, he argued, might well be misunderstood today as a result.23 
But in 1968 he finally relented, and the long-awaited r~publication 
took place in two volumes called Kritische Theorie. Their appearance 
was one of the primary stimuli to the interest in the earlier period of 
the Institut's history among whose results is the present study. 

To present more than this highly schematic synopsis of the In
stitut's history and that of its central member after the return to Ger
many is not possible now. Similarly, a serious discussion of the ex
tensive ~orpus of work published by Adorno from the early fifties 
until his death in the summer of 1969 must await another time.24 So 
too must an analysis of Marcuse's influential transmission of the 
Frankfurt Schoo1's work to a new American audience in the 196o'S.25 
By limiting ourselves to the period before 1950, we regrettably must 
neglect the time of the Institut's greatest impact. We have instead 
chosen to concentrate on the years of its highest creativity, which 
were lived in exile in America. 

In fact, it might be argued that one of the conditions of that crea
tive fecundity was precisely the relative isolation of the Frankfurt 
School during those years. After his resettlement in the early fifties, 

_ Horkheimer was lionized by a Frankfurt community grateful for the 
recapture of at least one survivor of Weimar culture. He rubbed 
shoulders with Konrad Adenauer and made frequent appearances 
on radio and television, and in the press.26 The days when he could 
write to Lowenthal that "beyond the three or four of us there are cer
tainly other hearts and brains that feel similarly to ours, but we can-
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not see them, and perhaps they are prevented from expressing them
selves" 27 were clearly over. 

With recogniti~n and public acclaim came a gradual erosion of 
the Institut's critical edge, which had been reinforced by its earlier 
outsider status. The sense of a dist.inct "Frankfurt School" with all 
the inherent rigidity that im'plied began to crystallize. "To be true to 
Schonberg," Adorno had written, "is to warn against all twelve-tone 
schools." 28 To be true to the original spirit of Critical Theory, the In
stitut's critics would argue,29 was to be wary of the reification of the 
"Frankfurt School." Moreover, what further dismayed the Institut's 
younger, more radical adherents was the ideological repercussions of 
this change. The Cold War spirit that Horkheimer and the others 
had struggled so hard to combat in the forties began gradually to 
filter into their pronouncements in the fifties and sixties.30 A widen
ing gulf began to separate Horkheimer and Adorno from Marcuse, 
whose political inclinations remained firmly to the left. No public ac
knowledgment of the rift was made because of the personal ties that 
still obtained, but private disagreements were keen. When Marcuse 
came to prominence, it was not as the head of a major American uni
versity accompanied by the chief of state. In fact, public recognition 
of his connection with the Frankfurt School was itself minimal. 
Without an institutional tie beyond that of faculty member at a num
ber of American universities, he was unaffected by the need to pre
sent a "responsible" face to an expectant public. To attribute Mar
cuse's divergence from his former colleagues solely, or even 
primarily, to this factor would of course be overstated, but probably 
it had some effect. 

To point to the institutional coherence of the Frankfurt School 
after 1950 as important is not to imply that it had lacked such coher
ence throughout its history. As Edward Shils has noted,31 one of the 
key factors promoting its influence, at least as compared with more 
isolated figures such as Karl Mannheim, was its unbroken institu
tional continuity for almost a half century. Horkheimer, for all his 
avowed dislike of the pedestrian tasks of administration, was a 
shrewd organizer of men and skilled securer of financial support. 
Pollock, the trained economist who ran the Institut's administrative 
affairs, was said only half in jest to be less adept at managing its 
funds th"m Horkheimer, the philosopher.32 One former associate, 
Paul Lazinsfeld, himself a highly skilled "managerial scholar," 33 has 
acknowledged the possession of similar, although not as explicit, 
qualities by Horkheimer.34 The Institut's stubborn maintenance of its 
collective identity through a series of successive dislocations must be 
attributed in large measure to Horkheimer's complex personality, in-
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tellectual power, and practical organizational instincts. "You have 
no idea," Pollock once remarked, "how many things in the history of 
the Institut and the writings of its members stem from Horkheimer. 
Without him, all of us would have probably developed in a different 
way." 35 When persuasion failed, as in the case of Fromm and Neu
mann, Horkheimer was willing to see the intransigent opponent 
eased out of Institut affairs, rather than allow a prolonged difference 
of opinion to persist. Paul Massing, in describing the loyalty of an
other member of the Institut to Horkheimer, was moved to quote 
lines from Schiller's Wallenstein, roughly translatable as "since it was 
not given to me to be his equal, I have decided to love him without 
bounds." 36 Although it would certainly be unjust to reduce the other 
members of the Institut's inner circle to no more than satellites 
around Horkheimer, his predominance was generally unchallenged. 
Of all his colleagues, only Adorno seemed to exert as much influence 
on him as he exerted in return. 

What set the Institut in America apart from the Institut in its sec
ond Frankfurt incarnation was thus not its organizational coherence 
as such. Rather, it was the role which that organization played in the 
Institut's interaction with its social and intellectual milieu. In the 
United States, it functioned to keep Horkheimer and his colleagues 
insulated to a significant degree from the outside world. Financially 
independent, at least as far as its theoretical work was concerned, 
and off by itself in the building on I 17th Street, the Institut could 
continue to produce with little external pressure or interference. Its 
calculated decision to write in German meant, among other things, 
the impossibility of a large American following. Although a number 
of native-born students, such as Benjamin Nelsol} and M. I. Finley, 
were trained by the Institut on Morningside Heights, no real "Frank": 
furt School" developed on these shores. The Institut's outsider sta
tus, despite its connections with such prestigious benefactors as Co
lumbia University and the American Jewish Committee, was thus 
secure. 

The costs this entailed were obvious. Although often in some con
tact with the regular faculty at Columbia, the Frankfurt School re
mained generally outside the mainstream of American academic life. 
This allowed it to make assumptions, such as the equation of prag
matism with positivism, that lacked complete validity. It also cut the 
Institut off from potential allies in the American intellectual tradi
tion, such as George Herbert Mead.37 And finally, it unintentionally 
allowed the American public to form unbalanced opinions of its 
work based on those samples that were published, in English. 

The reasons why the Institut deliberately rejected the assimilation 
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so many other refugees eagerly sought are complex. The Institut, it 
should be remembered, was originally staffed by men whose political 
involvement, altl).ough to different degrees in different cases, wason 
the fringes of Weimar radicalism. Despite the party affiliation of a 
few of its early adherents, the Institut as a whole was free from any 
ties to a regular political organization. In- addition, from the begin
ning it was self-consciously distant from the normal German aca
demic hierarchy, despite its loose connection with Frankfurt Univer
sity. And finaJly, although its members were usually from assimilated 
Jewish families - here Fromm with his more orthodox background 
was the primary exception - they were still Jews whose marginality 
in German society was never fully overcome. In short, unlike many 
other exiles to America, the Frankfurt School had been somewhat of 
an outsider group before being-forced to leave Germany. 

Not surprisingly, the trauma of the Nazi take-over served to rein
force the Institut's alienated status. Symbolically, at one time or an
other many of its members were compelled to lise pseudonyms: 
Horkheimer was "Heinrich Regius"; Adorno, "Hektor Rottweiler"; 
Benjamin, "Detlef Holz" and "e. Conrad"; -Wittfogel, "Klaus Hin
richs," or "Carl Peterson"; Kirchheimer, "Heinrich Seitz"; Massing, 
"Karl Billinger"; Borkenau, "Fritz Jungmann"; and Kurt Mandel
baum, "Kurt Baumann." More seriously, the lives of men connected 
in various ways with the Institut were snuffed out -by the Nazis. 
Among those lost were Andries Stemheim, Karl Landauer, Paul 
Ludwig Landsberg, and indirectly, Walter Benjamin. Others such as 
Wittfogel and Massing had seen the insides of concentration camps, 
but were fortunate- enough to have been liberated before the camps, 
or ones like- them; were turned into annihilation centers. There is 
thus little reason to question the source of the continued uncertainty 
of the Institut's members about their security for a number of years 
after they migrated to America. And with this uncertainty came 
the Institut's turning inward. As late as 1946, Horkheimer could 
include the following quotation from Edgar Allan Poe in a letter to 
Lowenthal: 

In like manner, nothing can be clearer than that a very generous spirit
truly feeling what all merely profess - must inevitably find itself miscon
ceived in every direction - its motives misinterpreted. Just as extremeness 
of intelligence would be thought fatuity, so excess of chivalry could not fail 
of being looked upon as meanness in its last degree: - and so on with other 
virtues. This subject is a painful one indeed. That individuals have so soared 
above the plane of their race, is scarcely to be questioned; but, in looking 
back through history for traces of their existence, we should pass over all bi-
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ographies of "the good and the great," while we search carefully the slight 
records of wretches who died in prison, in Bedlam, or upon the gallows. 

And then he added: "During the last years I have never read any 
sentences which were closer to our own thoughts than these." 38 

After the return to Frankfurt, however, all this had changed. One 
of the purposes motivating the decision had been the effect the Insti
tut might have on a new generation of German students. This meant 
a much greater participation in the normal academic life of the uni
versity community in which it was located. Instead of developing in 
relative isolation, the Frankfurt School was now one of the major 
currents of German sociological and philosophical thought. Instead 
of being ignored, its theoretical work was the source of an intense 
dispute, whose magnitude, as previously mentioned, rivaled the 
Methodenstreit (methodological dispute) that had split German social 
thought half a century earlier. Without the linguistic barrier that pre
cluded the widespread disseminatio)1 of the Institut's ideas, their 
stimulus was felt as never before. Even that most conservative of so
cial sciences, the discipline of history, was influenced by Critical 
Theory.39 Against the spare intellectual landscape of postwar Ger
many, the Frankfurt School stood out even more strikingly than it 
might have if conditions had been similar to those prevailing in Wei
mar. In short, after 1950 the Frankfurt School's institutional embodi
ment served as a positive mediator between the ideas of its members 
and the society at large. In the place of insularity, it provided a plat
form for the propagation of Critical Theory as it developed in its new 
context. 

It is not our purpose to dwell on the partial reintegration of the 
Institutafter its return to Frankfurt, but rather to emphasize the 
contrast that this situation presented with its isolated status during 
the American years. Without drawing unnecessarily direct connec
tions between the content of Critical Theory and the experiences of 
its creators, it must still be noted that the Frankfurt School's stress 
on negation, nonidentity, and the need, in a frequently used phrase, 
nicht mitzumachen (not to join in) was consonant'with those expe
nences. 

To suggest this, however, for the purposes of debunking would be 
a vain exercise, for the Frankfurt School apparently drew the same 
conclusions. Adorno's Minima Moralia, with its reduction of philo so
phy to "reflections of a damaged life," expressed this uneql;livocally. 
The Institut never accepted Mannheim's glorification of the "free
floating intelligentsia." "The answer to Mannheim'sreverence for 
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the intelligentsia as 'free-floating,''' Adorno wrote, "is to be found 
not in the reactionary postulate of its 'rootedness in Being' but rather 
in the reminder .that the very intelligentsia that pretends to float 
freely is fundamentally rooted in the very being that must ·be 
changed and which it merely pretends to criticize." 40 

The Institut's zealous preservation of its outsider status was rooted 
in the recognition that such a position was in some way a precondi
tion for the maintenance of a truly critical posture in its theoretical 
work. This meant, however, autonomy not only from normal poli
tics, academic establishments, and mass culture, but also from any 
social forces claiming to embody negation. Unlike more orthodox 
Marxists, the Frankfurt School never felt that the personal interac
tion of workers and intellectuals would be .beneficial to either. As 
early as "Traditional and Critical Theory" in 1937, Horkheimer had 
denied the necessary connection between radical theory and the pro
letariat, arguing instead for an alliance with all "progressive'" forces 
willing "to tell the truth." 41 By 1951, Adorno had ruled out the pos
sibility of any collectivity being on the side of truth and located the 
residue of those progressive social forces in the critical individual. In 
later years, this led to a denial that student radicals or other nascent 
"negative" groups were legitimate social forces on the side of true 
change. After 1950, the Institut may have been reintegrated, but it 
was not with those groups with whom its members had identified in 
its earliest stages or with their self-styled successors. Despite their 
scorn for Mannheim's ideas about free-floating intellectuals, the 
Frankfurt School's members came increasingly to resemble his 
model. 

To explairi the Institut's work solely in terms of its members' per
sonal experiences of estrangement would of course be insufficient. 
For if the Frankfurt School was alienated from its present cultural 
surroundings, it still had vital ties to a specific historical tradition. In 
1938 Benjamin had written: "The workers of the Institut fUr Sozial
forschung converge ·in a critique of bourgeois consciousness. This 
critique takes place not from without, but as self-criticism." 42 De
spite the early enthusiasm of Horkheimer and his friends for social
ism, they were incontrovertibly the sons of upper bourgeois families. 
In a certain sense they shared the antibourgeois sentiments of many 
of their middle-class contemporaries. However, instead of following 
the classic lineage most clearly expressed in Mann's Buddenbrooks 
- the first generation making the money, the second consolidating 
the social position, and the third withdrawing into aesthetic malaise 
- they followed a somewhat different pattern. In their cases, inteI-
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lectual iconoclasm combined with a sense of social responsibility di
rectly succeeded the acquisition of wealth. Without the intervening 
generation of social respectability, they were less compelled to assert 
their independence through rebellious life-styles than other antibour
geois sons of the bourgeoisie. Avoiding the extravagances of the ex
pressionist generation, whose moment in history came immediately 
before theirs, Horkheimer and the othrs channeled all their critical 
energies into the relatively impersonal realm of social t40ught. Ex
cept for the loss of an early religiosity on the part of Fromm and 
Lowenthal, they set:m to have escaped what later was to be called an 
identity crisis. The <;haracteristic expressionist Wandlung (transfor
mation), most clearly demonstrated in the Ernst Toller play of the 
same name, was not a phase through which they passed. Keeping 
their distance from the daily absurdities of Weimar and then Ameri
can life, they were also able to avoid the bitterness and bile that' 
characterized other left-wing intellectuals closer to these occur
rences, such as Kurt Tucholsky. For outsiders, they lived in compar
ative comfort through all their peregrinations. Benjamin, the Institut 
figure whose life was most marred by misfortune, might well have ex
pressed resentment in his writings, 'if it had not been for the strict dis
sociation of life and work that was a strange element in his make
Up.43 The others reacted to their insecurities by tightening their hold 
on the upper bourgeois life-style in which they had been immersed 
since birth. 

The members of the Institut not only maintained this life-style, but 
also remained true to some extent to the comparable cultural values. 
There were, in fact, certain striking similarities between their atti
tudes and those of the German educated elite whose fortunes Fritz 
Ringer has recently traced in The Decline afthe German Mandarins.44 

The Institut, of course, had been founded to counteract the effects of 
what Grunberg had called Mandarinanstalten.45 However, he and 
Ringer defined "mandarins" very differently. To Grunberg,. they 
were the technical intellectuals who put their skills at the. service of 
the status quo; to Ringer, they were similar to the Chinese literati 
studied by Max Weber: "a social and cultural elite which owes its 
status primarily to educational qualifications, rather than to heredi
tary rights or wealth." 46 In the late nineteenth century Ringer's 
"mandarins" had achieved a short-lived ascendancy, during the pe
riod of equilibrium produced by the decline of the landed elite and 
the still unfinished rise of the industrial bourgeoisie. By approxi
mately 1890, however, they felt themselves threatened by the im
pending triumph of the latter over the former, as. the Industriestaat 
(industrial state) began to supplant the Agrarstaat (agrarian state). 
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As a result, they assumed an increasingly defensive and rigid posture 
against the rise of modernity and mass society. 

In certain ways, the Frankfurt School might be assimilated to 
Ringer's model.' Like the mandarins and unlike more orthodox so
cialists, they wrote works permeated more with a sense of loss and 
decline than with expectation and hope. They also shared the man
darins' distaste for mass'society and the utilitarian, positivistic values 
it fostered. Similarly, they opposed the spirit of specialization that 
seemed to pervade modern intellectual life. "What really worried 
them," Ringer wrote of the mandarins in a sentence that could easily 
apply to the Institut, "was not the isolation of the disciplines from 
each other, but the growing separation, within the disciplines, be
tween scholarship and a certain kind of philosophy." 47 The Frank
furt School's distrust of the Enlightenment was likewise an essential 
element in the mandarin defense of traditional German Kultur. In 
exile, they Saw themselves as embattled Kulturtriiger (culture-bear
ers), a self-image the mandarins would have certain:ly recognized. 
And finally, their inherently apolitical attitude, even in the period 
when praxis was an imperative in their writings, invites comparison 
with the mandarins' condescending disdain for the petty squabbles 
of interest-politics. 

And yet, despite these similarities, the members of the Frankfurt 
School defy simple categorization as latter-day mandarins in exile. 
First of all, Ringer's'mandarins were basically academic insiders, the 
leaders of the .. established intellectual elite. As we have noted on 
many occasions, the Institut sought to dissociate itself from the tradi
tional university community, whose smugness and elitism it criti
cized severely. Secondly, the historical locus of their values was not 
precisely the same as the mandarins'. As Ringer notes, "the most im
portant formal elements in the mandarins' scholarly heritage were 
the Kantian critique, the theories of Idealism, and the German his
torical tradition." 48 The Frankfurt School, on the other hand, was 
far closer in outlook to the Left Hegelians of the 1840's. Thus, unlike 
m.any of the mandarins, they refused to champion vulgar idealism as 
an antidote to vulgar materialism. As we have seen, Critical Theory 
was rooted in a dialectical overcoming of the traditional idealism
materiali~m dichotomy. Materialism and positivism need not be syn
onymous, as many of the mandarins assumed. Thirdly, the Frankfurt 
School's defense of older cultural values never meant the hypostati
zation of those values as something apart from and superior to mate
rial interests. This was the very separation that characterized what 
the Institut castigated as "affirmative culture." The Institut's concern 
for corporeal, sensual happiness was rarely shared by the mandarins, 
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whose idealism had an ascetic side. Not surprisingly, the mandarins 
had no use for the psychoanalysis that Horkheimer and his col
leagues wished to integrate into Critical Theory.49 

What made the Frankfurt School's critique of modern society 
different was that without dismissing the mandarins' values out of 
hand, Horkheimer and the others demonstrated that absolutizing 
these values in a certain way inevitably led to their betrayal. As 
Adorno argued: 

If cultural criticism, even at its best with Valery, sides with conservatism, it 
is because of its unconscious adherence to a notion of culture which, during 
the era oflate capitalism, aims at a form of property which is stable and in
dependent of stock-market fluctuations. This idea of culture asserts its dis
tanc;e from the system in order, as it werE> to offer universal security in the 
middle of a universal dynamic.so 

Finally, the Frankfurt School was distinguished from the mandarins 
by the refusal of its members to seek immediate panaceas to the con
tradictions of modern society. Instead of sentimentalizing commu
nity .and"peoplehood," the Institut sought to expose the dangers 
inherent in such premature reconciliations. Both the Nazi Volks
gemeinschaft (popular community) and the "one-dimensional soci
ety" of postwar America meant the elimination of subjectivity in the 
name of an illegitimate and ideological consensus. 

In short, however much the Institut's members may have absorbed 
from the mandarin tradition into which they were born, the impact 
of their early exposure to Freud, and more ·i~portant, Marx,· re
mained strong. The role of the Institut in the history of twentieth
century Marxism,to be sure, was itself problematical. Despite its ul
timate abandonment of many of the essential tenets of Marxist 
theory the revolutionary potential of the working class, class 
struggle as the motor of history,5! the economic substructure as the 
center of any social analysis - the Frankfurt School did Marxism a 
great service in its earlier years: By helping to preserve the integrity 
of Marx's libertarian impulse at a time when Stalinism was rampant, 
Horkheimer and his colleagues played a crucial role in the recovery 
of that impulse by post~Stalinist radicals in later years. By per
sistently questioning the philosophical assumptions of Marxist 
theory, they significantly raised the level of discussion within Marxist
circles and helped make Marxism a legitimate object of inquiry out
side them. By consistently employing historical materialism as an 
open-ended critique rather than a body of received truths, they 
helped restore vitality to what was threatening to become a sclerotic 
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dogmatism. Willing to break new ground, the Institut made possible 
the fruitful interpenetration of such seemingly inconsistent systems 
as psychoanalysis and Marxism. Finally, by skillfully applying im
plicit arguments in Marx to cultural phenomena in an imaginative 
way, the Frankfurt School helped rescue materialist cultural criti
cism from the sterile literalisms of socialist realism. 

Yet, in the end, the Institut presented a revision of Marxism so 
substantial that it forfeited the right to be included among its many 
offshoots. By challenging the actual OF even potential existence of a 
historical subject capable of implementing a rational society, the In
stitut finally jettisoned that central premise of Marx's work, the unity 
of theory and praxis. The clashes its members had with the German 
New Left in the 1960'S were merely the working out of this earlier 
transformation. Even Marcuse's "Great Refusal" would seem to 
many more orthodox Marxists a. vague and imprecise spur to politi
cal action, no more than an "indeterminate negation" of the status 
quo in the anarchist tradition.52 In 1962 Lukacs voiced his and other 
Marxists' disdain for the Frankfurt School by dubbing it the "Grand 
Hotel Abgrund (Abyss)." 53 As Marcuse's popularity grew in later 
years, even his more radical variant of Critical Theory served as the 
target for orthodox Marxist abuse. This of course was by no means 
new. Felix Weil, for example, remembers an incident in 1929 in 
which something he did occasioned the retort of a member of the 
KPD's central committee: "What a pity, Felix, that you never joined 
the Party. Otherwise we could expel you now." 54 (These were the 
same words, it might be noted parenthetically, that Kurt Tucholsky 
heard in 1932.)55 What was new was the increasing visibility of the 
Frankfurt School after 1950, which made its renegade materialism a 
greater threat to more conventional Marxists and, as a result, a 
greater object of scorn. 

Equally problematical was the Institut's role in the intellectual mi-
. gration whose collective impact on America was so enormous. Its 
efforts to aid refugees coming to America were apparently substan
tial, although their precise diinensions cannot be known until the In
stitut releases the names of those it actually supported. Through its 
doors passed approximately fifty younger scholars who would ulti
mately become American professors,56 including such influential 
figures as Paul Honigsheim, Hans Gerth, and Paul Baran. Collabora
tion with others such as the Berkeley Public Opinion Study Group 
also doubtless had an effect. 

Yet the intellectual impact of the Institut must be considered un
even at best. The considerable influen~e of its empirical studies in 
the forties has already been noted, as has that of its critique of mass 
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culture. But in general its theoretical work fell on deaf ears. The In
stitut's effort to prevent the decline of philosophy into positivist so
cial science was without real success. In part this was a reflection of 
the Institut's tendency to cast its theoretical critiques in the most ex
treme terms. "In psychoanalysis," Adorno had written, "only the ex
aggerations are true." 57 In Critical Theory, so it seemed at times, the 
same principle was followed. Thus, for example, the Frankfurt 
School's critique of American society sometimes appeared to suggest 
that no real distinction existed between Nazi coercion and the "cul
ture industry." In fact, so some of its critics would charge, the Nazi 
experience had been so traumatic for the Institut's members that 
they could judge American society only in terms of its fascist poten
tia1.58 By insulating themselves from American life to the extent that 
they did, the unique historical factors that made American advanced 
capitalism and mass society different from their European counter
parts were lost to view. Totalitarianism, the Institut always insisted, 
was an outgrowth of liberalism, not its reverse, but in America there 
existed a liberal,. bourgeois society that resisted the transformation. 
Why this was so the Institut never explored in any real depth. The 
similarities between Europe and America its members made pains
takingly clear, the differences far less so. 

To suggest this implies that the mixed success of the Institut's the
oretical work in America was largely its own responsibility. The real
ity, however, was .somewhat more complex. What must also be un
derstood was the magnitude of the Frankfurt School's challenge to 
the conventional wisdom of American social thought. As I have ar
gued elsewhere,59 a selective pattern of acceptance can be discerned 
in America's reception of the Central European refugees. Afthough 
by no means without exceptions, the warmest welcomes were re
served for those new arrivals whose thinking most closely approxi
rila~ed the Neue Sachlichkeit spirit that had prevailed in Weimar's 
middle years. Whether in architecture with the Bauhaus, in philoso
phy with the Vienna Circle, or in sociology with Paul Lazarsft';ld's 
brand of quantitative research, the ethic of sober objectivity and 
technological progress struck a respondent chord in American intel
lectual life. The Institut, despite the design of its original building, 
had been critical of the Neue Sachlichkeit from the beginning.60 To 
Horkheimer and the others, it represented a stylistic correlate of the 
liquidation of subjectivity and the premature overcoming of contra
dictions in modern life. Although no longer dwelling on the style as 
such, they contiilUed to castigate those who worked in its spirit. In 
the thirties and forties, however, they were clearly.going against the 
current. Not until somewhat later would their strictures on the dis ad-
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vantages of modernity begin to make sense to an American audi
ence. It was decades before widespread concern for such issues as 
ecology, instrum.ental rationality, and women's liberation emerged, 

. issues that the Frankfurt School had treated with sophistication a 
generation before. 

Whether or hot the Institut would have succeeded in becoming a 
major force in American intellectual life if it had remained is thus a 
moot point. The members who chose to stay certainly thought it 
would have.61 Marcuse's sudden popularity in the 1960's, based 
largely on writings whose general direction was foreshadowed in the 
Frankfurt School's earlier work, suggests that they might well have 
been correct. What happened instead was that less central figures in 
the Institut's history, such as Fromm, Neumann, and Wittfogel, ac
quired impressive followings, while Horkheimer remained a gener-

. ally unknown figure in postwar America. 
Speculating about what might have occurred is, of course, far less 

the task of the historian than trying to make sense out of what actu
ally did. The Institut was a unique element in an unparalleled event 
in recent Western history. It was the only interdisciplinary aggrega
tion of scholars, working on different problems from a common the
oretical base, to coalesce in modern times. Moreover, whereas dis
persion usually accompanied exile, the Institut managed to remain 
together. It was furthermore the only collective representative of 
Weimar culture to survive exile and return to serve as a bridge be
tween Germany's cultural past and its post-Nazi present. When it 
reestablished itself-in Frankfurt, it was able not only to teach meth
odological techniques acquired in America, but also to restore conti
nuity with the rich heritage Hitler had done so much to obliterate. 
Having helped to 'bring German culture to America, it then pro
ceeded to help bring it back to Germany. With students like Jiirgen 
Habermas, Alfred Schmidt (who has just been named Adorno's suc
ce~sor as the Institut's director), Oskar Negt, and Albrecht Well mer, 
its' continued impact promises to be significant, even if its institu
tional survival in the 1970's seems clouded by the deaths of several of 
its older leaders and by increased radical turmoil in its student ranks~ 

A strained metaphor suggested by Hegel'S notion of the spirit re
turning to itself might seem appropriate here, if not for the crucial 
fact that the true estrangement of the Frankfurt School dId not end 
with its geographical homecoming. The reintegration of the Institut 
stressed earlier was never more than a partial and incomplete pro
cess. "To write poetry after Auschwitz," Adorno wrote in one of his 
more bitter moments, "is barbaric." 62 To write social theory and 
conduct scientific research was more tolerable only if its critical, neg-
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ative impulse was maintained. For, so the Frankfurt School always 
insisted, it was only by the refusal to celebrate the present that the 
possibility might be preserved of a future in which writing poetry 
would no longer be an act of barbarism. 
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